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PREFACE 

The Applied Reactor Physics Laboratory of the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute 
decided to renew the tradition of autumn schools on reactor physics. Tbe first letter of 
Hungarian acronym ERŐFI indicates tbe first place (Б stands for the Hungarian town 
Eastergom) where the first of these renewed school» was held. 

Tbe main topics of the Second Autumn School on Reactor Physics (ERŐFI II) wer« the 
following: 

neutron and reactor physical calculations 
noise diagnostics 
safety and environment 
ergonomics, man-machine interfaces 
chaos and fractals 
system theory 

As it can be seen, some of the topics are closely related to reactor physics as it has been 
suggested by the title of the school. However, the majority of the lectures was devoted 
to slightly different areas which are not seriously considered as useful in practice yet. 
Aitbough the organizer of the meeting believe that these areas (e.g. fractal and non-linear 
phenomena} will be utilized in the near future. This is the reason why those lectures were 
welcomed. 

Similarly to other researchers, people who are working on atomic energy hardly have time 
to follow the results of different fields of physics and other sciences. Therefore three invited 
lectures (by B. Lukács and P. Érdi) were also included desp.'e the very tight schedule of 
the meeting in order to inform the participants about the .jvm nuclear-related" sciences. 
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AGNES PROJECT: l.4TROtHCTKW 

László \Iaroti 
KFKI Atomic Energy Rssearch Institute 

Budapest 

ABSTRACT 

The AGNES Project was launched for the reassessment of the safety of Paks NPP, taking into 
consideration the existing requirements of the western countnes Although the availability of the 
plant seems to prove its safety, it was criticized for the deficiencies of the original safety analysis 
report and there was a need for the elaboration of the basis of a neu safety anrJysis These 
circumstances, the conditions, the main goals and topics of the project ire iietailedjrejtBXyaper, with 
special attention to the design basis accident analyses The basic concept of the DBA analysis was the 
single faiiure cntenon The mitiaung events investigated have been categorized as anticipated 
operational occurrences and postulated accidents Trw рццг | i m ilu pill list of the investigated 
initiating events and the acceptance cntena of the project. Summary of the general principles of the 
analyses, list of the computer codes used and the most important results of the DBA analyses зге 
presented The final conclusion of the project is that the safety of Paks NPP a acceptable. howevc 
in some areas safety enhancement measures elaborated in the AGNES project should be executed 

1. THE NEED FOR A NtW EVALUATION OF SAFETY / / 

The Paks NPP (Hungary) was constructed and commissioned following the practice accepted in the 
developed Western countnes. the operational performance shows that its safety comfortingly stands 
the comparison with most PWRs in the world The safety of Russian designed NPPs are criticized 
since their Safety .Analysis Reports (SAR) can not demonstrate the full investigation of possible 
accidents and transients, and the documentation is not complete either The basis of licensing was the 
SAR and its most important pan is the accident analysis chapter, therefore similar cnticism was 
addressed to the Hunganan plant In the following the safety of only the Paks NPP is uiscussed 

The ongmal SAR has the deficiencies as follow» 

the list of tie analysed accidents and transients is incomplete 

the documentation is unsatisfactory 

the input data of the analyses are noi rully known and she uncertainties of the 
presented input data are not available 
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ргд>-ш:а1К ">• oeuileű information v.is available concerrmg the analytical tools 
{unci >: i.- -юс knoitn »hat computer codes were applied, it is drfrkurf or 
impossible :•' evaluate the quality of the results) 

he uinscf.a:ism of the calculations is generally not known (the necessary and 
sufficient vomecNattsn can be achieved h> jsmg either conservative models m the 
•odes or conser.anve data, hence it is difficult to assess whether the results are 

•.onservative under any circumstances) 

the ы.ор< .ч ihr analyses is insufficient (the analyses terminated in a non-
L'quitibnurr Mate of the system, and the further course and end of the process can 
not be tnmliv assessed on the basis of parameter trends) 

the analyses arc \wsed on the destgt documents and no repeated analyses were 
earned ojt before startup although there were necessary and known deviations of 
the constructed plant compared to the technical assumptions in the design 

Due to the lack of precise knowlerij» cr. £« conservatism of the original analyses, the safety of the 
existing plant cannot be easily assessed 

In spite of tne deficiencies mentioned above, it is very probable that the safe handling of the 
transients and accidents can be counted on because the general conservatism of the design This 
qualitative statement is based on engineering judgement and, in the first time, by the operating 
experience of the Paks NPP units 

The thorough leassessment of the safety of Paks NPP considered necessary, therefore th» Hungarian 
Atomic Energy Commission launched the ACNES Project (advanced General and Ntm /.varuauoi 
of.Safety) The project management was assigned to the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institut? hut 
experts of several Hungarian and foreign firms were taking part in the project 

7. THE CONDITIONS OP THE SAFETY REASSESSMENT 

Taking into consideration the negative features mentioned before, the changes in the circumstance» 
and the progress m the available analytical tools, the accident analyses of the AüNES project were 
performed on the basis of the following conditions 

publishing t widespread and detailed database with references, supplemented with 
> aluei based on expert decision concerning the lacking data 

application of internationally recognized computer codes with precise information on the 
conditions of tbeir use On exceptional cases, other, e g Hungarian codes can be used to 
.nkt of simpler problem» bui in such cases the models and the code should be presented 
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• «itt ámá m order to aaafct аошЫе the IHHIIHIHI of t ie capability of the applied 
cede) 

af dctaab of the analyses (input data, modeling, nodthrarion, results) were archived, 
enuring the repetition of the calculation after the project 

the results of the analyses were evaluated in accordance with the current acceptance 
criteria 

The quality assurance of the tools for analyses was provided in accordance with the international 
standards by involving foreign experts. The results were confirmed by the Project Management, by 
the experts of Paks NPP, and also by foreign experts 

У. THE MAIN GOALS AND TOPICS OF THE ACNES PROJECT 

The aims of the project can be summarized as follows 

a report on the leassessment of the safety of the Paks NPP has to be prepared, by using 
internationally acknowledged up-to-date techniques on the level of the nineties, and 
considering the existing European requirements 

the project should include the updating of design basis accident (DBA) analyses, the 
performing of severe accident analyses, and the preparation of s Level I probabilistic 
safety analysis study 

the project should help in determining priorities for safety enhancement and backfilling 
measures and also in identifying strategies for severe accident management 

one of the objectives of the project should be the facilitating the preparation of a revised 
SAR, satisfying the requirements of the expected new Hungarian regulations 

The elaboration <rf the latter requirements is in progress, hence »ject corresponds to 
international requirements and practices 
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The man topics of the AGNES Project are 

•systems analysis and description (single failure analyses, diversity and redundancy 
investigations, studies of fire protection, internal flooding, high energy line breaks, and 
unintentional boron dilution possibilities) 

• complete DBA analysis, extended for new issues (pressurized thermal shock events and 
anticipated transients without scram), also comparing the conclusions with mat of the 
original SAR 

•severe accident analysis (with conclusions based on some deterministic analyses -X basic 
accident events), also elaborating strategies of the accident management procedures 

Level I probabilistic safety analysts with the quantification of the human factor, 
recommending pnormes of safety enhancement measures 

The final report of the project gives details also including descriptions of operating and emergency 
operating procedures and a lot of other relevant and essential information 

4. THE AIM ОГ THE DBA ANALYSIS 

Figur* I shows the summary of the mam aim of the DBA analysis to prove that the design basis 
accidents are resulting in safe and stable endstate by functioning the systems and the safety systems of 
the plant The plant state can be either an operational one or an accident, according to the frequency 
and the consequence of the event The different analyses of the AGNES project deal with certain 
states - the DBA is concerned with the anticipated operational occurrences (AOO) and the postulated 
accident conditions (PA) 

The DBA analysis is based on the single failure criterion This criterion м satisfied by an assembly of 
equipment if и is able to meet its purpose despite a single random failure assumed to occur anywhere 
in die assembly Consequential failures resulting from the assumed single failure are considered to be 
integral part of the single failure The single failure criterion shall be applied to each safety related 
equipment group incorporated in the plant design (this group means those assemblies of equipment 
which performs all actions required for a particular initiating event in order to prevent the parameter» 
from exceeding the limits specified in the design basis for that event) In the DBA analysis it is 
assumed that there is a single failure (or even more additive failures) 
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s. THE IMTUTI.N'G EVENTS 

Тг>< events initiating transienu to be anai\zeiJ. b\ DBA are classified as AOO or PA cases The 
definitions of these categories 

AOOanticipated operational ucci.mntes i.AOOs» are aii operational processes deviating from 
normal operation which are expected to occur once or several times dunng the operating life 
of the plant and which, in view of appropnate design provisions, do not cause anv significant 
damage to items important to safer, nor lead to accident conditions 

FA postulated accidents (PAs) are deviations from operational states in which the rdirases of 
radioactive materials are kept to acceptable limits bv appropnate design features, these 
deviations do not include severe accidents 

In the AGNES Project the internationally accepted US NRC regulations are followed together with 
those of the Finnish STUK The latter defines frequencies to the initiating events AOO» are over 10" 
"'a, PAi are between 10*-aand 10"*- a fand the severe accidents are less frequent events» 

The initiating events are according to the US NRC Guide ! 70, moJified b> the special VV'PR-tvr.-
events These are grouped 

I Increase in Jieat re 

1 1 Feedwater system malfunctions that result in a decrease 
ш feedwater temperature ЛОО 

1 2 Feedwater system malfunctions that result in an increase 
m feedwater flow (not considered in AGNES» AOO 

13 Steam pressure regulator malfunction or failure that 
results in increasing steam flow AOO 

I 4 Inadvertent opening of a steam generator relief or safety valve AOO 
1 5 Spectrum of steam system piping failures inside and outside 

of containment in a PWR PA 

2 Decrease in heat removal bv the secondary system 

2 I Steam pressure reu.ula.or malfunction or failure that results m 
decreasing steam flow AOO 

2.2 Loss of external electric load AOO 
2.3 Turbine trip (stop valve closure) AOO 
2 4 Inadvertent closure of mam steam isolation valves AOO 
2 5 Loss of condenser vacuum (not considered in AGNES) AOO 
2.6 Coincident loss of onsite and external (offstte) 

А С power to the station AOO 
II 
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2 7 Loss ol rwim.n imitate; 'low AOO 
2 í Feedwater pir»mi break PA 

J Qgcxcjse ш realtor coolant system flow rate 

3 I Single ant! muiiplc reactor coolant pump trips AOO 
3 2 Reactor coolant pump shaft seizure PA 
3 3 Reactor coolant pump shaft break PA 

4 ftt«tm& andjower dmpbutipp anomalies 

4 1 Uncontrolled control rod assembly withdrawal from a subcntical or low power 
startup condition (assuming the most unfavourable reactivity conditions of 
the core and reactor coolant system), including control rod or tenn/orary 
control device removal error during refuelling AOO 

4 2 Uncontrolled control rod assembly withdrawal at the particular power level 
(assuming the most unfavourable reactivity conditions of the core and 
reactor coolant system) that yields the most severe results (low power 
to full power) AOO 

4 3 Control rod maJoperatKHi (system malfunction or operator error), including 
maloperaűon of part length control rods AOO 

4 4 Startup of an inactive reactor coolant loop or recirculating loop at 
an incorrect temperature AOO 

4 5 Chemical and volume control system malfunction 'hat results in a decreaie 
in the boron concentration m the reactor coolant of a PWR AOO 

4 6 Inadvertent loading and operation of a fuel assembly in an improper 
position PA 

4 7 Spectrum of rod ejection accidents in a PWR PA 

1 focr case ip гещог coo|ajn щ у е щ у 

5 I Inadvertent operation of eccs dunna power operation AOO 
; 2 Chemical and volume control system malfunction (or operator error) that 

increases reactor coolant inventory AOO 

<> Decrease in reactor coolant inventory 

6 I inadvertent opening of a pressunzer safety or relief valve in a PWR 
(or a safety or relief valve in a BWR) PA 

') 2 Break in instrument line or other lines from reactor coolant pressure 
boundary that penetrate containment PA 

'.• 3 Steam generator tube failure PA 
6 4 Opening of the SG collector cover (only in WER) PA 
'' 51.osvof-coolant accidents resulting from the spectrum of postulated 

piping breaks within the reactor coolant pressure boundary PA 
6 6 Leaking of the reactor coolant pumps whim the elretnerty is lost (only in WER) PA 
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7 i laaünawi pa wane system leak or failure рд 
7 2 lU îDaciiw hqwd wwte sysiew lak от Циге рд 
7 3pMliabie4raeV>activc releases сЫ to bqwd tank faüur« PA 
74DcMa^baaen>ilund^accideffi3mtb«cc)fitamfiiemafulspcmrucl 

аопщЫиИшу рд 
7 5 Spam fuel cask drop acodems рд 

I 

• I Inadvertent control rod withdrawal PA 
í2los»offcedw»ter PA 
S3 Los* of AC power PA 
14 Loss of electrical toad (not considered in AGNES) PA 
S 5 Low of condenser vacuum (not considered in AGNES) PA 
1 6 Turbine trip PA 
S 7 Cloture of mam steam (me isolation valves PA 

9 PIS fammsBi thermal short) 

91 Proawuer safety valve opening 
9 2 300 */• break (large break loss of coolant accident) 
9 3 Medium size loss of coolant accident 
9 4 Steam line break 
9 $ Steam generator collector cover opening 
9 6 Inadvertent start of the high pressure injection system 

For the PSA (probabilistic safety analysis) studies those event sequences of the DBA initiating events 
were investigated where the core melt - as the end-state - was questionable 

*. THE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

The acceptance cntena elaborated for and applied in the AGNES Project are summarized in Figure 
2 Concerning the DBA analysis, their more detailed description is as follows 

CI An occurrence shall not generate a more serious plant condition (eg an anticipated 
operational occurrence shall not generate an accident and an accident shall not generate a more 
serious accident without an additional independent failure) 

Remark it is understood in such a manner that occurrences with probabilities higher than 10* 
~ a may not lead to a PA A similar probabilistic limit can be prescribed for differentiating 
between PAs and severe accidents 
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CI An occurrence by itself or in combination with an additional active component failure or 
operator erro shall not result in loss of function of any barrier deluding the fuel cladding 
However, if the combined frequency of an occurrence plus an additional component failure or 
operator error is below-10"- a. a limited number of fuel cladding failures may be accepted Fuel 
cladding failures shall be assumed as per criterion C4 

The most limiting plant system single failures) or operator error shall be identified and 
assumed in the analysis The designed minimum configuration shall be used for the safety 
systems in the analysis 

CJ The probability of experiencing a heat transfer crisis anywhere in the core shall be low There 
shall be a 95 % probability, at the 9$ % confidence level, that the limiting fuel rod does not 
experience a departure from nucleate boding (DNB) The applied DNB-correianon shall be 
based on experimental data that are relevant to the particular core cooling conditions ar..' fuel 
design 

If the DNB falls below these values fuel failure (rod perforation) must be assumed for all rods 
that do not meet these criteria unless it can be shown, based on an acceptable fuel damage 
model that fewer failures occur 

C4 Fuel cladding failure shall be assumed for all the rods where one or more of the following 
conditions occur 

a) the cladding is overheated - fuel rod experiences a departure from nucleate boiling as per 
criterion C3 

b) the fuei pellets are overheated - the temperature of fuel pellet reaches melting 
temperature in any point (the fuel melting point is 2840 °C for the fresh fuel and 2670 °C 
for the spent fuel) 

c) excessive fuel enthalpy is produced - the radially averaged fuel enthalpy exceeds 586 
JgU02 (140 cal'g) at any axial location in the fuel rod (reference temperature for 
enthalpy is 298 K) 

d) other mechanisms - other possible fuel rod failure modes, as eg mechanical impacts, or 
ballooning and rupture due to internal pressure 

CÍ In the postulated accident conditions the primary reactor coolant system shall be maintained in 
a sale status so that short term and long term coolability of fuel can be maintained It has to be 
proved that the following requirements shall be met 

a) the emergency core cooling criteria shall be met 

the calculated maximum fuel rod cladding temperature docs not exceed 1200 °C 
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- the calculated total oxidation of the cladding does not exceed 17% of the total 
cladding thickness before oxidation 

- die calculated total amount of hydrogen generated from the chemical reaction of the 
cladding with water or steam does not exceed I*'» of the hypothetical amount that 
would be generated if all the metal in the cladding cylinders surrounding the fuel, 
excluding the cladding surrounding the plenum volume, were to react 

- calculated changes in core geometry are such that the core remains amenable to 
cooling 

b) the raJially averaged fuel enthalpy shall not exceed 963 J.gLCh <230 cal/g) at any axial 
location in any fuel rod (reference temper.hue for enthalpy is Э 8 K) 

C6 The plant is considered to be adequately designed ind the primary and secondary coolant 
activities adequately limited, if calculations show that (he r^ultmu ooses, with an assumed 
event generated iodine spike and v.ith equilibrium iodine сгп.-cnirvon for continued full 
power operation, are below the limits for anticipated occurrences 

C7 The plant is considered to be adequately designed and the primary and secondary coolant 
activities adequately limited, if calculations show that the resulting doses, with in assumed 
event generated iodine spike and with equilibrium iodine concentration for continued f ' 
power operation, are below the limits for postulated accidents 

Cf Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems shall he maintained below 110 -»o( the 
design values 

C9 Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems is maintained below acceptable design 
limits, considering potential brittle as well as ductile failures, and considering the fuel 

CIO The plant tchnical specifications should include a provision requiring that reactor 
instrumentation be used to search for potential fuel loading errors after refuelling operations 

С П From the time an alarm makes the operator aware of unplanned moderator dilution the 
following minimum time intervals must be available before cnticality is reached or the 
shutdown margin of the reactor is completely lost: 

a) during refuelling 30 minutes 

b) during startup, cold shutdown, hot standby and power operation I $ minutes 

C12 The core shall not be uncovered during accidents in the course of refuelling 
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The criteria tor the PTS analysis vvas thai the safety factor against crack propagation must not 
decrease below the limit i e K|C K| "• ' '. 

In case of PSA supporting analysis it has been assumed that cure melt will occur when the cladding 
temperature of the fuel excci ds 1200 T 

\ THE PRINCIPLES AND THE RESULTS 

The analyses were made by taking into account the minimum configuration of safety systems This 
means that the following systems are avaiiaole in case of the emergency core cooling system 

• only I of the 3 existing emergency core cooling system pumps is operable 
• only 2 of the •* existing hydroaccumulators are operable 
• only I of the i existing containment spray system is operable 

If the acceptance criteria were not fulfilled in case of this minimum configuration rh»" ths »-iaiyys 
was continued by assuming itnctly the single failure спн^-г. 

The uncertainty of the measured parameters were specified in the initial and boundary conditions in 
fhe direction unfavourable from trie point of view of the given scenario 

The axial and radial power flux shapes are specified in the maximum disadvantageous manner 

When considering reactivity induced accidents, the reactivity coefficients were set to the values 
orresponding to the most unfavourable operational limits The move »як of the control assembly 

with most disadvantageous reactivity effectiveness was assumed Parameters like effective neutron 
fraction gap conductance, reserve reactivity, etc were treated in a conservative manner 

i w postulated accidents of the LOT A (loss of coolant) type, even if no fuel cladding failure is found. 
л source term corresponding to ' % fuel failure was assumed in the release calculations 

r. the dose calculations fcnd in assessing environmental effects, both the case when the reactor hall 
• emulation is functioning (unfavourable from the point of view of the environment) and when it does 
•!••': function lunfavourable from the point of view of the plant personnel) were considered 

í lie PTS analyses had to be performed in a wav conservative from the point of view of rector 
."essure vessel overcooling, i e the availability of the entire emergency COP cooling system at 110 % 

f , h r maximum capacity wa* assumed with the minimum water temperature 

here art various computer codes used in the project The applied codes depends on the task to be 
4i formed 

for thermohydraulic analyses RELAP5 mod: 5 - COBRA-4 - CONTAIN were used 
foi large break transients the ATHLET code was applied instead of RE1.AP. hence the 
wlution was ATHLET * COBRA-4 * CONTAIN 
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- far им сакмькюа o f the rebate aad éaaasTBSO. BOXDOSE, CRAC2 were used 
- tacure átadtam w » aaateaaa hy A C b W V and PEXFE-3 
- «J» reactrwey текла шгпеит ( Ш Л ) aid the anticiimd traaacnts without sera« (ATWS) 

were invrwaaMiil by using SMATKA, SMABUE, TRABCO, and HEXTRAN 

The best ramnatr venaons of die codas are used, U K coaservaosm ts ensured in the w t a l and 
boundary coadMKMs (me parameters were chose« at dien- unfavourable value taking accoum abo die 
effect of uncenamoes) Further conservatism e mat only die first level prolectioa system is 
considered, however, already die first scram snjnal was assumed effective (the exceptions were die 
RIA transients, where die first signal was delayed or only die second signal was taken into account, 
and die ATWS events without any scram) 

The results of die extended DBA analyses show that for the majority of die considered initiating 
events die plant sa&snes the acceptance criteria even for die minimum configuration of safety 
systems. It was necessary to assume system availability according to die smjle failure principle in 
order to satisfy die criteria only for die cases of 200 % cold leg break, inadvertent control assembly 
group wididrawai, and steam line break Certain deficiencies were found, but a lot o f mem can be 
easily removed, e g by modifying «he operational procedures There are changes necessary in die 
technology of bodi die primary and die secondary circuit (mainly concerning die sufficient feedwater 
supply), in die containment (avoiding sump clogging), in die reactor protection, and die 
instrumcfflaoon and control (reconstruction of die safety system), etc These measures has been 
started or prepared to be introduced in die near future In die AGNES Project proposals have been 
elaborated concerning new nuclear safety requirements and criteria for the authorities 
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ABSTRACT 
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overall picture of the safety analysis is given by the methodical survey by groups of initial events Xhe— 
paper g ive UlKieMmg6xamples fc> facilitating the comprehension of the most important processes 
with unexpected results. The conclusions contain elaborated rwommendanen» to improw the plant 

in the near future, mbWemeiiu of upeuuiig procedures fbi plant upoatois The Paks WPP is -emi 
rerording parfbrmanre/and safety indicators as good at enymtfir world Hd t in 
the relevant au,epuiiii ciitwia The AGNES project motivated measures which can further improve 
the safety and make tie high reputation even bener 

I. THE TASK AND THE DATA BASE 

The only Hungarian nuclear power plant at Paks consists of four VVER-440/V-213 units Owing to 
the criticisms of the Russian designed reactors, there was a need for a thorough reassessment of its 
safety utilizing the operational experience gained since 1982 (the startup of Umt 1), on the basis of 
the modern, improved safety knowledge and tools, and according to the internationally accepted 
requirements and in full agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency's recommendation 
on the periodic reevaluauon of the NPPs' safety This project was named AGNES, lasted three years 
and its executive summary is now published [1] The project was a complex task requiring various 
and specialized knowledge and hence a teamwork of experts, involving several institutions KFKI 
Atomic Energy Research Institute (AEKI), VEIKI, ETV-ERJERV and Paks NPP (Hungary), IVO 
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International and VTT (Finlandi. GR5 mbH (Gennany), and Tractebel (Bel lum). hence no part of 
the main results can be identified as a work of a single author 

Here, some of the important results are summaraed tn form of mnpta table« (гам« are Riven for the 
easier comparison), with some interesting examples of the iinwleted processes However, in the 
short paper, the basic power plant knowledge of Paks or other WER-type NFP umts * aeiuenad 
(the bask scheme, the processes and the mam equipments of the piaaog and hcatflow itiawaina and 
that of the safety systems) 

The project followed strict quality assurance regulations to rufly correspond the mternenowai 
expectations A best estimate database is developed representing Unit 3 of Paks NPP (at its stale m 
1992) to describe the plant as far as the analyses required, associated with references to technical 
documents, 2D and 3D drawings, etc Best estimate computer codes are used, presented m 
Handbooks, containing the short description of the mode«, me general modeflmg tad cateukttonal 
principles, nodahzation schemes, the steady state conditions, and aH oner information and mput data 
which is valid for all transients anabzed using the relevant code 

2. THE COMPUTER CODES AND Ш Ш VALIDATION 

For every code an independent input model of Paks NPP Unit 3 have been developed taking the 
modelling differences of the codes mto account (scope and depth of samulation) The quahty 
assurance requirements of the AGNES Protect demanded the best possible approach equally for 
every code usmg their tunable parameters to acceptably reproduce the values measured m some real 
plant transients This is to demonstrate that the used input data and models we aopücable to Paks 
NPP 

To have overall impression on the complexity of this task, the codes are summarized in Table I 
Validations of RELAP, ATHLET, COBRA were done previously on the bam of the PMK 
experiment! at KFKI-AEKI, another experimental reactor vessel model was used at IVO for 
REMIX, and there were IAEA and OECD standard problem exercises for SMABRE, while CRAC-2 
needs no validation at all, since it is not a WER-spccmc code There are codes without real or 
sufficient measurements, hence the validation is substituted by either conservatism (CONTAIN) or by 
comparative calculations (TIBSO, BOXDOSE, KIKO-3D, ÁCIB RPV) 

Concerning the thermohydrauhc codes, the inputs were built from the same basic nodauzation, and 
tor this common validation of the input models the steady state and two real operation traniawiti 
were chosen a scram after л spurious safety signal of the first level emergency reactor protection 
(ERP-1). and a trip of one reactor cooling pump (RCP No 2) due to a spurious signal from its own 
protection system 

The number and the accuracy of the measured data is limned smce these were not planned tests but 
operational transients only, however, these data turned out to be sufficient for input vendition Not 
all measurements can have equivalents in the inputs or outputs, since there are discrepancies due to 
modelling simplifications (e g some technological subsystems are unified in the models) and the 



scope of the model is abo kmttd (some controls are simplified or left out, the secondary circuit is 
not demled, etc) 

A» an exutpie, the importéi» and characteristic measurement-set of the hot leg temperature is 
compered to the vabdaoon results of codes RELAP and SMATRA, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
representing the overaü behavm* of the modeis m both the scram and the pump trip transients 

As for the analysis of the scram transient (Figure I), the hot leg temperatures are m good agreement 
weh the measurements In the figure the measured data are shown by dotted lines, while the 
calculated results are plotted with continuous lines The scram has a symmetric effect on the 
calculated parameters of all loops, hence the hot leg temperatures are represented by that of the I st 
loop, but they are, actually, 6 identical curves 

The results simulated by RELAP and ATHLET are somewhat the average of the real values 
(virtually the same as the measurement curves of loops 3 and 4, but ending at 300 s and 3 30 s, resp ), 
while in SMATRA the secondary side pressure increase results m some nse after I SO s until 360 s, 
when the opening of the turbme bypass valves drops the pressure down, which cools the loops back 
to normal. This small peak would be eliminated by more detailed secondary side modelling, however, 
mis would need excessive model development (and huge computing time for every single transient 
calculation) in this short duration project The results are still quite acceptable 

Similar slight differences among the codes are typical for the other parameters and their behaviour 
during other transients as well Concerning the pump trip (Figure 2), the hot leg temperatures u< 
again in good agreement with the measurements In the figure the measured data sre shown by short 
dotted lines, while the calculated results are plotted with longer ones (RELAP) and continuous lines 
(SMATRA) After the 2nd loop is stopped, the results for the symmetrical neighbouring loops are 
identical the 1st and the 3rd are equal, and the 4th and 6th coincide as well, hence only three loop'. 
are given in the figure 

As soon as the flow tuny, back m the stopped (but not closed) 2nd loop, here the hot leg temperature 
changes to the cold leg value of the other loops, as a part of the flow from loops 1.3.4.5,6 is flowing 
upwards in die 2nd loop, this is mixed into the inlet hot flows of the neighbouring loops and 
decreases their hot leg temperatures - the nearer the leg. the cooler the inlet It is very important to 
recognize that these mixing effects are properly modelled in SMATRA (the hot leg temperatures of 
loops I and 3 are lower than that of loops 4 and 61 which is very significant As the RELAP model 
was used for the simulation of transients with other conservative assumpuons, it calculates perfect 
mixing m the upper plenum of the reactor vessel, hence the values 'or loops 1,3,4,5.6 are equal, but 
their deviation from the hot leg temperature of loop 2 is well demonstrated 

In spite of ail these limitations, considering the important results and the good agreements with the 
available measurements, the input models proved to be suitable for those analyses which are in the 
scope of the AGNES Project 
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з. iHi TR.\>sn:>Tsлм> im IRREFERENCE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

í or the Design Hasis Acviaen: (DBA) ana!\se> in the AGNES Project, acceptance criteria were 
developed bj4d on the IS . German French and Finnish regulations, and on the Europetn level of 
expectations '..л- analyzed transients and their initiating events were set according tc the 
international recogm/ed practice i-.f^fef. analyses and covers the specific safety aspects of WRR-
type reactors as well The scope of the analyses was also extended !.• *rmc impotent issues which 
are relatively new for VVER-type reactors, like the analysis of transients with the possible failure of 
reactor scram, and the investigation of the pressure vessel for pressurized thermal shocks 
The analyzed transients can he classified as more frequent Anticipated Operational Occurrences 
'AOO), and probably never occurring Postulated Accidents (PA), the criteria for the AOO cases are 
even stneter From the results of the simulation of the transients the most important and 
characteristic key parameters can be judged in relation to the permissible values defined by the 
criteria The corresponding values are given in Table 2 (eg the pressure criterion is not to exceed 
135 * ó of the design pressure for PA-type transients, this limit is 110 % for AOO) These values of 
ГаЫе 2 are referred as the 100 °«limit in Tables 3 to 10 Note that the results are acceptable only if 
they are below 100 % but the DNBR (a characteristic quality reflectine ihr h-a» tisnücr crisis 
anywhere in the core) should be over 100 % 

4 THE METHOD OF TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 

There are estimated single failures for the scenanos which are in compliance with the results of the 
systems analysis, and some additional failures were set to enable better and more conservative 
modelling of the technological processes 

Best estimate plant data are used to provide plant-specific results but some conservative values were 
also used where and how the safety aspects or modelling principles required i he necessary and 
sufficient conservatism was ensured in specifying the initial and boundary conditions in a well-
defined manner It is also assumed that there are no operator actions during the first 30 mmjtes, and 
iater there are no operator's errors either (however, in some cases, certain operator's errors are 
presumed as additional failures) The results are considered acceptable if at least the operator 
intervention after 30 minutes can control the process directing the key parameters beyond the 
:nteoa 

The applied conservatism and other differences from the Handbook and from its best estimate data, 
and other specific information on each simulated transient is given in standardized reports the 
Transient and Accident Summary Sheets (TRASS), containing the objectives, the parr.metnc studies. 
The implementation, the accident definition, the single and additive failures, the initial and boundary 
conditions the detailed analysis of the results, the list of simulated events, the time diagrams of the 
key parameters, and their acceptance, for the further improvement of plant safety (even by suggested 
nsw ot altered protection signals and changed setpoints, 

In the following tables the classification of the transient (AOO or PA), and the relative values of the 
«, e> parameters aie given For most of the PA cases, these key values are given as a ratio of the AOO 
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1шмв as weft, to prove Out not oorydK PA, but the even stncier AOO entern are also fulfised The 
гшашс* are sraasanacdn group« of яйаалф events 

5. SECONtUftY S 0 C MEAT REMOVAL, HUMAKY COOLANT FLOW 

The finl group is die increase in heat removal by die secondary system, as shown in Tabk 3 Here 
Cases I to 4 an screened by Cat* 5 as it is obvious, that die sfeambne breaks are die most dangerous 
accidents, and for dtece several subcases were analyzed It can not be enduded diat the eolation 
valve of dm damaged steam line do not dose, hence die reactor coolant pump (RCP) remain in 
operation The subcase has die most serious consequences, because die signal of die stcsm header 
pressure drop gradient does not last for die necessary S seconds, hence die undamaged SGs are not 
protected by isolating die accident, and din process leads to cooling down and resulting in 
recrttKabty (A new protection и suggested on low steam header pressure to isolate all SGs from 
steam side to prevent blowdown in case of a single failure) - However, even for die maximum break 
size, die DNBR ratio is 3 59 which is 270 % in relative terms Hence, even for recnucality, both the 
PA and die AGO criteria are fulfilled for the whole transient, and thus for die whole group 

The opposite effect, die decrease in heal removal by die secondary system, forms die second group, 
cf Tabk 4 Here the non-analyzed AOO cases are screened by the turbine tnp, which is more severe 
transient As for die only PA. Case 8, during die feedwater line breaks neither die low steam header 
pressure, nor the Ap > 0 5 VtPa pressure difference (between the steam header and die SG) 
protection signal is not formed, therefore also the undamaged SGs will blow down through the 
broken feedwater line, and the subcooling of the primary circuit may result in recnticality However, 
even m these subcases, the PA and even the AOO criteria are still fulfilled 

The third group is the decrease in the primary coolant flow, the relevant results are summarized in 
ГаЫе 5 The transients concerning the malfunctions of the RCPs fulfils the AOO enteru There are 
specific criteria for the refuelling state the analysis of (he disturbance of the natural circulation (( are 
4) shows that these criteria are not violated for I h. which is quite acceptable even if volumetric 
boiling develops, the recirculation in the reactor vessel ensures effective core cooling, and to restore 
the natural circulation there is a further I h (later the water level decreases to the level of the hot leg 
which would aggravate the accident) 

6. POWER DISTRIBUTION. REACTIVITY INDUCED TRANSIENTS 

The most dangerous cases belong to the fourth group the power distribution »nomalies and 
reactivity induced accidents (RIA), see Table 6 During these processes, the reactivity input leads to 
the rise of power, fuel temperature, pressure, etc 

Since these accidents are of particular importance, an extremely conservative approach was applied 
to delay the scram for ('имя I. 2. and 4, subcases were analyzed with neglected reactor period 
scram signal, with no lower level reactor protection signals, and with a serious error of the operator 
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The latter a the misuse of the high neutron power signal (110 % of adjusted power) if, agam« the 
operational rules, the operate: would miss to reset the reference sctpomt of the signal to the 
operational level, then for low operational levels (e g 2 % at startup), the setpotnt of the protection 
remains at ПО % of the nominal level (i e 110 %, instead of eg. 2.2 % at startup) - The results 
show that if only three loops are in operation, then the control assembly withdrawal at 2 % power 
requites the existence of the reactor period signal, and the startup of a colder and closed loop, or that 
of a loop with lower boron concentration needs die proper ssmng of the (ugh neutron power signal 
setpomt (to prevent this error possibility, new automatic protection is suggested) • A subcase of 
Case 2 deal: with the later withdrawal of one control assembly fell down at die begmnmg of me 
cycle This is prohibited oy the operational rules, but it would result in the excess of the DNBR 
cnienon only if the withdrawal is would be at the end of the cycle - With the omission of the 
extremely conservative approach, assuming that the орега&опа) rules ate not violated and/or the 
reactor period signal is existing (allowing only one, the worst single failure), even with very 
conservative leactivirv worth values, the results of these cases are acceptable 

In the possible various rmsoperations of a control assembly (Сазе J), dilution of boron concentration 
due to malfunction:, of the volume and boron control systems (Can 5), loading a fuel assembly into a 
wrong position ( ( д а Л | the acceptance criteria are fulfilled for AOO (even in PA-type Сан 6) 

As for Сак - one control assembly was ejected from an asymmetric position due to в rapid cross 
break и-, the case of (and a simultaneous another fault m) the drive mechanism the pressure 
difference ejects the assembly within 0 3 s, so the reactivity increase is rather fast and asymmetric 
The pressuie remains high enough to prevent the blowup of the fuel cladding, the oxidation of the 
maxnmrn loaded pin does not exceed 1 */*, but m the hottest channel the DNBR falb below the 
AOO limit The heat transfer ens» may occur for 3 2 % of the fuel pins, which is acceptable, since 
the lesült* of the release and dose calculations remain much below the limits of the PA crtena (these 
calculations and the relevant criteria are not detailed in this paper) Note that the DNBR criterion is 
no: applicable for rhu PA-tvpe transient, therefore the criteria are fulfilled for this сак, and hence for 
rhe whole group 

! he parametei ^udie» made for the subcases of Case 4 (startup of an inactive loop) arc very 
.mciestme because the slower disturbances result in the more serious consequences An extreme 
csaiiplr \i *-• i violation of the operational rules, the startup of a colder, closed loop, when 3 other 
1 4i[is не ir> operation and ':. others remain closed The opening speed of the main gate valves, the 
n-nrng of the reactor coolant pump startup, and the location of du cold water slug in the previously 
Jcsed »ectio'i of the loop define the subsequent events 

'M.»" i snows the peiioa of fission power, and Figure 4 the total fission power as functions of tone 
'»; iHt typical subcases the disturbance front entering the reactor vessel from the started loop can 
mtialh have (a) tamp-like or (b) step-like time behaviour, depending on the assumptions Before the 

•\A\V.KI\ the unit •.- m a steady condition »ccording to the 3 loops in operation (ca 57 % total fission 
i>,r•>.(•< with ».table zero icactor period) The inactive 4th loop is closed by the hot and cold leg gate 
•tow, -he >vater withm them is cooled down by the colder steam generator during low power 
«tartup 

' he (г» step-iikt disturbance means that the reactor coolant pump is started when the gate valves are 
•rpeiied, anc* >f for tome reason the flow does not turn back and the colder water from is farmer 
.ltmrtam м the loop, then the initial flowrate of the colder water slug at the reactor inlet nozzle is 
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Mgh The cootmg of the core a increased (more flow, colder coolant >, hence there is a step change 
of Ike reacnvny «traduced, the fission power increases гаркпу, together with a reactor period peak 
SfcouM ike b*jb neutron power scram signal (from the ПО % of the 57 % power) at 52 s be missing, 
the reactor period scram »gnat appears at 79 s, and even if this would be neglected, the faulty high 
neutron power signal (from the 110 % of the 100 % power) scraim die reactor at 86 s Assummg the 
last eflcct (shown in the figures), the power falls, stabilizing together with the reactor period near 
aero 

However, such circumstances and operations are improbable, and there are a lot of other 
posubtboes, bite the colder slug к only at the steam generator or m die hot leg, it can be even colder 
due to erroneous :old makeup water injection into the cold leg and hence the front of the slug is 
originated at the gate valve It a also obvious that there will be return flow in the open loop when the 
pump и off - The normal operation at Paks NPP is first the startup of the reactor coolant pump (sav
at 0 s), die gradual and intermittent opening of the cold iep gate valve is started later (at 5 s), the 
nominal speed of the pump is at 11 s, the opening of the valve is periodic, it is fully open at 128 s 
(nominal flow) 

Assuming normal startup tuning, simplifying the opening characteristics of (he gate valve as a linear 
function, and using the same approach for forming the colder slug as was u>ed in (b), the analysis 
was done for this new transient Milder consequences had been expected for this (a) ramp-like 
disturbance, since slow increase of reactivity can ensure sufficient nme for safety signals, emergency 
reactor protection actions However, the gamed results are surprising there is no scram Due to the 
slower flow increase, the cooling down of the core is less effective, since it is partly сотрет Md b; 
the growing heat flux according to the rising reactivity The change of most parameters is slow ;he 
effects are counterbalanced, and a new steady state is formed at 200 s The fission power exceeds the 
high power level signal setpomt 1110 % of 57 % power) at 68 s, but its maximum is still far below its 
faulty setpomt (110 % of 100 % power), hence it can not scram the reactor The period remains tew 
than 0.07 s"', and there can not be penod signal either (cf the figures) This would lead to oxidation 
if аП conservatism is applied Normally, the results of this transient are acceptable, but this is a 
warning that the erroneous adjustment of the high neutron power level setpomt is a serious 
operational error 

The results are similar for other transients with slugs of diluted water (lower boron concentration) If 
there are 5 loops m operation and the 6th inactive loop is started, the situations are less serious 

7. COOLANT INVENTORY, CORE INTEGRITY 

The partial fost of primary coolant penis the core integrity In Table ~ the events leading to decrease 
in reactor coolant inventory are summarized (Group 6) The thermohydreulic phenomena were 
analyzed including neutron kinetic feedback, and as a final result, it was proven that the relevant 
criteria are fulfilled for the whole group of initiating events 

Among them, Cast I is screened by the 200 % hot leg break subcase of Case 5 There are no severe 
thermohydrauüc consequences both in Case 2 (breaks of primary lines not equipped with double 
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salet) isolating \а1\»:э before penetrating the containment) and in f i i « 6 (screened by small breaks 
of C2se i i 

The cladding awN down both rn Case j (the rupture of L'-iubes, the activity release to the 
environment through secondary side safety valves can be prevented by the quick reduction of the 
primary pressure b\ The ("Cf S) and in Caw 4 /the opening accident of the hot leg header cover is 
possible at hon/onui siiMir generator specific for WFR-type NPPs) However, in Case 4, steam 
and water flows оы through the safety valves, hence they may remain open, and after emptying the 
ECCS tanks 'he core rrav drv out. therefore further measures to improve the safety are suggested 

In ( ate« i. 4. .ind fi the primary coolant flows outside the containment but not into the sump, where 
the water could be retrieved from This may lead to core damage if either the break is not isolated in 
due time, or the sufficient water supply is not maintained from another source (nevertheless, after the 
water from the tanks of the emergency core cooling system is used up. the operator still has many 
hours for the necessary interventions) 

The main task of analyzing the various primary pipeline breaks in Сазе 5 was to determine the ECCS 
configuration required for the fulfilment of the acceptance criteria According »-.; ifi,,.Ci.ic studies, 
the minimum configuration is not able to kern r*'Aiir,6 .emperatures below acceptable limits but, as 
a consequence of the negative moderator density feedback, a configuration satisfying 'he single 
failure criterion proved to be sufficient even in the case of simultaneous loss of offsite power and 
internal AC supply 

The analyses were completed by calculations cf pressure development in the containment to 
determine the time of scram due to the 0 11 MPa setpoint Wherever it was required to value the 
fulfilment of the acceptance criteria, the necessary activity transport and dose calculanons were also 
performed In all these supplementary analyses other cases were included as well, like steamline 
breaks (cf Group 1, Case 5), and control rod ejections (cf Group 4, Case 7) The design pressure of 
the containment is 0 25 MPa. the results show that although the ongintl design basis accident was 
the 200 % cold leg break, it leads only to 0 214 MPa. while steamlme breaks may effect 0 24 MPa 
and, if the operator would not be able to isolate the break by closing the main gate valves of the loop 
•n ca 30 mm. there can be a nsk of exceú.ng the design pressure values 

As for the calculated doses within the reactor hall, assuming extremely conservative conditions (stop 
of ventilation) the worst cases are the 200 % breaks in these cases, if people stay within the reactor 
nail without anv countermeasures for 7 days, the doses exceed the acceptance criteria for the ."ÍOO •/• 
cold leg breaks the results relative to the dose limits are 1300 % (whole body) and 4400 % (thvroid), 
rhese ratios for the 200 % hot leg breaks are 800 % and 2800 %. respectively Hence, for the 200 % 
breaks of the loops early evacuation, the use of respirators, and iodine prophylaxis are suggested 

In the environment the conservative approach was to assume the normal ventilation, the maximum 
doses were calculated from the opening of the steam generator hot leg header cover, the respective 
ratios are 34 % (wholebody) and I % (thyroid), which are well below the limits (100 %) According 
to the calculations, following any of these accidents not even the most threatened group of the 
population living near the power plant is exposed to doses exceeding the acceptable limits 

Iht last group of the hasic DBA initiating events is ihown in Table Я, containing the i'oses of the 
increase in reactor coolant inventory (Group 5) Case I can no' violate the criteria, since the tanks of 
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ne hajh а ж а м tmarjancy cor* coobng system arc MM with a soiuuon of mgh (40 g,kg) 
OMMMrwo* banc acid, marafeee us wja iua to mt рмвигу eooiiM resides in падине reactivity 
dfcet (attwajb N u пик* oooJar than the ргнвигу system) С«*- ^ в an opfowc effect the boron 
conoawm— i i r r m i i , ihe mgh power кгапм Л* так The parametm. stetes of various »mal 
щпсиштим, feedback юавкиии, etc show рмаЫа nttnkcefrty, sut al erceptantr степа are 
ШШ тищ to the operator's mterv введи» aAar JO man (and even without these actions, the 
potter becomes stable Ьмаг) 

i . ЛМТЮГАТЕО TKAHSOEMTS W m O f J T SCBAM 

One of the most important extension of DBA analyses ts the investigation of the transients in case of 
mtttmg scram (Group 7) Table 9 shows the mam characteristics of these Anticipated Transients 
Without Scram (.VTWSj Casts 4 arxt 5 we screened by Case 6 (as it was in Group 2), smce the trip 
vi ooth lurhnes results in a more serious scenario Normally, the ERP-1 should cause scram, 
automatic boration. and delayed turbine trip The same investigated moating events had already keen 
studied m the DBA scope with assumed scram The extension of DBA transients needed their 
analysis m case of missing scram due to the stuck of the control assemblies or a failure in the first 
(highest) level emergency reactor protection (ERP-I) In all cases it is supposed that the rods are 
stuck, but in Case I die root cause for the failure of scram is some common mode electrical failure in 
ERP-I and ail control rods become unmovable. the only exception is the regulating group 

According to the international practice tor ATVYS analyses of existing NPPs, the relevant simulations 
were best estimate and the results showed that the power is rapidly decreasing to a very low value 
during die first 30 mm, the fuel cools down, and - as the scram is missing - the released reactivity is 
compensated by the increase of the moderator temperature or the void fraction (steam content) In 
O u r / the reactivity is increased even by the control assembly withdrawal The temperature and void 
content of the moderator вте higher In Cases J and " the reactor coolant pumps are Dipped, hence 
the heating up of the coolant and the power decrease are faster There are recurrent recnticaiity 
periods, and to get steady subcrmcality the boron injection is needed as operator's intervention after 
30 mm 

The functioning of the automatic Deration is assumed, but it has a maximum pressure limit (obviously 
below the opening pressure setpoint of the power operated relief valve of the pressuruer) and in all 
cases the high primary pressure prevents the automatic «tart of the boration and later manual action is 
required, the only exception is Cast 6 where it is automatic Whether it is manual or not, boration 
trips the reactor in all cases 

Another problem emerged from the possible exhaust of feedwater reserves The heat balance of the 
secondary side can be disturbed resulting in the increase of the pressure in the steam generators (e g 
in Case I a the excess heat flow from the core can not be removed through the tripped turbines, or 
in Case ' the closed steam lines prevents this heat removal), the safety valves of the steam generators 
open and the steam blowout to the atmosphere decreases the reserves of the feedwater tank Even if 
there is no more feedwaier and auxiliary feedwater supply, residual heat can be removed safely by the 
emergency feedwater system (ts reserves are sufficient for long time safe cooling and, in fact, the 
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operator tan upen a line to ие: extra desalinated water miel to the feedwater tanks, enabling fürtbe 
auxiliary feedwater suppb Anvhow. the core can be cooled down 

The experience gained by these investigations are very interesting An important example is tfn. 
possibility of various assumptions concerning rod withdrawal The electrical failure can be situated in 
different sections of the ER?-1 If the failure is in the common signal generation section of E RP-1. 
then the other output signals are also defective, hence the turbine trip should be missing - or. if the 
fault is just at the scram signal generation section then all other outputs are still existing and the 
turbine tnp is effective as well 

When the turbine tnp is effective (Caw / a), the automatic boration is not possible due to the high 
primary pressure The power grows to a stable level at 160 % of its nominal value, but the secondary 
side cooling can not balance the high heat fl-ix, the coolant temperature increases, the power 
stabilises at 127%, later the steam generators dry out. the coolant temperature is growing further and 
the fission power fails to zero Due to the residual heat, the power transferred to the coolant 
stabilizrs at ca 2 % of the nominal For most parameters the new stable state is formed by 1000 s 
The steam content (void) is equal in the loops, it is 20 °/o also in the average channel (it is 55 ' • in the 
hot channel), slowly decreasing to zero later The DNBR falls to 110 *'• of the minimum limn, the 
radially averaged fuel enthalpy is just acceptable, there is neither oxidation not fuel melting, and the 
other AOO criteria are also fulfilled 

When the turbine tnp is missing (Case lb), there would not be automatic boration either (the 
electrical fault of ERF* 1 can exclude this output signal, however, even if this signal exists, the high 
pnmary pres>ure prevents the boration) The power peak is at 178 % of the nominal but, due to the 
heating up of the coolant, it falls back to its 110 % level The operational turbines help to stabilize the 
situation by 500 s The steam content is not uniform, the mean void in the average channel is only 
0 2 % but it is 2 4 % at its outlet (it is 58 % in the hot channel) The DNBR is as low as 105 % of (he 
minimum limit, which is still acceptable by AOO cntena The enthalpy is rather low, there is no 
oxidation or fuel melting, and all AOO criteria are fulfilled However, the shutdown of the reactor is 
not reached, there is a need for operator's intervention after 30 minutes The still high pnmary 
pressure prevents the manual boration. it is necessary to have manual scram by disconnecting the 
power supply of the rod control or. if an improbable further rod stuck could be assumed after the rod 
withdrawal, a still effective manual turbine tnp results in the decrease of the pnmary pressure to start 
boration which shuts down the reactor 

Foi all cases the PA cntena (which are valid for ATWS) are perfe-tly met It is an unexpected result, 
that for all ATWS transients even the stricter AOO acceptance cntena were satisfied 

9. OTHER INVESTIGATIONS 

The studies of vanous ageing processes are also important It is essential to asses the peril emerges 
from the cracks due to thermal shocks The task is more complex than m the basic DBA analyses, 
since the radiation damage detenorate the reactor vessel maienal properties with nme (cracks are to 
be calculated for different spans of operation time, and not only for the present state), and the actual 
vessel malmai.« are not equal in the four units (the other units were investigated as well) For the 
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nőst imereamg cases these pressurized thermal shock fPTS) results are summarized in Table 10. 
where the safely Actors are shown for the circumferential cracks (the axial ones are more favourable. 
hence these art not listed) The factors are given foi 24 and 40 yean of operauon. the minimum limit 
is l . t , which is not violated for Units 1 and 3 after 24 years, and there is no need for using low 
leakage cores 

Safety factors below 1 I do not mean that a possible crack penetrates the vesse! wall, however, the is 
considered as a safety limit After 24 years, due tc the used very conservative methods, Units 2 and 4 
are abo acceptable, except for the unrealistic Case i This is the only exception also for Unit 3 after 
40 yean, which means that the prolongation of its use is possible by appropriate lifetime 
management Recommendations have been elaborated for this management to be started first of all 
for the other units in the near future 

The reactor repressunzation is prohibited by the operational procedures, but it was also studied as an 
additive, operator's error, for vinous subcases The cases are slightly different from those listed in 
ТаЫе 10, the analyzed transients were selected according to the fracture mechanical calculations 
The results are less negative than expected the minimum safety factors for Unit 3 are i £ 5 —» I 05 
(for 24 -* 40 years), these are for the other units I 02 -» 0 88, however, in these cases the axial 
cracks are less favourable, showing 0 9 -» 0 76 safety factors which is a warning to establish new 
protection signals to avoid operator's errors besides the stait of proper, new lifetime management 

Another problem к that hydrogen generation was not considered in the plant design, however, 
considerable amount of gases develops during the breaks the break of the control rod drr.e casing. 
the break of a pressunzer spray line, and the 200 % LOCA in the cold leg Combustion, deflagration. 
or detonation is possible after 60 h, 7 d, and 10 d, respectively To prevent these accidents, the gas 
removal from the primary circuit is necessary, but it is more important to establish a system for 
hydrogen removal from the containment 

10. THE WORST CASE COMBINATION OF FAILURES 

The extension of the DBA means - among others - the thermohydraulic and coupled reactor kinetic 
analyses of those transients which can be the most significant event sequences leading to core 
damage, identified by the probabilistic safety assessment (Level I PSA) studies The summary of the 
PSA is beyond the scope of the present paper, however, it is worth mentioning that the worst case 
proved to be the combination of the total loss of feedwater (there is no normal, auxiliary, and even 
emergency feedwater supply either), without any borahon possibilities, when the scram signal is 
missing (however, the turbines are tnpped by the loss of feedwater pumps, but (he reactor coolant 
pumps remain in operation, combining the ATWS subcases Group 7, Cases I, 2 ,6. with some other 
subcases, cf Group 2, Case 8; Group 4, Case 5) 

This transient was analyzed for 30 mm, and n is of great importance thai even in this worst PSA case 
there was no core melting and the process can be controlled by the operators after 30 mm The 
secondary side pressure peak (120-160 s) was below tht AOO criterion since the safety valves 
opened for a short time The steam generator's drying out (by 500 s) resulted m high coolant 
temperature (its mean value was 600 К at 700 s, but it was still only 615 К at 30 mm), and the fission 
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power dropped to zero by 700 s. and the residual heat could be removed by the operator after JO 
mm, smce the power transferred to the coolant was below 30 MW at 1000 s, and 25 V1W after 30 
rnm 

During the first 30 mm, the coolant temperature grew higher while the presaure was bunted, hence 
the saturation point was reached before 1000 s. then high void fraction developed (the steam come« 
became 30-33 % at the core outlet) The void helped decreasing core flow (with increasing 
temperature) which weakened the cooling of fuel rods, however, the» temperature remained snB 
acceptably low 

The primary pressure increase was limited only by the opening of the second safety valve of the 
pressuruer (the AOO criterion was fulfilled until 30 mm), the preuuuer was filled by the coolant 
and there was water blow down through the safety valves to the bubbling tank from 480 s Although 
die bubbling tank was not in the scope of this simulation, it could be estimated that there, until 30 
mm, this water flow can be let down and its heat can be cooled down, the outflow to the 
containment could be prevented by operator's interventions in due erne 

The process could also be shut down by manual scram if the reason of missing scram was not the 
jamming of the control rods i There was no high neutron power signal, but there would be reactor 
period signals after 1500 s, well before 30 mm) Even if all rods were unmovable, the DNBR was 
rather high in the hot channel and this criterion was not violated either 

The latter ATWS-type transient was followed without operator's interventions and with the possibly 
opened membrane of the bubbling tank before 30 mm The signal from the high pressure in the 
comamment could scram the reactor but. even if this second signal would be ineffective, the trip of 
reactor coolant pumps would led to the safe natural circulation The stepwise startup system could 
start the low pressure emergency core cooling system with cold inlet flows also to the reactor vessel 
Reactivity could be increased by this colder water but it was overbalanced by its higher boron 
content The natural circulation improved, the decreasing pressure closed the safety valves of the 
pressuruer. and the losing of the coolant was stopped 

.Although the rector was shut down by 700 s. this sequence of events clearly indicate that all 
consequences are acceptable even in this worst PSA case, which is of primary importance for 
estimating the core damage frequency and the safety factors 

II. FURTHER STUDIES 

Closing the AGNES project и was investigated whether the principle of reactor protection diversity 
is realized, i e if the first scram signal would false to come, is there a second one in due ume, or. 
should this not happen either, the acceptance criteria regarding the initiating events are fulfilled or 
not The analyses showed that there is a need for new safety signals for high primary pressure and for 
coming near nucleate boiling (lev DNBR) 

Further studies are required for the overall reconstruction of the safety system which turned out to be 
necessary after the AGNES Project In general, safety enhancement is a continuous task at the Paks 
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NPf and has sained for »long шве, and the яим concamon» of юс AGNES Project сяипви» ю 
a* oJabonasoa of the new впиши to be introdHocd. The activity of the teems of experts mibe 
бвигивга of юс project was «cry important to an?» punt safety ш various ways and at BS 
совввявму Hwwig a jood overview, essential future tasks are foreseen, however, the results of the 
project Jam already been considered worldwide as <urprniBgry valuable ю wuigthuuHg die safety 
ofNBNrrt2) 
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Table ' The codes used in th« M A analyst! 

Coda Mod* Developed by WH> waüdaXen 

RELAP-5 
(mod 2.6) 

a) 3 + 2 - 1 loops 
Ы 6 loops 

IIMEL PMK experiments 
Paks transients 

ATHLET 
(mod 1! 

5 - 1 loops GRS PMK experiments 
Paks transients 

COBRA 
IV-I 

most loadtd 1/12 assembly. 
10 azial nodts 

Вапейе Pacific 
Northwest Labs 

PMK experiments 

REMIX modelling mixing regions for 
stagnating coolant 

Purdue Univ. IVO 2:6 exper. 

CONTAIN 5 volumes. 
active and passive sprays 

Sandia National 
Laboratories 

Conservative 
assumptions 

TIBSO 5 containment volume* • 
reactor had + environment 

KFKI-AEKI Comparative 
calculations 

80XDOSE adjoint Mont« Carlo method 
(миге**: untfami aawM aiil»<«»«in. 
ifwar aitfa wa* wurtatm, mtemál va*-
unwa of »«•«. outar aWa mal aur-
tKM) 

KFKI-AEKI Comparative 
calculations 

CRAC-2 environmental dote* 
InuclaHa nil« acvoMy аалеамгаАап 
tflWQrsle HI fn# аетаелага1, аая 
«irfac« сатапйааКл. SaiiiaaDc 1оя4 
chainal 

Sandte National 
Laboratories 

Operational data 

BIPR-5-AK 3D, 1-group finite difference Kurchatov Intt. 
(Russia) and 
Bulgaria 

Operational data 

С-РОЯСА 3D, 2-group finite aiemem + 
analytic 

PaksNPPCo. Operational data 

SMATRA 
al 
TIUB-COM 
Ы 
SMAMt 

al 10 neutron kinetic« • 
thermohydreuKcs 

b) ID, в loop thermo-
hydraulics 

VTT (Finland) a) 
SPEs iiAi*. Of coi 
Paks transients 

b) 
VTT 

TRABCO TRAB-CORE for hot channel VTT (Finland) VTT 

HEXTRAN 3D coupled kinetics VTT Finland) HEXBU-3D 
Lovhsa transients 

I KIKO-3D 3D coupled kinetics KFKI-AEKI Comparative 
calculations 

I ACIB-RPV 1D analytic model Hungary Comparative 
calculations 
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ТвЫш 2. Uniting vshiM el hey iwemttt i t 

Quantity AOO сам PA сам 

Manwnum pressure in tri« 
униату circuit 

Pl . lM . < 14.Ю MPs 
(1.1*13 5 MPal 

< 18.22S МРа 
(1.35*13.5 MPai 

Мкрямт pressure ír» th« 
secondary circuit 

P i * « < С 05 МРа 
(1.1*5.5 MPal 

< 7.425 MPa 
(1.35*5.5 MPal 

Minimum of departure from 
nudaata boüirto ratio 

ОИВЯ^ > 1.33 
{100 %\ 

-

Maximum cladding temperature 
*«#.!*»•• <• 1473 К 

HadtaHv avaragad fuel enthalpy Kmlm < S8(J/aUO, < 963 XgUO, 

Teat* 3. Incraaaa of Mcondary heat removal 

Initiating 
event 

Criteria Initiating 
event 

Tvpaj D N M U Note 

1. Disturbance in feedwater system 
leading to the decrease 
of feedwater temperature 

AOO - 5 

2. Disturbance in feedwater system 
leading to the inert»»* 
of faedwater temperature 

AOO - 5 

3. Disturbance or failure of 
the steam pressure control 
leading to increasing steam flow 

AOO - 5 . 

4. Inadvertent opening of 
a steam generator 
relief or safety valve 

AOO - 5 . 

5. SteemKne breaks' PA 2 7 0 % 
(AOO) 

R C / 

eight subcases were investigated by 30 cods at IVO International 

RC recriticality may occur 

For the whole group of transients, not only the PA criiria. but even the stricter AOO 
crttaria are fulfilled. 
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'afie 4 Decrees» л heat removal by the secondary system 

Inrtietine 
•vent 

Criteria Inrtietine 
•vent 

Type W e \ n P , - PJ(7I Mate 

1. Disturbance o' 
steam pressure 
control leading 
to decreasing 
»team ftoMi 

AOO - 3 

2. Loa* of toad AOO -a . 
3 Turbine nip' AOO 1 5 0 % 8 6 % 9 4 % / 
4 inadvertent closure 

of MSIV 
AOO 179 % 9? % 9 6 % • 

5 Loss of condenser 
vacuum " 

AOO - 3 

6. Simultaneous tot» 
of offtire prove» 

and 
internal A.C. supply 

AOO 1 8 5 % 9 0 % 9 Í ": J 

7 Lou of normal 
feeowatet flow 

AOO > 1 5 0 % 8 4 % 9 3 % • 

8. Faedwater line 
breaks ' " 

PA > 150% 
(AOOI 

73 % 
IPAI 

9 0 % 
(AOOI 

71 % 
(PA) 

8 7 % 
IA0O) 

no fla ftgnal 
( 

cooiine 

t 
RC 

trip of both turbine» 
•oei of one turbine 
nudied partiaify at TRACTf BÍL 

MSIV main «team isolation verve 
ЯС racrificelftv may occur 

for the whole group of transient», not only the PA criteria, but even the stricter AOO 
rtifia are fulfilled 
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TtlMP *• D e C I M M ÍR р9тЩШГ$ СвОММ flOW 

I W H 
Слевие 

I W H 
Туе» O M R . в. M M 

i .Tneof a i l K P i AOO 180% 82% 91 % / 
2. RCP rotor seirure PA 178% 8 9 % 

(PA) 

8 5 % 
(AOO) 

71 % 
(PA) 

8 8 % 
IAOO) 

/ 

3. RCP rotor break PA M8 % 8 8 % 
(PA) 

8 4 % 
(AOO) 

8 5 % 
IPA) 

7 9 % 
IAOO) 

• 

4. Disturbance of 
natural circulation 
during ref ueftng 

AOO 
lotlMr 

cntvntl 
/ 

' boiling condition, the cladding temperature remain below 400 K, 
the operator has 1 hour for en intervention 

RCP reactor cuolant pump Imam circulation pumpt 
RC recnticality may occur 

For the whole group of transients, not only the PA criteria, but even the stricter AOO 
criteria are fulfilled 
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'»Í;<Í> r Paw?- distribution anomalies and reactivity induced accidents (MA) 

t initiating Criteria) 
«vent 

« • a u * — Mote 

l «-.controlled 
.vithd'iwal of a 
control assembly 
i>> subcnt'cal or 
low power startup 
states ' 

AOO 150% 35 % • 

2. Uncontrolled 
withdrawal of a 
control assembly 
at different power 
level* " 

AOO 102% 9 9 % 4 0 % • 

3 Control assembly 
misoperations ' 

AOO 192% / 

4. Startup of an 
inactive coolant 
loop by mistake " 

AOO 118% 8 8 % 4 3 % • 

5. Malfunction of 
volume and boron 
control systems' 

AOO 184% / 

6. inadvertent 
loading and 
operation of a fuel 
assembly in an 
improper position ' 

PA 184% / 

7. Spectrum of 
control assembly 
elections " " 

PA <100% 6 9 % 
IPA) 

8 4 % 
lAOO) 

3 2 % 
IPA) 

5 3 % 
(AOO) 

(3.2%) 
(u«cl 

/ 
studied by reactor static and tnermohydrauiic calculations 
studied by detailed coupled kinetic calculations 

studied by 3D code at AEKI 
studied by 30 code at IVO International 

roc me wf-.ole group of transients, the relevant AOO or PA criteria are fulfilled. 
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Tette 7. Decreeae n reactor coolant inventory 

1 Initiating 
1 

Criteria 
•yent 

T y p e , t, . _ | Note [ 

1 . Inadvertent opening ot a PHZ Sv or RV PA 2Ь 'л / | 
2. Primary break cjtside trie containment AOC 

3. Steam jenjrars.- u o e iea« •spectrum У 
LOCAs, water election» through SGSFii 

PA 'Jlli / 

4. Opening of SG hotleg header cover " PA »ails / 
1 

5 
Spectrum 
of LOCAs 

Z 25 mm : discharge !.ne: 
Z 46 mm ;PRZ spray! 
Z 73 mm makeup iinei 
a 90 mm (P4Z spray' 

C M ! mm HP ECCS; 
Z 233 mm ±P ECCS) 
Z 492 mm lecld leg» ' " 
Z 2 7 / m m 200~i :PRZune: ' " 
Л 492 mm 2 0 0 S 'cold leg» ' " ' 
Z 492 mm 2 0 0 % (hot leg) ' " 

PA /4 S 

| 
! 
! 

i 

i 
J 6. RCP leak into intermediate circuit ' " PA i 

' numerous subcases леге studied at GRS 
" there are no severe thermohydrauüc consequences 

' " assuming the simultaneous ioss of both nffsite power and eternal А С supply 

' design basis accident of the containment (max.. 0214 MPa. designed: 0.25 Mf'ai 
" highest dose >n me environment. I -*> itftvroidl. 34 % iwhoie bodv) :i permitted 

PRZ pressunzer 
SG steam generator 
SF safety valve 
RV relief valve 

10CA loss of coolant accident 
HP high pressure 
LP low pressure 

ECCS emergency core cooling system 
RCP reactor coolant pump (main circulation pump) 

For the whole group of transients, the relevant eri'ena aie fulfilled 
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=г.» г :ncreas» m reactc" tooiant inventory 

Imtietrno, 
»vent 

'dc-.t-teot operati..' 
:t.„iL'EZ!iDiLE£££L_ 

Mái'j'iC'ic ' о* . ; l . ™ and 
: cr:n т< Л'с svite^is 
•earv',• tr ir.cease c. 
^алн coolant inventory 

Orten» 

iype 

AOO 

r-
A'X ' 3 4 ' : I 87 ' 95 

J . 

• ' ,> t'.'n«rgencv .'pre ccuiirig system 

a n oioup c' transients the AOO cruen» are fulfilled 

- 2 

:*öit ." Antteipatea Transient» Without Scram (ATWS) мШуде* 

:nrn»tinj 
«vent 

' ' • • " • ; . . , * • 

;, :ii*.. (on:ro 

a- ' j.-L-.-ie --T >s 
itssj'ied 

• •. • " £ t r . p is 
;: assumed ; 

i _ | 

- v • i ' . l l ' . . . O ' i •.' ' " < I f ••'"'V.r 
dr'iv' interna- А С >JMPI> 

lusiof .onötnsei .acuuri' 

• . ' r : i f - •\irhr,i>-

• •.'.;. i I f • . ,-.ь - i •-
:.«:. -.teair. 'botatioi 

Criteria 

Type 
tab 

:A 92 "-. IPAI 
i 9 9 ^ I A O O I 

'4. ' :3%lPA) 
97"ъ I A O O I 

2 9 ' 

28% 

"A . 794 IPAi 1 2 8 ' 
•J74 iAOO' i 

)9 - C A , ! 2S 
37'= I A O C . I 

Note 

— J — E * — » . _ J 1- - 6 

t- --+ : - 5 . 

8 8 \ I A O Ü I 

I" 1 
V8S> IPAi , 29 °> : / 

X. L-JI аб'л IAOOI 

•. ••• '",n yiijiit "* i i jMifnii Tie relevant PA criteria and even the stricter AOO en 
i» v* »4i»'i e d 



TeMe to. EtaeaMrieael Thermal Shock iPTSt analyses 

в VOM 
Safety facto» for circumferential crack' 

after 2 4 - 4 0 year* of opeiation в VOM 

Unit i UnMZ Unit3 Unit 4 

1. Inadvertent opening of 
the PRZ safety valve. 
Mturriiflg flow stagnation 

t 31 
t 

1.13 

1.19 
« 

1 05 

1 42 
* 

1 22 

1 18 
t 

1 06 

2. Opening of SG collector cover 
th« SG is isolated after 1 h, 
assuming flow stagnation 

1 17 

1 04 

1 08 
к 

0 98 

1 24 
» 

1.11 

1 08 

0.Э9 L 

3 Large break LOCA ,n the cold leg 
(according to a simplified 
conservative transient model) 

1.14 
• 

0 9 7 

102 
t 

0 8 8 

1 24 
i 

1 05 

1 02 
i 

0 90 

4. Inadvertent ECCS operation. 
HP injection ceases after 30 mm, 
assuming flow stagnation 

1 24 
* 

1 04 

t 10 
• 

0 95 

1 33 J 1 10 

1.13 1 0 9 7 

* safety factors for a»al cracks (postulated m base materia.) are mere favourable 

PRZ pressunzer 
SG steam generator 

LOCA loss of coolant accident 
ECCS emergency core cooling system 

HP high pressure 

According to the very conservative methods, the pessimistic results show that after 
24 years of operation, criterion validation occurs only for one. conservative evert 
llarge break LOCA) and only m Units I and 4 • However, for 40 years of operation 
of Units 1, 2. 4. appropriate lifetime management is elaborated and recommended 
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AGNES/DBA PAKS UNIT 3 
1st Emergency Reactor Protection (ERP-1) 

Hot leg temperature 
300-

?-( 1 J i l 1 r~~~i 1 i Г г 
120 0 120 240 360 480 

time (s) 

»- Meas. Loop 1 . ^ ^ R E L A P ^ p j 
~ Meas. Loop 2 *+^ SMATRA Loop 1 
- Meas. Loop 3 ^ . ^ ATHLET Loop 1 
••• Meas. Loop 4 r 

•* Meas. Loop 5 
- Meas. Loop 6 

f-iyun i Validalion of different codes for а кгаш transient 
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AGNES/DBA PAKS UNIT 3 
Trip of 1 Reactor Coolant Pump (No.2) 

Hot leg temperature 

lie" 180 
time (s) 

Meas. Loop 1 "* 
Meas. Loop 2 ""* 
Meas. Loop б ~~ 

—• RELAP Loop 1 
— RELAP Loop 2 
— RELAP Loop 6 
— SMATRA Loop 1 
-~ SMATRA Loop 2 
—• SMATRA Loop 6 

Figure 2. Vilidalion of different codes for t rtactor coolant punp trip transient 
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AGNES/DBA PAKS UNIT 3 
Start of 1 Inactive Colder Loop 

и 

и 

9» 

I 

t 
•c-
& 

0.4-. 
0.3-
0.2-
0 . 1 -
0.0-» 
0 . 1 -
0.2-
0.3-
0.4-
•0.5-
•0.6-
0.7 

0 
i i i i i i i i 

60 120 
time (s) 

Г I I I I Í I I I 
240 

ramp-like 
step-like 

f-'igun 3 Comparison of period* at dilTcrcni startups of a colder loop 
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AGNES/DBA PAKS UNIT 3 
Start of 1 Inactive Colder Loop 

2000-, 

1 i i i r' M I i i i i l i i f r i | 

60 120 180 240 
time (s) 

ramp-like 
step-like 

figure v Compariion of Пм ion powers at different startup» of a colder loop 
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с КО - Л 

REACTIVITY INITIATED TRANSIENTS I.N THE AGNES PROJECT 

Telbisz Margit 
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute 

Budapest 

ABSTRACT M I M I I _ _, ]• i 

!"ne safer, reevai'iation of the PAKS VVER+WO NPP has been finished this year The design basis 
malvsis was pan of the AGNES project (Aevanced General New Evaluation of Safety» According 
!•:> me international standards, this analyse contained the overall study of the reactivity initiated 
accidents (Rl.M Analyses of anticipated transients without =сгят с ATWS) were performed,too Pfe*-
".ipdr oonrains 4 short iist of rhe anaftzed initial events and the description of the applied 
tnermoir.drauiic and neutromc codesKin the RIA analyses ;onjerv:!ne assumptions and 
.onscr.ativeiy underestimate or over-estimate input parameter-: v-.гге . -ed wmle the ATWS 
tabulations леге performed 'Aith best-estimate parameters The results r vx- maivses are illustrated 
ry comparing two transients r'tiated b\ 'he same initial even'; !-.id\ •.•ret,' ndrawa! of a controi 
assembU group , Thu-turi'n.1!!! A JA Jliaiiml -Ulli dnTmii". алипр'и ;п ''ruin—«sulimig 

i**v i.Tpm oai,inn.iü!s Jllli itt'MMJlK Jpeiadintp 
.'sHÜMH! [Mr j lMfH! ' 

I.INTRODKTION 4= 
The react:vif. increases ;n reacti.tr. .r,.;,ated accidents due to IT. ..nvxpccteu ru- î event i'-.u -. 
i.s.iumed additional fa^.t lr lead; :-s rower rise 'Ahich can resuit :n :c:e Jamaat 
(>f course ti'e reactor-, jre designed to be protected against RIA vvith а c.'.nser. alive margin ot safer, 
I'r.e freauencv of these events .•> acceptably ',ow due to the dependable control ,vstems ami о the 
.•tied1 luali'.*. nicc".-."ica с f.porenti if nevertheless they occu'. then 'he self-adjusting reactor 
tharac'.enstic- and '.he automatic shutdown ssstem would stop them The rapid negative feedback 
due '.<•• the ••.rov.T.j, tue, teirt'erature 'imi:> the power excursion and nmtdes time for the protection 
-vsterr, 

^corui:-,. . the tcsu/.s o; ne tirooabiiitv jafe'v analysis, a 'Aide spectrum of initial events was 
f.v.'st;gated An e-.ent could be handled as an A 0 0 or as a PA fSce Table !i Probabilities and 
uceptance crterta f. : the \ O f ' and the PA were different f! j 

I \Ht , r I. tbbrfviation« 

1»ВЛ - ! »esign 15a.s;s Accident 
RIA - keaciiv-:-. ' ••:ated Accident 
PSA - Pr'shabii:- iletv Analysis 

А(Ю - Anticipated Operational Occurrences л uh frequency -•'">! '.ear 
protection harriers are not violated (containment, wall of primarv circle fuel tladi 
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.-'ori'.tiii'.tx •>!' hea> tränst« crisis is low anywhere in the core (DNB ratio >i 33), fuel 
семг..- !ne ч'яр-ла^ге and radiali> a vei aged fuel enthalpy »re limited 

-•'•••' : 't-hiiif зпг; dose limns are given 

I'A - P siiita'.iii: vudefi .•.;t*i trequencv •' (>0i vear. 
?..ih( ..Utidiiikt i'an'ji« A'UÍ DNB and ciad oxidation are allowed, 
uihet iiui.tnii'' -lint» in aiso less strict than the AOO limits 

*ПИ> ^nt'Cipatec í i.i iicnt VVithnu. Suam 
f » K • 'huarihii: *W:i *•> ' ica'r- Boiling (boiling crisis Mails ai a critical heat flux latio. лЬеп the 

•e«i <.сл'Ыкг лог pi' <Ы- tlaci and the coolant suddenly decrease«) 

ИСК - Ведщгмпи ...t- ,.;... 
E O f Г Ili! .11 I • I Ц 

I T - •• ili К v>tl 
HZt • Hi»: /.err Povsr 
t:UV-l - hignev it\t-.) hn'í.M "~v Keactot Protection system 

.!. p'V»r«4 «jJVAt/yZtO 

:. v .t react г/л« ..an *e .'Med to the reactor in the following cases 

•.nanvenem moving >«f control rod» 
-refuelling errors. 
-decrease of modem« temperature, 
-decrease of boion concentration 

•Vi': groups of the analyzed initial even» are at folio« j 

iiodvenenT .vithdravvai ot control assemblies dunnái i «fuelling and startup (AOOj 
.' Inadveitem withdrawal of a control assembly group at different reactor powers (AOO) 
« r iitfoi /;>d maioperatton (MX)) 
-. Startup of an inactive reacior coolant loop (AOO/PA) 
: г'Ьеписа) and >-u|uine system malfunction i AOO) 

Inadvertent fading rind operation of a fuel assembly in an improper position (PAi 
( 'j;-.tio! red eivctior 'РА> 

• V'WSeveriMPAi 

1 Si.'' sioup contained .trverai ..aseo dut to the diffciem pielmtinary assumptions Then examination1 

• w necesMuv r. order in selixi the most serious саье 
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X CALCULATION MODELS 

Bcst-esMMie codes were used m die analyses The conservatem was bmh in the input parameters 
The solution of different problems needed mostly a connected model of primary and secondary 
thermohydraulks and one- or three-dimensional neutronkinetics Three dimensional static codes 
were also used in some cases 

SMATRA model connects SMABRE and TRAB codes [2] 
it was developed in VTT Energy in Finland and was adapted in KFKI SMABRE includes the 
thermohydraulic model for the primary and secondary circuit, TRAB includes a one-dimensional 
dynamic core model SMATRA calculations in the AGNES project were performed in KFKI AEKI 

HEXTRAN * S.MABRE model [3] 
HEXTRAN is J three-dimensional hexagonal dynamic code developed in VTT Finland The 
calculations of asymmetric control rod ejections were performed with this model in IVO&VTT in 
Finland 

KIK03D - SMABRE model [4j 
KIKO30 is a three-dimensional kinetic code with core thermohydrauiics It was developed in KFKI 
\EKI and it »as tested by quadratic and hexagonal benchmark prob ens [5] It was used for the 
calculation of the asymmetrical transient of Inadvertent withdrawal or" one control rod assembly 
which was blocked in lower position for a long time " 

IRABÍO 
It i> the stand-alone variation of TRAB (See at SMATRA) It wa.-, applied in the hot channel 
analyses based on the results of one-dimensiona! or three -dimensional lunetic codes 

(PORCA 
It is a three-dimensdional static code developed in PAKS It was used :i r .-alculations of static power 
distributions 

BIPR5-AK 
It is a three-dimensional static code for VVER-440 It was used for calciiatwns of static reactivities 

4. CONSERVATIVE ASSUMPTIONS I* THE RIA ANALYSES 

("ofbervai.ve assumptions were used in order to overestimate the seventy of the accident and m 
order <o make the analyses valid for different refuelling schemes 

fhe transient calculations were started from different conservative stationary states which had beer, 
tuned to the prescribed conservative parameters (inlet temperature, etc ) F.ach group contained 
several initial events For example in the 4th group the effects of incorrect loop temperature as well 
as the effects of incorrect loop boron concentration were studied 
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Л »ir.gi«. tVuirc «as assumed in the most effective safety system in each calculation, it was tkc failure 
resulting ir the most serious consequences 

Other conservative additional faults and operator errors could also be assumed, if these aMumpoons 
amplified the calculations and did r.ot lead to the violation of the acceptance limits In some cases 
alternative calculations hac: to be performed to select the most senous single failure 

The generali', used assumptions tor the failures »ere as follows 

ménest leve: emergencv reactor protection ERP-i was operating (exceeding the ATWS cases) 
Aith one rod stuck at scram but lower level KRPs were not considered 
- F.RP-' signal due tc reactor period «• 10 was missing 
• fcRP-. signal due to ро-лег level > . 10°: of initial power .vas normaílv operating in full power 
cases but it Aas retarded x cases ot'iower power 'it was set to 110 % of the nominal power as 
дг: cperato- error' 
- jptraio' » л iMumw to i'.'i or.lv after 50 minutes, but thcr, in the most reasonable wav 

«. INPIT PARAMRTEHS OF THi: ANALYSES 

Best-esumatc .aiues .if panmcters tor different cycles and UNTT-s of NPP were known from 
technical documentations on-line measurements or calculations Thev were used in the ATWS cases 

Conservative i over-estimated vr under-estimated I parameters had to be given for the other RJA 
calculations The limits ot conservatism were determined by the deviations in the operating 
parameters and ir. (he --in-line measurements The errors of the calculating models and the operational 
:imits were also take -mo account In some cases we could not decide the direction of conservatism 
tor a given parameter in advance These cases needed more calculations with parameter study The 
best-estimate and conservative mput values for the SM MRA calculations are described m the 
Handbook for SM ATRA Modei of PAKS NPP" The results of parameter studies and any other 

rhanges in the input parameters are given in the "TRASS (Transient Summary Sheets)" report of the 
given transient 

? 1 Neutronphysical input data 

The conservative parameters of the control rods, the reactivity worth and the velocity are differert 
for the ejected rod and for the withdrawn rods Rod ejection rs a very rapid accelerating motion 
caused by pressure difference due to mechanical damage, the process is finished within a split 
second In these cases overestimated worth values are used On the other hand the inadvertent 
withdrawal of a control group is a rather slow motion, the process is a few minutes long and 
sometimes the slower processes proved to be worse, so parameter studies were necessary with 
different conservative values for the reactivity worth The insertion of rod belonging to the worth is 
given in parenthesis in the table 

The feedback parameters ir the SMATRA program were tuned by scaling factors, changing 
umformiv the dependence of the 2-group cross sections in the library on the fuel temperature, on the 
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moderator denary and on the boron concentration This tuning needed a lot of stationär, 
calculations The Doppler feedback was reduced in absolute value for ill cases The moderator 
temperature fredback was reduced in absolute value ;n roost cases It was increased, as well as the 
boron feedback, only in the 4th group of transients (starting of an inactive loop) 

5 2 Thermobydraulic parameters 

The initial states belonging to the assumed conservative initial state parameters (preliminary assumed 
power, massflow,inlet temperature) had to be stabilized by the SMABRE program at the beginning 
of each RIA calculation, the nominal operational parameters were used only in the ATWS cases 

The heat conductance of the gas gap plays an important role in the study of fuel damage The over
estimate value can lead to an increasing heat flux at the clad and can help on the boiling crisis in heat 
transfer between clad and coolant On the other hand, the under-estimate value increases the fuel 
temperature in the centre line and helps on fuel melting As fuel melting was not a real danger in RIA 
transients, but boiling crisis was imaginable we have used best estimate цар conductances foi the 
average channel calculations and over-estimate values in the hot channel ччъ in the ATWS cases 
best-estimate values were used also foi the hoi channel The gap conduct«!. •; -iepemis or. the t'uel 
temperature and on burnup according to [6) The values belonging to different buinups were 
averaged in the ID calculations 

The neutronphysical calculations were not repeated in the hot channel The (iinirnn «i«! :K..WT 
distributions, denved from the average channel calculations, were multiplied by % ladiai power •':<-> 
factor, which was limited by the operational limits for 'mear heat late and for the kq radial nicqtial-iv 
in full power ases Both operational limits could be reached with a conservative axial distribution. 
where the k z axial inequality was fixed It was adjusted in the so called teference Mate when CUMI < 
group 6 was at the highest allowed position The low power cases were derived from full pnwei 
reference states Acceptance criteria were examined in the hot channel calculations 

6. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS 

The results are illustrated through two selected transients The initial event and the FP BOC initial 
state are common for boih of them but the other assumptions are different 
The selected initial event wa.« ' The inadvertent withdrawal of a control rod group " It was 
investigated m the 2nd group of conservative RIA analyses as an -ЧОО with normally operating 
scram and in the ATWS group as a PA with oesi-estimare parameters 

"vl ResuUs.injhi inu£ipup. gHM.S.cm>eryai!ye. RJAjmalises 

The rod withdrawal transients were started from different conservative stationary states Ten cases 
were investigated which were differing from each other m power level o> 02%. .?%. 10% )04%>, in 
the number of active loops (3.6) and in burtrup (BOC'. KX ) Parameter laitulations were perfoimcd 
with different (overestimate and underestimate) rod absorptions and with different hot channel 
(actors 
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I he reactivity and power increased in these transients during the withdrawal of rod group П и к 
наймет' were slow, but with overestimate absorber rods the process was Juttiieady raped to reach 
the period limit in all cases, and after a few seconds the transmits ended by scran due so peried 
•iiunai. without an> DN'B 

Alternative calculation: were performed with different, sometimes too conservative assumptions to 
examine ihc effect ot'ihe faults m the ERP-I signals 

\tte- ni «e can say '.hat all cases were acceptable according to the AOO enter» assunttng only one 
failure. Ьи- the more serious one м the ERP-1 system (either m period signal or in high-power 
Mgruh Fo- IP cases the I RP-1 high-power limit was reached * a few seconds, DNB did not occur 
bv hoi /его power cases with 6 pumps, the scram due to high-power signal was later, after 60 • 90 
seconds with lower rod efficiency the transients were slower 

I he most critical cases were the initial states with 3 operating pumps The conservative assumptions 
•v- ihoc оы' - could He selected after the alternative calculations the under-eetimation of the rod 
efficiency and the fault :n the high-power ERP-I signal The period Mgnal was available Such 
i^umptions led to a very slow transient in the EOC сак. when the transient turned beck without 
.cram because neither the period hmit nor the 110% power level were reached It was the most 
severe case in this group, the maximum faston power was 65*o , the DVB ratio was not verv far 
from the limit, but DNB did not occur 

(rte pressure values remained acceptable also in the low-power cases but the pressunzer safety valve 
jnd the BRl К valve« in the secondary circuit opened 

I tie rnair. parameters of the reactor are shown in the figures for the transient started from the FP 
HOC case The* car. be compared with the parameters of the similar ATWS case 

о 2 .Results ptATVV« anilyso 

Чеч estimate analvses were performed for five transients started from FP BOC mittel state 

Inadvertent withdrawal of a control assembly jtroup 
I oss of normal tcedwater flow 
Turbine trip 
Inadvertent élőimé of the main steam isolation valves 
! vücider.: I"i- •>! rsiie and external а с power 

: i .и; i,i-ins л ere lonowed to .'u minutes, the assumed interventions of the operator after this time 
4.:: •:•'•' simulated alreadv 

•..e: ttu- ...не •' control assemhlv uthdrawai <i mechanical failure was assumed in the scram 

r.'- ...i,i i. i,.»irr.-i ,t»,e:nt'ii jifn.ip vMtltdiawai the leactivity was not increased directly 
,,,, ,i ...,... | r .i,,. s <, [ Г а р Л 1 1 . т , (hr turhincs. were tripped from different reasons The power 
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decreased from the nominal value to zero or almost zero due to the feedback effect of the increased 
coolant temperature The decrease of the fuel temperature resulted in growing reactivity due to 
Doppier feedback, which was compensated by growing moderator temperature and by the 
appearance of some void The reactivity was oscillating around zero due to this contradictory 
processes, so the permanent subcnticahty, the safe shut Jown of the reactor could be achieved only 
by boraoon which was started by the operator after 30 minutes. In most cases the automatic boration 
in the first 30 minutes was not possible because of the high pressure in the primary circuit 

The high pressure opened the pressunzer safety valves several times The temperature and pressute 
increased in the secondary circuit too and opened the turbine bypass (BRL-K) valves or the steam 
generators safety valve and in some cases even the steam dump control (BRI/-A) valves As a 
consequence, the water level decreased in the steam generators Steam generators dried out partly or 
totally in some cases, when the feedwater reserves were exhausted It could be prevented by tripping 
reactor coolant ourrpa but in that case core cooling would be worse The dry steam generators 
:̂»>>неа the reactor, the emergency feedwater was enough to transfer the removal heat and after 30 

minutes the operator could start the desalinated water supply to the feedwater tank 

The acceptance criteria for PA were fulfilled in every cases In mo-:: cases the DNB ratio was far 
from the AOO limits too, the only exception was the inadvertent withdrawal of a control group In 
this transient the critical heat flux rauo was just at the limit, but DNB did not occur even in that case 
The shutdown of the reactor could be achieved in ail cases 

The most senous case was "The inadvertent withdrawal of a control assembly group " due to the 
added reactivity The total reactivity of the withdrawn control group was 3 3$, it was withdrawn 
from 125 cm with 2 cms velocity The transient was investigated in two version 

(a) the failure in the ERP system did not allow the drop of the absorbent rods, but the ERP-I 
signal caused turbine trip 

(b) the assumed electrical failure stopped all ERP-1 activities so rods did not drop and turbines 
were not tripped 

The transient was more senous without turbine trip, in case (b) The power did not decrease to zero 
as m case (a), but after the initial increase it stabilized at 2430 MW (110%) After 30 minutes the 
primary pressure was still too high for the operator to start boration However the absorber rods 
could be dropped after 30 minutes avoiding manually the assumed electrical failure, so the shutdown 
of the leactor was possible The results of this transient are illustrated by figures 

6 3 Explanations to the figures 

The anticipated transient initiated by the inadvertent withdrawal of a control rod group' was 
analyzed with different assumptions 

- RIA421IOC6 identifies the conservative analysis ending by scram. 
- ATW421BOC6 identifies the best-estimate ATW'S analysis with turbine trip (case a). 
- ATW40IBOC6 identifies the best-estimate ATWS analyses without turbine trip (case b). 
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at the top of the figures 

For the ATW42IBOC6 case only the fission power curve is presented 
The results of RIA421BOC6 and ATW40IBOC6 analyses are shown parallel to each other ;n the 
figures 

The ATWS cases were followed to 30 minutes The conservative analysis was much shorter, only 50 
seconds but after scram (5s) the fundamental transient ended and the remaining processes were not 
important m this analysis 

Fig, 1-2 
Fission power and reactivity The behaviour of the fission power is shown for all three of the analyses 
in order to show the effect of turbine trip in the ATMS case Fig 1 В is similar to Fig 1 Л but it's 
time scale is enlarged for the sake of the conservative analysis 

Figs 3-» 
Mean fuel and water temperatures in the core In the ATWS case the moderator temperature grows 
up to 305°C, it remains stable until 250s, then it starts to grow again due to the drop of heat transfer 
to the secondary side (The sudden drop is due to the simplified modelling of the steam generator 
layers) The temperature is stable again after 450s 

Fig 5 
Pressure in the primary circuit The increasing moderator temperature leads to high pressure The 
peaks m the ATWS case are due to the several opening ar.d closing of the pressunzer valves 
Pressure is stabilized finally just below the semoint of the pressunzer safety valve This high pressure 
does not allow boration 

Fig 6 
The minimum of the DNB ratio It was calculated by the Gidropress correlation It is just at the 
conservative AOO limit (1 33) in the ATWS case, but this limit is not included in the PA criteria The 
result of the conservative analyses is far from the limit 

Figs 7-8 
Maximum fuel centté line and clad temperatures in a hot channel of averaged burnup The 
temperatures are far from the fuel melting point and cladding failures are also ruled out 

Figs 9-10 
Pressure and water level in the steam gen .rators The BRL'-K valves opened above 40 bar, but in the 
ATWS case they could not compensate the increasing pressure, so the pressure raised to 52 bar The 
BRU-A valves remained close The process w»s limited by BRL'-K valves and the decrease of the 
power After 450s the pressure became stable, the BRL'-K valves closed The water level in the 
ATWS case decreased rapidly due to the increased steam generations and this process was not 
stopped by the auxiliary and emergency feedwater injections but, after 450s the level was stabilized at 
about 1m 
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REPLAYING ACCIDENT SCENARIOS OF PROJECT ACNES 
PAKS FILL-SCALI SIMULATOR 

hndre \ egh 
KFKI - Atomic Energy Research Insiitutr 

I «25. Budapest P I ) Воч 4° 

ABSTRACT 

In its present form the Paks huli-scaie Simulator can be u5ed for 'rammt emergency procedures A 
set of accident scenarios fiav< oeen >e!ected :•. test the pcrtorrnatce v1' the Jimulatui dunna severe 
accident situations As leference tor these tests transiem data of the ;o: responding AGNES analysis 
are used fliu ц р » »umpires Ine performance of the simulator tu the relevant transient data of the 
AGNES Protect during some accident situations. i> r e ь^лл^гв^ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The sate operation of Paks nuclear power plant is of primary importance tor this reason ;hree years 
ago Project AGNES »as started to reassess the safety .if the plant A very wide range of accidents 
has been analyzed in this Protect ;n f̂ rder to determine the dynamic behaviour of the plant during 
accidents of different level Project \ G \ F S was completed in Lhe middlr .>t this '.ear and its 
transients can be used as reference data for different .iccidrnt scenarios n the Paks Full-scale 
Simulator 

Recently this simulator has been «paraded to simulate severe accidents up ю the beginning of core 
melting In the upgradci! simulator the wtwle primary circuit and reactor models were replaced by 
new ones and the foi.owinj -aier. related systems and physical phenomena have been either 
enhanced or added 

- active and passive Fmergencv tore fooling sv stems t t ( CSi 
- hermetic area and pressure suppression system, 
- fuel damage ana radmaciivitv transport 
• ventillation svstem 
• dosimetncai instrumentation 

A set of accident scenarios has been investigated in the Full-scale Simulator in ordet to use it tor the 
training of emergency procedures The corresponding AGNFS tiansienti are used as reference data 
for the accident scenarios 

IN THE 

• , i 

file:///G/FS


2. ,\<;\i:s TRANSIENT TESTS 

For testing accident situations in the simulator, a set <it transients analvzed in Project AGNLS. has 
?een selected These transients are as follows 

(old leg .'A' ''c LOC'A without sufficient LCI S configuration 
2 Mo: ieg > n > I.OCA л th minimal F.CCS corifiituratior, 
- Make-up water ptpe break 
4 Lou pressure miection [CCS pump iine freak 
5 Cold leg I 1«' u

c I. ОС Л with minimal FXCS configuration 
Prt'-Min/et surge line preak 
Inadvertent . ipenmg oi the pressuri/.er saietv valve лип mimmai hi I S configurator 

4 Inadvertent opening of the pressunzer safetv valve with bleed and feed core ccohr.g 
Hoi collector rupture in a steam uen-iiator 
Feedwater line break of a steam generator 

! Steam line break of д steam generator 
• Z Ro'.oi seizure of a Main Citculating »>ump 
i.'-' Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) with total ios5 of eieetne suppiv 
14 Roi! eiectinr 
: * Total ios!' of teedwater 

\i ptf.>f.nt omv a part ot the above transients has been tested in the Paks Fuü-scaie Simulator ir, this 
oaper :wo completed transients are compared to the relevant AONF.S data and the rea-ons for the 
.lifferenccs are also analvzed 

У VrWS WITH TOTAL LOSS OF ELECTRIC SUPPLY 

1 r.e goal of this transient is to determine the power level and core temperature at which the reactor 
•ла!с : • stabilised b\ its inherent thermal feedback The initial event of the accident is the iota! ios, of 
.-l.'wtnc supplv «.her the control rods are blocked, due to any reason (ATWS) i he . \GM ; S transient 
.'.a., calculated IK the SMATRA code with best estimate parameters of a BOC core :• In the 
-;rr:'j|,i'.,v also pes: estimate parameters were used and nominal power level was the ir.-trai state with 
HOC Í -re Mam parameters ot the tranken' can be seen in Fig s 1-4 

:•• i-.i. '• т е iri'i'P'.ji power ч ci-íiiant is prodded It can be .ten tha: there * з good 
.. ' c'v "e'er-..; ^c'wee r. 'he two results In the AGNES analv-.is the powei :s s:anili/ed *: about I*'"I 
'•!'••'. .-.;•_ : :i,n.; •~< \ 1 \ \ in the simulator f igc srwo, the maximum temperature oi the 
. ..iJdin;. surface .írni again thi correspondence is rather good Its maximum value according to the 
..naivsi,- is ab.'ut '-4. ,U'g( ano ir. Л. simulator <4s dcgC sas recorded This temperature 
..c.ordance refleu. ti'a' 'he :••<•• Jirti-чт 'e.ictor m>«JH-- .'oruam practical the sam? thermal 
felr^ck 

L : . -rtipare- он- mas- t'ow tnmuuh 'nv . ,- . fc :nt ;.s>' -ases In 'he -.iniuia'"» it drops a bu 



taster than in *.ne analysis, but the end values are almost the same The pressure in the pressunzer is 
presented in Fig 4 In the sirrulator the pressure is stabilized by the continuous spray flow in the 
pressurzer while this flow ins no! taken into account in the analysis 

In general the replayed accident scenario provides practicalN same results in the Paks Full-scale 
Simulator as the relevant AGNES analysis 

4. TOTAL LOSS OF FEEDWATER 

The VVER-WO type nuclear power plant has an exceptionally large wate/ reserve in ÜK secondary 
circuit, for this reason the core cooling is sufficient dunna even total less of feedwater for a long 
ome The goal of this transient is to determine ihe time elapsing unt'l the steam generators are 
completely dried out In the AGNES Project RF.l AP5 М2 5 code i\as used to calculate this transient 
[21 

The transient is initiated by the Low level of feedwater tank jignai with , rnuttaneuus closures >r a»; 
(normal, auxiliary and emergenc>) feedwater valves The initiating event insults an immediate trip of 
ail feedwater pumps which event trips both turbine:. However the leacwr jpeiates further, because 
"The 2nd turbine tripped safety signal is mhmiteci ;л 'he control room This conservative 
presumption shortens the available time interval considetablv 

At the beginning of the transient ;ne secondary circuit begir.a i.-> »arm uj and its pressure rises until 
the safety valves reducing to atmosphere iBRI - \ ) open and the secor.darv pressure is controlled 
further by the BRL'-.A valves 

The primary circuit is cooled by the heat transported t>v ilie steam Mows ;>i the safety valves The 
time until the secondary circuit cools sufficient!-, the ewe can lie determined from the time when the 
core inlet temperature begins to nse The core inlet temperature is piesented in Fig 5 It can be seen 
that both the analysis and the simulator predict abou' "'">00 seconds 

Since there is no feed water 'he water ie\eb >n me >icam generator') •lecreas* rapidly When the 
water level violates the lower 4'V) mm -.afetv -evei. л safety -ignal is "mcrated which stops the 
reactor and starts the ECTS >vstem However, .ill the acti.c ant! p;>•••-.:•••.• FC'CS elements were 
inhibited during the :гзпме>и* When the -.team i-enerator» се: dried rhe temperature of the 
primary circuit begin» to rise, thi;.-. us pressure .ilsn uses unn: :he bate!;. '•••••' of the pressurizer start 
'o open From this time the pressure is controlled b% these âr'er. valves 

The pressure in the pressu"./er ••.•> presenteo m tig о and '.'onsideraclc differences can be seen 
between ihe two calculation* According и the \ONr S inahsis the picture is stabilized arcund 
122 bar until it begin.i to r.st in 'he >imulaloi the pressure first icgins to fall then the heating up of 
ihe primary circuit causes pressure t-se ihe water >ivel ;r the nressun/et .<!чо behaves m a different 
way m the 'wo cai^atio's t- •' âr. ' t -eeri in r:g " !r 'he -\GNFS .in.ilysr-. the level first drops 
due to the temperature i'oy •' :'ie inmar. Circuit. :.her :: remains con »tan' jntil the temperature 
remains constant since tne рппмгч circuit is .ntact , с iheie is :io loss of water :n it However, in the 
simulator the water level firs; falls -hen it starts to nse 'lue :o the hcatinu .r >f the pnmarv circuit 



The reasons for both di.ferences are the same in the simulator there is a loss of water in the primary 
circuit from aline:.', the beginning of the transient This loss is caused by the sealing water of the mam 
circulating pump* I; starts to flow from the primary circuit when the ECCS is activated, because the 
LI CS starr makes the make-up pumps to stop, thus the pressure of the sealing water system 
disappears The sealing water svstem of the mam circulating pumps was not modelled at all in the 
MINES analysis 

Fig 8 shows the pressure of a steam generator Again the two calculations produce different results, 
because the charactenstics of the safety valves reducing to atmosphere are different, moreover, in the 
simulator a constant leakage in the steam collector is always assumed 

in summary, there are differences between the ACiNES analysis and the performance of the full-scale 
emulator i.i the pressure behaviour during the transient, but these differences have no considerable 
effect on the energv transfer from the core For this reason the main parameter of the transient, the 
trv-out time of the steam generators is the same in both cases 

5. FURTHER 1NV ESTIC.ATION« 

At present not all -M the selected AGNES Transient Tests produce acceptable results in the full-scale 
simulator For example in Test 3 (Make-up water pipe break) a water blockage appears for a while in 
the brókeri cooling loop between the steam generator and the main circulating pump This blockage 
opens according to the analysis, while it remains closed in the simulator The effect of this difference 
produces completely different states by the end of the transient, thus the simulator has to be modified 
until it produces a result similar to the reference calculation 
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On the Uncertainty of a Model or a Method 
(Tram O K Viewpoint of Cort-Monitorinf > 

t-erenc Adorján 
KFKI-AEKI 

ARL 

2 k? 

Abstract 

In tun if игл "hidel •'/ a ph\ wul рпкем и о n :»n.n и central question hin* close the 
vnndel a i;' realit\ ,\ model и ruűiVv prmtdes и relatively large set it parameters and it 
can operate under a »ide гапче .>' •onditums t.'nfvmumtely. tht'e n "either a 
generally accept*! •'.^;rit>A>Ui«y .'/ estimate the model uncertainty rcr ,jn ипатЬцмт' 
""^.'•ieinaxii ol definition >>t this uni ertamt\ One -jet* e:en more i >/:';*.W ••• her j 
inctnod , >nihtres т'^гтипсп ir"ni •*'!_li4iire,rient> -»:th daia prn\ ú> .1 ** •; 
•rttiihcmatuai 11 \U: ' г^тптие'л ;п са*>' >t :he <fi-irr >rr /. v\V''.'u. и- .it • 
exc.ctlx this :itiii!ti"r П:е {.ни Щ/дя^№&.-•» ••c.'.ir,- :•':•• .•»,—ч- ...'. •! .„i 
:tnt епшг.л aru: /." т • ( :V ,rrrtr '•'%--n, M <;ии1е;'*'' • :r '<••• , -г.. ••'•гмг.г ^тс. - • 
can be curried :>:it ii" :; ,\r?-mi'"ui>>r.* •-. >'-"" 

Introduction 

h 14 а чотгтюп aprr u . " '^•'r- •' •>»" ; : ..no т c.rv ;.-г> ••• -.it up I.N rcii_,i' 
practical mode I •> fr srriírj' •*.. i" ..': ii; . • 'ÍK-C j models .. i i í i ! ' . - ' h'j> 
rtefineii .ct'.M''iiF".." :r,tiir-,.i.-I'I ;;••> t\T <• :,:!!.•-;• .J;I. n The .''.".üli :J .tri it . 
related !" -OTk-ihini:. л1т. ь ;- LMÍVJ лм!-:-. Itvr.- an.- тцг.. -Ь.чц- •> n ;hr ..... 
'hi: different. .mpnt.T I\I-CI! - •.-••c'sc i> th.r г>е1"Р£ ti , l " \ . JISÜ^V 

' :J ' 
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The most adequate question to rise in connection with these models is their atsufaty Though in 
;-un> cases »e think that » t kno» well enough ho« to define this accuracy, still il is often rather 
.•mbipious hgure t illustrates a simple case of such an ambiguity. Let us assume that the soM 
curve corresponds to the reality and the dotted and the dashed lines show the predictions of two 
Jttk-tvpi models If *e earn out our investigations in the range of |0.50| of the "parameter" then 
if would seemmuls be obvious that model #1 is much more «curate than model *2. On the other 
hand, il vve l.vi'k at the full ranee ot the parameter than we see that model #2 shows a much closer 
behavior to the reality, since it follows the almost linear behavior of the real process. Though. 
through a -TCJI pari ot the parameter region nf interest model »I runs much closer to the real 
process than model »2. still the second model describes belter the qualitative behavior. 

The reasons of deviation» 
Whenever \w make a vompanson of a model prediction and some data that we consider 
representative to the real process, we always see some degree of deviation There are three 
possible vurcjs of this deviation 

• г he m.Hlcl inaccuracies. 

• ihe inaccuracies of the parameters which we use to characterize the realitv (we always 
.•bum these parameters b> measurement). 

• the tnjv.-curacies .if the parameters that we use to drive our model 

Пи- -ic.iJi: i is illustrated in figure 2. It is clear, hence, that the inaccuracy that can be attributed 
th. Ti.xlel 's less than юг at best is equal to) the inaccuracy thai shows up as the deviation 

I ' l . lv ' i r j . l i ' 

:;. liic iiu'-vicl I 

VI • del hmit . i t t i 'ns 
. i f - r i " М1П Jf l.lflv 

M e a s u r e m e n t errors 

Kigure 2. 

»и«Je! rreili.ti.'i' iml ihe -et ot data obtained bv measurements Thus we have for 
U - . i i i i . n 
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ЧИюс 5 . is the model inaccuracy. S the inaccuracy in the model output caused by the 

inaccurate input ami <>, represents the inaccuracy of our knowledge about the reality 

tmeasurement error» Note, thai it н realistic assumption that the quanniiís are independent, thus 

we can write it that way Though this approach is quite trivial, still people tend to take o\,for 

5 , . often causing a >ignificant over estimation. This over estimation is unnecessary, since - in 

most of the cases - we can estimate J and 6. quite easily and independently tt is true, 

however, that in practice we are interested neither in <?„ nor in 8.. but rather in the inaccuracy 

of the mode' prediction 

Thus, we need to know S„ and ö lor every case when .,; jppK me гn del .ind we »am to know 
the prediction inaccuracy While the first parameter characterizes !• i'v TI.«IC! itself 'he second 
may change from case to case 

Formalizing tho model 
Л model can be regarded as an operator which is to appl> on a set of data mil yieldine mother .et 
of dala. There is always the hidden assumption behind a model that these twt -,.;• •• J . ' J 
describe fully the reality In fact, this selection of parameters determines a set of p.«>,Mc "Klei
det us call it as пимШfamily), which all use the same set of parameters to describe »he ш .en u-a, 
object. Whenever we compare the performance of two different mode s it it -ery problematic >f 
they do not belong to the same family Thus formally we can write 

. W { i } » M a n d { i j e < > } . { * } >v 

In s.-ime. lucky cases we may have a model that yields the set {;} from the set {p} Let us denote 

this model од M and obviously it belongs to the same family as M 

In cases of practical models we require that >iie model must be stabile against small perturbations, 
l e 

М { | + Л } = {p + á , } where if { Д , } « I -*{0,}<< I F+* 

where &, denotes the perturbation of the input set. This mean» in other words trial a usable 
model may not show chaotic behavior. Usually the input induced fraction of (he prediction 
deviations can be written as 

where С is the rectangular sensitivity main* with the number of columns corresponding to the 
number of input parameters and the number of rows corresponding to the number of output 
parameters. 
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The ideal еа-е for a model tc -.me would be ii -.v.; ' new a pair of input arid outpul data «et* fhjt 
exactly correspond to each other '..'rilortunateiv we arc rarely it e-er • ír. -u:h a situation, ír. 
practice, the input «et always i- prone to several approximation». г idcali/ation-ie g exact lattice 
pitch for a nuclear core or с nrroi :.ч1 position :,: di-crete step- etc.- The -nea-urcd data set. 
which we un' (o compare the model prediction- to. i» not only burdened by measurement error» 
hut it never was obtained urder the »ame condition» thai we assumed IP. on: mod?! \\ hat we сод 
Jo to iet around the problem.i« the following 

• I'.Vftermir.e the model sen»i:i-ii. against the >null variation!- of the input parameters Having 
•omv in»ight into the detiil- о the model select tho>e parameter pairs which may be cross 
correlated and check »nether he cross term i» negligible The re»uit is ihe С sensitivity 
•:> itn< 

• hstmutc • г measure the extent •! the input set uncertainly for ever, pertinent elements of Ihe 
element- of the set You need to have a good estimate of the distance of the state of the object 
i TI> the idealized state that юн assume m the model for the ease» in which the iie.isured 
J.s'.i ser. ibtained 

• i ..-,- ::J!- ihe input-induced uii.ei.unt> fraction of the model i Ó i 

• i • urate the error- ••' Ifit rncjvur. . data. Whenever it is possible, choose .i 'гаигЛт: set and 
к а г the error estimation on the elf "»•.ч.г.'л.л of the Jata sets without .isino. ..in•. m-dei 

.V - v i i " -r> : - rt: =. .'>! —\n. Г - | Г Л )' -<5 

• "••. ггкм-tireiTicr; 'u-ed puraTieier -et which > to he i. »«.pared -»ilh the model 

• •••'•• i'r i appr. ach is feasible wheiieser the three terms in t'j <i are comparable To obtain 
о • •:..-'!••• prî ertaints ..nc has i,. чр.-а- the above procedure for a larger -.'ie-.ti."i of -t.ifes 

•!.•• ' '*i о i and a-»i/ti n i , . ..ertainty ''•' ihe mode! which к either i kind ot mean 
• .. ' • •• ••• •' •••iilteJestiTUte-••:-г-t'er-tb-'T.ivmuiv ot ".he-er 

•• •••"?* т.'л :nc field ot reaclor pr:.-!.- • : ,- particularly j-etu- i. I alow- (hi- approach 
jt*!;iV a . -re calcu'atio'i , 'de tor on-line cale.ilati. r,s T-> qualify the 

—-i t—p-r«. n. .ode w. ..an perform .i> cxien-r. - »eric- •••• if line calculations and compare 
• :' • • '"' 'he .ipp'oprijic set- o> j-..in..iiei| measured dab -v-e -iced !.' reinember. however. 
•>-• -• ••• " i-e iia-ed input •»•'• .r, eu" calculations Therefore if we know 'he ("-en-mvuy 

;.;• •• rh.u • i" -iihtta-.t ihi- 'ri.-'i.." tr -r- '!.. ;гм,(е! „n-ertaim. When v.e appi'- >-ur code in 
' • • • - .-. .• >i„ro m-.-r ih: inpui -et '••.:• сап be ^or.sider.ibiv ie»- which we can take into 
. .:•'.•• ;'; .-iirnjuoii о! the online prediction jneertamts 

http://uii.ei.unt


The ошве of core monitoring 
vViut we ...ill it/re mimiirrrmg s\siem here is an оп-íine system which collects measured data 
inm inside and from around a power reactor core with the purple of providing accurate and 
dual evaluations of the status of the active core. 

The peculiarity of Mich a system is that formally it 
к in he regarded as a generalization of the model 
defined in Ьц J. The generalization means that the 
two sets are not separated, i.e. the model also 
provides a subset of its input parameters in the set 
of its output parameters. Figure Я depicts the 
situation. The region marked by 12) belongs both 
v the input and the output sets An example tor 
such data с . he the assembly outlet temperatures 
•'. i MOU> that the definition, a* well as the 
.!' : •' -anon of the uncertainty of ,uch a model 
i. ' .' nnl-.y.-.'d though the overlapping of the 
'.#.i •!• oifers i pvni opportunity in evaluate 'he 
;.. ^cf . i i i i . 'e-

•» . . 1.. tn.' 'ii,.:.• »ei .„o primarily be divided into 'A -ubsets i • part which * ,.. ::imon 
wi: , и ..• ..,' •• -•' 'i 1:1.' the p.irt !hat is solely belongs ?o 'he inpul -el Th'- latier . .in .il-o he 
d'-t-'i* • I ' • .4 riiiti; t.' ••'• ."her it contai;'s .̂ n-li'ie measured dita ir'he daia are based i ;i.' 

. . .и ii ir;i!nie".iii.!' ! f " с re.utot ' eg the ее 'irictn ind other background i.n.i 
!-u"-'i ГК latter par idolized in the lieu' - >:th ihe -tnped ,•••.•.! a,-..j !••' n-. u-; r,- rn 

' ' -itji.-i .: . ' , . ! .• i'ti.i.'i.in .if 11. pr.-di.'nr ... |-*.1:Г !•. •>! 'h. •'•.•ni. 'ír,' л. aeed ;o 
:-.::; -î iL' 'U. -vT. , i." cr: urn.'- >'. .he i.-ed inc.i-ui.'ri'cr.l. v\ • ,ij... cl i ;:••• i['ixr 
• i v ' . i •-.• ,-.•,. ••!'. n:v -.-• -: „t-.'i/e.l :echnis •! input data M ле hao. rle-c u -lio'ikl о il .л 'he 

l l o ' i : , ; . i ' - . . - :T.-_-•. 

' •-•. •.; : ,- o.-nle ..n.i.,.i',ons o.er a-el • t4iu.-.icierisfi.. ..те Lite- Пи- results ,i 
• .[ •• . :• i .-• r-.,.. <ii, rcji't.-ent Hi 'he lu'ir, 'hi- '.liuc. it -ipea.iti"» ' -i 'lie 

TI • ; ' . " , . > . •..• . ' . n . t i l a l i i i f l . • n> pi . iv the и !•.' . •! '• H.:. ,r; !'..' • l " " ! l . H l o ' ' 

k." ; '•e .• ' -.r'e- ••( ..tKiiuiti'ifs lv, -tepp-iíie. .i' .i , .oili ir • !..l.i belu-ieipij. г- ";•. 

; .,.' i n r . '>•<• i.»ил- ••' 'he uncerfait.lies t 'tie-e Uu !1ч- -imul.ites mi ii'I'.iie.l 

• ', ' •• . e . L . '. ' b e (c I l ' l i 'b i i rk . l l e i rLt im-t . i r i ces 

i ' ..i.h -.Je. i .n el :he module J U' [>alue- make a .eric- of ' IJI.-SIJII random sanations 

•I :he l.itj "biained tmm siep one the {f'.'i 'Cis> md use .•• .' it were [i,f i.e the 

•Measured data The subset uMcan be ohtainrd by a ti.ius-i.iti ».nation it 'he -nhsets ij-.ei! 

•n -tep I 

•I Since we know exactly what we expect ithe data ,1 ;f ' ,} -el- it .tep I we .an make 
italistic,.! evaluation of the devi. tmns between what we expected an 1 what we col 

Figure 3. 
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\ t. '.-• -. .'г,.-. •,; . vi-pletel;. :n the a t v e pr.ceJure the inherent model error which 
••i.'wi'r. •••:• ":• ' ,ei> Vhe-o errors srvuld be e-t'iiiateJ b . •vn-hmarking the results to 

.:,!.,-.•;• J.TS;!- oici-uieJ ÍJÍ.J Im« « c ; J '"• 'Joed ' :K rredi. ' . . r, error .iccordmg to Eq 2 
r.spe.i v : h,. .;.iti p 'C; -ao-et i." Toe preJi^ed dat.- ot the suc-e' p • ' are expected to 
-.:.,• :,•>• ... . .''t an--.. , : - v . r.;\ ire .'e-..i!..'.J *-. Mili/iriit the correy-oíijifitf direct!;- ; Tea-ured 
eat- Г'";-' ч1- : \ . i -e •'.о :t ;he measurements are accurate and reliable eneuih We also 

•'Ui-' r.-J.'-e 'his •.-.•.• ..'•.'..' •: " •''the i; '• siib-ei-f'.íve'npa: J.ra also otter - т а inirr .semen! 

lea-n-: tre 't.'-iine 1'en.hrt.irK resiii'- ..::.e -so -..::; u- -'jfT:e ;itat tne;. .ire • • -" : " ,i- ,;< .' -alue 
-.'.•s '!• -.• ••• - .•".ild .i-e m •':: 'чт..Ио'..гк. : .м-

Summary 

' \ e -еле tr'ed :«.'• summarize m a nutshell the -er. b ro j j .md compii-ated riel.i í -oxv! 
het^nti'. irki'ie or juahf .:ti"n Л rather simplified and formalized app m -i-h л.1- „Ьо>еп W : 
•rieJ ' -ч;г' -u: thai it is a good practice to separate the input uncertain:» indeed r.ediwi. '• 
• iriariiit; •> >m ;he inherent model tincertamt. or inaccurae> The case • •( ...--re-rri.-.tiitor,ng 
riietli. •-.!• •• - -ru-'Ahjt more с 'triplicated, since the se ' . ot the input and the ..utput .an-hle are 

-er ...;'['inc r^:s ,:ruat:on offers however, a rather exact, simulation based "•-."*.:• 
.'•л'.: »ion 
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THERMAL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CODES 

Z. Hó^r S \ ^ 
KFKI-AEKI J |' 

A B S T R A C T 

1u illf jWB '̂llL [jjipor »short simmiarvVwAET^heri on rh<- so called 
thermal h'j'lmulic síjsttm rod**. lut.rn<lii<-mi* thin topir -»»m** i'l^tziftxtary 
information is рг»-^аг»ч1 >.;i thermal h\'lrauin рЬ'иош^иа uiruring 
during arridt»nts. Sp>< i.ii af-nrioa will Ь.- p,a<l to т\%;>-рЬня* * хая-УщтЛ) 
fin«- behavior and f<> г hi* <<г1' цЦпоц of ti-'.v- 1:к'4 rhar. Th»- bav/ models 
of rwn-[>h,isf flow --it:;4!.tr:• >u v.ill tri- -.i. .'.in, and making 'I.-»" of ГЬ>> 
exampl-s ofSMABHE а:И ( ATHARE • -I-- . '•;.• mám f.-annv-.f 'h-rnial 
h y d r a u l i c s y s t e m o n : ' . - •.rrff-T.!YÍis'' ,if iri'-I'-.iíiii-i rfi»- i i - v i ' ' ••<;•;.ifi'-ri.i. i f ' -"-
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1. ACCIDENTS AND TWO-PHASE FLOW 

The thermal hydraulic sys
tem codes are used mostly for 
the analysis of accidental situa
tions occuring in nuclear power 
plants. In fig. I. such an acci
dent is shown. A break ocured 
in the cold leg of the primary cir
cuit. Through the break the coo
lant flow» out causing depressuri-
zatioii in the circuit. On low pres
sure signals the emergency core 
cooling system (EC'C) come:, iuro 
action and injects cold wafer from 

ranks and hydroaccumulators into 
the primary circuit in order to as
sure the safe cooling of nuclear 
. or«-. In nominal conditions the 
primary circuit in PVVR type re-
,н ti>rs use subcooled water for the 
removal of heat from the core to 
th>' sr-amgenerators. During the 
-I« cidetif the w;tt,>r reaches the sa
turation pressure and due to hoi-
Нп.ц a two-pha.>e >team-water mix
ture .><•( urs in the primarv circuit. 

Fig. 1. Cold le» U)C.\ in a PWK 



In fig. 2. the so called ECC 
bypass phenomenon is shwon. It 
happens in the liter phase of the 
accident, when the reactor ves
sel is partly empty and cold wa
ter is injected into the downco-
mer in order to refill the reactor. 
The steam produced in the core 
is coining up in the downcomer 
gap and flows to the break, and 
so it prevents some part or total 
mass of the cold water from en

tering the lower plenum. Finally 
the cold water flows through the 
downcomer to the break without 
having effect on the core cooling. 
This example shows how compli
cated phenomena take places in an 
accidental situation and underli
nes the importance of two-phase 
flow dynamics playing a determi
nistic role in the transient. 

INTACT 
, COLD LEG 

ECC 

OANCOME 

CONDENSATION 

CORE STEAM 

LOWER PLENUM 

Fig. 2. EC'C Вураяч Phenomenon 
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Two-phase flow regimes tra
ditionally are classified in vertical 
and horizontal tubes as shown in 
Fig. 3. In case of vertical flow one 
can ditinguish bubble, slug, churn. 
annular and wispy annular flows. 
Flow stratification can take place 
in horizontal tubes and so the two-
phase flow patterns differ from the 

verical case. However these types 
of flows does not cover the full 
spectrum of two-phase mixture 
structures, for in case of complex 
geometries (e.g. nozzles, bands, 
etc.), heated/cooled walls, singu
larities the gas-liquid systems can 
have more complicated structures. 

til 
"J't 

F'a» 

• 

Fig.3. Two-Phase Flow Patterns 
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2 . T W O - P H A S E F L O W C A L C U L A T I O N 

There are two b.tsir models 
for two-phase flow calculation: 
micro and macro models. 

The micro models are able 
to describe the interface dynamics 
ifo follow the change of the shape 
of bubbles, droplets), but these 
models use very small meshes and 
time steps, so thev are not appli
cable r«> a N P P scale transients. 

The macro moH»ls are not 
able r-? -almiafe the interfacial in
teractions of each bubble <>r drop
let. These models use an averaging 
technique and describe the two-
phase system making Ч У of macro 
parameters like voidfraction. The 
macro models are i w í i,r practi
cal calculations in N P P transients 
and alt the syst"tr. codes belong to 
this class. 

The macro mode!., u>es three 
basic approaches: 
О Homogeneous Mode! 
О Drift-flux Model 
О Two-Fluid Mode! 

The homogeneous model frys 
to bi'^dl»1 the two-phase svstern 

as a homogeneous mixtur»-. which 
has only ou density, one tempera
ture on flowrate. This model use 
three basic equations fur the desc
ription of mass, momentum and 
energy balance. A homogeneous 
model was used in the first version 
of the Paks N P P full-scope simu
lator's LOCA module. 

The so called drift-flux model 
describes the mass and energy ba
lance separately for both phases, 
solves the momentum equation for 
the mixture and using -special cor
relations defines the relative V.'i< 
city of phases. The SMABRE .-оме 
uses this approach. 

The two-fluid model calcula
tes the main parameters tor both 
phases considering rhe thermal 
and mechanical int era' fion bet
ween phases taking into account 
mass transfer as well due ro eva
poration and condensation. The 
second generation system codes 
(CATHARE, RELAP. TRAC) be
long to this class. 
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The equations of these mo 
del* are solved by finite-differenc 
technique. The discretization of 
partial differential equations is ba
sed on the staggertd ni»:s/i concept. 
It means that the mass/energy ba
lance equations and momentum 
equations are solved in different 
points of the calculational mesh. 

In tie 4. the SMABRE nodaliza-
tioii scheme for the PAKS NPP is 
presented. The flowrates are calcu
lated in the junctions between the 
elementary volumes, while masses 
and enthalpies are defined for the 
volumes. 

\!bcoli/ 

Fig. 4. SMABRE Nodalization Scheme for Paks NPP 
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3 . S Y S T E M C O D E S 

The thermal hydraulic sys
tem codes generally can be charac
terized by the following features: 
0 Necessary Physical Models for 

Two-Phase Flow Simulation. 
0 Applicability to Integral Faci

lities, NPPs, 
0 Trips, Boundary Conditioas. 

Component Models, 
0 Verified. Qualified. 
0 Best Estimate Approach. 

The SMABRE code has bf.i i 
developed at VTT in Finnland, tts 
two-phase model is based on the 
five-equation drift-flux approach. 
The code has special models for : 
0 breaks. 
0 leakages. 
0 pumps. 
0 safety and relief vabe>. 
0 hvdroaccnmnUfurv 

Special correlation* are ibed 
for: 
0 heat transfer. 
0 phase separation, 
0 critical heat Них. 
0 critical flow. 

The numerical Solution is ba
sed on a sparse matrix technique 

The CATHARE code ha* 
been developed ,if C.E.N". Ore 

noble in the frame of a joint effort 
of CEA, EDF and FRAMATOME 
for system thermal-hydraulic stu
dies in the field of nuclear safety. 
The objectives of the code deve
lopment was to have a tool for : 
ф Quantifying conservative 

analysis margins, 
ф Safety analysis, 
ф Accident management 

studies, 
ф Definition of plant operating 

procedures, 
ф Reference basis of SIPA plant 

analyzer. 
The CATHARE code deve

lopment started id September 
1979. The first period of the deve
lopment finished with the valida
tion of CATHARE1 for small and 
large break LOCAs in 1088. Since 
19SS many lievv features have been 
developed and included into the 
new CATHARE2 code. Among 
the most important new featu 
res one can mention the introdm 
tion of nolicondensible gases. ;к 
tivify and b o o n acid transport. 
ID pump and 2D down« omer nm 
dels. In 199.3 the foreigner CAT
HARE users received the code ver
sion VI.3c wich has been imple
mented in the KFKI AEKI. 

8T 
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The CATHARE codes physi
cal model is based on the two-fluid 
descript ion of two-phase gas-liquid 
systems. This model is capable of 
handling non-equilibrium pheno
mena. Mechanical non-equilibrium 
is considered in the terms of : 
ф Phase separation, 
ф Stratification, 
ф Co-current and counter-

currout flows, 
ф Counter-current flow limita

tion. 
Thermal non-equilibrium is 

taken into account in the following 
cases: 
ф Critical flow, 
ф Cold water injection, 
ф Rettooding. 

The mathematical description 
им-* six basic equations of two-
fluid model (two equations for 
mass balance, two for energy ba-
lanee and two for momentum ba
lance). One or two additional equ
ations describe the transfer of non-
condrnsiblr gases (hydrogen and 
nitrogen). 

The noncondensible gases are 
handled as perfect gases descri
bed by Dal ton's law and being 
in mechanical and thermal equi
librium with steam. Hydrogen is 
produced during cladding oxida
tion while nitrogen can be injec
ted from hydroaccumulators. Bo

ron acid and fission product iso
tope transfer are described as well. 

The wall heat transfer pheno
mena are represented by beat con
duction model, including wall-to-
liquid and wall-to-gas beat trans
fer and describing boiling cirsis 
and dryout phenomena. Radial 
heat conduction is used for multi
layer walk and for fuel rods. Ra
dial and axial beat conduction is 
calculated for reflood transients 
making use of a 2D moving mesh 
in the vicinity of the quench front. 

The system of basic equations 
is closed by a unique set of closure 
relations for the following terms: 
ф Interfacial heat transfer: 

-:• Condensation. 
•:• Evaporation, 
• Flashing. 

Ф Wall to fluid heat transfer: 
: Heat exchange zone map. 
•'-• Wet wall heat flux, 

; Dry wall heat flux. 
-r Critical heat flux. 
•'•: Minimum stable film tem
perature, 
r Dryout criterion. 
•• Transition beat flux, 
•:• Radiation heat transfer, 

ф Stratification criterion, 
ф Momentum transfer: 

: Wall friction, 
••• Interfacial friction. 
I- Added mass. 
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ф Droplet diameter, 
ф Interface velocity, 
Ф Special reflooding correlati

ons. 
The code uses five main de

ments for the geometrical presen
tation of the calculated iacibty: 
ф ID pipe (basic modul), 
ф Volume (with two subvolumes 

and level calculation), 
ф Tee (v.ith three connecting 

junctions), 
ф ID pump, 
ф 2D downcomer. 

Several submodels have been 
developed for the special elements 

of nuclear power plants : 
Ф Point neutronic-kinetics, 
® Hydroaccumulator model, 
ф Poiat pump model, 
ф Point •teamgenerator model, 

etc. 
The code is able to simulate 

different kinds of boundary condi
tions as e.g.: 
ф Scram, pump trip, 
Ф Break opening, steam genera

tor tube rupture, 
ф ЕСС injection, 
ф Valve opening and closing, 
ф Containment back pressure, 

etc. 

MASS BAIANCE EQUATION OF PHASE К 

А 7Г«крк * ^7 Аа^жУк = Г,к 

MOMENTUM BAIANCE EQUATION Of PHASE К 

* f)Z 
Aar — » A !,» • If tvvK + Aa< p* qz 

EMEHGY BALANCE EQUATION Of PHASE К 

A J J axp« (Hie • — ) -Act« -%* ^ Аадрц (Нк + - | - ) - A Q,K + JCh QWK * *<IK PK V* Яг 

INTEKfACIAL ENERGY TRANSfE«S 

V'2 

Q'K * 4iK • Г,к (^K *-a- I q,K 's 'be interface to phase К heat flux 

Г к |Ик «-а-) is the energy trarv>fer due to ma« transfer 

INTWACIAl MOMENTUM TffANSf MS 

I.K - -,K - P, - * < • £r A m - r, f V, 

Fig. 5. Basic Equations of the CATHARE II) Modul«-
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The uuineriral solution is ba-
»•<i on tbf huitp difference appro-
.irh. Tiw nuife difference equati
on* are iWretizeil implicitly on a 
^ta^Rrml mesh considering donor 
tvll averaging. The strongly non 
linear system of equations is sol
ved by Newton-Raphson iterative 
nxthod. 

The ruilc assessment process 
< .>«>ist> of two steps: 
ф Writi< at ion against separate 

••tfci't rt^t* ami. 

ф Verifeation on integral loop 
tests, 
More then 300 up*"** Ф 

f,ct ttrts are cak«btt4 to >»li-
dat* the physical cloawe itJaftiaa» 
for each code version. The veri
fication matrix on integral loop* 
cosstsu of 21 tests from LOBI, 
LOFT. LSTF. PKL facilities and 
the whole BETHSY experimental 
programme. 
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4. LIMITATION! AND САРЛВ1ЫТШ8 

OB the bans of bag term use 
of thermal hydraulic system codes 
ове can say that this code* are ca
pable to well descibe a large va
riety of phenomena occuriag do
ting accidental transients in вое-
tear power plants. 

However there are some un-
certainities in the calculations, 
for the experiments performed on 
small scale facilities and used for 
code validation can not be directly 
extrapolated to large scale facili
ties. Furthermore the codes typi
cally we ID approach for the desc
ription of complex multidimensio
nal phenomena and this space awe-
raging can cause some accuracy 
problems as weii. An other prob
lem concerning the use of codes 
may be the simulation of singu
larities in flow (e.g. core spacers), 
where the small scale vortices play 
important role. The correlations 

need to des* the bask set of eoja-
atioM are bnuted by the parame
ters of the given experiments, tbe 
use of tbe codes oat of the range 
of experimental values caa lead to 
unexpected results as well. 

la spite of tbe above menti
oned difficulties the thermal hyd
raulic system codes are today 
tbe only tools for the analysis of 
power plant accidental transient. 
Using the codes one must con
sider the limitations of the nu
merical/physical model, take into 
account the parameter range of 
the used correlations. Only beeing 
sure that we are using the code 
in the right manner and the code 
is capable to calculate phenomena 
occuring in the given transient can 
we thrust Ute results of the calcu
lation. 
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Abstract 
TJtif praieiratTion—fmt« %he current status of the core 
degradation phencaena in the reactor vessel^ Major emphasis 
placed on the present state uncertainties in the aodelling of 
physical and chesical processes occurring at the core degradation 
in the reactor vessel. 

г 
In the case of severe accident situation, the internal structures 

\ot the reactor vessel los^ their integrities and they fall down 
Voreorless extent into the reactor lower plenum/The^rehistury"' 
of tHe"~#cérta««-cf~tH* transient, H»*«*r-«rtgTit~̂ De lead to this 
situation, is that the water level is below the reactor sore or 
in the lower part of the active core and there is significant 
decay heat :r, the fuel elements. In the case of the failure of 
tíí« safety syster.s the tesperature of the fuel rods are 
increasing and the csnsequer.ee of this is che partial or total 
melting of reactor core and the surrounding structures. 
The aia of this paper to give a brief account about the uncertain 
physical and cheaical pr.enosena /according to the present state 
of knowledge/ occurring during the cere degradation in the 
reactor vessel for readers, who are not specialist in this field. 
Because of the restricted voluae for this publication, the 
subjects -f fission product release and transport and the 
subjects of phenomena related to the coabustion gases in th? 
reactor vessel i* out of the scope of this werk. 
In the second paragraph a qualitative description cai be found 
about the degradation prccess and there is л snort suiwsary »riout 
the recent findings in this subject. The foll^ing »ectior. gives 
information about the analytical tools for the simulating the 
core degradation.The fourth part of this report contains sore 
exacples about the processes, where tr.e »iv/Si.;e or chesists are 
partially or poorly understood by the scientific rrcsraur.ity. The 
paper ends with a appreciation of the subject. 
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г, Lessoas Learned from the Severe meeimmmt XmvmsUaaUma» 
Respite the significant research efforts in the past 25 years 
there are still unresolved problems due to the complexity of the 
subject and large number of possible paths for the degradation 
history in reactor vessel. The aain sources of the accumulated 
knowledge came trom the post test investigation of the THI-2 
accident [1]. 
ig. i illustrates the end-state configuration the TMX-2 

accident. It turned out from the collected data, that at first 
z.t\a absorber material was melted and it was followed by the 
;neiting oi the Zr shroud. The melted satarial was formed a 
metallic pool. On the surface of the pool a crust layer was found 
.-. the post test examination. Because of the temperature increase 
•»rasuc seit developed in the reactor core. The formation of 

' .<? rating pool led to the failure of core shroud and one part 
.• -he -elted aaterial flowed down into the lower plenum and 
' Í Ü ! ií i»d sgain. 

Rod SUA* 

CoraVeM 

DabrlaSae 
Cm»t of Crter 
MeNtn MtMrtat 

•Mrtocatton of 
MeRtnCem 
Malarial-fattM 
of Structural 
Damaea Unknown 
Prior Mattan 
Dtbrlistdof 
Coolaolo Si» 
an« Oaomairy 
-20 em Layar of 
Hon • Fu*i Malarial 

Figure 1. 
:ore damage in the reactor at Three Kile Island 
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The other source of the information case froa the different 
integral teats and it was supplemented by the separate effect 
tests to determine soma aide effects in the core degradation 
phenomena. Rain characteristics of the experimental investigation 
was collected in Table 1.. 
Takle l. core Degradation Experimental Facilities 

Test Type of 
test 

Type of 
Bundle 

Number 
of 

Tests 
Tests 

Performed 

nr-sro in-pi le PWR 4 82-B5 
ACRR-DF in-pi le FWR/BWR 4 84 
PHEBUS-SFD in-pi le PWR 6 86-89 
MRU-FLHT in-pi le PWR 4(5) 8S-> 
tOFT-FP2 in-pi le PMt 1 85 
MRU-BTF in-pi le PWR 2(5) 90-> 
WELS(KfK) out-of-pile PWR/BWR 8 77-86 
CORA(KfK) out-of-pile PWR/BWR/WWER 1» 87-93 
PHEBUS-FP in-pi le PWR 1(6) 93-> 

The results of these scientific efforts can be summarised on the 
" After core uncovery a temperature escalation takes place abov: 
1100 C. It is mainly driven by exothermic Zircalloy oxidation 
by steam, and results a saximuis temperature of about 2000 c. 

- Core-aelt progression is a non-coherent stage-by-stage 
process. The melting and liquefaction of materials, mainly due 
to eutectic interactions at different teaperatures that are 
often far below the melting points of the original core 
components. The chemical composition of the melts varies from 
different temperature and different time. The melts contribute 
substantially to core damage progression. When they solidify 
they form blockages and possibly uncoolable core 
configurations. 

- Con*.rol rod materials and unoxidized Zircalloy cladding can 
separate from U0, pellet» and relocate in liquid form at 
temperatures as low as хгьо С. Reflood water must therefore 
sufficiently borated to avoid the recriticality during in the 
early phase of the core degradation. 

- Significant relocation of U0: liquified by selten metallic 
Zircalloy can begin at about 1760 C, which is 1000 С lower 
than the melting point of U0:. The resulting low temperature fuel relocation has a strong impact on the redistribution of 
the decay heat sources in the damaged core. The Zro., which 
forms as a product of Zr oxidation, can also be liquefied by 
molten Zircalloy under steam-starvation condition. 
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- Th« cnesical composition of the various salts cnaneine durino 
th* high temperature transient(spatial and temporal 
variations). They solidify at different tenperatures and axial 
locations. This produces a separation in metallic and ceraaie 
blockages. 
As a result of various investigations, three distinct 

tesperature regiaes were found in which liquid phases f o n in the 
reactor core, causing different degrees of core damage: 
- 12CC tc кос с, localized core damage 
- 18C0 tc 2000 c. extended core damage 
- ?60<~ to 2 350 c, total core destruction. 
F19-ire 2 shews the liquid phase formation and the possible 
consequences for reactor core damage in detail. 
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s. esa««tar ***** m**s far ее** iearaaatio* eslemlatiema 
It «MM* free the earlier paragraphs, that the cor* degradation 
•Ьамммпа is rather complex and computer programs are used for 
tfeja mimulation of a real reactor cor*. The coda development 
Strategy followed a so called two-tier approach. Generally 
integrated codes / и ш з д э ] , voj&[*}, STCP[S], ESCADRE[ej, 
Ш Ш | 7 ) / are used for probabilistic risk assessment 
stadies(PRA) and detailed mechanistic codes used for accident 
management studies. Table 2. shows the worldwide accepted 
mechanistic codes. 

table a. Mechanistic codes for core degradation calculation 

Мам of the 
code 

Origin In vessel degraded 
core aodel 

Thermohydraulie 

5СОАР-ИЕ1ЛР US[8] SCDAP RELAP5 
HELPROG-TRAC US[9J MELPROG TRAC 
CATKARE-ICARE FR[iO] I CARE CATHARE 
ATKLET-SA CR[11] KESS ATHLET 

The statement about the usage of integral and mechanistic codes 
is generally true, but in our department in the Atomic Energy 
Institute it was experienced some cases the integrated codes gave 
more realistic results in the case of severe accident. The 
essence of this statement is, that in special scenarios the 
boundary conditions are aore influential for the results, than 
the details of some particular model». An example for this is the 
air ingression into the reactor vessel. In some cases there is 
not adequate aodel for some phenomena and the only way to 
introduce some sensitivity analysis to determine the importance 
of the particular process for the result of the particular severe 
accident. IT that case the integral code like MELCOR [3} has 
superiority to the detailed mechanistic codes. 
4. ascertain chemical sod physical processes during the core 
dsgrssatioa 
The currant level of scientific knowledge regarding severe 
accident processes varies. The physics of some physical end 
chemical processes are well understood, while other physical 
processes are partially or poorly understood. Given the reality 
that the physics of some severe accident phenomena remain 
uncertain at present. The identification of these phenomena is 
the subject of this section. 
On* of the key problem in the metal oxidation phenomena is the 
Zircalloy oxidation. At a given point in time ,there are three 
distinct regions in existence on an exposed surface of the 
structure /A ZrO, outer layer (which may be either tetragonal or 
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ш, or both), ал 
hsta-Sr region«/, я м а * differs** falta— 
rigor* 3.. 

uffi 

S S w 
Б 

•* M •» 
В 8*0* 

Figure Э. 
Different regioné foraed during the oxidation of Zirealloy 

Figure 4. show» the different phyaical proeaaaaa connected 
to the Zircalloystee* oxidation. Generally the oxidation ia 
aodelled by parabolic kinetics with appropriate reaction rate 
constants in the different eoaputer codes. This aodel eives a 
quite good results sost of the cases, in tha last two yaara it 
was found the treatment of the oxidation as a diffusion probl** 
С13j ia superior to tha parabolic approach. Ivan this aodel is 
rather simplified comparing to physical processes represented on 
figure 4. This oxidation process is valid for the oxidation of 
the aolid aatarial. if tha Sro, shall fails «ha salted Zircalloy 
or autectic eater ial can he in connection with tha eteas 
environment. There ia naitbar sufficient experimental data nor 
aodel for the salt oxidation in tha literature . 
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Щт «a» hi«*» taaparatura environment various aaterials will 
lUtMiWil eheaieally to form new чипу u miss and aixtures with 
different aateriel propartias. For example para xtp aalt» about 
itifc 6. If it is pieced in contact with solid Zircalloy Carnitine 
mim & 1?*0 CJ and the tanparatura exceed the 1200 с the fee' 
can bo liquified by solid Xircalloy (Figur. 5). Uli» is typi01 
of «any construction aateriala, which are placed in the reactor. 
This type of material interaction is called dissolution, 
»iseelution process is take place not only between solid and 
•olid but solid and aelted materials as well. The dissolution 
process is not properly sodelled in the different computer codes 
and even is not properly understood for the WWER type reactor 
materials. 

ф OAStOUtnmittONOrsTiAM 

ф CMfMlSCMPnONOFtTIAM 

0 OlSSOCUDOHIHTOOXYOfNAMOmfOHOOil 

ф омишюноюмнтмтишилгшм 
ф MCOWMffllON OF НУОЯООЮИ 
ф DÉSOarnOllOFHYOnOOfN I 

Figure 4. Physical processes during Zirc* Hoy-«teas oxidation 
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Í A CONTiCT М Ш М 1 1 MTWIIN UM M i » MUtT MI ИМИ fNOUOH 
дтитмсгиткдогосюмтэкм* 

ЦкУ11«»110«ГНи«1МОИОП1А1М1«М1МмХ1ССОЙЯ1иТЮМ» 
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Figur* "> 
fuel Jiquefaction by »OJUŐ ZircelJoy 
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lajroe aacertaintiee ia the earaaic aalt proexaeeion 
(ar siaply lata pheae aalt prearesaion). x think it ia 
ta liat the fiedinee of the »aar review eeaaittee [14]. 

pool aalt-throaati aartiiniaa* 
- lefts» al circulation salt peal tbaraal hydraulics with internal 
fete* feneration 

- Yranaition froa daelad f«Ml-rod to detorie bad aaoaatry 
- beta pbeee blah burnup real effacta 
• Щ fanaration froa relocated aalt 
I» addition to that there are uncertaintiee on tbe relocation 
patba of the core aateriala to tbe lower vessel(figure e.) 

Moot of cort mett 
relocation 
- aide breach 
* beftam broach 
MOM/ROW of me» 
drainage 
Temperature of molt 
Ceramtc/Metallie proportions 

• MeWCoeient Interaction* 
• sensible heat 
- cremtest energy 

• Lower Head Loading 
• core drainage rate 
- temperature 
- total meae of melt 

a Ея-Vessei Response 
- release rate 
• total mess released 
- melelfic/eeramic proportions 

figure 6. Different drainage paths in the reactor vaaaal 
further improvements are needed in the field of the «flooding 
of tha reactor lower plenua[l2] and the possible staaa explosion 
in tha WMKX-440 reactor. 
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This paper tried to illustrate the processes during the core 
degradation phenomena. It turned out from the presentation that 
the core degradation is a rather complex phenomena and despite 
the last twenty years research efforts further investigations are 
needed to solve the remaining uncertainties in this field. It was 
also shown that the only way for the analysis of the different 
core degradation scenarios is the computational simulation. Por 
the assessment of this computer codes further integrated and 
separated tests are needed for more safer simulation of the 
problems described it earlier. It is believed this is not a 
technical problem but it is a great challenge for the code 
developer in the multiphase and multi-component flow simulation 
to next decades. 
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%<№ 
ELEMENTS OP LINEAR TRANSPORT THEORY 

Kulacsy Katabn 

KFKI—Atomic Energy Research Institute 
Applied Reactor Physics Laboratory 

ABSTRACT 

The time-dependent Transport equation is the basis of the study of the neutron 
distribution and flux inside a reactor torn: As it is a complicated integro-diiferential 
equation, if is seldom possible to -olve inexactly in practirai situations. 

In lain pnfirrSotiif theorems on the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of the 
time-dependent transport equation are proved in the case of certain restrictions imposed 
on the quantities involved in the equation. The purpose n£jÍMÍrff*M* ЛГПГЛг is to she«»" 
the difficulties in giving exact mathematical for.nulation to ideas that may otherwise 
seem simple and trivial. 

K I T WITHI 'imi il-piTi-irrn traminiit r |iiatinn Pirrrni fiinftinntii iiirfwi H I H I I I T 
y™imf'"**<** f f i v 

\. THE TIME-DEPENDENT TRANSPORT EQUATION 

1.1 The equation. 

The time-dependent transport equation is: 

g t ( y , f ) - r v [ V - r n < r ( r . v ) | H r / - f ) = 

=*tj(r.v.f) + /i-'<r(r.«t'-v)v(r.v'.f)<fV. (1) 

where 
- the angular density (.-(r. v. t)tPrdlv is the expected number of neutrons in the 

volume element iPr about the point r whose velocities lie in the element of velocity 
space rf'r about v. at time f, 
ÍJ is a unit vector in the direction Ы the neutron's velocity. 
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the angular source density q{t.\.t)<f>r<Pvdt U the numb« of neutrons inserted 
into rfJr ei r and tf*r at v between f and t + Ä . 
the macroscopic cross-section ff(r. v ) is the probability that a neutron will undergo 
a collision m unit distance, and 
i'<r(r: v'.f' -» v . i 4 -<r. v' .r ' irf J ' - '«frift is the probable number of neutron* in «Pr 
at r emitted into (Pi at v in time dt about f due to collisions taking place at time 
*' induced by neutrons of velocity in rf'r' at v ' 

1.2 Assumptions used 

The following assumptions [I; have been made when formulating this equation: 
I! Xeutron is considered »o be a point particle in the sense ihat it can be described 

completely by its position and velocity. This is a reasonable assumption because 
th'- wavelength of и neutron iof the order of 1 0 " " cm for fast and of 10" ' cm for 
slow neutrons) is small compared •<) macroscopic dimensions and neutron mean 
fret pat fis 

2' <7{ r. v i is only function of the position and velocity of the neutron, independent of 
the velocity of the target nucleus This neglect is justified for fast neutrons where 
ill! vtio.iry of the neutron is much larger than that of the nucleus In the case 
of resonance neutrons however, where the cross-sect ion varies strongly with speed. 
and thermal neutrons, whefe the speed of the neutron is comparable to rhaf of the 
tarnet nucleus, the cross-section should l>e suitably defined as an average over the 
thermal motions of the nuclei 

3> nit. v) is constant in time. i.e. the long-term reactivity effects of the nuclear reactor 
are no ' treated in the context of this theory 

•I i The neutrons which are produced by collision« appear ar rhe point and at the 
moment of i-ollision. i.e we may write (Ti r. v' — V! instead of <TI r ' . v ' . ' ' —> r. v. t\. 
Tin> implie* that we are ignoring the presence of delayed ncurrotii from fission. 
Thus we may write f/Tlr:v' — V r / ' r = ei r. v'icri r. v ' ) . where r l r . v ' i l« the mean 
number ,,f neutrons (if velocity v' emitted per collision at the point r. 

2 . INTEGRAL FORMULATION OF THE T R A N S P O R T EQUATION 

In the following, we -hal! «tee the integral formulation of the transport equation 
using Grein's fiiri«•'ions We make the substitutions 

r - r - vt •' • ~ t . 2 i 

SlllCt. 

<>' dt ' dt dt ' dt 

«here tin »ubscrip! o'i V indicate* the variable on which it operates ami vf l — i . eq 
111 reduces to 

( J i . i r ' . V . / ' , . 
— - — - - V - . Г *• Vt . V o. ' ir . V.f i ---ib' 

Ч Г' • V'' \ >' • -. / '"I Г' s Vt'. v' -- Vl' . - l f ' -* Vt'. v ' . f ' . n / ' e ' I 4 I 
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в* betör" of eq. ( 4 ) » 

/ tw(r'+ Vt,v)4t (5) 

Ttot «4. (4) may be written ia the Conn 

-1 
er 

{ « P l / p*(r'+w,v)A t < r \ v . f ) | =exp / r*(r'+v*,v)* 

x Ú r ' + vf'.v.f') + / v'air' + vr'.y' - . *)v(r' + vt'.v\r'><rV| . 

Integrating eq <6t over (' from 0 to f and setting ж' + vf » r, we obtain 

Hr,v . í | = v(r-vf,v.O>exp - / ve(T-v{t-t').y)dt' + 

(«) 

-*- í í ( r -v ( t - t ' ) .v . t ' i exp - I pff(r-v(f-("l .v |A" 

+ I dl' I <fV v'tri.r - vit - t') v' -» v)x 

x v(r.v(r-f').v'.f')exp - / r<r(r~v(f-t">.v)<ft"| 

«ff'+ 

(") 

The first term on the r.h.s. represents those neutrons which were at the position 
r — tri with velocity v at time t = 0 and have escaped collisions (the exponential 
attenuation term) while propagating in a straight line for a time t in the direction Л. 
The second term represents those neutrons contributed by the sources in the direction 
f? with their exponential attenuation. These two terms together will be denoted by 
<5ftr.v,f) as generalized source term. 

3. SURFACE SOURCES 

In solving the transport equation, it is apparently necessary to specify both the 
neutron distribution at some initial time t « 0. and the neutron sources, i.e. Q(r. y.t). 
throughout all space. One can then obtain a complete solution. 

la a sense, however, the solution so obtained are too complete. In a practical case, 
one is only interested in the distribution in a restricted region of space. In general, many 
different source distributions will lead to the same neutron distributions in any given 
region, while generating different distributions outside that region. It would be desirable, 
therefore, to find some general rule which permits the reducion of all the problems 
involving these different source distributions to a single problem, since they are. for 
practical purposes, only a single problem. The sought-for simplification is contained in 
the theorems to be presented. 

ín order to make the above mentioned reduction, we shall consider a given volume 
of space V bounded by a surface 5 when the incoming angular density. i.,ir,v.f). in 
specified on S. The simplest way to modify eq. (7) to describe this situation is to define 
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f(r .v .f) . r f r .v . t гО). <r(r.vt and<r(r,V — v) t o v a m h f e r r < V. Then the sources 
exterior to Г can be replaced by the incident angular distribution on the surfer«* of t' 
insofar as the neutron distribution within V is concerned. Rather than using the incident 
neutron distribution as a bounder;- condition, it •% convenient to define a surface sourer 
on S which leads to the нате neutron distribution within I*. Such a surface angular 
source density. q,{r,.v. t) is defined a.« the number of neutrons of i-elocity v produced 
per unit time per unit area, and is related to a volume angular source density в by 

. f t r .v .h = <j,(r,.v.f)c(.r). (§i 

where x is a coordinate normal to the surface at r and i(i) is the Dirar-delta. To relate 
toe surface source to the boundary condition, we introduce the surface source info the 
transport equation. Denote the volume sources present by q. 

Ы the vicinity nf the surface we introduce, in addition to the coordinate r in 
the (outward i normal direction n». the coordinates у and ; in tlie directions t , ami t ; 

tangential fо 5. i The origin of the coordinat .>s is on 5- 1 The transport equation l>ecomes 

di.tr.v.fi dt. . du . di-
- V • По V • t , - г - -г V • t j - s -Ot "Or 'dy 'Óz 

q,f[ г>-#;н- J r ' . iT.v'.t KTlr.v' — v l r f V 

If this equation is integrated over i:r iron. - i to —(. we find, in the limit. 

V n„'._ - • . ' - q,\r..V.t). • 10! 

where u~ tcprcscW the angular density on 'he positive and negative sides of 5. i The 
positive side of 5 is infiniresimally ou'side he Volume, rhe negative side mrinifcsitiialb' 
inside.) Since the definition of the neutron current is j ( r . v.f) := vi.-lr. v.f I. we see that 
a surface source corresponds to a discontinuity in flf [tormai component of the current. 
with the magnitude of the discontinuity equal to the magnitude of the surface source. 

As we are interested in the relation between the surface source and the incident 
neutron distribution, we may wtife. instead of гц. • 10 

q,\T,.V.t] = i \ i lni) . ' ' i l r . .V. . I П П„ < О I > 0. 
= 0. otherwise i l l : 

After these modifications. ei|. i"t still applies 'understanding the reiietinitions of 
q. i.', я and in, r. v ' — V) mentioned tfbove, with the additional term Q, added to Q to 
arrouW for t'tie surface source-

Q, = - i / . i r , . V.t - Л, f>exp : - t » i r . r -Я .П .У) ' , . i l2l 
Г 

Here o i r ' . r . Vi - oir . r ' .Vi - J i ( т> Г - •> - Гг, Г - г',. V)//.« is the optical thickness 
IwfWfen the point« Г ami r ' for velocity v. which measures the attenuation of я beam 
of neutron* in moving from r tu r'. and /?. tr . f l i is the distance from r to the surface 
5 alollg flu direction - Í 7 . 
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um (7) tbus modtttd » tbe antral integral eavation formulation of the timr-
l otutroa traaapwt problem witk «ЬкЬ we dual be concerned. It U convenient 

to WHlito it in tbc «otae-raat ш е я tractable fenn 

И г . » . ' ) « ОЧг,», i ) > AV(r, v, / ) . (13) 

<y(r ,v ,0 = <?(r.v.<) + <?.<r.v.<) f 14o> 

i AT is the integral operator 

Kf(r.v.t) = I df f#r' / « f V é [ r ' - r + v(f - f ) >i* 

c x p j - / i -<r{r -v( r - f " , .v )«f t " v V f r ' . v ' - . v ) / ( r ' . v ' . r ' ) . 1146* 

4 . BASIC DEFINITIONS A N D A S S U M P T I O N S 

tn our subsequent discussions we shall assume that the source function Q'ÍT. v.f) 
and the cross-sections nit.y' —• v> auil <7lr, v) obey certain physically reasonable con
dition*. 

af <?* is positive for ail values of its arguments. 
bi Q* is bounded or 

b') Q1 can be written ал fh<" product of bounded functions multiplied by delta functions 
in one or more of their arguments. 

r) There exi-t* a n> < x such that for iv. > г,,, ф vanishes identically. 
di There exist» л r, •; x such that for »• > r' > rx. m t. v' — vi = 0. 

Assumptions 'C cud >d.' are physically reasonable and permit us to avoid any 
difficulties that the infinite rani^e of the velocity variable might otherwise introduce, 
since together they imply fh;tf there are no neutrons present with speeds «ea te r than 
rm = max« i.,.' s 

e> (Tir. v ' — v: ran Ь • written in the form 1: 

»\т. v' — v.i = £ .V,i п!1,> v' — v . (15' 
i 

where ,V|/r> is bounded. As .V,| t) represents a density of nude), and £ , is a micros
copic cross-section, we are merely assuming that there are no infinite concentrations 
of atoms present in the system that we consider. 

f) The cross-section (T(r.v') can !*• written in the same form; 

« t i r . V i •£.V,<r)!:,iv>. .16*. 

g) i'Si(V) is bounded. We expect E,c V' to be bounded ''xcc[;f [lo—ibly for <• — ft. in 
which case we admit Л,'/-'; ч Г г . 
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Ь) 9(r,v), o(t,V - • »), Е , ( Р ) . ЕеСу* - v ) are aU pontile. 
i) The function 

is bounded. This assumption is also physically reasonable, since c (r 7 v) icpvcsents 
the mean number of neutrons emitted per coffiaion. 

5. T H E O R E M S 

Bearing in mind the restrictions discussed above, we consider now various existence 
and uniqueness theorems for the time-dependent transport equation 

Theorem 1. 

Let ( / t r . v f> be hounded. Then i / c " ( r . v ) = í — — - — - and S,(v) «re 
ff(r,v) 

bounded и unique, positive, and continuous solution to the time-dependent transport 
equation rmtr 
Proof 

\V( prow the theorem by constructing the Neumann series solution to eq. (13): 

ОС 

Иг. v.<) = £»•„(!•. v.f). (18) 
n=0 

where 

L- 0(r.v.t) = C?'(r.v.M (19o) 

and 

i '„fr .v.f) = A4- 4 - i f r .v . f ) . (19*) 

According ti) assumptions la) and ( b) . 

0 < Lo < M < x . (20) 

Fur the rmore . 

..•,ir.v.f) = KQ'i.r.v.tx \lr"mtt9m..t. (21) 

O'oliMlniihK г In- iteration, » r find 

•••nir.v.t) < . V / Í / ; „ » „ „ ) " - . (22) 

i.e. the series is majored by a convergent series, therefore the Neumann series converges 
jmiiitv/ise 3'. ;iiid the theorem is proved Tb< 'a-t that i/(r, v.f) is positive follows from 
Mi« fiicr Tliftf every term 111 the .seri«* I* JIDSH: 
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ТЫ9Лт1щЛ»ог*т1»пщки^1оргапЬусоо*1пл1ювЫкЬе^етотаажпп, 
т Фт*, A t аеоаЬ are thaicéat* ocaitted. We COOMOW dtffcrent case« in which the 
ешйпаЯв» of Thaoram 1. are rrlaarrf to some extent, and observe the ronarquec^s of 
thaar ralaJBitiom on the state naeats. 

Attmmt that c"(r,v) и nit bunded * und Itt ф{r, v, г) be bounded. Then a untavc, 
aaaatitw solution te the transport еампап exists, which и a continuous function oft and 
Г, and вж mtearaMe function of v. 

* Ibis caae corresponds to a diverging cross-section as v -* 0. 

lfCf(t,4,t) ж Qt{r,v)6[t), vhereQoir.v) м bounded, then, for the time-dependent 
(rampart equation 

m) //c*(r,v) i» bounded, a unteue, fostttve solution u'(r. v.f) exists. v(r, v.f) и л 
continuous function of r und v. an«* v(r. v. f) - 0*(г. v. f) « a continuous function 
•ft. 

b) Ifc"(r,r) is явс femnaW. Men a solution i/lr, tr.f) may 4e an tntegrablr rather than 
* continuous function of v. OtAertvue the conclusions are unchanged. 

CONCLUSION 

As we have seen, there are a number of possible restrictions which one ran imagine 
might be applied to the cr<»ss-sections and sources appearing in the neutron transport 
equation. For certain of these restrictions it is possible to prove that continuous solutions 
exist: tor other sets of restrictions the solutions may be not continuous but still integrable 
functions of one or more of the independent variables involved (i.e. position, velocity 
and time). For other restrictions, it may be impossible to prove anything. In this paper 
we have studied some possible restrictions which might reasonably be imposed upon the 
cross-sections and sources, and investigated the existence of unique solutions for each 
'case. 
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Р и м е * — «ШЫЫНи tbc CD ROM swv> 

- increasing information services (supply). 
- growing claims to information {demand). 
• several hundreds of network users in plant. 
- optimization of expenses 

(avoid CD-ROM drives in each LAN workstation, centralized database subscription). 

Conclusion: the development and installation of high capacity CD ROM server is necessary. 

PoMtbit sepptter», drvrlopmret directions at begtomg of 1994 hi Hongary 

- Info Technology Supply Ltd. 
iocs at' realized applications in the country 
redirection method of CD-ROM drive access in LANs 

• Walton Networking Ltd. 
big Novell experience 
"standard" LAN solution 

• 3rd way: one CD-ROM drive, several Gbyte hard disks 
downloading the CD-ROM content to Winchesters 

(high speed, falling cost oi high capacity hard drives) 
РгеемсЗДечн 

April 1994. - commissioning the FDDI based high-speed LAN in NPP. 
The CD-ROM server is the first superb common resource. 

H«rt>»rt 

- 60 MHz Pentium processor on DFX EISA motherboard. 
• 64 Mbyte RAM. 
• FDDI card, 
• 3 Adaptec SCSI-2 type controllers. 
-1 Gbyte winchester hard drive. 
- 21 SONY CD-ROM drives (in 3 Toshiba tower boxes). 

Software 

Three software levels 
(I) network. (2) CD-ROM management. (3) on-CD software 
1. recently 
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- \.iu;ii Netware : i2. 5t> user, 
m the iuiure. oo • -Ms 

- Window* N1 \dvaticed Server 
i.-sts Ujcrs under \\i гксхощ» tor Windows - 1>K.. 

".her asers 'n IPX level - problems. 
": simple menu >> sten> 

• ivn:tmi> menu rmüdinu 
- '.unsattiuri looting »what, »he. 'пч*л !one uses 4 

• . i n different software depending <ч the CD-ROM 
DO v \\ :ud«nv> and Mai support. 
iev. una iirarhiC' in mixture miiltimi'iiia 

Mai» etpcriencc« teamed during еотлнмюмпц of the чгг%ег 

(»ce-o time and >peed 
ptatttr.alK u.-er pnv >ual io^atior, independent 
s'.tor.c!'- vicpei-J- • 'P i . \^ ' .t'uk'iure ant! topotok). 
briJucs !• theme', freuet »tmvcisioiis etc . 

the mount in£ 1;ГГк rt :fte particular f P-KOM > :n Jirect 
proportior. to ihf number of directories and riies on D> IS level 

•disable илеь Jurou the moummc ;• dessrnWe 
-the 24 hour continuous server. iteration i> senutaf'le 

H) the end ot Vppi ; 1'44 the temporal} configuration nave clianged to tinai ^ne. tne new ,-jrver 
connected t' pian !"i>i)l riri^ During .1 half) ear 4-< breakdowns occurred, for ;,omc hours 

V »rtfcer developments 

- 128 MByte ROM internal storage сарае») 
•« new CD-ROM drives. 
• 4 GB new hard disks 
• CD Navigator for DOS Windows - nevv jvnamiv iner.uinc to> 
•SABER Network Management foot 
This developments scheduled for December !l''>4 - Januarv !1>'»г 

Application »ample: own databases 
Tbe AGNES project results archiváljon in full text * graphical database »n CD-ROM 

The AGNES project 1 Advanced and General!) \ ew Fvaluation of Safer. 1 is the .V* vear national 
project for the safetv reassessment of NPP Paks units on the recent, international!) accepted 
technical and scientific level 

Amount of input information 
around 700 page AGNFS final report and I -D similar particular background reports (as printed 
material takes J m on shelf» 

Software; Folio Viewer for Window» 
Full text search, crosslinks hicrarchv 

file:///dvaticed


The majority ax graphics is the rim;.- hi«tcr> •: paiams'ers Хлщ several transients, but there are 
sooKoAerWiiek4-Ahiieorvolv"-diigrair.s. rr-jpv rw<ns 

By November l*W the ! .' я rui; amount .>! til«» яз> incorporated in iitabase. the fuliv operable 
4CRM> installed on CD sir.er since September. 

Ei—fit I. Swwpfc »*>r mcMoi CP»ernr >l»fi»g»f ><wfihtr ?, W4. 
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NeatTM sources for •catroB scattering research 

F.Meaei 
HaJsa-Mettiier-lastitute/BCNSC, 

ff. »MtSS, 0-14*91 ВегКя 

ABSTRACT 

A global comparison of the luminosity of vanous neutron scattering instruments on reactors. 
traditional type short pulse spallation sources and * new type of long pulse spallation source show 
As* with adapted instrumentation spallation sources outperform reactor sources of equal costs 
Instrumentation ideas adequate for long pulses are descnbed and an optimal combination of the two 
spallation source approaches is proposed 

UrntODUdlON 
Current common wisdom regards reactor and pulsed spallation neutron sou: .es as complementary'' 
facilities This statement is justified in the following sense Over the spectrum of various applications 
a pulsed spallation (PS) source can provide some two orders of magnitude poorer luminosity (dau 
coOection rate) in some applications, and at the same u.ne prove an order of magnitude brighter than 
a given reactor in other applications (This actually roughly applies to ISIS and ILL > 

On the surface, this suggests that in order to cover all scientific opportunities offered by neutron 
scattering, both types of sources are needed However, the argument of "complementary" is 
incomplete: It does not include the costs aspect What should really be compared is the "value for 
money", i.e. how facilities • f roughly equal costs compare in the vanous applications 

It is the purpose of this paper to show that an extremely simplified PS source design, (a kind of a 
pulsed version of the c.w source under construction at PS! near Zurich) using a single proton linac 
and applying a few new instrumentation ideas can offer a very cost efficient source with a 
performance superior to reactors of similar price tag across the board in virtually all kinds of 
applications. It has to be emphasised that the new design proposed here is not an optimal PS source 
and that its performance can be dramatically boosted in two thirds of the applications by adding 
(rather expensive) storage or accelerator rings, but that it clearly outperforms reactor sources The 
implication of these ideas for the design of an advanced optimised PS source facility such as ESS is 
that a possible way is suggested to enhance the power of the 10 Hz target from I MW to 5 MW 
This enhancement of power is necessary to make ESS a superior source compared to ILL in 
applications such as small angle scattering (SANS) 

In what follows, the concept of a high power PS source will be described, which uses a modern linac 
as the only accelerator and its neutron luminosity will be compared to reactor and conventional type 
spallation sources In doing this, a few new instrumentation .Jeas will be introduced in order to make 
best use of the long pulses available from a linac These considerations will lead to the unavoidable 
conclusion that there is no room left for reactors in die next generation of neutron source 
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b> The time avetikí'J !h\ :r i иес.-феа, poisoned fast' modera'or i actually most 
frequently used IR current «rotation sources) is about Í0 times smaller than that of the »low 
moderator of point n 

The vertical scale ;n the Figure is ;ust proportional to the effective neutron flux on me sample •*:t.k 

гас ILL taken equal to 5? : e its ро-лег :n NW It does not imply the assumed flux of eg of 
hypotheticai and unfeasible reactor « I >'••>"• S(W 

Th* basic pom: in a comparison, if the data ejection rates I on reactors ind vanous rvpes of 
moderators on spallation sources :s to evaluate :he erTecoveiv utilised fraction of the total ume 
averaged flux Ф Thus m scanenns experiments 

' * Ф rv < i i 

where Й4 is the waveiength band usefully contributing in л given experiment On a reactor source iv 
is determined by the resoluten required while on i pulsed source it is most often defined bv :he 
fram* cviíídp conditions, i e by the requirement t3 stop the fastest neutrons rrcur. catching up with 
the slowest ones from i previous putse For example at a pulse rate of 5"> Hz arc" a V> m moderator-
detector distance the maximum wavelength band a lA Thus m s pew Jer iirTractk.T rtpenrei: 
eflfectivety using the I - ЗА wavelength band wtth 0 5% required re ut--n the wa'.eier.titr. - .; 
gam on PS source compared to a reactor amounts to a factor of >'•"> at the average fiu\ o!';h • : Ü : 
moderator b) In a similar difmse scattering experiment with a wavelength resolution of : y>> the 
same gam factor only amounts to 5. However wwh reject r 'he 10 nmes more intense "siow" 
moderátor for neutron capture work i parity w'.ition -'tidies, activation analysis, in beam WIR, 
ete ) the whole spectrum can be used, 'hus simply MS aderige iccld) flux matter* 

Triple axu type spectroscopy is a rather complex case If information has or.iy to by collected from a 
Single wave number q in a single crystal, the PS source has no wavelength band benefit, *nd the 
average fluxes have to be compared On the other hand, if the energy scans have to be performed in 
(he whole two-dimensional ц domain ('say 2Ci\20 q pixels), the simultaneous data collection on a 
time-of-flight (TOF) instrument can provide a gam factor of up to 400 compared to the time-
averaged flux of the "fast" source Thus, in comparing pulsed and с w sources concerning typical 
applications of tnple ахи spectroscopy the average slow moderator flux < capture flux" in Fig I > can 
be taken as the worst, and 10-100 times this value as the best estimate for the pulsed source 

Fig. 1 shows the comparison of the luminosity of a number of existing and planned sources for я 
selection of typical applications evaluated along the lines of the examples just discussed Clearly, the 
gam of PS sources becomes stronger with increasing wavelength resolutions requirements The 
comparison for hot neutrons is just indicative and not considered in any detail, since in this field most 
applications are just not available at reactor sources The point dashed line corresponds to the 
proposed "linac only" concept which is described below 

THE »ASIC ( OMCEPT 

Ai shown in Fig. 1 the two first tvpes of application» • neutron capture and difluse scattering (such as 
small angle scattering and Neutron Spin Echo) studies with cold neutrons - are those in which PS 
source» compare less favourably to reactors This is largely due to the fact that here the wavelength 
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t a t d f a n factor » 1 - 5 only Thus, the only way tc go is to increase the average power In order to 
inarMai» a reasonable sample size, optimized small angle scattering devices have to be rather long 
«Ml t tow repetition rate (10 Hz in the ESS preliminary specificaoorw) is required in order to 
milinin in iilii|inif и i rlrnjih Tranil The power is than limited by the energy the ring accelerators 
(which typically compress the about 1 msec long injector Imac pulse into I usee) can handle in a 
angle pulse The leads to an expected limitation of the 10 Hz target to about i MW 

O B the other hand, it turns out that for small angle scattering etc . pulse lengths of even 5-10 msec 
are acceptable, since they still provide a wavelength resolution of 10-20% at >. > 4 A and a source-
detector distance of 40 m or greater. Within such a long period a Imac can provide the energy 
reiimradrbr 5 \ fW average beam power on the target even at 10 Hz This is the starting point of the 
preaent concept: to feed a target directly by the Itnac beam in order to overcome the energy 
botdenecfc presented by the ring accelerators in the two less favourable tvpe of applications in Fig 1 

a 
I , sample 

(detector) 

; wavelength 
" Ч band 

chopper 

— / — — — — — . , — . fast chopper 

. , _ .—i p. source 
At t 

fig 2 Principle of using fast choppers for diffraction and inverted geometry inelastic scattering 
instruments on long pulse sources 

The second part of the proposal concerns the question of how such a long pulse source can be used 
for other types of experiments. < e where good (- 1% or better) wavelength resolution is required It 
will be shown that by the application of pulse shaping choppers the favourable comparison to 
reactors can be maintained over the whole spectrum of applications, while the optimized (also more 
expensive) PS source would provide a much superior performance in this end of the application 
spectrum The new concept provides very much reactor-like characteristics, because, as it will be 
«een, it basically treats the source as a stationary one, which just does not have to be switched on all 
the time for the time-of-flight techniques proposed Thus it can be regarded as art improved, more 
efficient version of the PSI с w spallation approach it has, on the other hand, little m common with 
the SNQ concept of instrumentation, which was based on relatively short, directly utilizable pulses 
This is why the present accelerator requirements are much less stringent than those of the SNQ 
project were 
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ЮТЮМЕЭТЛТЮК WITH LONG PILSES 

bonier tobe more specific and to get a feehng of the orders ~.i rnagsitude. m the présem discussion 
: шипи a state of the an H' bnac with i peak bean: power of 50 MW. which can be 

; 10-15% duty cycle (very ISLCS* '.кг i ;essibie injector щ the ESS project) For SANS 
typ« experiments a pub« durar.»:r. of-г rsec wiii *e considered with 12 5 Hi period, i e I A maximal 
wavelength band at -0 -n ггея the source This provides 2 5 MW average beam power, and with a 
wavelength band gam factor of at least 4 we arrive at the 200 MW reactor equivalent flux in Fig ' 

For the purpose of higher wavelength resolution applications let us assume 3 other pulses of a 
duration of I 4 ms each, which completes the burst rate to 50 Hz and the total power on the target to 
5 MW (These extra pulses will be masked by a frame overlap chopper for SANS type application ) 
The mtaManeous neutron flux emitted by the slow moderators during the pulses -with moderation 
time* n the 100 usee range for thermal and 500 usee for cold neutrons - is equivalent to the thermal 
flux of a 500 MW reactor1 In order to achieve the desired resolution, we shall essentially apply 
cunrmuous source TOF techniques with fast choppers This requires a source switched on long 
enough to provide a sufficient wavetauith 

I » 

st а лл 

Dbc* l 

Ditc#2 

Fig. 3. Producing wavelength dependent neutron pulse length by a pair of chopper - . 

bind in vttw of the finite distance between source and fast chopper _ .»ustra:*.. r the 70F 
timetable in Fig. 2 It is clear from Fig 2 that in order make neutrons waive at •?". ^rnpie during :he 
whole period between pulse» the source to fast chopper distance I haste be she--- nan 
На LfT*cL where L is the fast chopper to sample (detectoOdistance it the duration of tne 
pub* and T Й* time between pulses, and this с is the duty factor Furthermore it can be east'- »hoi« 
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dial if this condition, c-L L, is fulíilíed i; dots not matter for the neutron luminosity what wavelength 
band в chosen, asjummg property adjusted fa»t chopper puiie length 6t 

Namely, for a given resolution 3X1A = S-ví L (where v is the neutron velocity at >.) the 
required pulse length 6t ts proportional to L, while the usable wavelength 
band. [ Д в - Я , , . ] / Я = Tv! L is inversely proportional to L Thus the time averaged neanon 
flux on the sample. determined by the #[Л^ - Xm ] product, »independent of the choice of L 
and actually it can be shown to be equal to the mean peak flux in the [ Я ^ . Я ^ ] wavelength 
interval (3) Depending on the shortest feasible distance between source and fast choppers, we have 
to use shorter or longer neutron flight paths - usually neutron guides • up to The sample m order to 
mamtam the с > IX relation Thus m contrast to short pulse short pulse spallation sources, for 
instruments using pulse shaping fast choppers for resolution definition on long pulse source there в 
no real advantage in так ng use of the broadest possible wavelength band 

Quite to die contrary, in many applications a relatively narrow wavelength band is preferable, 
because if only a limned energy or momentum transfer range is of interest not all of a broad 
wavelength band will provide useful scattering information (A broads wavelength band can in any 
case be covered in a series of runs covering adjacent wavelength chosen by adequate phasing of die 
choppers) Thus, while most instruments on a short spallation source have to be close to die source 
(and therefore the advantages of neutron guides, m particular allowing us to operate a larger number 
of more distant instruments on a single source, cannot be made use of) on long pube sources die 
most instruments can be placed to 30 m or more from the source and this way neutron guides can be 
widely applied similarly to reactors sources This is an important factor for-the efficient use of the 
spallation source power, by eliminating the need for splitting the accelerator current between several 
target stations 

For application such as power diflractometry, single crystal diffractometry, inverted geometry 
(crystal analyses) time-of-ilight inelastic spectrometry we would thus fundamentally end up with a 
500 MW equivalent reactor flux, as long a the full wavelength band allowed can be used Compared 
to the TOF method crystal spectrometers occasionally offer advantages when concentrating on short 
scans, which will be compensated in other case, by the wider dynamic range offered by the TOF 
method Nevertheless, in order to remain on the safe side, in Fig I on the average only 40% of die 
available wavelength band is considered as useful Note, that in the detailed analysis one often finds 
that the TOF method is just superior even on а с w source Thus back scattering spectroscopy with a 
1 meV scan width and a resolution of 1 u*V at a wavelength of about 6 A is achieved in a very 
efficient way by an IRIS [2] type machine at the end of an 80 neutron guide following a 30 usee 
pulse length fast chopper 

In direct conventional geometry, inelastic TOF spectroscopy the incoming beam » narrowly 
monochromatized by a sequence of fast choppers Thus the first fast chopper does not need to be 
very close to the source and shorter pulses would also be sufficient (For thermal neutrons one could 
even include further about 0 3 msec long linac pulses between the $0 Hz ones considered in order to 
increase the repetition rate to the 100 Hz maximum possible for a linac) The ideal repetition rate for 
TOF instruments on с w source ranges from 50 to 200 Ha, and an average of 150 Hz has been 
assumed in Fig 1 in comparison to the 50 Hz taken for the PS sources 
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СВОГГЕИ PE*FO*MA>Ct 

Tkt uat o f the TOf method for сШасооп and inelastic scattermg studies by applying pulse 
M W E M choppers on a long pulse spallation sour« is ariasogous to the way this could be done on 
a reactor source h remans to be shown thai these chopper methods are competitive to the pretend* 

crystal spectroscopy, although the average flux of me here discussed source is 
! to that of ILL, so that e g mpte axis spectrometers couki be operate«) right away with 

I bonus from the TOF filtering of higher orders and "spurou* 

Chopper discs k . , 

N guide 

r « * 

-••::. 'rfT'" 11; 
Phase space 
transformer 

Fig. 4 The principle of the 'eye-of-the needle' neutron beam line design, utilising the large 
divergence of the beam aero« the narrow chopper slit 

, to start «nth, the resolution comparison turns out to be quite favourable for the TOF method 
In diflraciomctry and inverted geometry inelastic spectroscopy Fur example. 1*« wavelength 
resolution at 2 A wavelength and 20 m chopper-detectrr distance only requires a chopper pulse 
length of 100 usee, which is easily achieved by up-to-date due choppers Disc choppers are to be 
preferred here because their transmission is wavelength independent A further advantage ч "hat with 
two chopper rotating «ynehronously m the same direction, at the same speed and at distance of a few 
cm from each other, one can imttate the wavelength proportional pulse wi*h of fast PS source 
moderators, offering the attractive feature of constant relative resolution Indeed, in view of Fig. 3 
the FWHM pulse length becomes 

A / a m a x [ / ' V , , < / / v ] (2) 

where I if the distance between chopper discs, d the beam width, and v, and v. are the neutron and 
the peripheral chopper velocities, respectively 

In order to achieve high resolution • actually better one» that available with crystal instruments • 
some additional tncks can be used Fermi chopper with broader ska can oder some compromise 
between pulse length «id transrnrtted wavelength band. Counter rotating disc choppers« • distance 
of 1 4 cm й о т each other give • broad band transmission and short, wavelength independent pun* 
hmgtfi ist l i e 10-20 usee range at 500 m/sec peripheral velocity The however require» a narrow süt 
width of 1*2 cm, which can prove ю be • serious restriction This can be alleviated by the 'eye-of-
dsenvaedse" beam line design iKustrawd in Fig;4 At a narren skat Лес1юрре the beam divergence 
ctnconaidirabl) higher than die one useful on the sample. Subsequently by a mirror optical 'phase 
space transformer", e g widening guide section a» a simple example case, the beam is (ramforrned 
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ямаарапайу wider, but te« divergent beam which can fted а neutron guide. This » m e invent of 
m* Ham "compressor»" such a» die one used on BUS in from of * e sample With енпавбу 
iwa«a^a»^rfaHesuperrmfforsar2wio4hcomprei«»ti-(>rdecompresiK)fi - can be achieved m 
conjunction with a neutron guide without 

Target 
Station *2 

Target S M W 
Sution #1 10 Hz : 3 

i M W | RjneW 

1 
10 Hz 
4MW 

H + J H * 

Linac 

Fig 5 A combination of the short and long pulse spallation approach proposed to optimise efficiency 
over the whole spectrum of applications 

« M a n u l loss of neutrons [3] The effective team width can be further doubled by using the double 
sin trick for a counter rotating pair of discs, a» under construction at MST More sophisticated 
optical focusing methods and improved super mirrors will also increase the flux one can concentrate 
tm the sample downstream to the narrow slit required for the shortest pulse disc choppers 
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CONCLUSION 

W« have shown that a new type of spallation source set-up using a state of the an high power H 
hate at IB* only accelerator, directly feeding the target with long pulses of I -10 msec, offers neutron 
s a m t characteristics similar to reactors An ILL equivalent performance m neutron scattering 
apfkcaboM would rcquve a 15 MW total beam power on the target, half of which power 
coacaaftatcd into every 4th pulse m the 50 Hz baue repetition rate The reliability of the source 
should a t o be excellent, since the debcate problem of stripping at injection into the nng is ab>ent On 
A t barn of Ac I MW source budget and various protect cost estimates presented at this meeting [ I ]. 
ttw price tag of such a source (buildings, beam guides included, instruments excluded) should not 
exceed $ 150-200 Мю. i t . ir is weil below the construction costs of any conceivable research 
reactor to the majority of the applications adding compressor or accelerator nngts) would 
tremendously enhance the effective luminosity of this source, however at substantial additional costs 
and technical difficulties 

The most dehcate point in the 5 MW beam power, some ZOO MW reactor equivalent version 
cowndarid m Fig I a the target design Although the feasibility of a 5 M'v rotating target has been 
dniwiimawl in the SNQ study, and it is pan of the specification of the ESS study project, 
concentrating half of this power in a quarter of the pulses adds to the difficulty ft would imply a 
100*C temperature jump during the longest pulses compared to 50-С tor equally distributed pulse 
power, unless the target used rotates at speeds comparable to that of railway wheels (During the 
pulse» the cooling helps little, it is only the specific heat of the target material that matten ) This ieacs 
to additional stresses, with not yet studied consequences Nevertheless it is well possible that с en it 
5 MW, as in Fig. 1, this "iinac only" spallation source wi'l not cost more than an ILL type react jr. 
with the costs primarily determined by the target (In contrast, e g a 100 mA peak current 500 MeV 
H' linac can just be considered as sate of the an) .Assuming that even higher power single pulses 
O R be handled in the target, the present approach would allow to improve the performance of sn 
ESS type design in small angle scattering type applications by adding long Iinac pulses at 10 Hz ai-.A 
some 4 MW average power to the I MW delivered in form of short pulses from the nng(s> to the 10 
Hz target (Fig 5) 

In sum, the most cost efficient spallation source variant proposed here together with an adapted 
novel instrumentation approach offers better neutron flux conditions in virtually all applications in 
neutron scattering (and possibly also in the shear nme averaged flux) than reactor source of 
comparable costs. On the bans of current technology, optimal spallation source performance can be 
obtained by combining the present long pulse and the traditional short pulse approaches 

REFERENCES 

[I J The reader is referred to appropriate sections of the proceedings of 1С ANS XII, (RAL. 
1994) for specific information on the ISIS. Austion, ESS facilities /projects and on accelerator 
and target performance/problems 
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(3] F Mnei, Neutron News. Vol 5, No 3 (1994) p 2 
[4] RE. Lechner and F Mezei, ICANS XI Proceedings (KEK, Tsukube, 1991) p 919 
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ABSTRACT 

h w v H o K a f system üxorv »те gi«ea. Т Ы шрм output formalism is compared to the fcwmabsm apphcd to time 
tant» BWestijriiie. Applications arc provided to reactor physics «tore a time dependent problem K solved with 
me M p ot roe recursive integrals, to mathematical biology where a model of a living celt is given that ac mats ím 
oaf •eiebulxm and repair mevhanismc of the cell, and Ur mathematicai ловоту *Ык the txtnvn-Mr r>f a < v -m 
coosoacd of well defined elements is shown to be espouentra! under givrn .-rnditinv 

I.INTHODUCTTON 

System theory ha» a long history. Long time ago the term -v-itm theory had referred to means used to ,tparu 
complicated activities such as the work of a hig library, ргг*1ш.нэл of an intncalc good le. < a car) or nuMguig > 
large scale construction. After the computers had appeared, «ystem theory meant, first >>!' all. modelling large «nd 
qimpliialiil phenomena, like such aspects iif thr human society as economy or society. 

Nowaday? mere has been established a system theory, which studies physical systems, Idle a gas of г nucleus 
Sometime» thai branch is referred to as classical system theory. Characteristic topics of classical sy-um theory 
encompass ergodicity, suhifity. chaos, entropy and energy estrema. A good survey is the bonk by Sawi. Л » » » « 
branch, the mathematical »'..item theory has dealt with objects experiencing a given, rather simple interaction 
(cellular sutamaton. discrete automata, neural network, a good survey is the book by Coles and Martinez) or Mack 
botes, which transform certain inputs into certain outputs (see the hooks by Caati and by isidon). The elements 
composing the system can often be described by differential equations and the properties of the system are 
cMertaMed by (be properties of a set uf differential equation«, in this approach the Ысгсошисйоп b i r a i i i the 
elements plays the key role, see [sodort and Casti This leads to an evolution problem, which is forssataaheJ a the 
Ibttrjwwg manner. Tbc stale of the system is described in a phase space nod III* evolution equation gives the time 
derivative of the system's state. An ««ample of that approach is the Hemjlion-Jacobi equation of statistical physics. 
Sofas recent results are given in the book by Ahmed, the basic techniques can be round in the book by Beucai-
Молипг. 

The preaeni work intends to draw the attention to the lechaiqes of system theory. In Sect. 2 basic concepts of 
system theory are treated to enable pursuing three siple applications. A mathematical model of a living cell u 
discussed in Sect. 3.1 after Casti. A simple mathematical model illustrates the relationship between the element of 
a system and the system itself . Т Ы Section is baaed on Vlasyouk's work. la Sect. 3.2. following Isidon, • 
sohsnoa of the lime dependent transport equation is given when a time dependent perturbamon » preeeat. T i e 

AAi - . » . ' 
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scope of tbc fortgotag ductwioa is Ib* амЬнньЫ system theory, tbc Mack bo« model, ihe diffemttuti 
•aarios formalism and the evolution caumon 

Tbr Mbracl of system theory » so general that most authors » o d itt defimnon. Anyhow, it equally deb vm* a 
«•claw and a gabny. with s bvmg cell and with lac h u m brain. 

2.BASIC CONCEPTS OF SYSTEM THEORY 

In tec present Section, the basic вляюп* of sytem theory are assessed. Let «и consider * black bo» fiba system) that 
rnpneni with output* hi inputs hnaa» that me output u formd by processing preceding юрам •"* * * 
анжаанч yields m a change ia the stak of the system. ТЬш the шов« influence* tbc state of tbc system aad me 
оирм u dctci mined by tbc stak of the system as given m Fig. I. Ut С aad H denote the mpot-istenal «tat« aad 

I state-output amppings, respectively. 

Fig. I Input-output reaaionahip ia systca theory 

The mauf-outpu rclatioeahip can ha formulated either ш a Afferent»! equation form 

— - Fx * Cru 
ft 
у * Их 

• in i discretitrd form 

(I) 

(2) 
v. = Fx -Ctu, 
y. = Их 
where f. 0 and H are matrices in the linear theory or vector-vector functions in the non-linear theory. If not staled 
rfherwiw explicitly, we are dealing with the linear theory The development of the p dimensional internal (МП л 
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by F. Т Ы • input a r diim'tiiiuatl vector ami G characterize» the influence of toe input ti> the 
state.(. ТЪе output a v. it is q Jtmoumoai and H characterize» the internal state-output relationship. F. G 

И Mr prp. p*q ami ry trainee*, respective!). By applying Ец (2) recursively, we «mve at the toHo»mj 
between inputs, internal «tale and output»: 

- HF'x * £ ^«. 
TWmacru 

Г . * (О FG.--- F"-G) 
r» c a t M Им соМгЫтаМТ! of t to system. ТЬепммд 

l И \ 

o„ HF 

i-*> 

<S> 

>lunms of a m m C„ 

{HF'j 
» ceiled dkr u h u m l i n i n u t r b of Cht system. Tbc space spanned by the 
cnnlicllabU pari of the internal sate. The space spanned by the row« uf math« O. is the observable part of the 
Mrraal stale. A system i» controllable ami observable if (he entire internal «lata space is observable ana 
controllable. ТЪе below given matnx formed from the ', transfer imtnce* «nib arbitrary m.n is called I 

I ef the system: 

• * - • 

\ ••*-: ч ' 1 - * - : / 

mi tbc Haakcl main» can be obtained a» 

*m - O.C. 

|6* 

(T> 

Tinawaf вошюп for i «ystrm is Z*(F,0,H) or t»(F.C,Hjtg/ «ace * system is ducribed by matrices F.Omi 
I f . For «MM reason the irutul M m » not considered и a part and parcel of the system. The diiwesioo of me 

•tale is called the camtmstm et Im »yam». Tntnooks provide method, for tuMling an internal «ate of 
I dimension (called nWmaJ er amrliaá tmMmmm) for a pvee input-output set. Tbcre are theorem* 
|«>«rol l ibl i ly and observability. When Ike system depend» on a paraméter and the parttneter has not bee* 

t)ui beforehand, the system is called aaaremeter шаярЛп. 
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(nemesed reader« may fiad useful hum m testbooks oa system theory conceiting rcalizaiioti and iuVnbfkatioo. 
reachability and coetrollabiUty .observability aid stability of «pacific systems. 

З.АРИЛСАТЮгав 

Below we prcteat three simple application» of the prcsgated theory. Tb» considered eumpte» are intentionally 
liaaple in order to enhance the techniqra to be applied. The Arn paradigm u takes from theoretic*] biology thai 
hat bam giving * permanent stimuli to system theory 

3.1 .Model o f Livin, O l t 

After» paper by Csati, • »aple mathematical model ispisseatiJ to demostrale mat plain eytem tbeonc means ere 
able to provide a model for a rather сотрем раеаииашп. A banc numbouim-repeir model ha» baas given by 
•osta, the model presented below ha» ban elaborated by Caati. 

Tb» ararmpt to capture им емевсе of Irving system» aaiag the too*» of modem юагЫmattet и a rapidly growing 
breath of coatempomy »ytaem science. The caaoaacaJ eaaftematica) ftnmswnrk wad to reprneot varies» activities 
of living process*» is, however, the vary aaae framework thai Newtoo employed to Mudy the motion of planetary 
bodra» Newton'» fecoed law i» translator! iato a differential eqaatioa. which, after integration, it c*~i into the 
followiag input-output relation form: 
/ П - » Г (!) 
where ii repmeali m» eMaraal force» and Г n the ret of obiervablc output» (particle po.<itiur» and velocities) 
That framework i« unable to represent the quintessential functional activities («If-re.iair. replication and 
reproduction) of living «yttar«. 

If П is a set of cellular environments and Г repiascnli the set of possible cellular metabolite», we can raprettnt the 
tnaabolk activity of me «ell by the map 

/ 0 - » r / € / / n r (9) 

where №,) is the set of physically realizable cellular тпаЬЫгмт. During the course of ib metabolic acliviiy, the 
cell txpencr.ee» fluclualiuon» and disturbance» in both its environmental lopuu and in the metabolic map/ itself. 
The purpose of the repair operation is to stabili» dte cellular activity at, iinst such pcrturbalioos. Let dtt cell have 
a design metabolism represented by (&>*,?*). i.e. wbtn everything works according to plan, the cell receives 
environmental input u* and processes it via the metabolism map/* to produce the output y*. The repair machnism 
function by feeding back some of the output, using that out- rial to reconstruct a metabolic map/ The repair map 
has the boundary condition that if neither the boundary conditio» nor the design metabolic map have been changed 
then the repair map «bould produce ÖV: output into (he ra»t*bol)»m/* We can represent the repair operation by ом 
тар 

Fr;l - » « U M ' 1 (10) 

with the hnundary condition r\»(y*)«./" 
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Af to replicatum, jUit a» the metabolic machinery of tbe cell needs restoration by the repair component, rb* repmr 
component also itself runs down and needs be restored. Nature s solution is to throw reriodtcly away Ibe («pair 
maehtnerv and replace it wiih a new one. This can he formalized by postulating the existence of a map 

№.:И(П.Г)-»м(Г.м<аг» пи 
with dw boundary condition Pfif> - P*. 

To b« more specific, let us consider tbe following set up. Le the cell have a Mute memory to store tbe laal a 
environmental inputs ti| , ;j;......-.)n as «ell is the n last outputs ''|,-; yn. Let the cell have the ability to form ш 
simplified or "contracted" ,nputs and otirputs. which may he represented e % by (he averages Assume furthermore 
the cell to consider those "contracted" inputs and outputs is the design metabolism • <•.?• Such a cell is able to get 
adapted to the change of the environment as far as it is able to adjust us metabolism to tbe varying design criteria 
When ш».у» remains unchanged but the metabolism has changed due to a disturbance, the repair mechanism may 
restore the design mapping One of the simplest formalisms acconnsiitg for *tiptal.on and repair consider is a 
parameter adaptive v> stem ( n i s i stem (heonc model ue have to adopt Eq < 3 > so shit*•' depends on a parameter p 

T ,=«» , 

and the condition, that in i stationary "design" state the input •••• should produce •.». fixes the parameter p 

f'H[\-Ftp)) Gm' <|Л 

Thii non-linear problem is soliabl-- if •» is expressible »uh tbc Iwip of the ;clumn vectors of the 'natm in 
Eq (13) In this case the desien metabolism is reálisabb Let p' denote the parameter belonging 10 the design 
metabolism atk1 assume tlu;due to a dist'irb,ii>;c ,iic parameter changed lo p After collecting; n inputs and outputs, 
(he cell forms the леи deign |ini«s if the veil has remained the same, starting ош írom p it »ill try to satisfy 
Eq(13)by «car.lunt new »id new p values Depending on the matrices, the iteration may or may not converge and 
the fix prmi may h" eiiher/-* г a new value We have one of the following cases 

• the search continues «nimm ever reaching i stable design point 
• :he search finas a stable point '.vhieh is just r* and the disturbaiion has been restored. 
• the search finds i stable pumi which differs from p*. m this case the malabolisin has been stabilized at a ne» 

level 

If the new design point dillcrs from the previous one. e t because the environment has changed, the cell has to get 
adaplcd to the new situation Now in Eq (It) .>•.(• change and a quest for a new stable p parameter commences 
that may result in a new stale of the cell In this case the adaptation has been successful 

To address the question of self repair, it is convenient to introduce the map 

ч» :W(ar>-*//(n.r) 
' 114) 

/-»Л.1/I»*!)-
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la MB* of the шар Vwp the metabolisms üiai are stabilized by the repair mechanism correspond to fixed points 
of f»«!* while those metabolic disturbances thai are repaired correspond to finding solutions to the equation 

*~~W*f < 1 5 > 
9f definition. Л is a fixed point of the mapping '¥ Л-cording to Eq <3>. the metabolism f is nothing else but the 
Ипчйюп matrices Y,. H). I. 
Catti'l Metabolic Repair Theorem. 
(DT*« metabolic perrurbauon f»Co*i- > m i i be stabilized by ihe repair machinery if and only if the vector 
(ХдД|.. > is a characteristic vector of 'P,. ,f» with associated characienstic value I 
(2)Tbe mettbolic perturbation f will be repaired if and only i/ f ha« the form 

/ = / • + • - * . . . . (16) 
Here ktr A is the kernel or nul space of operator .1 Let m denote the dimension of ihc шрш vectors As to the 
-»inrffr**"" problem, it is easy to see (cf the paper by Cash) that the environmental disturbations can always be 
repaired if both the input and the output space consists of scalars (*!=•/) In more general cases, it can be shown 
tost the mapping Pp can be represented by a lower triangular matrix, whose first elemnt is denoted as R\ \ 

СаяГ* EariranstMal Repair Taeamav 
(l)lf the input consists of scalars (m»/) and if rank Рц°г. all environmental disturbances о that are repaired are 
grveaby 

U) = Ю • + ! • * ' / • II") 
(2)If m~' I and/or rank Иц-гр. then the only types of environmental changes that cm be repaired arc those of the 
form út* i <• ar», where x is any solution of the equation 

/ • ; » ! = f у € - • ' « , (I») 

Clearly, the chemical and biological processes '„-t limits for the admissible parameter value and if the cell can not 
adapt to the design criteria within that interval the cell is unable lo get adapted to the new environment As we can 
sec, such a relatively simple model is capable of accounting for deep biological problems 

The interested reader finds a more exhaustive discussion of the general model in fasti's paper Conditions are there 
also given for the successful! repair Unfortunately, the deauled exposition of the metabolism repair theory is not 
given in the quoted paper 

3.2.Economic Cooperation of Ц Cells 

After a paper by Vlasyouk. an example is presented lo show how the properties of the individuals determine some 
properties of the whole system This Section gives ал example of characterizing the constituents of a system with 
the help of differential equations The topic is the mathematical economy one of the major fields where system 
theory has bee.i utilized. 

Let us consider a closed economy consisting of v economical unils lEL's) Each EL: posesses goods and production 
means (buildings, machines etc ) that we call capital furthermore it has a stock lor storage» of capital, goods and of 
the produced goods as well The activity of an EU means producing certain goods from other goods and capital 
That activity is depicted in Fig 2 
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Faj.2. Activity of aa EU 

Tk* EU« *B aad by aa • mattet, «hieb ассерв all the pndacts offered far ante and am the pru» of 
tat piudaffl Lat tba ama of the aal quantity or capital, food and praam be f, * and p Hence, the 

f the camntf x. x aad у ait xr, «r aad py. We alio анаше thai after the sy income of 
feEUatytataxeaualio v r At to the capital, the chances in the шопешу balance n +aqt mi -flaqZ, the 

I aa inawen, the latter beint, the lee paid fci * hank. We п о д е rnrüiem««. t i * t i * activity/of the 
»•laecMoeofth«c»pitnl/ai)dtlieiand//7i/-Oforany positive artuncatpvrs We акиапе that the 

I сапем у depend» oaiy on ont external 4 

Tn»am*nalnalinr* the &t«nt»ri balance aad the capital balance ш11крля*кюв is written as 

t~/{Z,x)-y 

z»*-yz 

whet» С квас viree of the propenie» of the EU. т • the raw of oeini^thecanital ши»рто*исйоа А» »еппьС 
hiantllMvajMdawawyoftteEVbMfevalaeof fepodtaadcap^p All the вма> and 
аапЬппа вшу be vadőrt an внмиу ont пгоаиЯммв nam саегау. labour mid вшегШ to produce several ошрав 
<p«Bac]ibE«».(i9)iaaiajc«tkdaSr^^ LetWNppoeethnt 

lAf .T.4>ovp aaditepnraawriHlttnctwnfareHaiualifltiae; 
• / • I 

/ (Z,»).Z/( l .* /Z) = Z/(f) ffl» 
).th«d(aMadi(MC»(hat 

J • •(*») «»> 
i f i пимам function of p 
Uafcr fhtif cenditkm» tu tnvertpu the EU. п ш ш | смааам prices in мм, aad zero stocks 
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SMMMM1. There exists an optimal price ^ p * . »Inch permits th EU tc develop exponentially, i t Ml). >(t) and 
zd)«ep«vponiotai to ecp('».»t> and • ««pip*) i» the maximal possible development rate and the development rate 
is J t e n m d b v 

«j». p = <' — " Ap ! - r) f к - sx i - у - ct v - ß > (22) 
\ - a • a ' • ] ! 

The development rait may Or positive or negative 

Accents« и Statcnim< » thrfcC сад di-»etop exponentially 

What about the jv>ien>a><> winm-' To investigate that problem a feed back is introduced to stabilize the reserves of 
the EU» aad trie price» Lei nc and цу :>,. V given positive constants Let their demand and supply connect the 
Ells aad let the market be unreduced in two steps First, the Ells feel an individual prce ai which they can sell 
their tappt) and and buy the>i demand Second, the market sets the prices of the products equal So«, let the 
balance» of the n-th El' md the stabilizing feed backs be given as 

2.-2.Ц - , . -i= - 'J 
(23) 

С ; P. I - П. >. - M . - H - <t.)q,Z, -C.Z.- Y. 

К -f.*. - > ' . -I', :,-У. v 

К • К (\ - M,. 
P. -~ " * „ К - U,., (25) 

when л denote; quantum normalized to the capital Z Adding to this the condition that fixes the demand of the 
Ell we have 
*. ~ ' >{p. 1 - l j / . i, v.*. (26) 
and the same price* lot even Ft mean that rood i has the same price for each EU 
•»„ = P, (27) 
The capital consul* ol different goods Let the composition of a unit capital be ;,„. then the price of the capital can 
be expressed with the help of product prices as 
4. - 2,i*P. (2S) 
for the /мя Et) finally. the input of an EU is the output of another EL' Let r„. denote the output of the ;th EU to 
the тЛ Eli with this wc have 

l J Let us consider a dynamical system composed of N elements governed by the differential equations 
ЦЗ). (24). |25). and condition» (26)- (29). with arbitrarily given connection between the elements Now. an 
equilibrium stair of that system, if it exists ind is stable, corresponds to an exponential development of every 
elemem of the »nem with a common exponent '-^ and with equilibrium prices p , and capitals Z, 
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АешаифЪ$Ш*а^7,акр€09тжЫ1Ыскюсяиа>кг*\1а1а1Шиата$ю11хро9ПГюЫикю^ The 
«paaealial behaviour prcdKttd here is a special case «»се Ук easement says (hal there raay с о я aa амШЬпшл 
point «itb exponential development bui this is certainly od the only pOMibk »Ше tot the system. The proof of the 

t and other omitted details can be found in the paper by Vbttyoak. 

System theory, among others, investigates the norotwa of a system. As 10 application» of system theoretic methods 
to reactor physics, we mention the evolution The tools elaborated by non-linear system theory may be useful in 
•giving certain time dependent problems of transport theory The evolution .-quation (I) may be of interest in 
reactor physics when the input is a time dependent function and F and О are nonlinear operators In this Section the 
traditional notation of reactor physics is kept instead of the notation in IsiJon or Fliess The discussion below 
follows the line of the afjie meiüoned works. As to reactor physics, possible applications are noise analysis or the 
investigation of lime dependent perturbations 

Let at consider the evolution equation at 

when I f M) is the neutron flux. Ал and A) are operators acting upon the space variables of the neutron flux and 
fit) it a given ume dependent amplitude, which is considered as the input and the neutron (lux is considered a* the 
internal state The initial condition associated with Eq (30; rises the neutron flu* at IQ: ftr.tnKPoO 

The scilution of the evolution equation when a constant in tune operator occures on the nghl hand side has ban 
studied exhaustively. * e eg the book by Ahmed. The formal solution is given with the help of semigroups of 
operators discussed by Kato or by Shihov The result is an exponential function d the operator acting upon the 
initial state Although there are formal generalizations of that method to time dependent operators with the help of 
the Tyson operator that assures a suitable ordering in the exponential, those results are hardly suitable tor practical 
applications. Fliess has pven a soluUonofEq (30) m die form of an always corrvergmg penver serié*, to rant power 
sen«*, the solution is given as a sum to which die k-th term has throe components: 

• an operator acting upon the space variable, ttot openttwiMf i*s product of *<•-/terms. 
• аон»«оере1Укп|агпр1т1*гивяюв1па1о*«у$агес»тоуеГс<п>и1а 
• and finally the above mentioned operators act upon the initial state. 

TV* sotonon is given as 

f M - H M + I £ л0-л0*е1....л(1уг,{г) (л> 

A» we ss«, the сежгагс« acting uprjntJ»spsw variant Tat 
t all the pour»!» iiimiiruiiiini Th» nan cieptBdcnt amplitude functions aw deienrunad by a marnaa 
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(32) 
5,('» = j/(t)rfT;5.«i = ( 

о 
Tbl recurrence involve« two hmctiua» |o and 41 , the latter being the integral of the time dependent functions >0 lire 
equation to be solved We onfy mention here that the presented formalism is applicable (o nonlinear .-(,> and A | 
operators as well Further details can be found in the book by Isidon 

4.CONCLUSIONS 

The work intends to draw attention to the mean of system theory The power of those means have been illustrated 
on time problems of different nature In Sect 3 I a parameter adaptive system has been used to study the adaptive 
and self repair mechanism of a living cell. In Sect 3.2 a system has been composed of elements governed by 
diflercsúal equations Some features of the collective behaviour of that systerr have been derived w r*-.r 
possrMity of ал exponential growth both of the inmviduils and of the svstcm ' - c : . j a icthmque has been 
provided lor the solution of a class of time drpennW p-:'.^,,,, i he selected applications arc relatively simple and 
cover dUfcrcnt disciplines 
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Abstract 

The mathematical apparatus used in the fractal description of physical systems is 
briefly revieved, with special attention paid to popularize the recent advances of the field. 
especially the method of wavelet transform modulus maxima. 

Introduction 
Fractal and multifractal concepts are now widely used to characterize rnultiscale phe

nomena in many and diverse physical systems. In what follows, ле first: briefly review the 
definitions of the conventional fractal dimension.';, and than proceed r.o the generalized 
case, i.e. to multifractal measures. After giving some elementary drfiniuous and a few the
orems concerning the wavelet transform, we conclude by describing how wavelets couid be 
used to determine the multifractal spectrum ста the recently introduced moíeí of wavelet 
transform modulus maxima. 

This short review, drawing heavily from the excellent article recently v-;blished by 
Arneodo and coworkers [II, is meant to collect *>me of the most basic asattematical agra-
dients of the fractal concept for those who are not familiar with the «ibject. [t is, therefore, 
by no means exhaustive. For details, the interested reader should consult the list of refe
rences given at the ind of the paper [2-7]. 

The Hausdorff and tbe box dimension 

Let 5 be a set in a metric fpare E : E = R"). The Hausdorff measure of S is then 
defined. indexed by the parameter 6, in the following way: 

where 

f*tS.' = lim U л Si 

it,i Si = m/A (,> ]Г \B,t

! 

and where the lower bond is taken over all the coverings Kit) of the set S made of 
balls {B,) of diameter smaller then t. TV Hausdorff dimension. ii"w(S), is then defined as 
the unique value of 6 such that UiS) is finite: 

6 >dn(S)^h(S) =0, A<d H (S)=»i , (S | = r :x 
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Although the Hausdorff dimension is well defined mathematically, it is genera'Iy hard 
to estimate numerically. To circumvent this difficulty, a more practical definition of the 
dimension of a set is generally used. 

The box or capacity dimension was introduced by Kolmogorov. Let 5 be a subset is 
Ä" and K(t) a covering of 5 with balls of size с The box dimension, dg{S) is then defined 
as the limit: 

I—«• III ( 1 / i ) 

The box dimension, like the Hausdorff dimension, classifies sets according to their 
relative 'content'. It does not give, however, any way of measuring two sets with the same 
dimension. 

Multifractal measures 

The multifractal formalism ivolves decomposing fractal (singular) measures into inter
woven sets which are characterized by their generalized fractal dimensions. In what follows, 
examples will be given in one (Euclidean) dimension supports. 

Let n be a measure on R, K(t) a covering of the support of ц with intervals of size t, 
and N(t) the number of intervals i:» K(t). For all q € Я, we consider the partition function: 

« < f > 

«a 
We then define the r(q) spectrum from the power law scaling behaviour of Z(q,t) 

when t — 0 + : 

Z(q,t)^trlt) 

The spectrum of generalized fractal dimensions D, is obtained from the spectrum of 

* ( 9 - 1 ) 
We remark the the box dimension corresponds to De, whereas D\ characterizes the 

scaling behaviour of the information /(e) = £ , fi,U) In n,(t). The D,'a with q > 2 can be 
related to q- point correlation integrals. 

The continuous) wavelet transform 

We introduce the 1D continuous wavelet transform and some of the basic mathematical 
results. We consider the function Mi) in che Hubert space, and we are going to decompose 
л in terms of elementary functions obtained by dilatations and translations of the real 
valued mother function til). Let us define vt.„ = а~^1гЩх - b)/a). Wr then define the 
wavelet transform <WT) of e(i) by. 
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r*ti)(&,a) = o - , / , y H~-) *{*)<** 

In order to be able to reconstruct the original function s\i) from its WT. Ф should 
satisfy 

c . - f !*!!!£*,<+. 
O B of the most often used mother function is obtained by the succesive derivative» of 

the Gaussian function: 

These functions are well localized both is space and in frequency. The wavelet ц>и> is 
often referred to as the 'mexican hat4. 

This is the basis of the wavelet transform modulus maxima method fl], developed 
by Arneodo et a/, to obtain the singularity spectrum of fractal functions by analysing the 
skeleton of the WT. The reported results of a preliminary analysis of a fully developed 
turbulent velocity signal show that this method is applicable to experimental situations. 
Other possible applications include fractal growth phenomena, critical fluctuations in col
loid systems, surface roughening in noise driven growth processes. 

But beyond the statistical thermodynamic description of scale invariant objects that 
provides the multifractal formalism either in its classical (box counting) version or its wa
velet based generalized version, there is a need to get deeper insight into the complexity of 
such objects and eventually to extract some microscopic information about their underlying 
hierarchical structure. 
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CHEMICAL CHAOS 

Robert Schüler 
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute, Laboratory of Physical Chemistry 

ABSTRACT 

The measure of some chemical transformation it the variation in concentration of any of 
tfc»compc*mds which cither leraor dsrepprarmte Tterateoftraasfonnation 
is defined as the fa» tin» derivaure of m» variation. In most of the cases the overall 
taction is the outcome of elementary steps; if some of them are non-linear and mey are 
coupled the concentrations may change in шве in aperiodic ofchaoticway. This, in turn, 
treffet remh in spatial structures of the reaction producu Some examples air given. 

ELEMENTARY REACTION КОПГГКЗ 

Reaction rate is defined as de/dt, where f,is the concentration of a reactive compound, 
orofalinalormtermedtary product. Itcan usually bedeacribedthnMigbtheconassttstMms 
of the reactanu involved as 

de/dt=*mIL* 

In пмм of Lte cases ttosereactio« are resided asdementa^ 
consiste of one or two terms and ^ - 1 holds. Theae elementary reactions are called 
kmetkally fim or second order processes, respectively. Sometimes, however, the overall 
process cannot be described in terms of such smipte elementary йеръшетеспвдап (the 
series of reaction steps) contain abo higher order processes. From the point of view of 
oblatory and chaotfcpbmiomen Л о т reaction s le^ 
product has two terms with «, = I and *, = 2 (at least). 

Asfarastbeniiodytiamiaiecoaceniedchemical reactione are always strictly daapative 
processes, i.e. entropy increases monotonously throughout tliensction, <&0г>0 holds, 
until equilibrium isattamed. Consequently, periodic or chaotapberemenatatoptaceonly 
far from equilibrium, preferably under steady conditions. The concentrations of initial 
compounds or final products vary monotonously, his only tte amount of intermediary 
compounds that can exhibit pariodk or chaotic osculations. 
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OSCILLATIONS AMD CHAOS 

The kinetics of the Volterra-Lotka reaction, a process winch occurs in population 
dynamics rather than in chemical kinetics proper, seems to tette simplest example of non-
chaotic, oscillatory chemical processes. It describes a precialoT population which depends 
on the size of a prey population. The linearized version of its rate law, which gives the 
response in reaction rate to small perturbations of the non-equilibrium steady state 
concentrations, can be seen to be analogous to the differential equation of the linear 
harmonic oscillator. The analogy is complete in the sense that the response is sensitive to 
the amplitude of the perturbation. 

Chemical reactions, which are oscillatory in the strict sense, are difTerent: here the 
amplitude and frequency ot the quasi-steady oscillations are independent of the extent of 
perturbation. That is, the trajectory of the process in a phase space, whose axes are the 
relevant concentrations, is a closed curve, called an attractor, toward which the system 
converges with time. The parameters of the curve are independent of the size of the 
perturbation. The best studied oscillatory chemical reaction is the Behasov-Zbabotitaki 
process, the catalytic oxidation of malonic acid by potassium bromate. Its chemical details 
were most successfully discussed by Field, Kórus and Noyes. Based on the elementary 
reaction steps they suggested, the strictly oscillatory nature of the process, and of a number 
of analogous reactions, has been succesfully described. 

it seems to be a matter of parameters, i.e. of stationary concentrations and rate 
coefficients, whether an oscillatory process turns into chaotic. The best understood scenario 
of the establishment of a chemical chaos consists of a series of bifurcations. The frequency 
of oscillations gets doubled and doubled again at certain values of the relevant parameters, 
the spectrum becomes more and more involved, until finally no periodicity can be 
recognized any more, the concentrations vary in a chaotic manner. The trajectory of such 
process in the phase space is a strange attractor. The stability of the attractor against small 
perturbations can be discussed by linearizing the rate equations as functions of variations 
in concentrations. 

Three necessary conditions are to be met for the establishment of oscillatory or chaotic 
processes:( 1) a far from equilibrium steady state, (2) at least one elementary step with non
linear (cubic) rate law, and (3) feedback. In chemistry these conditions mean most often 
either autocatalysis, or temperature increase by the reaction heat, or diffusion. The 
Belousov-Zhabotinskj reaction is autoctaiytk. Explosions are examples of thermal 
feedback. Chaos by diffusion is often observed in electrochemical dissolution of metals if 
a non-soluble layer forms between the metal surface and the aggressive solvent. 

Oscillatory processes result under appropriate conditions in spatial ínhomogencitiee of 
the reaction products. The inhomogeneities may change their shape in time thus wave-like 
structure« can be observed. These waves do not carry energy; they are the outcome of 
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tBftam due to cooccBUmtioo (ШГаекхв, which are brought about by the chemical 
nactioa proceeding with d№nst rata at different ше* of the system. 

Recently we have startod to üraatigaie a photochemical proom. the fomouon of a 
f«arit*tatrcaMTMimBH4*ie.bygmmaHtie^ 
(erricyamde. The quasi periodic spatial strartimioftbepreciimsieistenutr^anribiMed 
10 mhoroogeneous fight absorption aad to convection ptompwl by the rtaocfaemical 
fenaatkm of carbon dioxide. 
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MOUCDLAK DYNAMICS SMVLAТЮЮ ОТ WATEB AT ПЛТМ1ЛИ S W A C E B 

Gator Nagy 
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Instiralc. H-1525. Budapest, ROB. 49. Hungary. 

ABSTRACT 

Mokcular Dynamic» (MD) simulations «ere performed to investigate me wslcr-plalinum 
interface. WVer Uninae bsl wen Pt-wall». and water monolayers on Platinum were simulated 
WUB external electric field acting on the molecules. From the romptfer experiments structural 
and electrostatic properties of water were calculated and the double layer was characterized. 
The widm of interface i» determined. The dependence of the water structure, especially the 
orientationai structure, on the electrical field strength is investigalcd a s s function of distance 
from the surface Ekctrostalic potential profiles across the interface, work function changes, 
and dielectric properties of water are calculated The doable layer capacitance is estimated 
and found to be almost independent of the external field. 

1. OTMODfJCnON 

The structure and dynamics of the microscopic environment influences sigmficaotry the 
chemical and electrochemical processes in a solid-liquid interface. Thus tbry are intensively 
investigated in high resolution, both experincatally with the appearance of new techniques 
a» tunneling microscopy, optical methods and electron microscopy sod from theoretical 
aspens. With the help of computer experiments one can also get a detailed picture of the 
system on microscopic scales allowing to calculate mcainrablctaiantitiw and to test analytical 
theories usidg a few principles of thermodynamics (!)• 

The first attempts to describe the liquid-solid interfaces use smooth walls with rigid water 
models and Lemiard-Jones type water-wail interactions. These works are reviewed in (2). New 
developments were then to include image charge terms {3), a corrugated surface and 
improved water-metal interaction potentials (4-7). A further step towards the modeling of real 
double layers is to investigate the effect of an external electric field acting on the system (в) 
since electrochemical processes take place * charged surfaces. Results of investigations of 
electrolyte solution/metal surfaces have already also been published [9-121 
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We used the method of Molecular Dynamics (MD> simulation to calculate thermodynamic, 
structural and electrostatic properties of the water in a double layer. In the next section the 
details of simulations are described. The subsequent section presents our results on the 
structure, electrostatics and dynamics of the interface. 

2. POTENTIALS AND DETAILS OF SIMULATIONS 

We used a rectangular basic bo* with side lengths of I-, = I., = 1.96 nm and I., = 4.5 nm in 
áll of our simulations. Two platinum surfaces are modelled with 550 atoms in the (I'd) 
orientation corresponding to 5 and 6 layer* in the regions of -1.27 < / < -2.25nm and 1.27 
< г < 2.25nm. respectively. In a part of our simulations 305 water molecules are located in 
the central region between the walls. We also modeled water adsorption placing 50 water 
molecules at each walls. Introducing periodic boundary conditions in x and у directions our 
system can be regarded infinite. 

Our water model is the flexible BJH one (13) which gave reliable results in various 
simulations of pure water and electrolyte solutions f U | . The hydrogens and oxygens are 
treated as partially charged species according to the Central Force water model and the 
intramolecular part of the total interaction potential is adjusted to describe correctly the 
internal vibration modes of water. 

For the water-metal interaction potentials (he total energies of small platinum-water clusters 
were calculated by the Hartree-Fock SCF ab initio method 115 J. The analytical form of the 
pairwise Pl-O and Pl-H potentials are than obtained by a non-linear fitting procedure from the 
potential energies of different clusters (6). The Pt-Pl interactions arc modeled by a simple 
harmonic potential (16). All of the non-Coulombic forces were cut at half of the box si/c 
according to the shifted force method (1). The long range Coulombic interactions were 
calculated with a fitted form of the F.wald summation method (6J. In a set of simulations an 
additional homogeneous external electric field perpendicular tn the Pt-wall» acted on the water 
molecules modeling surface charge. 

All simulations we discussed here were performed by a Cray X.MP computer of the 
Rechnen/cntrum in Ciarching. For each run the data were collected over 22000 time steps 
each of 0.25 fs equivalent to a total elapsed time of 5.5 ps. The average temperature was 
approximately 304 К without rescaling the particle velocities. 

3. RESULTS AND DBCLSSION 

It is shown in Fig. I that there are two well defined water layers next to the Pl-wall and the 
water density in the middle of the lamina is close to the experimental value of bulk water. 
Thus structure of water at the surlace is different from those in the bulk phase and the first 
two water layers can be considered as the liquid part of the interface with an approximate 
width of 0.7 nm. This latter is found to be independent of the surface charge density. 
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Fig. 1 Normalized oxygen (full) and hydrogen (dashed) atom density profiles for water 
between two PUlOO) surfaces with the applied homogeneous electric field strength of If)1" 
V/m. The shaded areas indicate an excess of negative charges. 

Fig. 2 Distributions of the cosine of the angle \ 4'twcen the dipole moment unit vector of 
tbc water molecule and the outward directed surtA.; normal for various homogeneous electric 
field». 
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Flg. 4 Surface potential a» a function of distance from ibe surface for various strength» of the 
applied homogenem» electric field, a» indicated. Surface potential drop on the adsorbed water 
layer к a function of field «length. The solid line is drawn to guide the eye. 
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Tbc oricatatknal structure of water, however, is strongly field dependent in toe interphase. 
In fig. 2 the distributions of cosO,) are compiled for different external electric fields. 9 , is 
Dae aagje between tbc «award directed surface normal and toe ibpole moment vector of 
water. If вас platinum surface is highly positively charged a pronounced peak appears ia the 
distribution which corresponds to the surface water. The water molecules have a preferential 
orientation arising from the superimpose effects of the Pi surface aad the electric field. The 
mJkstace of me Pl walls d o e not extend beyond the f a n water layer. In the second water 
layer and ia the bulk the water dipoles lend to turn parallel to the cxtcrr 4 electric field. If no 
externa! electric Geld exists the peak indicates u ^ the water dejioks are more or less paraikl 
to Ihr surface witb the oxygens slightly closer to the walL Farmer away the «all the 
dbtributioas are uniform. At high negative fields the peak shifts farther. The molecules tum 
into new positions and the hydrogens arc slightly closer to the platinum. 

Although the distributions of edsi»,) are rather board, some major idealized configurations 
can be deduced for the surface wafer (Fig. 3). If no external field acts, one lone pair of 
etactnom of the adsorbed water molecules is d i r e c t toward a piaiiaumau>m ami the oxygens 
are slightly closer to the surface. Under the effect of an external electric field this basic 
configuration remains, but the water molecules turn according to the direction of the field. If 
the field points toward die surface, die oxygens get even closer to the wall (Fig. 3a). If the 
field points away, die hydrogens become closer (Fig. 3b) and a new configuration appears 
(Fig 3c). The water molecule turns into a new position in which one of die two protons is 
closer to Oat surface men the oxygen and the other one is farther away. 

One of tbc most important aspects of double layer studies is to understand the electric 
umpatics of interfaces. As it is shown by toe shaded areas in fig. I die oxygen and hydrogen 
density profiles are different resetting in a non-zero charge density profile. This allows us to 
calculate the electrostatic potential profile of the water interphase. The water contribution to 
tbc rlnrtroslarir potential is the surface potential. In fig. 4 die surface potential profile of tbc 
surface water layer are depicted for various external electric fields, i.e. for various surface 
charge densities. Tbc potential changes non-linearry across die adsorbed water layer widi a 
pimiuuaced minimum at about 0.23 run far from die surface. The potential of /его charge is 
found to óc approximately 0.7 V. Plotting the potential drop in the function of surface charge 
density in fig. 4 a linear dependence is obtained. From Ле slope of this straight line a single 
differential capacitance of 3.5 uFfan1 can be calculated. This value is smaD consparing to 
estimations from impedance measurements of various metai-elettrolyte solution interfaces. An 
explanation of this might be dial there is no perturbing effects of ions in our system but die 
difference may also arise from die possibility of overestimating the Pl-watcr interactions. 
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STOCHASTIC INTEGRATION 

(Mathematical Bactgromd) 

AaamiDertBvi 
KFKl-ЛШ 

AM. 

ABSTRACT 

In tfae following report we give a concise tourist's guide to stochastic calculus in order to ease 
access to the sophisticated mathematical framework underlying dús discipline. 

Chapter I reviews the crude essentials of measure theory and integration, as well as basic 
ckmenary probability theory formulated in terms of a-fields. Chapter 2 presents the principle classes 
of stochastic processes and introduces quadratic (covariation and Ito integration and gives the 
fundamental rules of stochastic calculus - both equalities and inequalities. 

Chapttr I. 

Basics 

a) Meaaare Theory and IategratJoa 

Метшее 

Given a set П a afield p over Q is a set of subset: of ß which is closed under 
complementation and me forming of countable unions. Q is called the bait space of p . The sea 
contained m p are called measurable. Given a family {5,: 161} of subsets of O, mere is a unique 
a-fitli a{S,:i el) which is the minimal a-field containing all the subsets of me family. It is called 
the field generated by die family. The maximal «-field over a given base space is the power set p(Q) 
of all subsets of O. A a-field based on a topological space is called шВоге! field it it contains all the 
open sets of its base space. 1 Ш £ Я " fbrsomenefN we shall always assume that p is the minimal 
Borel field jp. 

A pair (O ,p) is called a measurable space if p я a o-ßeld on П. A map ц : p - »Я is » 
mecawe on (П ,p) if it is non-negative and countably additive (o-addmv»—mao used to imply 
countable addioviry comes from the word 'вшюпаЫе'.) A triple (i ,p,p) is called a measure space. 

A a-field p and with it the domain of deffaiition of die measure u. can be uniquely extended to 
contain all the negligible sets mod ц cí Л, i.e. subsets of sets such that have measure 0. This 
procedure is called completion. If completion leaves a measured space invariant die latter is already 
complete. A measure \% a-finite if me set Q ому be decomposed into a countable family of subsets of 

Ф 
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finite measure. It t*finite if the measure of Q is finite, and it is »probability itйт Гам* value is I. la 
this case the space (П .*>.Ц) is called ш probability space, p is «Med die event space. 

A map from one measurable space to another is called амкшгаЫ« ($>, / p2) if me inverse iaMf» 
of measurable sets are measurable: 

for / : ( Д . * > ; . Ю - » ( П . , р , , ц , ) .<e*j, = > / " ' ( ^ ) е р , . 

to case the e-fieM рг of the range space is obvious we shall write / e f», to chum dsat / is 
measurable (p, / ••'.). If P: is a Borel field the function is called a Borel faaction. A mntaaaiuj айв 
between topological spaces equipped with Borel fields is certainly measurable. The space of 
measurable maps wnih values in 95* is denoted by № 

A map from a measure space to a measurable space induces a measure 'u,: p2 -* Я oa da; 
range space defined b> ')i(B)*\i(f '(В)), Вер,. 

Integration 

A function is called simple if it is of the form 

s = %сЛмх'а~**' where I is a finite index set and 
•«I 

»i 

and 1, denotes the characteristic fanenoB of a tat A. A simple function is evidently measurable 
(aP'*P) The re»! number 

/(i)=S>,u(4) 
»> 

will be called the untegral of the simple fuoctmtf. 

By approximating non-negative Borel functions as the pointwise limit of an «creasing sequence 
of non-negative simple functions the integral can be uniquely extended to all Borel functions мел that 
the limits of the initegrals of the approximating sequences of both me positive and negative pan» of the 
integrand are finite Such functions will be ct\Minitgrablt and denoted by J(Cl,p,)i) The imegral 
is easily shown no be independent of the approximating sequences. Noting only da*, bounded 
measurable functions are certainly inlegrabte with respect to a finite measure we omit the emanenrioa 
of the well-known properties of integrals and the multitude of necessary and sufficient conditions for 
intcgrability. 

The process of integration can be extended to integrands as well at to вивший with values in 
lopologized linear spaces, as long as there is a continuous bilinear map coupling die values of me 
integrand and the value» of (he measure of subsets in the domain of integration into values m some 
third (opologized liinear space. A real-valued measure not restricted to non-negative value» it called a 
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itpmJ meaner. The integral оъсг a measurable subset A € jp is defined to be the mteajrel in the 
preceding мм* with the integrand multiplied by the characteristic tactic* of the subscM. 

the чтШЬт over an internal (!a,6!] of • function defined on а subset of Я я given by 

where for a Sft 
П(в>1 * { t « {!,: к = 0,...,ni: 

я e /2V,a * it < / ,< . . .<( , = 6} . 

If a « 0 , к * | Д : . К , ' ( / ) . 

An FYfimction, i.e. tfimctkm o/finiu variation (locally or on compaco> is »function such thet 

and it it Ы totally finite variation if 

A« FV function can uniquely be written as • difference of two пкгемш| faactionf. We note Itat with 
some sophistication these notions coufd «iso be formulated for (unctions defined оаЯ*. 

Given • function of (locally) finite variation on compacts, it induces a signed measure on the 
intervals f/i,i!) through 

i i , f l ! e ,W))=- / (6 ) - / (e ) , a<b. 

The measure called the Lebetgue-Stielijes meastrecm be uniquely extended to all Borel sets, thereby 
grvetf rite tbtUbtsgue-Stttltju Integral. (If/ is the identity map X H is called ltbtsgue nvorirr.) 
We shall use the notations 

If the low« limit of the interval is 0, we writt( Ff)t • „( Ff\. 

Sima the total variation of an FV function at a function of the upper limit/ is also FV, it may be 
denoted by 
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,<F t h -jf-l-'dt,. 

K»r a right continuous FV function / "Я 2 4' -»'A* and a continuous function 
£ : ST 2 - i * - * Я * with i : / l i/l such thai its derivative exists and is continuous the 
formula for the change of variables reads 

i ; . Ч("->. '* | 

»here Д г ( / , ) = Х</, > - £ ( / , > 

(The summation in the last term extends over the at most denumerablc set of jumps.) 

We omit the details leading to Lebcsgue-Stieltjes integration defined for functions on'H" and 
further for manifolds parametrized by 'R". Note in this respect that the construction of manifolds 
through maps enables the introduction of oriented integration, where the inversion of the orientation of 
the manifold leads to the inversion of the sign of the integral. 

b) CoaditioMl Probability «ad ladcpcodeacc 

rhe distinctive feature of probability theory as compared to measure theory is that it goes beyond 
linear operations giving multiplication and division an emphatica! role. 

An event is a measurable subset of the base space of a probability space {Sl.p.P) A family of 
events in a given probability space is said to be independent if for any finite selection of events in the 
family the probability of the intersection of the events is the product of the probabilities of the events 
The independence of two events is written A X I S. A subset В of а о-field ^ i s a subfield of (p if il 
is itself a a-ficld. A family of subfields {ß/.iel) in a given probability space is a family of 
independent fields if for any finite selection of events \BK: i 6 1 ! each from a different member field 
of the family the selected family of events is independent. 

Л random variable <or random vector) is a measurable function from a probability space to Я" 
equipped with its standard (minimal) Bore! field. The natural a-field of a random variable 
/ £1 -» Я" is defined as a(Z) - \Z''(B): В s „ p). It is a subfield .f the original e-field and is 
also called the field generated by the random variable Its completion by the negligible sets mod P 
will be denoted by 3{Z).These notions can immediately extended to an arbitrary family of random 
variables The probability law of a random variable is the induced measure 

'P 4 . y - » ( ! 0 . l ! ) : A w / > { Z " ' ( A ) } 

We .hall not need the notion of the distribution function, the Lebcsgue-Stieltjes measure of which 
corresponds to the probability law 'P 

Given a Borel map g:9Г -* Л* one has a new random variable by forming 'Z = g»Z and 
with it the natural T-field of the new random variable, which is a subfield of the naturalc-field of Z. 
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Conversely, given rwo random variables 1 and T so that the natural field of T is contained in that 
of Z. there is a unique Borel map g suchthat Z' = g- Z 

The independence of random variables defined over the same probability space can be formulated 
through thai of the natural a-fields: a family of random variables is considered independent if the 
UWHiy of their respective natural fields are. Omitting the enumeration of well-known definitions like 
that of various moments like die expectation £ Z . we rum to the fundamental concept of conditional 
expectation of a random variable Z with respect to a subfiefd £. The conditional expectation 
E{Z\ß\ is a random variable over iCL,E.Ps) defined by the identity 

»«* » i 

(where the prefix before the integral sign should remind us of theo-field upon which the construction 
of the particular integral is based). It can be shown that this requirement implies unic;r> тЫР - i e. 
the random variables over the probability space i Q.£. Ps) satisfy ing the abov.- condition differ from 
each other at most on sets of measure 0. so that we are free to use anv one of them as a representative 
of its equivalence class. 

If the subficld Б is the natural field of a random variable Y, the conditional expectation also 
denoted by E\Z'Y) is a function of the random variable Z. This is not to be confused with the 
parametric conditional expectation function 

E>,ZY= _ | = £ ! Х » Г : Л* - » Л ' : уr-* E\XW = y} = £ М П П | Г ' | v» . 

In the example of a finite simple function (a discrete random variable with finite range; we have 

n e IS. !Я,: * = I... .n\ с „ (J. f)>, e % 

i . l 

v E.VI, E{.\\Y) = £ — b . ^ : « - • * • . 

J.Vioj) Л J«) 
^ £ í . v ; r = v : = I " f ( B о'.,. . 

the last line forrr, ilated in terms of a Kronecker delta 
A random variable Z is Gaussian (or nnrmah with «лот "I and variance I'—written 

Z * Н(т.У)— if itscharacleristk fimclinn 
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£ : * * -*C:u>-*Ee'{'J 

is of the form 

Z[u) • Í 

In сак the non-negative definite matrix С is invenible (pasirivc definite) this is equivalem to the 
probability law 

(expressed in terms of its well-known l̂ubabiiity dcnsirt with respect to the Lebcsgue measure 
Х(Л) = Л ) . 

с) Tyats ofCoaverftace. Fmctiea Spaces of Varia« Orders of httgrabStty 

For sequences of random variables one his the caasical notions of pointwise aad uniform 
convergence. The presence of a measure — in particaaw a probability measure — enables the 
introduction of convergence modP (almost surely), i.e. peótwise convergence with the exception of a 
negligible set, as well as topolofic notions of converge« like convergence in probability and 
convergence in various integral norms induced by P. 

A sequence Z, converge! in probability to a random variable Z if for all r\>0 

/ , { |7, -Z|>r)}—•2-»0 .where J J is any norm шЯ". 

The space of random variables equipped with the corresponding topology will be denoted by 
J[ = JJil.p.P). The well-known integral norms are defined for any p>\ by 

Щ a J M f ^ d < 0 ' whenever the integrand is integral*. (The norm could be extended top = oo.) 
The corresponding space is Jp = Jf(Cl,p,P±. Note that all these convergence concepts imply only 
mod/* unicity of the limit. If one identifies the elemem of the mod? equivalence classes of 
functions, the corresponding spaces are denoted by Lp = Lf(Q, p.P) These spaces are complete, i.e. 
all Cauchy sequences have a unique limit which is also теаяеяЫс and in case p 2 I is also mtcgrable 
with power p. The case p * 2 is called convergence in «wan square. Convergence nod P and 
convergence in mean square do not imply each other but both implies convergence in probability with 
the same limit, hence if a sequence is convergent modP as «ell as in mean square then the limits 
agree (mod/*). Note that in contrast to the relationship between notions of convergence, equality 
mod Я is equivalent to equality in mean square . 

An arbitrary family {Z,: i e 1} of random variables is uniformly imegrablt if 

iimsup izPdka) = 0 
г г,;.»i 
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I f tbc tatc space b topoiogized, о м immediately has the corresponding notions of continuity 
1ЛШ * iaaperon* (or us however is the cast when we have • family of ráadom variables parametrized 
by a eM***fK space such as Я . Then tbtre arc various forms of potntwtse aad uniform continuity 
wé* respect to da parameter I f me set of pat—ecus is а measurable о м may have joiM 
mtaNfabiKry, and if it is also equipped w ie a measure one may have joim iMcpabtlirv. etc. 

An mansitiiig crossing point biiwsia conditional expectation and mean square intertable 
ftmcamt spaces is die case in which one has to take Ac conditional expectation of a random variable 
/ m^(Q,p,P) over a sobfieU BzP Then die function! measurable with respect to the subfield 
В form a closed subspace j4(i,ß.Pl£) of the Hubert space J*i{i,p.P) and the conditional 

expectation of die random variable / with respect to the subficld В is obtained by taking die 
ordwprojection off onto mis subspace. This met is called the orthogonalprojection lemma 

Chapter 2. 

Stochastic proeesMs 

a) C f c m l i i H l « and Qnantatfr« Tbcery 

Trying to extract from the deep and extensive theory of stochastic processes die most salient 
retar ̂ -nsbipj and die classes of processes that are expectabry of highest significance for future 
applications we shall introduce die following types of processes: 

• processes continuous rood P ot in various topologies 

• (mod/') increasing, bounded, FV processes 

• right-gentle and left-gentle processes modP(or else) 

• predictable processes 

• iwegrable, uniformly irrtegnbte (square intcgrable) processes 

• time domain locally (square) tntegrabte processes' 

• (sub-, super-) martingales, local martingales 

• Mirko« and strong Markov processes 

• Levy processes 

• Poisson and Wiener processes 

• scméiiartmgnlcs. 

The т о м important processes in connection widi irrhrgration are the martingale*, lemimartingalcs and 
predictable processes. Ал imooitamMKion will te that of die quadmic variation of a stmiir^ 
and we snail make good use of stopping timet which are random variable* compatible with our 
processes. 

Let us restrict attention to continuous time finite ран processes, i.e. to map* 
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Л: Я. « П - > Я " (i.a)\-*XU,t>) = Х,{ю), t>0, tu e i l 

By the natural ordering in í4. the family of interval-integrated natural a-fields 

p . = o{.V, : i e[!0.i! |} is increasing: 

t,<t,=*v, £fr>,, 

Since one often has (o handle several processes and related random variables it is more 
convenient to start from a stochastic basis {Sl,p,P,{^j)liQ) which is a probability space together 
with a filtration i.e an increasing family of subfields of its event space. Unless otherwise slated we 
shall only be interested in processes adapted (o (his fixed filtration: X, € Ц. (Recall that Л, is a 
random variable and (he relation sign 6 is used (o express that it is measurable with respect tu (he 
given subfteld Sote that the filtration Щ)и0 may be wider than the natural filtration if.», },,„ of a 
certain process adapted to it.» The nitration or the stochastic basis is said to satisfy tht usual 
hypothesis if ihr underlying probability space is complete, the member fields of (he filtraiion are also 
completed to contain the negligible sets, and the filtration is right-continuous: 

: ? « 7 . . where 3 . = n , > , 3 

i.e. the intersection of (he fields with parameter values to the right oft . 

The application of the orthogen J projection lemma to a process adapted to a filtration means lhat 
to take the conditional expectation of a process with respect to the subfield generated by square 
integrable processes followed up to a certain time t is equivalent io (he multiplication of the process 
with ],,„„, 

For fixed (0 (he functions X (to):t\-> X^to) are called sample paths. Two processes X and Y 
are indistinguishable (written X = Y (mod mod У » if the measure of the se( on which they fail lo 
coincide over (heir complete time duration is 0. A process is a modification (a version) of another if 
for all t the measure of (he sei on which it differs from the other for that particular / is 0. 

Slopping lime 

A stopping I'me is a random variable T: £1 -* Я , u { « ) that is compatible with (one could say 
progressively measurable with respect to) the filtration: 

Equivalently: the process / н» l r „, . , ( / ) is adapted. 

Denote by S = S\ {0, } i o ) (he set of stopping limes corresponding to our filtration Define thee 

-field 7 associated to a stopping time by 
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3 « { Л е * > Л < - ; Г £ / ' е 7 ; 

(It is a single Tieid, not a family of fields') Let X' and .Vr respectively denote the process 
value sampled at T and the process stopped {frozen) at T. The former is an % measurable random 
variable, the latter is a process adapted to the filtration \Ц\,С„. One also defines the left-limit variants 
for processes with left limits. 

XT_ :wi-».V r,u,_(u)) 

Xr .t~Xr, = А',1, , 0 . г , |П+*Д. г . , ,<О 

A stopping time Г is predictable if there is an increasing sequence of stopping times tending to it 
mod Я from below. Such a sequence is said to announce Г. 

Tjpet äfprocesses 
The concept of processes mod? continuous in various topologies should be obvious, as well as 

that of (modP) increasing, bounded processes, and FV processes—processes of finite variation 
(locally or on compacts). The primitive process Y of an FV process X 

Y,'\äX, 
j 

is itself FV and so arc the continuous and finite valued increasing processes. The integral can be 
computed all sample paths mod/" An FV process is of inlegrable (total) Variation if 

EJ\dX, <ro 
0 

The terms ri#hi-iient/e and left-gentle are invented to respectively mean 'continuous on the right 
and having (finite) limits on the left1 and 'continuous on the left and having (finite) limits on the right"1. 
We shall always understand these notions for mod/" ail sample paths For a right-gentle or left-gentle 
process define the jump process as 

<Wf, - X, - X, 

the last term denoting the limit from the left of process.V at time / 

A predictable process is one which is measurable with respect to iheprediciible a-fteld Pa which 
is the smallest a-fie Id making all left-gentle processes measurable. 

1 Aobreviated r.c.l.l & I c.r.l. The present terminology is cither the pair of French acronyms t'adtag' 
and 'c'sigl'ad' or their English counterparts 'curio!' and 'colhr' May the reader's esteem appreciate 
their merits. 
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A process is isqvart) integrable if for all / e W, the random variable X, n (square) ЬпеетаЫе 
over the probability base space. It is mijorwdy (square} üuegrable if the family (.V,},^ is. It is 
important to note that since we «re working with functions potentially integrabfc in two variables or 
more the term 'integrable' refers primarily to integration over the base space whereas uniformity, 
locality etc. refers to the time variable regarded as an indexing set Yet when the context alludes to 
stochastic integration (of which classical 1 eb«tue-Stiehjes integration is a special case) with respect 
to a given integrator process then this phrase may nonetheless pertain to the feasibility of the 
integration procedure for an integrand in question. 

As for local integrabitity we introduce the general notion of a property holding locally as follows. 
A property я holds locally for a process X if there exists a sequence of stopping times tending 
(mod?) to infinity such thai the property holds for the processes stopped by the members of the 

(r,)J((7,))V ».« 

Such a sequence is called a localising sequence. Localisation is evidently a closure oorrsticn (к ÉÍ 

idempMcrrt: (я 1") = я* ) so that a property <•<•>«;::£..» witn its localisation is already local. One 

may analogously define prelocolisation by replacing X r' with Xr'~. 

To sec an example for localisation take the notion of a process of locally integrable variation: For 
such a process mere is a localising sequence {Tt)ttBI tot which 

E\\<VC,\<oo. 

Let us move on to terms with less expressive names2. Define »submarimgaJe as a process such 
that 

The opposite inequality should hold for a lupermanmgale, whereas equality is required for a 
martingale (modP\t,of course). 

A process is (simple) Markov if given the present the future is independent of the past: 

«</=» f)E{f(X,)p,}'E{f(X,)\a{X,)). 

A Markov process is lime homogeneous if 

2Pemaps the word martingale is expressive for friend» of the (rooting field... 



A time homogeneous Markov process is strong \krkm if the parameter l in the definition of the 
simple Markov property can be replaced by any stopping trnw (hat <s finite irnyjP. 

A Livy process is a process contiguous in probability with stationary independent increments: 

(©{A", -.V,}J_L3 Л 

i.e. the probability law of increments is time-homogeneous. Л Levy process is certainly Markov It has 
a unique right-gentle modification which is still a Livy process. 

A Poisson process is a process with stationary к .dependent increments which is a counting 
process without explosions. A cour ting process 

N: [ !0 ,*!] -»А'и{ж} 

is a process associated with a strictly increasing sequence of positive stopping times. A counting 
process is without explosions if the explosion time T = sup(Tt :k>\) is infinite. The probability law 
of a Poisson process V can be shown to have the form 

• ̂  í \ i V 
/>j;V, =П\ = е • '-, /1 = 0.1,... 

n\ 

with some >. > 0. (For X = 0 />{.V, = n) = 5 \ . ). 

An (/l-dimensional) ffie/ier process В (or я Browman motion) is a process with stationary 
independent increments such that the increments are mean zero Gaussian random variables whose 
variance is linear in the time elapsed 

.»</ =» B, - B, * t?(0,U - sfl\) 

with positive definite non-random matrix К A Wiener process always has a modP continuous 
modification (which of course is still a Wiener process with the same probability law). 

A stmimartingalt X is an (adapted) right-gentle process having a (non-unique) decomposition 

X, * X, * M, • A,. Mt-4,*0 
where M is a local martingale and Л is an FV process. Levy processes for example are 
semimartíögales 
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'•. . ,-л,/.'л ? те'»...''"'."/'-' Л >> a scmima.tinjale having a (unique» decomposition 

V = Л - Л/ - ~! . I/ = 2 = О 

when- '.' i. г IJCJÍ ;nartingaleand .1 i- a predictab!.1 process The direct sum signS maybe used to 
«tnrbj- / . the umcit> .'Mhe decomposition. 

hi Stochastic Ulceration 

uiven an FV process V one immediately obtains u new KV process by forming the indefinite 
Lebcsfiuc '•tieltjes integral 

/ / • .V»: . ' - » I / / - . V I . r ;>-»JW,(t)>iiVic)> 

on a sample path basis for some integrable process /Y The new process is itself an FV process, and it 
is an additive (in fact a-additive) function of the domain of integration, it is linear in both the integrand 
H and the integrator .V One also has associativity 

H X\ Y=H (ХГ) 

Vn.e the integration proceeds ->n a sample path basis this notion makes use of the probability 
measure only as far as it allows for some slackness modP The aim of stochastic integration 
introduced by [la is to exploit the rich structure of the topologies induced by the presence of a 
probability measure in order to extend this integration procedure to a wider class of integrators as »el ! 
a* to a wide class of integrands. 

The procedure used by Itó to introduce stochastic integration starts from martingales 3s 
integrators and a set of simple integrand; called simple predictable processes. Observing that this 
special integral establishes an isometric isomorphism with some Hüben space of square iiilegrablc 
functions one is able to extend the integral by continuity to a wider class of integrands, namely that of 
predictable processes Once integration with martingales as integrators is defined, the extension to 
semimanir.jiales as integrators is immediate the latter differing from a martingale by some FV process 
Note that Ito first gave his integral with respect to the W lencr process which is a martingale of infinite 
satiation but of t'mitt quadratic variation (see taten. 

An ingenious alternative procedure consists of defining a benign class of integrators as those that 
make the integration of simple predictable integrands continuous This integral is easily extended to 
left-gentle and then to locally predictable integrands by applying ideas quite similar toltó's One then 
has to show that this benign' class of integrators is just that of semimartingales Below we shall follow 
this line 

Doth procedures have to introduce at a certain stage the quadratic variation of a semimartingale It 
is just the non-vanishing quadratic variation of the martingale part of the integrators which is (he 
.Iistinctive innovative feature of stochastic integration 

Elementary definition 
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Л process H is simple ргЫкшМе if it has a representation 

я 1 »я и 1 1 0 ,ю*5; / / » ,

1 г..г. . ! (') 
what* 

0 - Ta £ T,i...i T„. <*> 

is a finite sequence of stopping times and 

Р)(Я, 6<?. л jff,j«c) 
»•0- г 

for some r e A 
Denoting by S die linear space of simple predktible processes and by Lf dm of finite valued 

random variables taken with die topology of convergence in probability we define the map 

/ , :S->L": H-+ lx(H)= H,X„^Ht(XTi - A r,) 

A right-gentle process X will be called benign (for die given filtration and probability measure) 
if for each r e (!0,so!) die map / , associated wrth die process frozen at time / process is continuous 
when S is endowed with the topology of uniform convergence in both variables. Let S denote the 
linear space of benign processes. This space contains die space of FV processes and dial of 
right-gentle square imegrable martingales as well as sample continuous local martingales and locally 
square integrable local martingales (die property of being benign being already local). Hence it 
contains die space of decomposable processes, i.e. those diet can be represented as a sum of a locally 
square integrable martingale and a right-gentle FV process. It will turn out diet it effectively coincides 
with the space of right-gentle decomposable processes — that of semimartingales in the classical 
sense. 

Introducing die notations D and L for right-gentle and left-gentle spaces and die indefinite 
integral 

the map J,: S -* D is continuous when boih S and D are taken wrdi die topology of uniform 
convergence on compacts (eep). A sequence (//, ) , , , v converges (c a process H in ucp if for each 

Observing dial in ucp die space D is complete and S is dense in L die indefinite integral is at 
once extended by continuity to a continuous map 

Jx:l-*D: H-»J„lH) . n-*(/Y- X), = jtf, dX, 
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We shall also need the integral o\er the half-open interval 

j / í . í i Y = | ' H , i i V , - W , J f , 

Proptmn 
It V i4 jn FV process the integral coincides with the old FY integral mentioned at the beginning 

i t'thc paragraph It the integrand is FV or is a localis square integrable local martingale then so is the 
•ntegral li - a4«ociati\e and has the properties 

.it Л = W Л" = i / / l „ , V 

V / Í X>- H\X imodmod/ > > 

лИеге 7 I>Ü <мрршц tunc. The integral can he obtained as a limit in ecp of the sequence 

! f /' d\ i 

Aith 

jtf JX = H..X,*Y.H'„(X '"' - V '' * 

where the »rt/HtHic IT ) t>f random partitions 

D U U°*.rsS.rs...s,r 4 

:,>..*.(./>., J /••'»m i.»rinetv T »III. 

tirtiiup / -- -r < mod Pi 

•ni -un Г . - !', = '.' írnod P) 

Quadratic variation proce*\ 
the iiutuiratic (more proper!» hilmeur)covariationprocess for a pair of semimartingalcs( А*.У) 

i-defined a- m 

! \ f != VV J'.V J K * j r dX 

I he mtevtrai- art well defined, the lert-hmit process 

I H ! n ,'/. =• lim !i 

>t a bein-;!.- pr •-.•«« / / "fing ..erMinl» iefi-iienile I he bratket is J hilinar map£ « Ь --» S and has 
:h'.- pr.ipenie-
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1Х.Г1-ХЛ 
ЦХ.Ц=ЛХ&Г 
TeS'=> IX.У)' = ! . V r . n = l -V.) r ] = f.V'.y'] 

т. »/ / => 

хж * 1\х '• - .V •'• Х У '••• - г •- ) -a_»| .v . у] 

These imply that the bracket process [Х.У] is FV (on compacts), and that the space of 
scmimarrmgaies is an algebra both with ordinary multiplication and with the bracket operation. The 
definition can hence be understood as an integration by para formula. 

The bracket [A\.VJ is the quadratic variation process of a semimartingaie Л Bilincanty 
implies Hue polarization identity 

1Х,Г] = Н[Х + У.Х+У1-[Х.Х]-{Г.У]) 

For one dimensional processes the quadratic variation process[A\.VJ is increasing and one has the 
Kunita-Watanabc inequality for any two measurable functions H.K 

)\H\\K,\d[X,Y\, < (](H„H,)d[X,Xl ]{K„K,}J[Y,Y},) 
0 I 0 0 / 

with the curollary 

E\\HX\K,\dlX,Yl, < \\\!H„H,)J[X,XL\\ \(К,.К,)а(У.У]Л\ 

valid for any pait(p,q) of adjoint orders 
t 

p,q>\ л 7 + 7 = 1 

(This can be generalized to multidimensional processes if the quadratic variation process is replaced 
by a similar process where contraction is also included in the definition. i 

For left-gentle process» H. К one has the isometry 

[H X.K Yl^JH,K,J\X.Yl 

This isometry was at the heart of Itó's original treatment of stochastic integral with respect to 
Brnwnian motion (n fact for a sequence of partitions »fan intervalf'i/. и +1!] the sums 

т,(0):=£;| 'я„ -В.)\В: 
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tor j Wieni' prictf>> rV »end in rtirtn -tiu.trt. mod/ 1 and cjnsequentl» in вер to the value / I , 
Í B.B] - ! Í I'ombimnv; fii- \\ ub the facr thai for ;i local martingale I / 

ill«! 

£ Г '.' \ / , / с x ^ £ I \f Ц / = £ St, St 

ifie obtain-

E\H BXH B)--E[H В Н BJ = E\HH)•>. 

with the identity map л i.e. 
v 

E. \H.dB, | - EJ\H,Y da 

Stochastic integration could thus be founded through an isometric isomorphism with a function space 
of classical square integrablc processes having locally finite integrals 

Extension to prrdktaUe integrands 

We have extended the space of integrands trom simple predictable processes ю lett-jentiv 
processes. Further extension results if one takes integrands that are measurable with respect io thetr 
-field generated by left-gentle processes. This field defined over the product space'». » П is called 
the predictable o-field P„ It may be introduced in a constructive manner as 

°* ' " U . ; , 1 4 Л ! ] » С, с Я . x О : / É AV. f ) ( f l , Í Ь, ., í\ е \ >; . 

Together with probability-related topologies predictability is the other key to the success of stochastic 
integration. Predictability of a process may be described as an unwillingness to show abrupt. 
surprising behaviour and as a preference for a smooth (but not necessarily ФГТсг̂ ппаЫе) evolution 

The extension proceeds in three steps 
- First we introduce a complete normed space of special semimanmiiales v" Noting that bounded 

left-gentle processes are dense within bounded predictable pi «cesses we may easily extend the 
integral to bounded predictable processes as long as the integrators are restricted lo .4'. 

• Second, we eliminate the restriction of boundedness of the Integrand by invoking a localising 
sequence 

Third, we eliminate the restriction on the integrator by invoking a localising sequence 

first Sup 
Using the relationship 

# V = # U - . V . I W / X 
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»e can restrict attention to integrators with X.t -0. Diluting by fii' the space of special 
seratmarhngates and simply denoting b> Л/ and A the martingale part and the predictable FV part in 
the unique decomposition of a special scmimartingalc -V we introduce the normed space 

Note that £sup r l|.V,;f ь 8 .V and that M: is a complete space with the norm introduced 
above. One also observes that 

HebL • Xe.M: » H-Xe.U1 л 
H X=HTlQHl •-

IH-XU^\\H;*J[M,M\\ \ *\\}H\M,\\ 

•!|Я!1,. 

The operator • is used to remind of the necessary contraction in the multidimensional case. It is easily 
shown that 
•the space AL is den« in hp under the norm i \ r introduced in the last line above: 
•if a sequence of integrands H" is Cauchy in M. under the [I J then such is the sequence of integrals 
H" X in Ml. 
• if two sequences of integrands tend to the same limit then so do the sequences of integrals 
Hence the stochastic integral in Ы- mav be icimed by the help of an approximating sequence (rom 
hi.. 

Secnnd Slep 
Given Л'е.ч' apr.rcess H eP is said to be (M2, X) -appropriate if 

• jr7; . j [V, . .v , | <• d)md\Ä,\ 
\ о ) 

I 

< x 

Observing that for an (M'~,X) -appropriate predictable process 

is Cauchy in J4} the stochastic integral is immediately defined for an integrand Hup by 
approximating it with the sequence of integrals of its truncations H" 

Third Slip 
The final step consists in noting that any semrfliartingale it prelocally in Ji1. A predictable 

process H is integrable with respect to a semimartijigaie X if there exists s sequence of stopping 
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time.- / ' increasing almost surely to infinite such that tor all/t the proves* H is | . V . . V ')• 

appropriate Then the integral defined a» the limit oi the sequence of integrals with the frozen 

inte2rauir> Л ' is easily seen to he independent of the localising sequence T" 

- >r.hiding » e note that J locally bounded predictable process is certainly integrable. 

t) Stochastic Calealai 

!Ъе i'ormula for the change of variables iltó's formula) contains an additional term expressing the 
contribution from the possibly nonvanishing quadratic variation of the semimartingale integrator 

Let / be twice continuously diffcrentiablc. Then for a semimartingale.V the process /I .Vj is 
again a <emimartingale. and 

./1 ,v,) - / (л\) = j / ' i .V,.) JX, + \ J / " ( л , ) *d[x. .vi, «• 

£ | / ( . V , ) - / < * , „ ) - / ' ( * , _)&X.-i/'\X,MbX,?} 
••I'O.I'I 

Note that the summation in the last term is to be carried out over the at most denumerable set of 
values of the paraméteri at which the process jumps.) Introducing the continuous part of a quadratic 
variation process as 

[Л'.Л'Г, ~IX.X]- 2>[A'„A\] 

with 

5>[V,..V,]= 2>*.A*> 
.•«•Oi': .«•0.;'| 

.Va.V0+ Z&ÍX..X,] 
.tfO.l ' l 

(tó's formula takes the alternative form 

ПХ,)-/(Х6)')г(Х,.)аХ,*^Г\Х,.)чЦХ,ХТ.* 
0 . • ) . 

Y.\flX,)-/iX,.)-f4X,.)bX,) 

This formula can be generalized to random functions/ in the following way: 
Let X*(lX)i^l m bean n-dimensionalsemimartingaleand 
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n is sjaptfti. 

П П j , u ? -.• • >•" S-' J Í ^ - л 

*'" П (1 U 
;V4-, is increasing 

| ami 

! j 1 И Я - Ф . Д t o i . a t * ú 

U mod Я ' 

'; ! «<f.a>.vl-

| JUJ» - j T g4( i ) . *Hi - . t ) ( S I J - > J ' f r ((J 
'"'''''! !'"' 

; '£,.^v..:l..T)|v, -AT)(V - í j 

ffor / = l £ Л) : Я х П х Я М 

U.w.*)-•(.*• 4 { 
I the partial derivatives up to | 

(»/1 i order 2 exist. 
I are continuous and 

i / -Ü-0 J 
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Iher. 

tu о . V i Л d.w. X i = jg{ »..!>..V iii-l -

У ! ' i s - . . . \ '«iv 

:, У_ j /'(.-..•>. V. U|,.V. A'] 

У_ л . - , .л .1м ;-

• y_/!>-,w..v, i л л. ; 

I'r.t jisurnption itaied in words: ' / is a primitiv/ process with respect lo an FV pmcc.» .) of ar. 
idapted, jointly measurable integrand # that is uniformly bounded and uniformly twice continuously 
Jifferentiable on compacts, so that / ha* continuous partial derivatives of order Г that are primitive 
pr<»;c4ses of the respective partial derivatives ofg'. (.hint mtaiurabilily of a two variable map 

.- it ' 1 1 - » n r . 

• meastirabilitv i(J C9 (.?. (i i with the product field defined as 

•• * v ' ; - - ^ U , , Л " « . S U . « " . 
v:-/ .Y.p)( . . | - ., = ? - H.---B =2)' 

• >. j , > he"iii tne field цнеп >n the range space £1 . i 
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Solutions 

For any property it? and any condition x\ 

P|ft\ (x) expresses 'for Ы1 x satisfying *\<x> property *ya/ holds' 
t . i » ) 

[ J « 2 ( x ) ( J expresses 'there exists an x satisfying 14/x) so that property жух holds' 

1 

(Jt,(Ar) says 'there exists а ттщт x satisfying xj(x) so that property it« t, hohh 
« i t « 

In coatraat the intersection and ипюп of a family of sets will be denoted by the «lightly different 
sigBsQ ! |/i' l and Q # ( J 4 , ForaЙЮСЙОП/:^-^ в*еmap 

f : B-* ip{A):yy-* f'{B)=[x aA: f(x) = y\ 

produces the inverse images of single-element sets. If (he mtp is invcrtible if is identified with (he 
inverse map. The word 'iff stands for 'if and only if Yet in sentences giving a definition of .1 concept 
(he word 'if is used instead of 'iff 

Let A' = !1.2....,' denote the set of natural numbers. 91 denote the set of real numbers. Я . the 
non-negative real numbers. [\a,№] the closed intervals, ('a.M). (!a,x!) (he open intervals etc 
When working with multidimensional quantities tensor product of vectors is sometimes understood 
but no explicit product sign i» shown. Only if contraction is necessary will the angle bracket (x.y) 
displayed. The norm sign without subscript jtó! denotes (the preferably Euclidean) norm in 

For . t . )£J i define , 

x л y = mint.Т.О. T V > = maxlx.y). x' = xvO. x'=-xsO. 

Die latter are respectively (he positive ind negative parts of v 
As is usual in probability theory, we shall apply the simplified notation 

;«i = ;<u €П.я(ы)) 

whenever the context is considered sufficient to imply that я is a propetty »unary relation) defined 
overfi. Let 

1 < : О - » { 0 . 1 | с Я : * ^ 1 , и ) - ] ' , , X \ \ 
j 0 // x t A 

denote the characteristic function of an arbitrary subset ofil 
When we have a function space like that of measurable function^ •• prelixinii it h\ the letter h js 

in h )fl will denote the subspace of bounded function« 
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ABSTRACT 

We discuss the problem of contradicting economic and ecologic pnnciples The discussion 
will start from the utility function of economy, which possesses entropy-like properties, on which the 
so called economical thermodynamics is based We show that no thermodynamics of econ^mv is 
possible, but that of economy and ecology together is not out of question lit such a description the 
controversies may be absent 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent yean ecologic thinking, green mentality &c are fashiona-ie Peop eem to accept a 
viewpoint that economic rationally is not everything, or mu>; net be dounrmnt or must be 
suppressed if contradicts to ecology Eg the Hungarian Green Alternative just have formulated a set 
of requirements that Hungary .should promise not to build or use nuclear power plants, and not to 
export or import electncity produced by nuclear power plants Now, some of these requirements are 
obviously not connected by any radioactive hazard in Hungary, since, even if one accepts that a 
nuclear power plant causes pollution (which is questionable), electric currents generated in nuclear 
power plana are physically undistmguishable from electric currents of other power р.апь Therefore 
export and import of electncity of nuclear power plants are completely irrelevant for ecology of 
Hungary, therefore this point does not belong to ecology at all 

However the us« of fissionables may be an ecologic and economic question Arguments and 
counterarguments range widely and often contradict The standpo.nds can be classified four*is« 

1) NP is not dangerous and economically advantageous 
2) NP is not dangerous but economically not profitable 
3) NP is dangerous but economically advantageous 
4) NP is dangerous and economically not profitable 

Here NP stands for "electric energy production in nuclear power piants" 

Physicists are not afraid of nuclear energy if fissionables are property handled. Many data 
show that NP causes less radioactive emission than the use of coal to the same purpose The New 
York Central Railway Station has higher radiation inside than permitted for a nuclear power plant 
(from the granite slabs), so could not work as a nuclear reactor However let us permit all four 
possibilities for the sake of argumentation 

In Cases 1) and 4) economic and ecologic criteria point into the same direction and no 
conflict is expected In Case 2) strong lobbies still may force such energy production but there is no 
ecologic problem with this However in Case 3) a conflict arises something is advantageous from 
one viewpoint and disadvantageous from the other Then what to do 7 

The present paper is not an analysis of radiation hazards, reactor safety, disarmament 
agreements * e , henceforth nuclear reactors or even U - 3 J or P u - 3 9 will not be mentioned at all 
We formulate a general problem in a general situation Considtr a situation when the states of the 
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environment ana econw^ a>c ii\ej V>w imagine a .hinge which is advantageous economically but 
disadvantageous for tht envtronrient »or vice versa; Then « the change advantageous for us or not'1 

Are the "qualitatively different uams or iosses comparable" If they are, how"" If we can answer this 
question, the advisability of the change can be decided If we cannot actually answer the specific 
question but can show how the answer could be find, still we can start to look for it 

2 \ NAIVE A.NSU ER 

Л usual answer is that jmy such changes should be permitted which are м leas: not 
disadvantageous in both aspecb However often such change is not possible at all Consider coal 
power plants More electricity is economic advantage, but it needs more coal burning, resulting m 
COi contamination (global warming) and S O emission (more asthmatics and acid rains) Gas 
emissions .an be reduced bv expensive filters i c . in which case the more electricity is no more 
economical profitable 

Ir. the generic case two extremum principle» for the same variables result in two different 
equations of motion, often contradicting, with no solution at all 

The p. esent qualitative example shows that one source of the controversy is that production 
processes ot economy are often sources of pollution This cannot be helped In a strv =--•? iU~»,: 
everything is pollution Even natural components of the atmosph»'? гх. p^iuiiun it they are emitted 
in a quantity comparable to the original т е C^geti is a vital component of air. but oxygen emission 
raising the concentration from the present 21% to 30% would cause unbalanced metabolism with 
various illnesses and degenerations Fresh water is a very valuable treasure, but global warming 
would melt much Antarctic ice and the resulting fresh water would dilute the seawater Then the 
result would be extinction of some salt-sensitive fishes plus inundation of lowlands 

So we need the net results of gains and losses. But for this we must quantity the effects ot 
both the environmental and the economical changes, in aimenstonally identical quantities Then the 
sum is the net effect 

У ITIL1TY FUNCTIONS IN ECONOMY 

In economy quantification is theoretically clear Let us try to measure the w health of a nation 
In first approximation consider the materia) goods available at з moment (or consunmed during a 
definite period) They are the monev M and the goods V A change is a production proces* 

MVl-'iM-dM.N'-dS 1) i3 li 

with some conservation iaw>; expressing thai production eats up raw material and rronev 

Now a quite general experience is that in a normal society in normal siiuations it is dear v.hai 
is taw material and what is »ndpr< duct (Brody. Martinis & Sajo I^Ssi By othet words, there is a 
kind of irreversibility in production while pure commerce is of course reversible (In this moment we 
ignore special taxes on mm tobacco &c > 

This statement does not тып ihat the direction ofthe process is always the same Generativ 
planks and nails ate used to build tables In great shortag; of planks tables can be dismantled to get 
planks and nails However at fixed (M.N1i the change is profitable production in one direction and 
irrational casting in the other 

Let us postulate this observation as a general rule Then follows t in the degree of the 
Pfaffian form of the problem is I or 2 (Landsberg 1961) This is the case postulated by Brody. 
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Martosat ft Sajó (1965), then i) economy has its own thermodynamics, and u) that is isomorphic to 
physical aueatedyaaoaes. Both цапании are questionable, so let us start from the beginning. (For 
M h i аасмвеа» т Lukacs (I9t>), Lukács к Pail (I9§9)) 

Paaaaa fcra» ant deaaad m daatreatal geometry and mennodraMmcs Here we start from 
*и«вкм)уаавве*, aad then, mumt» mutawhs. try to «eery die formulae to irreversible economy. 
Coaaaar das energy E as pceaanaL i.e. function of the mdcpendtnt extensives X* It в а 
aoaseaaaarjM a a w fencoon: 

Е(вХ*)-ВЕ(Х«) (3 2) 

Now coaadar (eaeral smafl rhanam of the extensives Some are irreversible, some not Even 
шечагяЫе caaaan cae be reversed if das system is open Therefore let us restrict ourselves to 
смхалааясаа wiea irreverabie changes are rcatty irreversible, say, to "adiababc" changes Nov-, 
sonaaaeHji^oaingduriMM и teveiaUe change 
ав мн»егаЫ| change could go backwards. (The sign » > matter of definition.) This more general 
tact a baaad Second Law. Therefore one can decompose dE as 

ffi-(3E/dX0dX*»dW+*Q (33) 

(benceiarthrarougboinu^eraper mere is an automatic s u n ^ above 
aad below; ate is Use Einstem convenoon) Here dW belongs to the reversible changes and dQ>0 for 
irreversible cam The particular form of die drfferenuai d shows that dQ is not necessarily a 
differential of a taction Q0C1). 

One can measure dQ tn processes if E is operatrvefy defined Then we know «47s and die 
coiiaayaaamg dX*s. Obviously 

еЧ}»Уг(Хк>№ (3 4) 

and then the functions yß&)can be determined from measurements 

The rank of die matrix 

V^mőyJŐX" (3 5) 
is án, and if г(Г)"п then there is no reversible change in die system at all On the other hand r(T)21 
since there an irreversibilities (This has been postulated) Now by means of transfcrrnation of the 
variable* one can reach one of the canonical forms 

dQ-dQ(X ,)(K-l)or 
•Q-TpPjdSflOflW/or 
dQ-dZ(X,) + T(X')dS(X')(X»3)or (3 6) 
dQ - VOC)dZ(X» * T(X!)áSOP) (K-4) 

and so OB. 

Here S, Z, Ac. are the new, canonical variables instead of X> For a given system such a form a not 
umout, but tfse available minimal К is Let us call this minimal К die rank of the Pfaffian form of die 
oicremeat of die non-ccinpensated beat and proceed 

According to gsoeral belief, я physical tfierrnodynamics K«2, hence comes die familiar 
dQ-TdS, «Инге 5 is die entropy. This quite can be true (for a discussion see Lukacs & Paai (1989)); 
however w» wif go over to economy, so let us see first, how necessary is K=2 

The ample« diermodynamic systems of education contain a single conserved kind of 
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particles. Then senungly the number of independent variables is 2 (N being a constant parameter), 
and for N»2 with reversible changes (which do exist) К-Г is the possible maximum 

The problem is thai N is an independent variable even if u is constant As an example 
consider • matter with some simple interaction resulting in an interaction energy density quadratic in 
particle density Then 

E = E|+aV(N/V)2. (3 7) 

where Ei is some nice thermodynamic energy function Then still the second term is homogeneous 
linear is N and V, so Cond (3.2) is fulfilled, but solely m V it is not homogeneous linear and then E 
would not be a thermodynamic potential 

For n=3 and with some reversible changes К is 1, 2 or 3 K=3 can be excluded with some 
extra postulates of which the most usual is the nonexistence of perpctua mobilia of second kind 
(Planck 1934, Hausen 1934). It is quite possible that perpetua mobilia of second kind do not exist m 
the physical world, but economic perpetua mobilia may exist Therefore we do not restrict curselves 
to K»2 and proceed 

There is a theorem (Landsberg 1961) whose proof is transparent but long and bonng that 
local irreversibilities in individual processes result in global irreversibility in the state space if K<2, but 
not for K23. Namely choose a point somewhere This point is i (inaccessible) ifit is inaccessible from 
at least one neighbouring point by dQ=0 curves Now, for K>3 the space does not contain i points 
(Landsberg 1961) Then let us postulate that irreversibility exists so in any actual small change eQ=0 
Then draw different curves between two nearby points 1 and 2 These curves can be classified into 3 
classes On the first dQ>0 from I to 2, on the second dQ<0 from 1 to 2 and on the third dQ=0 Then 
on a curve of type 1 one can go from 1 to 2 but not backward, on a type 2 one can go from 2 to 1 
but not backward, and on a type 3 one can go to and fro Now from the above theorem it follows 
that in a space КаЗ either all the 3 kinds of curves exist, or at least type 3 curves In spite of 
irreversibilities of actual processes one can go round and roand with any two endpoints 

As a comparison consider the case K=2 To point 1 there exists at least one nearby point 
whence it is inaccessible with dQ=0 (see the theorem), let us choose this other point 2 Since dQ<0 
processes are not permitted (irreversibility), this means that either éQ'O on M paths from I to 2 or 
dQ<0 on all. For simplicity assume the first case (if not, reverse points 1 and 2, then due to linearity 
in the form of dQ the sign change to opposite) Then, by processes obeying irreversibility one can go 
from I to 2 but cannot go from 2 to 1 

On the other hand, for K»2 dQ=TdS Therefore, if the function T(X') is positive (which is 
true at least in a domain of the state space), then eQ>0 implies dS>0 But S is a function on the state 
space Therefore there exist some hypersurfaces of S(X')=const, according to the theorem they are 
not crossing each other, and one can go "up" in S but not "down" By other words, if the present S 
value is S 0 , then (for Ks2) the state space is divided for me into two halves I can go in the direction 
of higher S's (but cannot come back), I cannot go towards lower S's, and can freely move on the 
hypersurface separating the half-spaces, where S( X 1 } ^ 

But this restriction is absent in spaces К2З There cne can go m any direction, only special 
curves are needed. One can go from I to 2 on one curve, and can return later to 1, only another path 
must be chosen Every state is accessible from every state on devious paths, and the original state can 
be restored, in spite of the existing irreversibility laws In such a system, then, perpetua mobilia can 
exist 

Now leave thermodynamics and go to economy The economic literature has not classified 
national economies according to the value of к so we must start with this here 
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In an economy K* I permitted processes do not carry mto one half of the state space, and 
perpetua mobilia do not exist Now there is a function QiV) and obviously it is homogeneous linear 
m X 1 But then we can introduce Q as a state variable The simplest example is the economic system 
of monetanans in the .Will™ century France (resulting in bankrupcy, revolution <fcc ) where the 
money M was postulated to be the variable governing irreversibility the state tried to maximize M 
itself as tint governing principle of economy Obviously the society of France did not want to 
maximize M and revolted 

In an economy K=2 still one half of the state space is unavailable progression goes 
irreversibly into the retraining half Some states are more and more desirable for the society 
Production causes a growth of S. while comment leaves it unchanged Such an economy was 
postulated by Bródy. Martinas & Sajó (1985). and such an economy might have existed in the age of 
free enterprise capitalism but hardly in our сел* ту In a society whose economy is of Pfaffian K-2 
the future is more or less prescribed although the speed of evolution can be increased or decreased 

Here we stop for a »bile In an economy К=2 the function 

S = SiM.V) (3S> 

measures the desirability of the given amount of goods for the society Therefore S measures the 
actual uttlitas of the goods, not of one of them, but of all of them m the given d:_:-ibution '-^cther 
It is possible that it is more desirable to possess much more iron with a brtle less butter, but то? so to 
posses» a little more iron with a much less butter; because iron can be utilized in some degree and 
butter can also ui another degree So S (which is the economic entropy) can be called utility function 
hercefortl) and denoted by U It is intimately connected to the utility functions V ef neoclassical 
growth models (Solow 1956. Chang 1988) depending on the consumption Thenceforth the 
abbreviation S will be used for another role 

U must have the same mathematical properties as the entropy since now economic and 
physical thermodynamic formalisms are mathematically equivalent Then introduce one more 
variable, the population P. constant for example So 

U =• UPAIN 1 ) (3 9) 

and then (he second derivative matrix of 

u ш I P - ufx1, * ' • !MP.VPf ) (3 10) 

is negative semidefinite This expresses the sublmeanty of U (Chang 1988) (The second million ton 
of steel is not so important than the first one ) 

Then, if and unui K"Z, U measures the economic gain from a change (building power phnis. 
melting iron, & c ) It seems that half of our task in fulfilled (in principle, nobody ever measured the 
form of u(m,n') In the Appendix we list counterarguments and continue to discuss K, however here 
we accept U as a measure in a rough approximation and switch to environment 

The variables of U will be denoted by B' {bona) We definitely do not claim that (BM would 
contain only P, M and material goods, later we return to this point 

4. ON DOIT 

Pollution deteriorate» our environment for ourstivts This is just the definition for pollution 
However, it is not easy do define what is deterioration and what is not 
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First the optimal environment cannot be defined "objectively" Oxygen is vital for us and 
lethal to anaerobic bacteria The Big Oxygen Pollution some I Gy ago. caused by suicidal 
Cyanophytae, was catastrophic for the majority of the biosphere then, but was very appropriate for 
us in the far future If environment-conscious blue mosses furl avoided the oxygen pollution, we 
could have not come into existence 

Second there is no environment "optimal for Man" Esquimaux and Amazon Indians need 
different temperatures, humidities Ac 

Third peoples often occupy lemtones which are unhealthy, dangerous or tinng This they do 
for other gains 

Problem I) is very important, but we are human For us human interests are important and 
the needs of tetanus bacteria are irrelevant, until they do not try to eat us Problem 2) is important, 
but we may deal with our actual community on our actual temtory Problem 3) is a key point of this 
paper, let us keep it in mind 

Now, din deteriorates the environment Biological individuals are open thermodynamic 
systems, keeping their entropies low and constant bv consumming low-entropy food and excreting 
high-entropv refuse 

If the entropy is high in the environment, then the food is not too low in entropy, and it is 
hard to get nd oft the extra entropy too It seems as if thermodynamics of open systems would 
suggest mai the entropy, specific entropy or entropv density of the environment would measure the 
degree of pollution 

This suggestion is not exactly true Zero entropy environment would be a zero-temperature 
world with all materia; components nicely separated and kept in compartments The present 
atmosphere is a mtrogen-oxyger. mixture with some mixing entropy a pure oxygen atmosphere 
would be almost as lethal as a pure nitrogen one However the measure of the pollution is intimately 
connected with enfopv so we cali n S as hordes 

7he state of the environment is characterized bv a set of variables C' {circumstantuw). and 

S - S < f l > i4 11 

The bigge' S ihr iess appropriate envtronmenl ifor us and caetens paribus) 

5. ON ТНГ S V *RV Of TRT PRIW CLEANER 

During tht history privies were being cleaned Some by slaves, some by prisoners, but most 
t>y free persotis In Japan the collected material was used by the cleaner on the nee fields, but in 
Europe it was not This work, according to the Le Chatener-Brown Law, goes in an environment of 
high enough S because just the endproduct of the open thermodynamic system is m the 
environment Still, with a sufficient salary people performed this task During the history it has been 
being usual for tribes or towns to occupy malarial marshes for fishing or blocking commercial routes, 
or to live in deep valleys without sun and with poisonous fumes for mining valuable metals 
Therefore human communities generally do not maximize V(B') or minimize S(C'). they accept 
higher (J as recompensation for higher S or vice versa It seems as if they would like to maximize a 
combination of I' and S which we call here V.flonntia of the community 
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Since both U and S are entropy-i:ke quantities, the first guesi ;sF - L -S Bur л { ,па1! see т 
due course that this form is impossible 

ft. HtOBLEMS WITH l* AND S 

According to the formalism of Brodv. Martinas & Sajos economic thermodynamics 119851. 
market prices are the chemical potentials ^ denved from the economic entropv. wmch is now Г 
Then (Lukacs, 1984) 

а г | 1 , Л И | . р р и , | В к is i i 

with some integrality conditions for the cro>s ierv-arives -*hicb wli not be discussed here 

But spiritual goods as language ability. ;ar Jr-.n^ ahriirv in have market prices when 
learning, teaching and using them Then spirmal go-ds Tiust V n.-orporated among B' 

This is only a technical problem iscrsou» However the пс-.т proolem is fundamental Some 
market prices show serious seasonal changes, say tornát.) Thi- .; a-, because >n wintertime tomato 
műt be grown m heated greenness«"« and the rlie' prce воет тго »ii» ••>n:ito pnte Summertime the 
greenhouse is heated bv Sun. freelv 

Then one may guess via eq \ъ i i that I =1.'B.ti However this form is forbidden. We are in 
economic therm<xr\nami:%. I ' is a thermodynamic poícntiaí (isomorphic ;c europv». and a 
thermodynamics! potential must depend on thermodynamic ext<msiies or intensives Л. solely on 
extensives) and nothing else at all If the potential is explicitly time-dependent, -.her. the G>bb». 
Duhem relation does not hold and the description is not thermodynamics at ii IDK.SI. I ukacs. 
Martinas & Paal l^ib) If one believes in economic thermodynamics as a description, then 
something instead of the solar energy flux must be introduced as an extensive variable 

This is possible, but the environmental conditions generally influence die prices On Felds 
polluted by acidic rains (or natron) yields are lower, so food prices go up Therefore the variables Cj 
do influence the pnces u, But they should not, because in the thermodynamic formalism u, builds up 
from derivatives of Ü(B') We have arrived at a fundamental contradiction with economic 
thermodynamics 

The problem exists backwards too SiC1) measures our discomfort in an environment Now, 
well fed and generally healthy individuals feel lower discomfort at the same pollution Ad absurdum, 
whealry individuals can wear gas masks, and then they survive in the same environment where 
Rousseau's Noble Savage dies in ten minutes Therefore S should depend on B1, but according to the 
construction it does not 

Therefore economic thermodynamics does not describe the real economies It may describe 
the separated economic sector of an ideal Free Enterprise society without taxes A c , with a 
continuously rejuvenating environment and with a planetary rotation axis orthogonal to the orbital 
plane 

However some shortcomings could be repaired by using F instead of U Since F is a 
combination o f f and S. obviously 

F«F(B'.C-1) (6 2) 

Now, by using F as thermodynamic potential, щ will build up from derivatives of F, therefore 
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Mi-lijíBkcK) ( 6 3 ) 

Пия prices of goods can depend on environmental coodmons (as real market prices do). 

One may (or may not) believe that F depends on its variables via the two partial potentials 
approximately, as 

F - F f U f B ' ^ C 1 ) ) (6 4) 

to express the relative autonomies of economy and ecology At the present stage of art this question 
в open But we know that F»U-S cannot hold An additive form would decompose in the 
derivatives, and then market prices would not depend on environmental characteristics 

Some appropriate F(B',C') potential may describe the purposes of a Free Enterprise society 
(without taxes) But then the description is not thermodynamics of economy, but thermodynamics of 
something integrated from economy and ecology 

7. QUI VULT FERRUM, VULT DMBREM ACTOUM 

Assume that a team of congenial economists, ecologists and sociologists has found the F 
function of a society We will not use any specific property of F (which are unknown anyway) except 
that generally .t is increasing with U and decreasing with S Then there remains to calculate the 
optimal path 

Now, there are some conservation laws for the quantities B' and C' For exampl- physical 
conservation laws are valid, and chemistry sets constraints too until the technology is constant For 
example, consider iron industry We produce iron in a furnace from average iron ore Then the 
process uses up 

money, M=J»1, 
iron ore, B-, 
coal, B? 
oxygen, C 1 0 ' 

and produces 
iron. B 4 

carbon dioxide, С 1 0 2 

sulphur dioxide.- tnoxide), C " " 
slag.BÍ 

(where we started to number C 1 from 101, for convenience) Among the ra'es the obvious 
proportionalities 

dB;/dt = -(l/aXdB4/dt) 
dB3/dt = -bfdB^/dt) 
dB'/dt * c(dB4/dt) 
dM/dt = -q(dB4/dt) ( / I ) 

dCn>2/dt = -(dB"/dt> 
dC">3/dt-w(dC'ö2/dt) 
dr'0l/dt = -dC r M 'dt-dC'03/dt 

hold Here a is the Fe concentration of the ore. b. с and q are technology-dependent (b being in the 
order of unity) and w is the sulphur content of the coal For moderate times the technology-
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factors are constant, and trick» can be made by new technologies but then q often 

Now, FisanmcreasinKfincnonofB 1 (more money helps), of B 3 (more coal helps), of B 4 

(more won helps), maybe of C I 0 > (oxvgen is necessary); a decreasing function of C 1 " 3 (sulphuric 
acids a n unhealthy) and maybe of C m (if C(h a reafly causing global warming), and depends 
slowly on B 2 (iron ore is not used for anything eise) and of В 5 (slag is not too valuable) So during 
iro^iiMsong 

dF » {-qF.i - bF.j + F* - (l/aXI+w)F.ioi * 
+ (l/a)F. 102 + (l'i)wF,io3H(dB 4/dt) (7 2) 

Therefere dF is proportional with the rate of the industnal process, and is a sum of 1 positive and 5 

A prion, then, one would guess that iron industry is a general loss Soil von possesses s 
mute, posmve market price. So there are technologies producing iron with increase of F, i e 
tecJmoiofies, bv m e s » of which the society is (feels to be) going to flower more and more The onk 
criterion в mat the third term in die bracket must overbalance the other» 

With bad technologies it cannot overbalance them And remember that F is an entropy-type 
quantity, so its second derivative matrix must be negative semidefmite in a stable societv m the same 
way as mat o f the entropy is negative semidefimte in a stable thermodynamic wstem (Kirschner 
1970). So with all other quantities fixed F is slower than linear in B 4 Therefore (with ail the others 
fixed) F.4 is decreasing with B 4 and from a value cannot overbalance the negative terms 
Technologically developed countries generally decrease their iron production (and sun to buy iron 
from abroad). But this is done only when they already have much iron 

ft. CONCLUSIONS 

The present treatment is soil not quantitative because nobody measured a reliable FflP.C') 
anywhere. (But not any U utility function, either) Still in some parts it could be made quantitative 
Observe that at the moment when a society stops with iron industry, on the right hand side of eq 
(7.2) some 'ecologic" derivatives just balance some "economic" ones which latter ones can be 
expressed via known market prices. So "ecologic prices" could be measured too, in a methodical 
observation process J 

But even at the present state of art some conclusions can be drawn They are listed as 
follows 

1) No thermodynamics of economy exists The utility function U cannot be a thcrmodynarmc 
potential within economy, it depends on ecologic variables too 

2) The utility function U is characteristic to the actual society and cannot be based on 
"objective* natural sciences 

3) The dirt function S of ecology cannot be defined "for Nature", only for a community using 
Nature Then the most natural is to determine it for Man, and in details, just for us 

4) There is no thermodynamics of ecology either, because S depends on economic variables 
too 
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5) Still unified есологпу+есЫоуу (nameless) may poasest a neiinial авясмм F for wmaf 
soma extremum principle holds, i.e which is irreversibly growing » пЬвма sowas*». ТЬая Пне F и 
roughly mcreasing with Uaiiddtcreaamg with S. but cannot be a pure saffcnn» 

6) Because in most processes source terms of economic and ecologsc variable« are Bouptsd, it 
is generally impossible to act in such a way that both economic utmty grow and me «nwoamtm 
improve (Sec eq (7 2 ) ) 

7) The society feeb such changes desirable in which economic gam overbalances otologic 
deterioration or ecologic improvement overbalances economic losses. If the (unction F exists, die 
partial losses and gains are comparable, because they automatically add up in dF. 

8) The society is stable if the second derivative matrix of F is negative seimdermtte Then F is 
a function slower than linear in its variables Therefore a poor society (U is low) in a very good 
environment (S is low) will like industrial development of practically any type, while a rich 
community in a dirty environment will be very choosey Hungary is somewhere in between 
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ArTFNDIX: ON K>2 ECONOMIES 

At the end of Sect .' we interrupted the discussion of the degree К of the Pfaffian form of 
lui economy That interruption had been wise, because afterwards it turned out that no 

ihermcdyriamicb is possible for the economy itself separated from ecology, and a nonexistent 
•••esniption has no Pfaffian form other 

Sun we can ask, what would be К if thermodynamics of economy were to exist To answer 
his In JS ser once more why it does not exist There are at least two good reasons as follows. 

< i Price«, depend on ecologic variables (acidity of rains, CCb content of air, kc) 

2/ Hncts depend on astronomical e\enu The main influence comes from the actual position 
of Earth on the ecliptic (simpler the season) But this is not the only astronomic influence 

hnglish pnee index seems to correlate with the sunspot number above 2a (Lukacs I99I), and 
«voiding to the Hudson Bay Company records especially selling, and so prices of fox and lynx furs 
vt significally correlated to that, most probably due to better nocturnal hunting conditions with 
(X)l»r Tight (Gamow, 1967) 
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Now, РтоЫаш I ) паву be aagtactfá far sheet вам*, aad Problem 2) can be ignored by taking 
annual er к м р г averages h is hard ю say what w i l be the vehday of a dasmtjenusaag annual data 
fcr a fcw y a m , but the» we cam diatia» lb« аамашж It feawas obscure if etat averagad economy 
baa a taaraaodyaaiasc diarnpaon. but lit us aiocaad, Local irrcvcrsftilities from raw material to 
indpreduct are saaaia each prorii tton process. Is global игечегаЫиу seen as expected for К д 2 - > 

No, and 3 counterarguments wiM be mtimoned vary briefly below 

A) The number of goods B* is not necessarily firote, newer and newer goods, material and 
spiritual, appear continuously Thermodynarmc forrnahsm needs a fined state space This difficulty 
w i l be soon overcome because biology of carry Earth needs a description when evolution meant 
compeobon of different DNA molecules, virtually mfimte for degree of freedom (Eigen 1971) 

B) Inflation means that die "natural* measure of В ' » М is time-dependent We do not know if 
the is a wrong definition for М о г an explicit time dependence in U; the latter would be incompatible 
wim thcrnwdynamics (Lukács 1989, Dww. Lukacs, Martinas A Ptál 1986) 

C) It seems that the tax system restricts die dimensionality of the subspace of reversible 
economic processes. We give the details only m mis point. 

Consider physical thermodynamics (K-2) , ail other K=2 thermodynamics would be 
isomorphic with it. There in the canonical Gibbsian form the energy is the thermodynamic potential, 
its variables are die extensives, of which entropy S is one 

E-E(S,X2, ) '«2 , ,N (AI) 

On the other hand 

dQ-TdS (A2) 

So any change is reversible in which S is constant, which is a hypersurface of N-l dimensions in the 
state space of N dimensions. I f the difference between 'he dimennonahry of the state space and the 
reversible subspace » greater than I, dien die form (A 2) is impossible and so K>2 Now we are 
going to count die dimensions 

1) The number of dimensions of the state space is N, we assume it to be finite and fixed to 
have a chance to have thermodynamics 

2) At least one dimension is needed for production which cannot be substituted by pure 
commerce (Brody, Martinat к Sajó 1986) Then the mcuimat dimennaaility of pure commerce is 
N - l , we assume that value otherwise K>2 and economic thermodynamics either does not exist or not 
isomorphic to physical thermodynamics at all 

3) Now, contemporary tax systems are not neutral Some goods (rum, tobacco, 4 c ) are 
burdened by extra taxes Consider two persons A possesses raw iron, В rum They sell each other 
and back That is pure commerce But some part of the rum price went to die treasury, not to B, so 
at die end the initial state is not reproduced Some pure commerce is irreversible 

4) Then dw dimensionality of die subspace of reversible processes is <(N-1), so eQ=TdS is 
impossible, therefore K>2 

Not all lax systems cause K>2 The "minimal state" of liberal theoreticians maintains order 
and law, needs т о м у for it, but law and order is needed for production, so it is a normal cost of 
economic activity A small VAT of universal percentage or a head tax does not change die direction 
of processes and therefore does not alter К Taxes used to enforce scientific nourishment do alter it 
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While specific taxes on windows, chimneys, tat of entenamtmcnt were use m the past at far 
as records exist, they mainly avoided the sphere of economy. Contemporary states отдай», 
influence or orientate the economic activities by extra taxes and endowments. The influence 
pervades the economy, so can alter the irreversibility of processes 

Now consider a K«3 case Then the increment of heat gets the canonical form 

dQ-dZ(B») + T(B')dS(B<) (AJ) 

(For such a hypothetical physical system see Lukács & Pail (1989)) The irreversibility principle is 
dQ>0 But hence dZ>0 and dSX) does not follow There are two competing potentials of which at 
least one has to grow but anything is permitted if dZ+TdSaO If competing 'principles" (eg profit 
vs equality) are acting then K>2 

And reversing the proofs of Planck (1934) or Hausen (1934) in a K>2 economy economic 
perpetua mobilia are possible So, ad absurdum, even closed cycles are possible in which every step is 
desirable 

It is quite possible that for the Pfaffian of coupled economy * ecology K>2 too (when cyclic 
building and dismantling of power plants is rational and desirable) However for this we have no 
evidence at the present status of knowledge 
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0 » G t t » STABS BEBT 4M* YEABS AGO* 

•LLadam 
Ca—al Hwaarb l—m-t fcr Physics BJtJO, B-ISH В. 114. f t 4»., •«tapes«. 

ABSTRACT 

Old Egyptian texts dearly mention "greening" stars According to astrophysics 
H a n radiate approximate Planck spectra, and according to modern cotonmetry and 
Quanta* Mechanics a Planck spectrum cannot be green So there is a controversy 
between philology and astrophysics We analyse this controversy to see if we can be 
calm about our astronomy, which я connected to atomic and nuclear physics 

I. OTBODUCTtON 

It is often believed that science is a monofythic unity, answering everything 
simultaneously and harmonically It should be true, and it is true in principle However 
perfect answers will be reached at infinite time (in the best case), and in finite time 
some answers are wrong Then the answers of two different disciplines may contradict 
each other Then what is the "scientific opinion"'' 

This is a question difficult to answer However even in such cases some answer 
a needed, at least such one which has the highest possibility to be true Somehow the 
statements, methods and reliabilities of the two disciplines must be compared, which is 
not easy Such a comparison would need experts familiar with both disciplines, and if 
such experts existed in large number, then there would not be two disciplines at all. 
only one 

Any of us can be confronted with such a problem in any time So it is useful to 
see a characteristic example for such contradiction 

Perhaps the two most distant and separate disciplines are astronomy and 
Egyptian philology, so much that, although both of them belong to science in general 
sense, the first is done by scientists, the second by scholars Now, there is a point 
where a statement of Egypttology seems to contradict to astronomical knowledge L 
Kakosy, a dedicated Egypnologtst, from the investigation of old Egyptian texts, 
concluded that some Egyptians 4000 years ago saw some stars green [ I ] Now. 
astrophysics teli» us that stars radiale approximate Planck spectra a» usual for heated 
gates, and according to colortmetry (2] Planck spectra go through the colours red, 
orange, pale yellow, white, pale blue, рак violet, but not green Then what'' 

in this papers we üst possible solutions Among them there is one which is 
compatible with the present status of both sciences So, if nobody shows a better 
solution, then we must accept this one The problem is not vital, so one can argument 
for ot against without emotional burdens But, as will be seen, ancient records of stellar 
colours are not irrelevant at all for astrophysics or even for nuclear physics 
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2. C M C « STAUS IN OLD EGYPT 

In ОМ Egypt (fcflcreM Mttaas enaatd about cossnotogy, coamogony, origaa of 
Sun. Earth, Ac We kaow only » d t ideas whsch survived 4000 yean Howevet 
papyrus is quite persistent in the Egyptian sand 

The Myth of Celestial Cow survived more d m 3000 yean to it the Sun God в 
creating die stars whde leaving Earth. This a a oVory, quite reasonable in that time 
The only problem is diet die text mentions some 'greening stan" [J] 

There are older texts of similar sense A pyramid ten |4) menoons a goddess 
scattering stones, and these stone» tatet become stars This is • viable theory since 
some precious and semi-precious stones sctnhJIatt (as we know however, only if 
illuminated) But the text mention* turqu<ose too 

There was * oimpitaburi all«» tsool> of Dead usee as an itinerary for the 
deceased >n die Underworld 1» Chap v) the deceased is scattering malachite 
According to Káosy f 5 j herr tbc deceased wan» to identify her elf with the goddess 
mentioned above, m otder to iáké he* role in the afterlife which is indeed an ambitious 
and worthy effort 

Ntm malactutt is. deep grern, ami turquoise is green or blue-green Then i> 
seems as if old Egyptians saw some stars green (I ] 

3. ON THE COLOURS OF PLANCK SPECTRA 

The problem is that modem astronomy d o e not see the stars green To be »ire, 
in die age of old, visual astronomy some astronomers reported strange hue« for stars. 
but men colonmetry did not exist and colours were artistic terms left to painters, poets 
and J W Gotthe In modern times dedicated astronomers do not look at the stars but 
photograph« them through different filters Still, green stars must be as rare as white 
crows Namely, stellar light comes from the photosphere, mere the matter is a thin gas 
of several thousands of degrees, and the spectrum, according to theoretical 
astrophysics and many observations is roughly a Ptonck spectrum [6] 

dl»(4itR2)gKhc- 3x2(exp(hx^ - 1 Г ' dx ( 3 1 ) 

where x stands for the frequency 

Now, Ulis is a two-parameter spectrum, one governing overall brightness, die 
other, die temperature T, hue Then one can ovenmpose the path of Planck spectra of 
unit intensity on the colour "triangle" of colonmetry [2] and die result is dial no Planck 
spectrum lies in the green sector, see Fig I, where Point W in any practical sense lies 
on line S One end of S is on die orange-red direction from white, die another in die 
blue direction Straight lines starting from W and crossing S in a second point intersect 
the boundary in red-orange (M), orange (K), yellow (G), blue (B and O), point» 
between (F and A) are generally uncharacteristic white (To be sure, atmospheric 
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ваяя! 1яя* яя1 аяяяяяяМ яяяяя1 яяяяяяяяЬ яяяяяяяяяж яяяЖ Н яяя» яяяяяяяшя яяяМ 1н1 еяяяят яяаа> яшма* яшя! я м * 

ЯЕиаШявяявявГ haja* м Шяявя1 ft яяяШ яяяяяяШ яяяяяяяяЕ I t t яяяяяяяяяяя! I 
•явввртяирвввввввяа^ авяв* ввв> яяяянк я> яяввн»' ВВВРВЯВЯЯ1 явввввввяпвз вея» я^яяяняяявяьд 

яяя^ачНН яявЧ я^№ ^рг^ря**. Л я * тамя^^яяянвяяяЬ^Н "^"е^аявм я^Р Я Р Я ^ ^ Я ^ Н Я . 

te ibe feBoww, S í r tam we list some ttnliaiauin We can disprove a t of 
яяя) bwt one. Твегаят i ) «Миг т а я is not a debate я в а £ в ) о г т « о в е е я # я и в о п 
it « a * i i ) or аяяе я в «we еярмяааим not ye яавввяя! by anybody 

4, ТШЕ RCUAML1TY ОГ OL» EGYPTIAN TEXTS 

The first рояпЫиу is thai the Old Egyptian tents for star colours are unrebabie 
lawaad, »one statements of ONTO are untrue or incorrect For example, some texts teD 
that the Hart are located on the betty of a huge cow Modrn astronomy tens that they 
are diataat gas spheres, and we accept this latter, in spite of old texts. However tins is a 
cast of wrong hypotheses Records for star colours state observed facts, not 
(мвовмвю. 

Another possibility н that the texts simply lie Is any other case when Old 
Egyptian texts he? 

Yes, th«e are such cases One юсе example в the Karnak and Abydo» texts of 
RameHes I I (the Great) about the Battle of Ojadesh (cca 1297 ВС) with the Hams 
The official inscriptions state mat, after some transient Ható successes, the Pharaoh 
completely annihilated the Haiti army. Ham's miserable, defeated chief supplicated for 
mercy and peace, which he finally got from die gracious Harnesses, going southward 

The text was deciphered sometime m the first half of the last century, was taken 
at a document of a border war with some tribe, and w<* taken literally However in 
the century Hitnte writing had ab» been deciphered, the peace agreement was found 
in the Hettuaas royal archives, and then n turned out that King Muwatalbsh had 
completely defeated the Egyptian army and herded back southward from the border, 
which i» quite a difference 

Another doubtful text, now about astronomy, is a text of Thotmes Ш, m which 
a meteorite it reported to have annüulafed die Sinan enemy's camp {7] Now, this is 
etcher úm only record of an extraordinary meteorite (no other recorded meteorite fall 
kilad anybody), or a propaganda menoomng heavenly help for the just Egyptian case 

H«*everinoiircas«wrt1io^ecokwr»ofsttr»iK>polrbcalimere»u»eemiobe 
tnvotvad It it probable chat if Egyptian texts state that some stars are of malachite and 
turquoise, then they were similar fői them to malachite and turquoise in something 
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5. ANYTHING ОТМЕН ТИЛИ COLOUR* 

There в ароамЫку mat turquooe and iiialatháM were СМИРИad ю н а д • 
something else than colour Now. «an arc observed о р с я ^ , by wiack for ргорспак 
can be observed colour, average bntjitiiess, brightness fttetoatkm aod apparent sae 

Now. average brightness of stars is various, wmie average brightnen of 
malachite is next to nothing, malachite being a dark green, rather duB mattnál Stars 
scmtrilate. malachite dots not scintillate и aJ? Stars are pomt-bke, aad inaladMe and 
turquoise chips are generally not 

The last possibility of this Chapter в thai turquoise and malachite were sender 
to stars m some intrinsic property, not directly observed Possibilities are of infinite 
variety, and we cannot exhaust all this variety However the two most probable 
candidate properties are eutcity and value 

Stars arc far and unavailable Now, malachite в not Stars may be of great 
intrinsic value (in any way) Turquoise was also valuable, indeed However malachite 
was not It was an everyday toilet article of higher-class women They painted their 
eyelids green with it, and in this habit malachite powder was superior to our ladies' blue 
paint in two points i) green cyends do not indicate overttredness as blue ones do, and 
n| malachite has a benign antibacterial effect preventing trachoma So it was not 
distant, unavailable, priceless, or exotic 

6. ANYTHING ELSE THAN STARS? 

Maybe they dtd not mean stars but planets Before Greeks stars and planets 
were not strictly distinguished However the five bright planets are not green at all, and 
no asteroid exceeds the +6 magnitúdó apparent brightness from Earth, which is the 
usual border of visibility by naked eye Uranus is slightly green and its apparent 
brightness changes between +i 7 m and *6 0 m So in principle it is visible, but at this 
brightness colour cannot be discriminated, and Uranus was found in 17S3 AD by 
Herschel with a rather substantial telescope Neptune is quite greenish, but beyond +7 
magnitúdó 

Therefore it is bener to believe that Old Egyptians saw the colour of some stars 
similar m some sense to the colour of malachite and turquoise 

-. ARE ANOMALOUS STARS GREEN* 

Anomalous tun can be of any colour or other property However, to make a 
Planck spectrum green in the sense of Fig I one needs a temperature about 6000 K, 
and absorptions at both ends of the visible spectrum Starlights are often reddened by 
dust around the star, but it would need a discontinuous distribution of grain sizes to 
3lsorb at 400 mu and at 700 mu. but not at 950 mu 
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•V V A S T W n m i C S CHANGINC? 

By any chance, aot он hmoriad аавнсаад Пк Planck арестам contains the 
laaranaJ coaatants h/2* aad с Time comiano can be awasured m spaces of distant 
ajakjnt». A redsM is seen m them wheats some I0%atcca i Oy, soevenifredshtfl 
were not npleanrl by coswotoyt «apumon, observable сЫош changes could not be 
eapectad b e i m several hundred muaon years, и « m 4000 

Of сопле, we may be imstaken m astrophysics, but it is highly improbable that 
im das point Anyway, Sun s a star, and Sun was seen yeHow during the whole 

9. В COLOUR VISION EVOLVING? 

This idea was several times repeatedly popular among historians Tie most 
often detected anomaly m ancient texts » about blue colour Let us we some examples 

In the Iliad of Homeros some heroes sre mentioned a» having hairs of violet 

At a place of Iliad the sea (which can be green, blue, or between) is told to be 
wine-coloured 

The English words black and blue seem to be of common origin (and relatives 
a» Mane, bianco mean white in some languages) 

Some authors are unable to find references to bbe colour in the OW Testament 

Afl these observations would get a common explanation if in cca 500 ВС the 
тяпая population had been bare-blind or tntanopc, developing Ыие-яаги later 
However there are serious counterarguments too, hisoncal. biological and phyvcal 
See fim historical counterarguments 

In ancient Latin there are word» for blue, namely livwJus ("pkinv-colour" maybe 
dark blue) and caarvJua ("sky-colour" maybe light blue) 

In Turkish language» blue and black are always discriminated In Common 
Türken Ыие - kok, black - kara 'Kok" (in Hungarian kék) is meant for the eternal 
Blue Sky (Kök Tangri), home of the Supreme God, the forefather of the ru'er and the 
Togrul Bird, white "kara' a meant for the earth, the soil, which ч the home of, if 
anybody at all, the inferior chtomc gods of farméra On the other hand, sometimes 
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yatow та want ait codbaad. "Serig; er "shang* • N*s»" я one Twláhtepag«. 
•yenow' m another -Sargt"» > a l o V in l lnnpri», bm tae ong»al tmmm тштЫ 

WaT So Old Steppe Pappte» «ere not tntaaeaee« and no colour Madnm в known 
for while 

For biology we can observe that colour vawn of apes r* practical? the same at 
wirsft),arrftbehurnancliHipnMMsp»tBailea«iSmm^yeyc^d 

For physics note that for photons 

E-hc/L (9.1) 

where L is the wavelength, i.e. in die viable Ыие photons are the most energetic 

Therefore it »highly improbable thai they would be hardest to detect 

In general, according to Maxwell's 3-cotour theorem [9] 3 different cokwr-
sensrove receptors (cones) are assumed in the human eye, and they are more or less 
identified (together with the neutral rods) [10] Then from die incident light V(x) the 
eye *brms3 weighted integrals 

C, =M,(x)V(x)dx (92) 

where A,'% are die spectral sensitivities, and the 3-dimensional cokxir coordmstes sre 
the raw material for die brain to fed die colour 

If so die» At{%) belongs to die hardware of die body, changes indeed very 
little in 4000 years, and therefore anciertts' teams must have got the same signals as 
today However then it is just possible that Egyptians (old or new) have different A\ 
than Europeans and Americans, just as some Africans are quite differently pigmented 
in the skin than Caucasians. Now, there nets • global colour sensitivity measurement 
for Egyptians [H], with so minor difference to White Americans (and with no 
enhancement in green at ill) dm it can be ignored henceforth 

Still, с, is not the colour The same object more or less has die same colour in 
morning and roon, while colour photography gives different pictures and muhkharmel 
detectors objectively delect different reflected V(xVs This is so, because 

V(x)«R(x)l(x) (9 3) 

where R(x) is the reflectivity of the surface and l(x) is die illumination, say, Sun 
through atmosphere. Obviously I(x) depends on time, and so V(x) does too Colour, 
die property of the object, should belong to IKx), not to I(x) 

According to Weinberg [12], the brain commands die eye to observe botfi die 3 
coordinates of die reflected ligjtr and those of die illumination, and from diese two 
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•mm tÉnt dm ones to find out пк uinrmnf i of Pix). Tb» it mateaabcaBy 
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H l — » i te мни forrni for V, R and I 
j (V.R.O-expíp'PJx)} (94) 

(te»e*M«MioaforiHKwoccwmgiwK^ Aoi«Mdbek>w) HereP, (x)ethe 
teaJMMi hetit Mii p* are 3 ccerVent», chefacSHumg te colours As te as the form» 
(9.4) hold, te c, '* of V nd I determine te two mncbons, te ль» is R. and 
teresére te bmm can calculate 3 coordinates to R(x); that a cokxir 

Natural tfhmwnaboes and rtflecmw are no» of form (9 <;, but it can soB be a 
м ш approxmenoa for «portant ones with the best P, » Weinberg got that colour 
ra reran ry» the best if 

Л,(х)«С(х)г\ (x) (95) 

where C(x) в a Single function, roughly the global vensrovity Then the cone 
seaatovme» At(x) are fixed by natural selection His lesnlt IS ihat the P s are noi too 
nf Bess me fbncbont 

{P (*»*( \лл2) (9.6) 

up to knew cmmwiabotis of сомом cc«flkicms, indm^ checking the on the colour 
ssaaMvibit, one gels юте agreement at middle wavelengths (13) If so, then eq (9.4) 
gives approximate Gaussian spectra, good for one band in -reflectance, and inverse 
Gauatsent, good юг two bands at extremes. The e mdesd good in many envirormients, 
and men colour sensitivity is adapted to natural lews ve natural selection, i.e normal 
colour vision must be unique At for negleceon of bluet in old texts, we may accept 
te proleJMOiial opinion of С Law-Strauat, te tmograpmst [14], who lefts that when 
jeweling glass beads for Brasten Indians, one must foBow taken preference, i.e. 
many white end black, men lew red, much leas yellow, and then a few blue and green 
аМече "it в probable that tey wiD punt tear bps on tew last ones" So they see 
bate, but more or lam ignore it. He explanation в that i) Ыие is "coW, and в) т their 
•»jroament cwy • few witbermg plane) are Ыие. So Ыис в irrelevant; of сошм te 
skyabwtbieoMlMnothir^todowimtesky 

However the Weinberg construction cannot be applied on stars Stan have no 
R(x), owy V(x). True, Old Egyptian» may not have known this But anyways, tey 
ceaM not observed c, s of I together with those of V. They may have believed mat 
stars reflected solar light (as шгошме and malachite did), but they never sew together 
'Jan aed Sun on die iky 
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Luck**, th« foraa (9.4) с а й т be correct Naaaarjr. by тйюЛшищ а ил» 
vanabte V in ifrart of x (raiwiabar. tbey éi aw fcaow aaythaag about иатащИ») »a 

are »wens*y dembuooB», «daed R(x) в arvanaat SooMmuatdaMajtnkcfonn(94) 
to 

V ( x ) - W ( x ) a 4 » l ^ ^ ( x ) ) 
R ( x ) - e x p ^ / ; ( x ) ) ( 9 7 ) 

Ux) -W(x)exp{^ i í (x ) } 

where W(x) is a further function, transforming with x at a distribution [111 Natural 
selection can change W(x) to. e g , the solar Planck spectrum 

But if so, then there is a default function in the brain for l(x) if not seen If we 
do not see any illumination, the brain takes it hidden, assumes the last one, or W(x> or 
something in close relationship, and determines the colour m such a way If stellar 
colours are seen constant (which is more or less true), then this happens But then 
agam a malachite star has its colour in the same way as a malachite chip does 

But then the problem is still unsolved CM Egyptians must have had the same 
Planck spectra, the same Sun, the same cone sensitivities as us, then their brains must 
have got the same colour coordinates as ours Then how could they see stars green'' 

WWHATISGRFEW? 

Green is nor ax. objective property, but a name Different peoples indeed call 
(he samt colours differently, and translation is needed but not always possible 
Japanese "green' ( ie you may go"; street lamps arc blue-green or turquoise in 
English Russian пал iwc woids fc>' Fnglish "blue" Чти" (ссэ dark blue) and 
goluboi' (c>:a light blue) fheiefore one can translate automatically From Russian to 

English writing 'blue" for ялп" as well as for "goluboi" but cannot translate English 
"blue" to Russian without more information in the text 

Present Egyptian Arab language uses a colour naming system quite different in 
structure fsom Western and Central European ones This will be a subject of a 
forthcoming paper | l.Vj bur the grecn-Mur region is definitely different 

There was an l;ralic language (so a tar relative to Finnish and Hungarian), the 
Kamassian Samoyed (died nut a few years ago) near to the Sayan mountain, under 
heavy Tatanan (Turkish) influence On 7 Aug, 1914 some Avdakeya Andzhigaiova 
sang a ballad" to a Swedish etnographist. К Donner In it * line mentions some "kék 
note" (:n rough phonetic writing), which is left behind Now. there is no doubt that the 
second word stands for "of my grass or "of my grassland", and the first is a colour 
But the colour name is clearly the Tatanan form of "kök", i.e "blue", impossible for 
grass Interestingly enough, the experts give "of my golden grass" (for details see (16]), 
and tell that Kamassian "kuk" may mean "green", "blue" and "golden" together This is 
quite interesting, and. if by any chance had held for Old Egyptian, could have not be 
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гармаЫс to confuse i i u i i i i m m g r a n stars with ansae« Ыме aad gokiea iydkm) 
oaia? 

No, because the OM Egyptian tarns are not trrhaatal terns but sanies The 
goddaes aad her subject scatter act Ыие-grem aad green stones but dkecdy turquoees 
and malertum So the texts te l that some stars cause vaud шцаеамоп» sintilar to 
lurquoaesor malachites reflecting sunlight So it seems ss if we were stuck after so 
mtay effort But we are not. 

11. WHAT IS A DILUTED COLOUR« 

Colours are quadiattcaDy diverse One can distinguish n » l 'pure* colours (as 
seen « spectral lines) Now, momg a pure colour with more and more white, we get 
more or more diluted (less and less saturated) colours of the same hue Of them we can 
distinguish m » l That is n*m distinguishable colours, too many to name diem 
individually Therefore a general practice to name first the dominant hue (say bluish 
9ftm 01 greenish turquoise) una (hen to tell how much в diluted Then "very pale 
malachite' » » odour deviating from the " white" ut "neutral' (ihr reference point of 
die curvmnev colour mangle Point W .in h g i > towaids th« malachite point on the 
curved bordei of pure colours Indern when we cali В star» Ыие, or К unes orange, 
we do not claim them to emit monochromatic radiation somewhere in blue or orange, 
they are dinned Ыие and orange, but this fact is so obvious that not told at all 

And this (bservation serves die last possibility to reconcile truths of recent 
Egyptology and astrophysics The details are given in Ref 17 

But first let us determine the white point Fig I seems to suggest that W is the 
point of the spectrum of a body of 5704 К temperature (i e of Sun. it seems yellow 
only because atmospheric Kayleigh scattering lemoves some bluish component from 
it) However in Chap 9 we saw that colour belongs not to V(x) but to R(x) Lights 
cannot define white, die solar spectrum is seen white only because it seems as solar 
spectrum reflected by a white surface 

Therefore "white' of colonmetry is die colour of a surface reflecting everything 
with die same efficiency R(x) = const, and it is so.indeed 

Bui ihis cannot have been the definition of pre-industnal societies which could 
not measure intensity spectra Their reference points oi whites must have belonged to 
some paints, sheets or such, abundant, leproducible and generally featureless In 
not them countries it may have been snow, in other countries с g lime, or similar 
" . W we can put Old F.gypoan White mfc such * position thtf for them some stars 
were И the very edge of malachite *nd turquoise regions The result is Fig X 
Malachite and tuiqwotst ait known for modem rolonmetrv If Ok) Fgyptian White 
were in die region of dashed borders, шеи some stars (yellow or while) were vr у f>Mr 
malachite and turqrue foi diem This white would be very pale purple in our 
nomenclature More "purplish" whites are improbable, because behind die border there 
are definite modem colour names in the nomenclature, so these reflecunts are not 
"neutral" enough 
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So die only possibtbty, not coMrabctmg anydang published tout, а л special 
Old Egyptian white, acconimg to Fig. 2 But dien die* white рам should show a 
depression of reflectivity HI die 'green* (around cca 5J0 mu) Maybe this can be 
checked on existing wall pamtmgs. if ageing did not change the pawl too much 

12. THE SIRll S MYSTERY 

Sinus (>inus A or aCM» A) a a nearby, bright star of A) V spectral type Its 
full lifetime is estimated as 400 My It has a quite separated companion. Sinus B. 
which is a white dwarf just below I solar mass So its age must be higher than 10 Gy 
[6] How is it possible that Sinus A is still m the main branch'' 

We do not know But in addition bogon myths state that Sinus has a 
companion of 50 year revolution time [IS], [Щ (20), (21] Sinus В is very faint for 
seeing it with naked eye One explanation was information from alien astronauts Then 
[ was discovered that some ancient Roman and Greek authors mentioned strange 
:oiours for Sinus, as if it had been 'reddish" -000 years ago If it is true (and they are 
weinen sources) then Sinus В finished its red subgiam phase just then, and for a while 
Dogons could see both revolving around each other with 50 year period 

\strophysicists do not like this, their equations disprefer the final contraction to 
he finished in such a short time But their equations also disprefer Sinus В to be burnt 
out earlier than Sinus A If that is so. something is very senouslv wrong in our 
k-nowiedgc about nuclear reactions, which is dangerous 

v\c approacn the problem from two directions The ancients' reference about 
ted vriu> i- »upponeó by Dogon knowledge about Sinus B. so let us see first the 
Doge-* It •«em* that they informed the French etnographists, M Gnaule and 
Germain« Dieterlon during the Second World War in Mali about Sinus 3 and not 
riackwar.fe int knowledge about Sinus В is not common among etnographers. 
líspet'ílj- a^oui its orbital penod Now. telescopic astronomy suspected the existence 
it Sinn-, в from the middle of the lait century, and it was discovered in 1862. the 
.cvolut:.-V' v»»s measured in the nexi decades In 1893 a French expedition led by H 
Desianaie» was observing total eclipse not too fat from the Dogon lands, and a 
nembe; • •? the expedition called Coculescu. reported in a letter about frequent 
..ommuiiivation with natives about astronomy [22] Therefore Dogons might have 
.tbtamed the basic information about Sinus В from European astronomers No need to 
«sume a red suhgiant Sinus В 

Mill mere remain tht ancient reports about red Sinus For references see Ref 
. further »nations therein and Ref 21 We note first that Dogons are reported to 
•egard Sinus red According to modem observations Sinus A is AIV, white (or very 
pale bluer its apparent brightness is -1 6 m, Sinus В is A white dwarf, with apparent 
bnghtnes* »8 3 m There is nothing m the Sinus system which would be red 

However Neo-Babilomaii sources from 7 * century ВС mention Sinus as of 
coppei colour' Horatius in Hoc Quoque Titesia' cites a sentence telling "The red 

dog stars heat split the speechless statues" The dog star seems to be Sinus, first star of 
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НтАштжмттШйптОи). 
(КО* w% waa. « • К я м омар. Мв rat & 

#• Л Д ш ав werk *D» сапа 

ват of Ле Sin» «wam на« 

А» юМ «Инг, — uynjaum do Mt lux aas кашпо IT our 
mi Batata МаввапапТ ftft * • " * OVaaftV 

SUP u»ww» мпнапва av •»?•>» v ? w i r 

i a aval вааааяв a mmmmk, a? Bay «am so wrong, half of me 
1MB. 

Now, as «an a i 
, евгакегу, Seaeea could not «mat "mi* h dar "naf аках of Figs. 1 and 2 at 
14 вшЬем паям арраж ruber, пвш, rubka and rutádat. From vocabularies it 
в> mai "mait" «at und аввву far bars, aad aw other tbrae word» apply to 

i pars of D K rad маог. Snaarly, d a n н а at leatt 5 word» in the yeOow 
saaor, and 2 in Ыие. Fif, J a a ant and рпанал aaxmpt to кхак fe Ы ю colours 
• da? colour *«мааж* ofcotoraatuy, Ы« thereat two i 

Fait, our fcaowiidai a IBBBBJ. L IB» btcanr dawar acanct, ait everyday me, 
toaaaáM between Si Gregory of Tours nd Al Sufi, b Gala te сгпка) tow it S13 
AD when da? Synod n Bourg» orders dtt ргмаш to preach "n nartc an Коввввш 

Head of earner Lata But eve in Italy uraduraad people could aot use 
i at Mart from 960 AD. Our pmtat wxabuaraa, tberefcre, amy not renect fine 
eat Ml in tat original аяееп сошашопу, and in da beet case reflect die usajt of 

aad orators, not of автововм». At it wiB be tata, Neo-Lau 
I do not inherit tat Laos colour eanas. 

Second, data »t puntníiáatj da» Lean und » ЦНИИ caaáaaaaaag not only 
t hat but efeedo at wat A» »ten m Gap. 9, waaOaaaJaa 

• ay» j IpnBjns BB^BBS>BB чипа« ™ав> ía^BB^fBajBBjg^ BUJBJ BjBjnBjBnnHBBĵ  aas а 

i wide of tat bead, aal tvengt (or pjoaal) anedo. Modere tointnV colour 
•at во вот ерасну гае опта авв авпяе ом? ttcona »у grvwija 

i of ctotwa taiutsy Ас., med rr*ary fey woreen, IM» «Avnlual i 
rar равна colours, but do act вмеву t)w dbeac* But Lean hit two words aw wha* 

~ Ы'сапоиш" of wach da? neoad it "bran* »rear* Saraartv "back'caabe 
dul black or 'ajear» • ааавж Ыаск If tmi w » сопаевааап> applred on 

• a » on Fig. Э dear not in bat or мвиявоа, but » 
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t LaM word of аввнг 
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rnaniltaiinni, a n high oa the sky. it hot auJaad W t would мВ that the red ha« of 
July м а » riw asuhafi на lat n m u uf И м и Meyln Ifcaatnii iiied limply an ta—daw 
the same оЬигавоп with dw cndbag of statute'* м а т 

13. CONCLUSIONS 

So it seems dot we oo not have to correct our astrophysics and nudear physics 
on die basis of ancient reports about star colours; there are alternative explanations 
concerning ancient colour names However, itmcmbti dial for the Egyptian green 
stars die explanation needs an Egyptian white paint wim reduced reflet tance about cca 
530 mu. What happens tf archeeologBts measure the paints and rule out das 
poasibmty? Shatt we have to revise our nuclear physics, astrophysics or quantum 
mechanics'' 

It would be interesting, but improbable; they are conform with very many 
physical measurements. For any case, there are sporadic but continuous reports about 
green stan m the last three century Strove, who was a reliable astronomer, reported a 
few green stan with spectral class A (which cuss is white in ad astronomy textbooks) 
And Admiral Smyth in 1164 listed 37 "inexact epiteths" which he had to apply to 
colours of double stan Of dicse 37 names 3 seems to mean a green shade [23]: "apple 
green" may be "brownish green", "emerald" may be "lucid green" and "sea green" may 
be "faint cold green" True, double stars' mixed radiation is far from Planck spectrum, 
however Fig. 2 clearly shows dial die mixture should not lie in our green sector 

However the is a problem first for astronomers I f die detailed spectrum tun» 
out to be enhanced in "green", i e around 530 тц , dien astrophysics may look for an 
explanation, say, with specific absorption in the chromosphere I f mat is unsuccessful, 
dien, but only then, can be nuclear physicists nervous 

The chances are extremely small for some deep problem of physics However 
die analysis of Egyptian malachite stan may serve at an example how complicated a 
contradiction between far areas of science can be 

As for the problem of having a small white dwarf and a massive young star 
together in a double system, die most popular explanation a a black hole Sinus C, 
having stolen mass from die red giant Sinus В We do not yet see it, but die real 
problem is that we do not see die gravitational effect of the stolen mass either I f this 
problem remains open, dien we seriously do not understand the Sinus system, no 
matter if it was seen earlier green, red, pink or violet by anybody 
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Abstract 

This paper takes stock of problems of speech recognition, by reciting function of speech recognition, 
present situation, and comparing tt with problems of speech production 
Because this paper gives an overview of this topic, therefore process of natural speech recognition 
will be introduced in a few words Then we shall discuss some details of the recognition problem It 
will be followed by specified recital of signal processing tools of speech recognition and applied 
ways of classification, so that we shall concentrate on typical characters what is given by the topic 
(eg segmentation, Dme-warping etc ) We shall approach classification with statistical methods In 
this approach, we shall consider the hidden Markov models, the neural networks as probability 
estimators and their relations Finally, the new knowledge in possession, we shall recite a possible 
continuous speech recognition system 

Introduction 

In the past few years, the human-machine interface became conspicuous, especially in the 
improvement of human-machine communication Eloquent testimony of this is that pen-computers 
appeared on the market at a moderate reachable price Both the appearance and the collapse were 
spectacular Evidently, one of the causes of collapse was lack of social need Namely, our society is 
very conservative (mainly in case of so intimate a relation), people keep to their well proved 
communication channel, to speech One of the reasons is that speech is (he fastest communication 
channel between two persons The scientist have been concerned with problems of speech 
recognition and pr"ffu;tion for yeais .Although the problems of speech production were solved m 
the middle of this century, the efforts made for speech recognition haven't given suitable results yet 
The obvious reason of if is that the complexity of these tu,a areas are different More exactly, the 
production has to solve only one problem (signal processing), and the recognition wrestles with two 
difficult problems with the problem of signal processing and classification Naturally, the recognition 
can be solved on different levels So these levels approach to human recognition so they bring newer 
and newer problems 

For those unfamiliar with this topic who can follow the thread of this paper, the process of human 
speech recognition will be described in Section II Section III will discuss the two main problems jf 
speech recognition and their relation In Section IV we will discuss problems ansing in speech signal 
processing We shall be able to examine some interesting approaches and executions of classification 
in Section V, and finallv we use this knowledge to build a continuous speech recognition system 
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II. Human speech recognition 

Voice is oscillation of molecules of transmitting medium The ear as the organ of hearing processes 
;lm oscillation and transforms it into nerve-impulses The ear consists of two parts, the inner and 
out*r ear The oute; ear is composed of conch and auditory meatus The tympanic membrane, 
auditory ossicles and nervous paths are in the inner ear The waves of voice arriving from the outer 
ear make the tympanic membrane vibrate, it transmits this vibration to the anvil, the hammer and the 
stapes The force of vib'ation is amplified to the treble of the original vibration by auditory ossicles 
The -.nice pressure arriving at the tympanic membrane reaches the inner ear liquid in the spiral organ 
of Г'-TTI b> the stapedial as a piston that is seventeen times as small than the tympanic membrane 
Г ilium- on the wall of the spiral organ of Com are sensitive to pressure The liquid pressure is 
rranii:.!te«i to rhe connected nervous paths by these ciliums The different frequency components of 
the - ;'ce waves stimulate the nervous paths connected to ciliu.us on different points of the spiral 

rear, of ( um In this wav the input voice wave is transformed "rom time domain to frequency 
iomiin bv the spiral organ of Com A lot of questions of behaviour of the connected nervous paths 
iren't cleared up vet We don't know exactly what the connected nervous system does Its task is 
, "n t kind o' encoding, so it makes a mapping according to input properties and.as a result, it gives 
-ivojmiior 

I I I . Tun problems of speech recognition and their solution harmony 

If we examine the speech recognition as a communication device between human and machine we 
c.tri v.tv as follows In the speech recognition, we must solve twu separable problems One of these is 
the ^r.4isv.r.g of input time-function of speech, taking out properties, the other is classification of 
'.r.c.e properties, the discrimination These functions are in close relation to each other If we can not 
. Ke the signal processing part mapping to discrete sets us output data, then the classification will 
:•.••! conduce to suitable result The fact that we have to synchronise these two problems gives the 
Hicities if speech recognition The speech production must solve onlv one problem (relative 
••'v. ie signal orocessing) and here svnchronisation with the solution of another problem isn> needed 

f\ »ipeffh signal processing 

: i '"..em '-.is jseti in speech signal processing are similar to the methods of general v.in.il 
.; -.-ing. moreover, sometimes these methods are the same But. some methods of these utilise our 

-...Ige ot the speech signal As we go; used to it we examine the signal in two domains, time-
'-..i:r ir.ci frequency-domain We often use properties that were made as a vector, because 

. :•';'"•!' .;-:ige </ some properties are required bv some problems The length of range of speech 
"i: u -cnbed bv a vector his big importance in speech recognition The simplest case would be if 

• with linguistic categories and we broke up time-domain signal of speech into sentences 
лг.; .•Hinds In this case we would select one of these three categories, and the classification 

'•••i.:j r ,e nude bv з selected category Let us suppose that we divide the speech signal into 
...-nten.es Thus the task of signal processing is the recognition of borders of sentences, and making 
•л rc ' i e s of separated parts F.»idently in this case the problem of classification becomes too 
• "ffi• cared because the number of producible sentences of a language is huge This way is 

;h!e t» follow If we divide the speech signal into words, the problem will become simpler. 
. •': tt'v [irnb'em of classification is still too hard Dividing of speech signal into sounds seems to 

:n4 

http://-nten.es


to dst $юа, we give « short review of dw memoes of speech signal processing i d we touch upon in 

> htf prommem bearing. Most of die medwds diet work in die lime domain, work on 
die solution of the problem of scgmummua. 
We must divide die time fimebon of speech signal into parts We must do it so thet time-pieces 
crested should be ideiwmabk acoustic units (eg. phones) 

a Movmg energy fimction 

£,= £'г(*) г N ш the widsh of tune window 
Tyticaly N - 1 0 30 ms 

*. Mpvmg enmragt tm^umdi fimclUm 

We tau use it lor detection of speech supsal end pause 

4 - Zw»* 
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where N is the width of tune window, and к is the running variable 
Typically N - 10 30 ms, к » 0 25 ms 

This function gi ves a nearly periodic«! function to voiced sounds, and it's noise-like in сам of 
unvoiced sounds 

d. Moving zero-crossing function 

This method is used for detection of voiced ana *.• otced sounds 

• • • - v - > -

t. Middle cut function 

This method emphasises the periodicity of the signal, so we can detect parts of voiced and unvoiced 
sounds This method can be used together with another methods 

/ Moving auto correlation function 

This method is used for detection of voiced and unvoiced sounds 

R,ik) ~ Ysim)s(m-k) 

where N is the width of time window, and к is the running variable 
Typically N = K; 30 ms. k = 0 25 ms 

V Ihe ите-магртц 

When we speak, the speed of the speech can change and according to it the width of the same 
phones changes That is why when we execute the classification, we must map the varying-width 
phone representations to fixed-width phone prototype This problem is solved by the time-warper 

Let's divide the signal arriving at to the input of the time-warper into T time-width segments We cut 
assign L properties to each T width segments So a shape arriving at input is described by N | - R | L 
properties where R| is the number of segments One of the prototypes' shape is described by 
N-RL 

The time-warper gives an order to come together the segments of prototype shape and segments of 
task shape, so that the function of base of classification takes up the best value The time-warper uses 
a warping function for reaching it j=w(D Before classification we try to adjust the task shape to all of 
prototvpe shapes In this case the task shape becomes N dimensio., from N | dimensions 
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In the next, we shall approach the speech recognition with statistical methods This approach is based 
<r< the fact that we can select the most probable region of acoustic space (and so phone) by an 

existing data representation {set of prototypes) We shall discuss how we can build the data 
representation that was mentioned just now, and what devices we can use for it 

4. "'rural network) 

ír ;he lecen* .ears, artificial neural networks became active pans of many research domains The 
reaiu effective applications were in the area of classification in most of the cases In these models. 
т е multilayer perceptions are used most often These networks consist of simple perceptrons, in 
•,e\e>»l layers These networks are feed forward, and the learning of these networks is generally are 
uipervised /we «ive the designed values during learning) We give a summary of their properties in 
•he 'u-ч; fitnjre 

input layer output layer 

»1*1 

x>-
hidden layer« 

1 »е 

л пеге 
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e ' the output of i шм in the layer L 
w " " ' the weight between i unit of the layer Land j unit of the layer L-l layer) 

if'1 A c «put of j unit in the layer L-l 

The network can make classification after the learning process During learning, the weights ;t 
network are set so that outputs of the network for given input patterns are let be suitable for the 
cumcuhm We call the value» needed on the output of the network for a given input аемцгка 
wafers. In our case, the curriculum contains acoustic vectors and the output patterns that con,am the 
surtabk categories of phones So if we have N phone categories, then the output must give one 
output category The network makes a coding, that is called "I-from-N" During learning, the 
network must attain the suitable answer for each possible acoustic vector.according to which 
category the given acoustic vector belongs to In this case the digital code is corresponding to 
designed values (output of good category is I , another output is 0) It is important note that we don t 
get exactly the designed values of outputs in the case of a pattern pair, but we get values near them 
So here is a difference between the designed and actual output values, this difference is called error 
vaht The task o f learning is to minimise these error values After learning we can use the learned 
network for classification 
What happens if we give an acoustic vector to the inputs of network that we haven't taught yet * 
The advantage of neural networks is that they have ptntrahsaiion gift and they can respond to any 
input patterns with near suitable output values If a taught neural network gets an acoustic vector, it 
ha* not been taught with them, then with good probability it will give an assignment to neuest 
suitable category for the new input pattern W e call this generalisation gift 

b. P i o N M i l ) ubm*tion by eeurat eetwerfcs 

We shall use neural network; for probability estimation In the previous section, we could see how 
we can do classification by neural networks We discussed the generalisation gift We shall use this 
property for probability estimation of categories of acoustic vectors During learning, we assign a 
designed value to an acoustic vector, and the weights are set so (hat the difference (error value) 
between designed value and output value is under a given limit If we give a d i u to the input of 
network that belongs to a given acoustic vector region, then there is a possibility that the taught 
network gives a suitable answer, but the error between the designed value and the output value will 
be greater than in case of the learning pattern The error value gives information about how much 
the difference is between the prototype and acoustic vector We can use (his feature of neural 
networks in applying them as probability estimators A taught neural network will give some values 
on all of outputs for a given input pattern These values indicate how much probability of that 
belongs to a given category that was indicated by given output Note that although this estimation 
semis to be really sympathetic it is not in total conformity with the notion of probability So if we 
sum the values of outputs for a given input pattern then we will get probability of sure event, so one 
Although, most of applications doesn't need this, we can solve this problem with normalisation of 
the values o f outputs 

с Martor meétt, Шееш Marim ши*Л 

The importance of finite SUMS automatons is great in speech recognition, this is especially true for 
Markov chains The finite automatons are devices that can follow an operation of a process, so we 
consider the state of process to discrete states (as a state of the automaton) So we can examine any 
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continuous signal if we assign a mean for a state of the signal In a stochastic Unite automate« the 
probabilities form a connection between the states of automaton A stothasnc proceas «ml a* 
modelled if it has the Markov property and it я tune-ptece statoaanty. The шм-рмсе saakewmy it 
an important property because we would like to assign a state of the automaton to a pmee of the 
signal The Markov property «(presses that one of the given star« of a process depends onh/on me 
previous state .ambiguous, one « a « of Markov model depends on some previcn» states, througti 
the previous « s The transition probability forms a connection between states of Markov model 
These transition probabilities give information about how much the probability »that the automaton 
steps to the next state from a given state 

<s/*VV*V*N> 

In the simplest case, we assign phones of the speech signal to an element of Markov chain, and these 
phones are outputs of the Markov chain A Markov model with variable transition can model some 
stochastic process, i f we assign probabilities to its transitions (transffion probability) We can assign 
phones to these transitions There is no direct connection between the states of such a Markov chain 
and the phones, therefore these chains are called huidtn Markov modtls It follows that number of 
time-pieces cf a given signal and number of states of its in hidden Markov models doe» not need to 
be equal 

d. Usage of the bidden Markov models in speech recognition 

The problem of the statistical speech recognition is to determine the most probable sentence for a 
given time-function of a speech that was described by this signal I f we describe a range of a speech 
with x = ( i , , jr., . . , ) where x is an N dimension acoustic vector, and the found sentence is A, 
then our task is to look for maximum of P( A|X) conditional probability If we use a hidden Markov 
model, then this probability is PiMiX), if M is the hidden Markov model of the given sentence 
Determination of this probability i» not a simple problem, although theoretically we can solve it But, 
we can reduce this problem if we use the Bayes-rule, that forms a connection between "a prior" 
probability P(M) and "a posterior" probability P(M|X) 

In this case the estimation of P(M|X) is divided into two parts The first part is called acoustic model 
of the process, because this probability depends on input data (on acoustic vectors), and the other 
pan is called language model, because it is independent of input data Some applications utilise these 
independent models We shall look for maximum of the P(M|X) probability by the Vnerbi algorithm 
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е. ТЬе Vittrbi aJgeritbaa 

We present the Viterbi algorithm bv an r u n p l e 
The process is started from S sure and it is finished in S state The number pi;r> o! ÍTCS mean the 
next: 
The főst elemem of pairs is a transzon probabilitv and the second element o;~ the pair« :s a 
probability of the zero output (emission probahiirv i 

P i S ' l S 0 ) « ^ q<!:S°->S°) = 0 

HS 2 l s ' ) - l / 3 q(0!S'->S 2) = i'3 

Let us pmnilatr that the source generates 01100 sequence, and we would like to know the most 
probable path possible We can build a lattice if we use all possible paths 

Let us, denote the sequence of source with x, and let s be a sequence of slates, thai will form during 
x » generating. Our problem is to look for the s* sequence for that the P(S|X) a maximum. 

Because P0\*)= ' and x is given, so s* is maximum of 

Where P(Sj! sj. i ) is the transition probability between the (j-1 )th and (jW> *»•*»> «"d q(xj|sj-|—>5j) is 
probability ofthat xiwill be the result case of this transition Let * e (1,2, , /»-!) and denote S(i) 
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the so. *! *k"S', st* I • 5n sequence »here (k)th siate was S l and S°. S •. , S m are different 
states of source Then 

mmP(x.f)- тая max/»(x. SO» 

Where the second maximum is determined for all sequences where the (k)th sure is S' 
Thus 

Л'.&<))-< П^Л-'Ж»;*,-:—»\> P(s, =5 ,i5,,)<rti.;«, »,=$)'; 

Jfl^H.'yw»,.,!1. = у—»»..^fl'tViiViW*,!5; i — + , . 4 

The aigonthm is 

1 set} * 2 («here J is depth of lattice column) 
2 seti*0 
) kill ill non optimal paths that lead to JJ-S' 
4 if i < M then increment i by one, and repeat from 3 else step 5 
5 if J » n then stop else increment I and repeat from 2 

Returning to our example 
We can see the probabilities of the paths in this picture 
That «PI P{s,!j, , )</(*, U . и,) 

1/31* 

Г neu *c keep the branch that leads with maximum probability to next slates We will continue this 
proces» until we get the final state The most probable sequence is 5°.S-,S ' ,5 0 .S° , s ' base of these 
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f. Determination of statistical parameters of bidden Markov models 

We have seen that we can model the process of a speech by hidden Markov model. When we build 
this model, then we must determine the statistical parameters of this model Because these parameters 
describe the process by statistics, we can only estimate their parameters. The model is better if its 
estimated parameters describe the reality better In the next we discuss how we can estimate 
parameters of the model The process is called learning when we estimate parameters of model 

Estimation of emission probabilities try neural network 

Let us look at how we can estimate the emission probabilities of the phones. We disnissrd in Section 
V that we can use the neural networks for estimation of conditional probabilities Train a neural 
network so that it does classification of possible phones Then the network will give conditional 
probability of categones P(c,;*) on the outputs for a g.ven input phone This is the probability of c, 
to be emitted when x acoustic vector is given to input of the network. In the hidden Markov model 
this probability is equal to the emission probability of* phone If we assume equal class priors then 

P(x) P(x) 

Ilus probability depends on relative frequency Because 

P(x\c,)_P(c,ix) 
P(") ' P(c,) 

we can transform the estimation, we take into consideration relative frequencies of each class Our 
start point was that we estimate the emission probability of phones by neural network, but evidently 
we apply this estimation to other linguistic categones 
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Estimation of transition probabilities of phones 

The transition probabilities of phones expiess with what probability the model steps into the next 
state from a given state In a language, these transition probabilities depend on the phonetic rules of 
the language So we can use set of phonetic rules of language for estimation of transition 
probabilities We can write general phonetic rules in the following form 

и -»b-'c-ws 

where the Greek letters denote a prototype near level of acoustic information (it has not been 
decided, what will be taken from input information, what phoneme will be assigned), and the Latin 
letters are the phonemes of the language. Meaning of this rule is as follows: You can transform a to 
b, if с is before a 
and a is followed by 5 

If we have enough phonetic rules, then one of the rules is applicable for all input sequences, and so 
we can map the input sequence to phoneme sequence. We will see in the next example that we can 
take more phoneme transformations at the same rime into consideration. 

Example 

Assume that we must transform the next acoustic sequence apraßr to phoneme sequence by 
application of these rules 

I a-»b/_ 
II ap-»a/_7 
III at»-»ab/d_ 
IV ^y-*eJá_ 
V ß~»N/_r N - expresses that this is transformed to nothing 
VI py-+b/a_ 
VII ру-к/Ь_г«г 
VIII r - x i / a 

We can use either I or II rule If we choose the rule I then the string becomes bßraßr string Then 
we can use either V or VII rules If we choose the rule V then the bvußr ätnng is formed Then we 
can use rule VIII, and we get the bdaßy string If the transformation is continued by rule IV, the 
transformation is finished, and we get the bde suing We can assign probabi!'t;e to rules In some 
cases we can use several rules at the same time If we assign probabilities to each rules, then the form 
of transitions is determined by the probability of rule 

Estimation of transition probabilities of words 

The transition probabilities ot words may be estimated at linguistic level For these esumation we can 
use linguistic rules, and rulebase systems One interesting approaching of determination of the 
•ransition probabilities uses phonetic rules 
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»cérfcwig 

zár-réthong, 

hook-ok 

This skirts arcs are called hvoks To these hooks ле can »säign probabilities but these arcs Jon' 
describe inner phoneme transitions but word connections 

VI. Conclusion 

peech recognition by u en Markov models and neural probability estimators 

Finally, we can build a continuous speech recognition system from known elements ю far We 
approach the problem on theoretical level in the first step, so it can help us to jndersunii the 
practical solution 

a Theoretical level 

Let us assume that we have i database that contains all sentences of a language, on the next mode 
Let us divide the sentences of the language into groups of topics Let us divide the sentences into 
phones Place the resulting phones into prototypes of the phones which prototypes were assigned to 
language One sentence will appear more than once, because it will be said by more persons 

Prototype phone» 

Dotfbite 
• prototype phone 

Sentence! 
Ш j*i 

«•me 
prototype* 
»equency 
but different 
sentences 

In order to have complete model, we assign a probability to each element of a database We can 
assign a probability to each sentence of fach topic, so it can give information to us about how much 
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is the probability of the given sentence to be found in the topic We can assign a probability to each 
phone transition So the built model is a huge database, for that we can say that it deaenba» the 
language by statistics very well This database is used for solution of speech recognition Let us 
assume that the tasк is a recognition of a sentence In this case, as the first step we divide the speech 
signal into phones by any segmentation method In our model, we can assign phone prototype to the 
phones with 3 probability that gives information about how much is the probability that the given 
phone belongs to the prototype phone So for a sentence we get a phone prototype sequence, the 
same that we saw at the model building We look for ail sequences of the database that are the same 
as the given phone prototype sequence So we get a subset of the database, in that all elements are 
described the same prototype sequence but different statistical parameters We must use these 
statistical parameters, and determine the most probable element of the database So we recognise the 
sentence with the biggest probability 

b. Practical level 

In practice, it is impossible to built a database that contains all sentences of a language But we can 
solve this problem through storing only a subset of words of the language that was spoken by more 
speakers The storage is the same that was discussed at the theoretical model We can assign the last 
n most probable words and the next n most probable words to each word, with statistical parameters 
Therefore, we can build the set of rules of phoneme transitions and these probabilities as »as 
discussed in section V This database contains much less data, however, it can do its job The 
process of recognition is the next 
In the first step we make the segmentation and the given segments assigned to the sjitable 
prototypes The learned neural network gives the conditional probabilities of each segments Let's 
select the n most probable prototypes Let's align all possible word sequences to the received 
sequence in the light of rules of the word transitions and phoneme transitions and their probabilities 
So we get a huge Markov chain, in which we can look for the most probable word sequence by 
Viterbi algorithm Note that, the advantage of Viterbi algorithm is that »e can look for the greatest 
probability before all acoustic vectors of the full speech signal have armed to the input 

The previous method requires senous computer apparatus, but it is accomplish able, in practical The 
division of problems into parts is subjective, and applying other methods can increase the erTectivity 
As itwas remarked in the introduction, we doesn't give a complete meihod. but we give an 
interesting approach of the speech recognition So evidently, here some dark spots have remained, 
but it may represent a stimulation tor the reader 
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0. Complexity of the brain: the need of integrative approach 
1. Structural complexity 

1.1. Dendritic pattern» 
1.2. Network structure and stability 
I.J. The modular architectonic principle 

2. Fonr'tcsai complexity 
2.1. What does a «ingle cell do" 
2.2. CPG. MPC 
2.3. Ontogeny, plasticity, and learning 

3. Dynamic complexity 
3.1. Rhythmieity and synchrom/ation 
3.2. Chaos 
3.3. Control of Chaos 

4. Concluding remarks 

0. Complexity of the brain: the need of integrative approach 

It is often said in colloquial »ense that the brain is a prototype the complex system A few 
different notions of complexity may have more tbrmally related tc neural systems First, structural 
complexity appears in the arborization of the nerve terminals л! ingle neuron level and in the 
complexity of the graph structure at network level Second, functional complexity ••, associated to 
the set of tasks performing by the neural system Third, dynamic complexity can be dentified with 
the different attractors of dynamic processes, such as point attractors, closed curves related to 
periodic orbits, and strange attractors expressing the presence of chaotic behaviour 

The understanding of neural organization requires the Integration of structural, functional and 
dynamic approaches (Szentágothai et a!. to appear) Structural studies investigate both the precise 
details of axonal and dendnac branching patterns of single neurons, and also global neural circuits of 
large brain regions Functional approaches starr from behavioural data and provide a ifunctional) 
decompositon of the system Neurodynamic ;ystem theory (Érd; 1993) offers a conceptual .ind 
mathematical framework for formulating both structure-driven bo'tom-up and function-dnven top-
down models 

In a bottom up brain theory, the emphasis tends to be on single neuron,, synaptic 
transmission and neural networks built from these elements Given a set of neurons, interconnected 
by excitatory and inhibitory synapses, the theory answers the question whether how the network is 
able to implement a given (unction The general method by applying the dynamic approach is tc 
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•'•М пег-1-як .roJeli .v Jescribe he ipatiotemporal activity patterns and the change of »ynjrtic 
л !iriabi!ir> *br explaining developmental pia>tic and functional behaviours The refinement of .he 
iru- mica! tracing techniques combine J >wth new physiological methods, as dual intercellular 
> «v. »--.ling, gave the possibility to build an̂ i test very detailed single cell models incorporating 
nophyjicJ physiological and pharmacological properties ot" cells, the types and lunettes of 
jf-jkiirids. the ccnnectr.u'. pa'tems and svnaptic distributions between cells etc For a wonderful 
vő'1» prepared in this spint see Traub and Miles 1991) The results of this realistic modeling 

philosophy promise 'Vat even from this rather extremely reductionist approach some 
behavioral phenomena can be explained Despite of its successes, alternative strategies (as 
'limped or 5tatistical)to this realistic - reductionist approach may have relevance The 
incorporation of results of single cell modeling into statistical population models may result 
newer methodological freeakthroiigh in bram modeling 

The intentions and methods of a top down br»in theoiry have been summarized by Arbib 
•"I''S9I The work of the nineteenth century neurolog'sts led us to think of the brain in terms 
if large interacting region» each with a more or less specified function, and this localization 
>as rcnt'orceci t>> the work of the anatomists at the tum of the century who were able to subdivide 

'hi cerebral cortex on the basis of cell characteristics, cytoarhitectonics It was at this same time 
•.hst o ; e discn.eties of the neuroanatomy Ramon у Cajal and the neurophysiology 
S'nemngtor; Helped establish the neuron doctrine, leading us to view the functions of the 
Vain 'n term;, it" the interaction of discrete units, the neurons The issue for the brain theorist. 
•hen. is io map -omplex function», behaviors, patterns of thought, upon the interactions of 
these rattier large »rntities, anatomically defined brain regioni, or these very smUl and numerous 
components, the neuron* This has led many neuroscientists to look for structures intermediate in 
vte i" • .-omrlenrv between brain regions and neurons to provide stepping stones in an analysis 
• •f hou neural structuies subserve various functions the nouon of the brain as an interconnected 
.etof modules - intermediate in complexity between neurors and brain regions- was established 

modulé is well established within neuroscience as a structural entity Гор down [brair.J theprv is 
•.'ssenuaiiv functional in nature, in that it starts with the isolation or' so~ie overall function, suo'r as 
iome i'Äitem of behavior or linguistic performance or type or'perception, лпа seeks to explain 
: by dvcomposmg it 'mo the interaction of a number of subsvstem-* ''Aha; makes this exercise 
•>Min theory as distinct from cognitive psychology is that the choice ->r'nibswem-. ••. »i.i.,e»i in 
part by л Из 'ле know about the function of different parts of the cram, as obtained 'Ъ: ечл^Ы'.' 
ь» analysis Ы' the effects of brain lesions, so that there is some attempt to map the sub4stt— •••<". • 
matnmica! regimes 

The basic pnnciple of neural functions is stated to be its seir-organizainii: .-bar.ictet 
iS/entagothai 1993, Szenthágothai and F.rdi 1989) The emergence of complexity by dis
organizing mechanisms has been demonstrated both on ontogenetic am; phylogeneiie ,cal? 
According to embnological, anatomical and physiological studies the wiring of neural networks и 
he result of the interplay of purely deiermmstic and random mechanisms Fluctuations may operate 
as "organizing forces" in accordance with the theory of noise-induced transitions Self-
organizing developmental mechanisms (considered «s "partem formation by learning"! are 
responsible fonhe formation and plastic behaviour of ordered neural structures 
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t. Structural compleiity 

1.1. Dentlritir patterns 

What kinds of developmental mechanisms might generate the complex branching patterns 
of neurons'7 Schierwagen < i987> suggested that neurons might have approximately fractal structure 
Schierwagen even analyzed the most important possible developmental models, leading tc fractals, 
as well 

A mam problem of developmental bioiogy is how elementary cors:v..?-;s -я different 
Positions become programmed to follow different developmental pathwavs a n a - . ь tu prod. ;e 
the cnaractenstic anatomical partem of the organism'' Basicalls now there is a consensus thai 
d"velopmcm is not genetically programmed, but only controlled X phenomenological approach 
ba ed on the concept of positional information was suggested >̂ Wolpert !9ew emphasizing 
the role of morphogenetc gradients Therefore reaction - rfiffu*: >i\ svstems seemed 'o 'ie a 
proper general framework to describe biological pattern format- -

A rather general class of dynamic nrxiels are 

Ä j . i . n гЧ = Г,ц(Ы)>- D; 11 

•vhere Cj 11,11 is the concentration oi the i"1 component, the rune on f pres<' 'ihes the kinetics due 
'э the chemical reactions, and Dj is the redistribution operator due to the difTusio • .onvection etc 

A reacfion-difitiiion model ot pattern formation was first rroposed by Turing 195*. and has 
extensively been elaborated bv Gierer-Memhardi 19*2. (see iJso \fe:nhardt '982. Murray !9,*o 
Chapter 14) The Tunng - Gierer - Meinhardt ITGMI model is a specific example of equation (11 to 
describe the activator <ai - inhibitor <b> interactions 

i'-an.ti Л •- f i a ' i . i ' . b« ! lb D fAa i t 

'2) 

<T>ii.H "1 - g l a u . t i . b l i tü -D^- ih 1 » • 

Л three-variable extension of the TOM model has aiso been given to describe network formation 
based on the diffusible morphogen concept Pus tnodei led t? ипт'сп behavour 

It wa» argued by Schierwagen I4g7 ( n at the TOM model explains the spatial distribution of 
the morphogens only, and not the shape of the anatomical .•.Tjcture. pattern formation of 
neurons can be better described by other models Furthermore, it is not clear, under what 
conditions (if at all) might the TOM model lead to fractals (Meakin I98ÍJ) Both purely stochastic 
and so-called random growth models leading to fractals were >u;iges<ed to describe the 
generation of dendnttc branching 



The branching patterns of dendrites were modeled as a Gabon - Watson process in 
varying environment (Kliemann 1937/ Using this stochastic approach, the geometric structure 
of theneuron is characterized by statistical means 

Accepting the view that neural dendritic branching might have a setf-similer character, its 
development can be modeled by fractal generating growth models (Stanley ft Ostrowsky 
1986) The mam important property of these models is that a growth process havingrandom 
character may lead to a structure with inherent symmetry properties Specifically, the diffusion 
limited growth model is proper for generating fractal dendrrac patterns In this model the rate of 
growth depends on the local concentration of some substance, which diffuses from a distant 
source and is consumed by die growing object The mam assumptions of the algorithm are (i) the 
diffusion process is fast compared to the growth process, a steady state is reached before each 
growth event; (ii) for the growth probabilty p.p = »c* , where the value of the exponent n strongly 
influnces the nature of the growing form, (in) potential growth points are picked at random 

it should be an open research program to decide (i) what kinds of neural dendntic patterns 
can be considered as fractal structures, and (и) how variations of the parameters of the growth 
process influence the geometry of the branching 

1.2. Network structure «ad stability 

Studies on connecnoru between the structure of neural networks and the quantitative and or 
qualitative properties of their dynamic behaviour gave the possibility to reinterpret the structure -
function relationship Synthesis and analysis of neural networks relies on the eventual existence of 
general relationship between the excitatory • inhibitory patterns of the network and the different 
types of temporal behaviour, as convergence to equilibrium point, oscillation and chaos As it is well 
known, dynamic behaviour of autonomous systems is determined by three different factors, as 
network structure, parameter values and initial conditions The quantitative and qualitative effects of 
parameter changes are studied by sensitivity analysis and bifurcation theory, respecoveiy The set of 
initial conditions are classified by the basins of the attractors Here the relationship between 
network structure and dynamic behaviour is discussed 

Searching the structural conditions of stability, penodicty. chaos etc we have to realise that 
the overwhelming majority of the statements ire conditional, i e system properties depend also on 
the numerical values of parameters and initial conditions Some properties (e g qualitative stability) 
depend only on the sign of parameters characterising the strengths of connections 

The question to be studied here is whether what kinds of network architectures lead to stable 
<:quilibnum, and which are the structural conditions for a network to be candidate of rhythmicity or 
chaos generator'' (Érdi 1991) 
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Еяргепашне! fee from anatomy, piryueiogy. embnokigy, and psychophysics give evidence 
of kajriy «Hdeied structure cempesed of 'buddtng blocks' of repetitive structures in the vertebrate 
nenrees system The budding Ыоск according to die modular architectonic principle is rather 
common in the nervous jystem Modular architecture в a basic featureof the spinal cord, the brain 
stem minder formation, the hypothalamus, the subcortical relay nuclei, the cerebellar and especially 
the cerebral cortex. After the anatomical demonstration of the so-called coroco-coruca) columns 
(GoUman A, Nauta 1977) it was suggested (Szemágothai 1978) that the cerebral cortex night be 
competed on a large scale as a mosaic of columns interconnected according to a pattern strictly 
specific to the species Motivated by the pioneering work of Katchalsky et a! (1974) on the dynamic 
pattents of neural assemblies, Szcntágothai (1987) offered to interpret the cortical order in terms of 
'dynamic structures'instead of applying some 'crystal-like' approach Qualms, egardmg the 
modularity of cortex has recently been raised (Swindale 1990) I for response Szcntágothai et al.to 
appear The more precisely a system is specified, the greater the danger of mistakes Spaually 
ordered neural structures are the products of some self-orgaruzing mechanisms Most of the evidence 
on activity-dependent reorganization of cortical connectivity during development comes from 
experiments on the development and plasticity of visual cortex Even 'the of the neural' may be its 
self-organizing character (Szentagothat 4 Érdi 1989) 

2. Functional complexify 

2.1. What does a »ingle cell do? 

Though the spontaneous activity of single neurons has a generally random character, 
autonomous (i e input-independent) time-ordered behaviour, such as regular (pacemaker; 
oscillations may occur in single neurons in consequence of their intrinsic electrophysiological 
properties (For a systematic study, see Limas 1988) Neurons may behave not only as oscillators, 
but also as resonators responding preferentially to certain frequencies Single cell oscillations occur in 
consequence of the interplay of a few currents (e g , the low threshold calcium conductance, and 
were demonstrated first mostly in invertebrates (Kandel 1976), but later even in mammalian (inferior 
olivary cells, Purkinje cells, thalamocortical cells and cortical pyramidal cells A special t>pe of 
single neuron oscillations are ligand-mduced (and may be voltage-dependent or vcltage-
independv-flt) In particular, NMDA-induced oscillations have been demonstrated in (he spinal cord 
of the lamprey (Gnltner I98S), but also of the rat (Hochman et al 1994), in rat ocular motoneurons 
(Durand 1993), and in medial vestibular nucleus neurons in the gu;nea-pig(Serafin rt al 1992) 

Neurons may show nol only simple oscillatory behaviour, but multirhythmioiy iJahnsen 
and Lima* 1984. on thalamocortical oscillation) 

Mu№rhylhrmcity means that the dynamic system can exhibit oscillations with more than 
one frequency The (locally stable) effractors associated to the different periodic behaviours coexist 
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and are separeted (bv the seroratnv") In .•'.itH-jir.iticai terms the initial conditions determine which 
rhythrmcity is generated 

Neuromeiulatois can plav ths role of the initial condition setter" Serotonin and dopamine 
;•!-«>' и neuromodulators. and ->eiect anting the multiple oscillatory modes of activity in e g . the 
neuron RI5 m lhc abdominal ganglion of \phsia ifanavier et ai 1994) 

2.2. Central pattern generators 

A central pattern generator (CPG) is a network of neurons that produce rhythmic behaviour 
:n the absence of sensorv input Relatively s;.nple invertebrate svstems such ss the crustacean 
somatogastnc ganglion, are capable of generating temporal patterns independently cf penphenai 
-eflex loops The network structure (Seiverstnn * Moulms 198") and the transm.rterology (Marder 
& Nusbaum 1989i of this system has alreadv been quite thoroughly uncovered The fundamental 
temporal patterns can be explained bv coupled oscillator models 

At a higher phylogenetic level tne locomotion of lower vertebrates °чси -.: ,á^.^ ana 
lamprey;, has been studied Motor patterns underivtni- hr-..-..ч.«ль are produced by a spina! circuit 
Not only the neural circuitry, but sij.. a>e 'rasmitters and the membrane properties are largely known 
(Crnilner et a! 199) > Animal locomotion even at more higher phvlogenetic level, may*-- generated 
ind с bv a central pattern generator Howe vet the total motor pattern generator i.MPvi) involved 
.•anous feedback loops which ust *ensory mput to adiusr the motor partem to current cir.umstances 
'»'ultilcgged animal! exhibit several distinct pattern-., of lea movements, these basic patterns called 
. a i , i- yj walk nv bop for numan«.. trot ranter, gallop for horses Quadrupedal locomotion, nay 
'•«: .•onfr^iled by г' '«asi tour coupled •'dilators fOnliner i9 , 5) 

fie general mudei-inaependem properties of symmetrically coupled oscillators have been 
Quitted by group-theoretical methods These oscillators have been identified with locomotor 
cumr.i' pattern generators Sin symmetrcaiy coupled oscillators have been considered as moJels of 
CP(rs in insects anc the transition? between the gaits were modeled as symmetrv-breafctng 
bifurcations (Collins and Stewap :9Ша) Iti particular, the relationship between the different 
•fvorV. stm-;"ires of the sympieUicaliv cuupied oscillators and tht possible rhythmic patterns 
, iviociated to gaits; which thev :ar. generate «er derived and listed The symmetries of 
quadrupedal animal gaits tiave also rteen analyzed (Schoner et ai 19%, Collins and Stewart 10'">3b) 
I lie itnalvsis showed that minor modification in the network structure may imply a significant 
•;ifec' on the resulting gait (t is not easy to localize central patten generators By making symmetry 
analysis ot animal gaits information on the possible network structure of CPCb can be obiained 
Since the same network may pfduce different rhvthmic patterns depending v n the parameter values. 
the same locomotor centra! pattern generate тзу produce and lontro! very different gaits 

2 .V Ontogeny, plasticity, earning 

Both ontogenetic development ot neutai structure; and their plastic behaviour should be 
considered as dynamic processes and generallv ihev hau to be íxplamed by common or similar 
mechanisms The selective stabilization hypothesis iChangeux :: i' l 1 1 ' ! Changeux & Danchin 
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1976. Changcux et al 1981) offers a third option between tne traditional pret'ormist and 
empiricist" point of .lews to describe the epigenesis of neuronal network at the molecular-svnaniic 

level The first states that neuronal network is prespecified genetically, the second emphasizes ! or 
perhaps overemphasizes) the -ile of activity of the system to specify "s own connectivities The main 
conceptual advantage of the selective stabilization hypothesis :s that it offers a gene-saving 
mechanism foi specifying ordered neural structures It is a well established fact that different 
mechanisms of synaptic elimination may occur in various structures: cell death, axon retractions 
axon regrowth are characteristic examples (Clarke 1981) 

Synaptic mobility, occurs in the adult brain, too Albeit the nervous system can not generate 
new neurons to compensate cell death, proliferation of new cell processes can functionally substitute 
those that have been lost The most dramatic structural change are those occurring ш response im
partial denervation Plastic behaviour may correspond to combination of <i) the str jctural cnange 
due to the alteration of synaptic connections, and In» the modification of synaptic strength of '.he 
individual connections of the essentially unchanged network Functional reorganization have been 
found both in the somatosensory cortex (Merzemch et al I°8.\ aid in the usual cortex (Kaas v al 
i°oo, Darian-Smith and Gilbert 1994) 

it is generally accepted that modifiable synapses may implement the elementar/ memory 
units' and sensory information is processed dunna learning by seme mechanism and stored in the 
matrix of connections Because of the lack of'first principles' in nnjrndvnamics different kinds of 
learning rules' can be - not derived hut - defined 

Learning in artificial neural networks езл be classified as supervised, reinforcement and 
unsupervised learning (Hintón 1989) Unsupervised learning, in which clustering is according to 
some built-in measure of performance (so that a measure of similarity acts as a fixed nu,;t-;n 
Supervisor) is distingushed from supervised learning, m which the environment-teacher specifies the 
correct classification, and instructs the system by some error correcting mechanism In 
reinforcement learning, the learner does not get complete teacher information, instead it receives a 
"reward/punishment" or "reinforcement" signal depending on the quality of the output What we 
believe now is that learning in neurobiologies systems, at least at the cellular level, is dommantly. 
but not exclusively unsupervised "Reinforcement signal" due to neuromodulators may occur and 
supervised learning may be found in the cerebellum '.he climbing fiber may convey error-information 
during conditioning of motor reflexes (Ito 1994) 

The most celebrated suggestion for updating the connection strength is Hebb's rule (Hebb 
1949) expressing the conjunction among pre- and postsynaptic elements (using neurobiology! 
terminology) or associative conditioning (in psychological termsi The underlying biophysical 
mechanisms and algorithms of even generalized Hebbian synaptic modification were reviewed by 
Brown et al (1990). and most system level the computational models of the neural bases of learning 
and memory was summarized by Gluck and Granger (199.1) 



3. Dynamic complexity 

3.1. Rhythmiciry and synchronitation 

The existence of single cell level oscillation does not imply the generation of global 
•ч-i'.iaiory behaviour To avoid "averaging out* due to irregular phase shifts, some synchronization 

-riechanism should appear Synchronization phenomena in different neural centers have been the 
viNect of many recent investigations (Buzsáki et al 1994. Gray 1994) The appearance of single cell 
^illanón is. however, not a necessary condition for global oscillations, since the latter may arise as 
m emergen! network property This was suggested based on combined physiological -
pharmacological experiments in the thalamus (Buzsáki 1991), and also on theoretical studies 
j:-ct^enng the connection betweem network structure and qualitative dynamic behaviour 

It is assumed that the ultimate source of neocomcal rhythmiciry is the thalamus The 
^.deriving thalamic oscillation is not generated by single "pacemaker" cells but seems to be a 
network property" (Buzsáki 1991) While thalamocortical relay cells can produce rhythms with a 

Aide range of different frequencies due to intracellular mechanisms, the reticular thalamic neurons 
: л hieb innervate thalamocortical ceils) show synchronized (spindle) rhythmic activty most likely in 
.resequence of inhibitory coupling (Destexhe et al 1994) Ti ere is a significant difference between 
+.e neural activity patterns in the aroused and sleeping brain, and the transition from high-frequency 
• hythms to synchronized low-frequency activty is the physiological characteristic of the transition to 
•leer 

3.2. Chaos 

Chaotic processes are often labeled as "causal, but unpredicoble", and they are considered 
i>'«implex" behaviour generators It is an acceptable view, that " chaos is complex only because 

•-. complexity preserving, and not for instance, complexity producing * (Kampis 1991, pp 313) 
5 .cording to that interpretation, the input, not the transformation is complex The complexity of 

.Ttiai conditions, however, cannot be evaluated without knowing the transformation The 
: ir.s: imiation and the initial conditions, together, are - potentially - complex ) 

Chaotic phenomena have already been found at almost all hierarchical level of the 
.-•r.'-.iiiis system, from the membrane through the network to the system level There are possible 
T-ichamsms of (he emergence of chaos at a certain level (Tsuda 1991) It can be arguedthat three 
.'..rTerent mechanisms might occur Chaos (i) might be the direct consequence of a lower level chaos 

;patial cascade"), (n) can bee independent of lower levels, and might be the product of coupling of 
•v'üatiirs. and (in) might he (he result of self-organized lower activities 

3.1. Control of Chaos 

Controlling chaos different strategies 

i'he techniques of controlling chaos seem to offer" entirely new therapeutic and diagnostic 
< tor diseases ranging from heart disease to epilepsy "(Mo» 1994) 
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There are two fundamental classes of strategies to supress chaos (To make later a formal 
classification of the strategies some symbolic notation will be intorduced right now) First, the 
processes are controlled by some feedback (B) mechanism The controlling signal is determined bv 
the deviabon between the actual and the expected behaviour Second, there is a predetermined 
strategy to influence the internal operation of the system by some feed-forward (F) mechanism 
There are some additional criteria, which provide the basis of classifying the different methods 
control is possible with (M) or without (N) the knowledge of the model, the system may he 
controlled by adjusting some parameter (P) or by adding some niemal control function II). the woal 
may (G) or may not (O) be prescribed 

[Feedback control' 

The interest in the control of chaos has been reinforced after the presentation of Or. 
Greborgi and Yorke (OGV) 1990. Shmbrot et a! 1993) offered a feedback algorithm -which is 
called now the OGY algorithm- fcr stabilizing (not too fast) unstable periodic orbits embedded 
within a strange attractor which contains infinite number of unstable periodic orbits -UPO- b\ 
nalung only small оте-dependent perturbations in accessible system parameter The perturbation of 
!he paraméter p to some p is given as p'(t)=p*ugn(X(i)-X ), where X(t) is the actual state. X is the 
desired unstable orbit and e is some proportional constant The knowledge of the model equations is 
not necessary, the measurment of a time-dependent scalar variable is sufficient, and the svstem 
should be in the vicinity of the orbit to be stabilized when the perturbation is switched on iTne 
method has been successfully was applied to stabilize periodic behaviour in the chaouc regime of a 
famous oscillatory chemical system, the so-called Belousov - Zhabotmsky reaction iPetrov et ai 
1993) The OGY method can be extended to the case of spatially distributed network of oscillators 
i Sepulchre and Babloyanu 1993) 

The Dme-continuous control of chaos by self-controlling feedback (without and with deiav i 
has been offered (Pyragas 1992, Pyragas ans Tamasevius 1993. PYR) The implication of the 
continuous control is that even rapid periodic orbits also could be stabilized, and the level of the 
noise tolerance is also increased 

The adaptive control algorithm (АСА) starts from the model equations of the system 
exhibiting chaotic behaviour 

dx(t) dr-F(x.p,t) !.»» 

The system ha» chaotic solution with specific p=const values The adaptic control algorithm 
(Huberman and Lumer I >90) is implemented by specifying the dynamics of the parameter chance 
depending on the difference of the actual and desired states 

dp(t) dr=eG(x|t>-x, ) 

[Feedforward control] 

A class of problems of feedforward control has been t^imuiaied r> Jackson l l 'Mi 
A Jackson and Kodogcorgjou (1992), JAC Having a dynamic s-.s'em cUitidt Fix(t». where xtii 
can be finite-dimensional vector, and a prescribed goal dynamic . I D hrw •.-.• choose an additive 
control function Li to have the "entrainmenf 
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lim x(t>-g(t=ö 

.• A. initial values starting from the basin of the entrapment In the simplest case ( e g when the 
^v.i. function э entirely contained in the convergent region of the phase space and some other 
•.-•hnvillvresrnct've conditions! the control function with the rather simple form 

Lig(t).g'(t)»-g-Fig(t)) 
• Vv 'he required control 

*ii лпе .idss oi feedforward control strategies adopts the (usually weak) periodic 
.•••:•:• ba:;jt. of >omr parameter (a general treatment Loskutov 1993, for specific examples see also 
-'•<;''•• ai ' K»-t Meucct et al 1994) The method LOS starts from the model given by the 
. ; : . " •• ;Si Ruining that it exhibits chaotic dynamics in the range p < p < p Substituting tne 
"•.'.r>- r ;ai,er -Y.>m the inside of the range with some periodic function p 0 - p j s m i a i ) . and 

. Tiiii •••»•< " tctive condition for pi to force the systems to remain within the region of chaotic 
.urn, .-riaotic behaviour can easily be supressed This method does not need the fixation of some 

r.'.'ribed goal tut rhe pnce to be paid is that no guess can be given whether which non-chaotic 
.•biwjr wi!! emerge as the result of the chaos supression 

Summary of the methods) 

Гч Tinit ^now» a brief characterization of the most important methods five methods 

mo •1«! goai feed-
<ЧЛ p N G В 
?NR p N G В 
\CA p M G В 
l.OS p M О F 
l \<" 1 M G f-

ff "ri'í'iiir... с nans in :he neural system! 

-.•.• •.•!'•' •.••••л >; different controlling algcnthms have been tested in the Fit/Wugh-Nagumo 
-..;.«•'.: mi i ли .hnunar ,)H4 \rte- jeronstratmg the control of chaos in arrhythmic 

•••л-'-Г'.и- et a! •''••>.'' ' ii> .ippiied to in vitro neural network namely to 
"•..• >'••ik! rippi-camra1 slice'» !Ve are some hopes that similar techniques can be 

: ' •< cr-'epnc too 

••>•(.r may oe controlled nor onls 'from outside in ide nervous system The brain. 
•. . ,:VT .. .hvioiisly extreme- complex Fver simple models lead to chaotic behaviour 

•.-• "4.r~':;j: ^igiitic map \(av !')"'ч ,ui: the nervous system is not so chaotic as it 
• ti t-;': l'H*i One might notice that phvsiological parameters often avoid those ranges 

••' :• na V :haos and T,av think 'hat it к controlled "from inside" A potential 
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mechanism of shifting the parametei values from the region leading to chaos to a region leading to 
regular osciflabon may be synaptic mcdmcaoon induced transitiorts (Érdi et al 1993) 

4» CreiKiswvBg renaarks 

Such kinds of concepts as chaos, unpredicübilrty, circular and network causality, information, 
emergence, complexity etc led to the limits to dynamic structuralism The hegemony of the 
Newtonian paradigm, has würy - niOy - probably the latter • been weakened by physics and 
chemistry motivated neostructuralist dteones such as the theory of djssipativ structures, and of 
synergetics. In spite of their ambitious endevours, and undeniable success, no theory of brain 
and theory of evohitiion can be given within a pure structuralist framework Brain theory and 
evolutionary theory are the prototypes od the 'science of complexity1 they ought to be 
вототпкгагями -
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A P P R O A C H E D ON THE OPEN SYSTEM PR1N("IPI> 

by József Kis»* József Bokor**. Andris Edelrr.ayer". Péter Oa.,par" 

Alexandre» Scumelidis •*. István Joz.su*. József f jpp '* 

ABSTRACT i'v iJftüJúuc«*-
The stud» iuliinliikiik »nuclear power plant diagnostic systcmibat has a dillercnf structure 
and organization than the usual ones, l! examines the condition and requirements >.|" lorming 
an open system, by taking into account the etonor.u and the speed of the systems 
Architecture and the operational organization of such a system constructed in pursuance of 
these principles is described The network ar.d formation <>| the external connections, structure 
of tbc software and the commands, controls. ard diagnosis functions are also introduced 

Suclatr Power Plant Systen*. Conventions! itr-icruri. 

It is a big advantage of the noise )i<i}!nLr.;ic л ore» Г - M M I ~'ih ' i inc r«.jrriin.i:ion 

systems [iur it che*.». &•; ••^.t~' P. .uni^jyi; j.'.t v . чт '- 4c. .'net idvjpijjif ч 

;l.at ü cause- no jetvrnviti'n. rerruirnnj; j".Tjij,r. w ;•,.., . - ," I-M • ,• •• • ">r ••'••! in 'he 

NPPs, ttpaus .md the maintenance «rm>..lci '< .xrrf-'rnir.> i.. ,-iiir -̂ -tr-.-.irii cycle 

coinciding J.ith the [»fuelling outages Shut-do *n for rvrwrditurt fail ire- >• . 4 ' f 'er> 

expensive On the other hand the primarv circuit гц лрт еш i, .naccessihir - .-rieral 

Juring operation > *rcaus<" ч\ the radiation hazard It ha,-, also a big importance . ^et ihe 

:nea.»iiremerts r*rf"rnrd faring the failures for determining me causes of the failure, and 

far з т - . т л т а .;' -nw.h'c see the Three Mile Island accident ana the consequences). 

fhai 'г* лгл ;ní4- 'neasiirernems and examinations arc performed through signals ol sensors 

sreviu |л|у mplen-.ented ь predetermined iocations. 

Nuclear po^er iant -uachinerv is examined by vibration acceleration from operational 

aspects, the riant i> ,, nuclear thermodinamic and nvdrodynamic svstem where 

•P i» vpp Uiinuu«. S-.". т. i 
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The wide band widtb implying everything and stretching over 7 rank of magnitude predeatinea 

a divided, narrow-band system structure. By ibai way, ibe electronic* are »mater and cheaper, 

provided i f there is only the single subsystem where we are going to perform our examinations. 

It is asolber thing if we hive to provide a complex service, and each of Ibe different areas are 

tc be examined. Tbe last case goes to an NPP complex diagnostic system. Previously there 

was a specific system wifb separate design for each task. In the best case, they were connected 

together by »local network. For the sake of lowering the specific coal, there are alao some 

unified systems. These could be operated only by an alternative way: eg if there was an 

examination uf a rotating machine in progress, <be primary circuit measurement was blocked. 

Technics of (be sixties and seventies, tbe tow «peed of tbc equipment and tbe relatively higb 

instrumentation ones», there wore no favourable options to associate ibe systems. 



lUmc:.-' !h~ íiijif; >p^-i) ..Mi!pjiw')> яаа «pcvilk organization technics BOW available емЫс ш 
i • 4>n>truu such a system •• л , - by higb degree parallelling, by forming interim «torages and 
by к-а'-ипк- organi/aiioo methods - the subuniu are associated, and the meawriag aad 
m<>cc>sing peTVK>">ness (.vuld be increased by 2 rank* of magnitude. 
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„'(iiti'i/-/)«. j»(t<omptettot. lit merging the s litems 
>tfiu.<u,:: •( к .oim-nm-nal чиЬ*у«(ет is shown at f ig 3 
The • .о«* .. чпсисо к <пс system topul, the charge amplifier and the intake receiver 
жрМчт .,• л . 1,ттли->п i ищи in wqueixe i> called »ignal path or signal channel. These 
M. .".icv.i.'u >.-p»Mi.;l :, ihc intake! о I (ht multiplexor Output of the multiplexor, the 
у<%г?Агиг\лЪк <mpii'i:T 4HÜ filter cunoeued u> it and ibe A D transformer would be called 
iiirtb-.'. и ну tó: 'neas'triw .iianne: 

(hi urtoi.iu- 'i»nil -viJit: .<! tbv signal» makk во problem a* Ibe b o d width of Ibe 
Huetuving pan aiwa» lit« >o; 'he ik-mai» »i audible *iund», M> they caa be arranged by 



вщравсу transposition or by detecting the envelope carve. Anyway, ibc sampling frcquencv 

o f В» aasddlt quabty A/D transformers lakes place in that band. 

Hawing Ibe necessary signal types traasponed, conditions of the system asstxialion aad 

farming Ibe related orgaaizalioaal methods «re as follows 

• A programmable raalof multiplexen with self-supporting address register for each 

outgoing cbaancl. wit» a huge amount of inputs aad output«, with independent arraager 

• The A/D transformers, a* dala produciag »nils, shouts' have supplied with doubled interim 

storage. Dunag one of them is ia writing operational mode, ibe other storage should be 

rtady for reading 

• Tke A/ I ) transformers sbould be both rxieraalry and iaternaily triggered. Interaal triggers 

should be operaled from separately ргирагяшаЫс lire« generator 

• Amplifiers and fillets ought to he programmable independently from each other 

• The process vontról computer should haue a properly developed multilevel breaker system. 

• Provide independent aod separated measurements, signal processing and change detection. 

• Tke processes running parallelled in the system should be traceable, prone for statistical 

analysis and for state - tracking. 

• Provide ibe system with with developed and quick external and internal data link. Provide 

controlled data transfer 

Having the requirements «dove met, tke pipe-line lechnic could be applied. In that case by 

implementing a 16 - 32 measuring channel system, there is a good chance for an 

overlapped operation of 3 -6 different diagnostic measurements and processing with one 

control. There is no need to implement separate controls for them, teilend data movement 

enables to wait for the data transfer without holding up the work of the autonomous «nit By 

good orgiausag and reasonable selling of control command, one can attorn to work all part» of 

tke system simultaneously, as if all the subsystems were working separately. The Fig- 4 shows 

tke stmciure of a realized open system. 

The system constructed in that way become operable with the help of • control program. 
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trdtittcmrt me earn Jumping «/at* «уют qnotm 

TV- system has a three-level hierarchical structure. Operait* - aad experts Inaction 

•el OB ibe upper level ID ine middle one are data - aad transaction transfer 

subsystems of ibe system. Here are in operation ibe schedulers aad aad some 

individual dala base« At ibe level of the measuring system are Ibe distributed 

resources for which tbc transactions are bidding. The cell processor and ibe CVN 

hoards (« he implemented later are Гиг speeding up ibe signal processing, for leacbing 

new phenomena and n> глири/: events and failures previously loughl. 

The di IleienI lev .Is are connected together and in other systems tbruugb a kical 

network ir-.tberneti. under TCP IP control. Internal and internal eonnxtion* aad data 

transfer «re shown in 

The Uruiturr nflhe wffivn'e 

The software structure i- set to ibe hierarchical division Control' and handling 

programs needed at the different levels are assigned to the levels Data bases usually 

could be reached from more places and also from JilTereni levels Inter • level 

connections are always ackno-vlddged, so the system could be left alone lor 

completing a given job The transaction completed, by addressing ibe the aimed 

station the results could he delivered to the place of destination. These are 

coordinated hy the RTiMI The structure is shown in (he fig 6 
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Staicture of software and libraries in 
an open system 
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few* ami snrmmr* of Ik* irmutetim 

The meaning ot a trmsectitm is a complcxed mcasariag tad blading process, it i t 

determined by two main elemeab The meswemeat - proccssimg command aad lac 

spcilkahon or definition pan Tke command shall imply (be авале of lac channel to be 

measured, ot identifier», priority of the measurement, desliaaiioa place of Ibe dala 

measured, ibc **\ of signal processing, ibe lesture for wbicb we want lac changes 

deleit »ml tbc levet of scruttnirv Commands could be conditional aad chained. 

Chaminv th>- Í ommamls means that v»e defiae Ihe sew command following a successful 

measurement and processing wild tbc same measuring specification Conditional 

• tmim-j',1 means such commands thai have to be executed only i f conditions referring to 

ibv -4i v ^lui measuring and processing activity are met. otherwise not. Toe condition is 

ibe • л . «.апк thai give i>, he examined in the conditional command t ig. if tbe i-tb 

i>»uiK ..«icnaied tor change detection goes beyond tbe value prescribed ia Ibe 

metrical: m if thai one is given i» the conditional command a* Ibe condition, further 

Wecisint: measurements or signal processes could be gives as conditional commands for 

tbc cavcution By such i series of commands tbe source o f the excitation caa be 

investigated, and s programmed, automaiic failure focusing of tbe system could be 

attaiiitil 

Measurement circumstances are defined in Ibe specificalion list. This is ibe definition 

...<(fi<>'i Sue It arc tbc way of triggering, selection of tbe filter, Ibe sampling frequency, 

ihe number of the samples Those are attached to each selected measuring channel. 

•k-suk' chaining ihe commands, definions also could be chained It is used when signals 

.1 the tame channel »hall he measured under other circumstances. E.g. first in Ibe 100 ft? 

band, tuen in 'he 2'i I I / hand Designation* of signal sources remain unaltered, i.e. no 

separat, «election is needed, neifhrr for the signal -. nor for the measuring channel. 

\ i l «im,, have a i.mbolic descnption. syntactically - and sctnanlically analysed by aa 

interpreter sí the receipt The translated control codes are transferred lo a scheduler. If all 

the '.\|uirej resource jre available tor the noil transaction in Ihe queue, and Ibe given 

firiiPiv als«' allow« п. the tiarnachnn will he completed 

:.'* 
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TRANSACTION STATUSES THAT CAN BE OVERLAPPE 

íNTc'RiNG 

NTERPRETING 

PREPARATORY 

DATA PRODUCING 

DATA MOVING 

PROCEDURAL 

ACKNOWLEDGING 

SAVING, ARCHIVATING 

TRANSACTION STATISTICS 

ESCAPING 
; — у Time 

Fifl.8. 
Organizing the work ofikt scheduler dekretier, pipeline technics) 

fhr m<.-a«wemenb processing n d Ibe detecting of changes nave maoy well • 

vparafed phases (Fig.7). Those are sequential for one transaction and by starting 

m->r. transactions could be overlapped (Fig 8) By applying the ..mutual exclusion 

I'tTKipli: for lb»' resources, then il is possible to perform simultaneously the 

•attWktions It i» I he task of Ibe transaction controller to allocate and release the 

r c v u r o Intoming transaction» are delivered to a scheduler, and having engaged 

fú- гс»оик..-э nm-díd lor execution they will assereted Transactions are scheduled 

> • >nlv i> per ibc «equencc of Ibeir arrival but priorities also could prevail. 

' -л>|чвсп.п> *nh the same pnontv arc getting on according to the rules of the 

jui'ii.-iiiK Male ^rapb of the transaction is shown in Fig 9. 

tfiunnink: junctions and amnniim with other spttms 

hi' <Y4ii*m implies 

• ibe reactor - and primär, eircuii noise diagnostic system 

» i). turbine noise diagnostic »v»iem 



STATUS GRAPH of the TRANSACTION 

Fig. 9. 
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impiemcutcd for (be VPP units (the units I and II). 
For boibe units, a 

• complcxed cure diagnostic system 
it ia construction. 

Tbe presence of tbe signal processing hardware make* possible to »парками • 16-
cbtaael acoustic emission leakage nonitoriog syiem. Tbere is a farther possibility lo 
construct a 2x4 cbuael loose pan monitoring system. Tat existing redundancy ia ibe 
multiplexor is enough to receive Ibe growing number of signal channels needed by ibe 
sensor development ia Ibe subsystems in operation. 

The data transfer network constructed oa npdaled principle* provides support fur 
djagaosic function ia operation 4—? «в would like to get help b o n lac informations of 
maintenance, material testing and waler chemistry systems. Stale characteristics 
available bom the vail (bloc) computers are indispensable for forming the right 
diagnose. Now the system coed be controlled aad inquired from the Building No 102 at 
the plant site. The physical conaecHoa it implemented for the two units, to get a real 
comawmcafkm the systems of me Uahs Ш aad IV shaU be supplied with prop« 
handbag programs. 
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ИЮСЯЛММВЮ TBE »ATA MANAGER MODULE OF AK INFORMATION 
fJASPUMG SYSTEM ü* C++ 

L Mesko 
KFKI-AEK1 

H-1525 Budapest П4 PO Box 49 
Hungary 

As we are concerned in writing computer programs the rapid development of software producing 
methods is a great challenge for us The systems buiit today are more complex, interactive, devote 
much more attention to the user interface The choice of programming language is important too. 
idea» about coding are strongly influenced by the language and the software development frame with 
its libraries, and utility programs 

In ода project we have resinned ourselves to the MSWFNDOWS operaong system and Borland 
C++ 4 0 This frame has not reached yet in all respea the performance crnena of our demands but 
serves as an excellent and cheap tor I to examine further possibilities of introducing object-oriented 
techniques in our research domain 

Our task was twofold First of all we wanted to continue the analysis of our problem domain, 
especially the operator aiding methods in diagnostic systems This involves the hierarchy ard 
encapsulation of data structures,files and physical quantities frequently used and graphic objects and 
user interface elements of system control or displaying results L'sing the descriptive capacities of 
die C++ language many of these were transformed as reuseable objects in our programming toolkn 
and also form pans of the program modules developed during the projects These modules are 
closely connected to the diagnostic programs written at our department ( e g JEOI, KARD) and are 
planned to use in our program developments in the near future too 

The other task was to make distinction between those parts of our programs which can be 
standardized and those requiring special domain based programming mentioned -above The 
techmqucs of standardization came partly from the language and ftom the programming 
environment To make our application development activity more effective we need a solid frame 
which encapsulates those parts of our programs which are reusable in different programs These are 
(dated mainly to the graphical user interface and information processing For this purpose we 
adapted the document/ view model in our program modules The document view model is an 
inherent pan of ObjectWindows library in the Borland C++ development toolkit and contains 
predefined classes for keeping input data files, organizing the data processing and displaying the 
results Using object-oriented methods in program design and implementation is not an easy task and 
can not be applied too fast We wanted to know what are their benefits and costs and how to put 
them info our practice 
The program modules elaborated during the project are DLL's (WINDOWS dynamic link library) 
which can be loaded from a library into the Doc/View frame even at run time The list of these 
involve* the encapsulation of and manipulation with the input data files and with their information 
contents (see Fig I), a data manager which uses set operations to treat data base handling (see Fig 
2) and a rudimentary task manager to run die modules interactively In addition to these we inserted 
modules into our document/view frames for displaying time series, bitmaps and metafile pictures and 
other standardizable elements of die graphic user interface particularly important for our purposes 
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I. INTHOeHJCTION 

Aceoremfio a ImoriceJ anecdote, a Hungtneo рпке once set a prize to be awarded to dial 
•anew wewin who b j d t e most ouinmio^pror^ 

léNovoaMg forliim, bypromioinf aifeareofttepruetoescn Thus everybody (old the 
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prince that it was the doctor who deserved the prue the moat. However, the court jester 
protested against the decision "How can such a profession be outstanding when every tagte 
man en earth is skilled in irT, be asked. Everybody was of the о р м ю я о м the jester was 
wrong, and nobody could practise rneetane except the doctor The jeeter prosaiaad ю mate 
hie point by the following day. 
The day. however, began badly for the jester Dawn found him waiting up-end-down atote 
garden, be was moaning and groaning. "Whet's wrong wich vouT, te chief gardaner aafced. 
"Ofc,nrygc«dman,Ihsvesucbatc«>tbac».-thatrmn 
help", the gardener answered. Other people passed by, and eecn suggested some renwdy for 
the aching tooth One said that swilkng the tooth wim brandy would surety stop tenai*. the 
other proposed a cold compress, the third one suggested е к с о х The prince tunsseif 
recommended hot mustard. After fastening to every man's advice, the jester started to laugh "1 
don't have any toothache at all I just wanted to show met every one of you is adept in the 
medical profession" 

The courtiers in the anecdote have the same tttitude towards medicine as most software 
developers have towards ergonomics For the courtiers, medicine appears as something 
unknown, mysterious, very scientific, or, perhaps, at charlatanry But the very minute some 
real problem comes up like, for the courtiers, t t e toothache, for developers, where to put 
something on the screen everybody feels competent and voices (utlier opmion about the 
matter. But let us give one more thought to the anecdote: Everybody could suggest something 
fix a toothache But how likely в it that a layman can diagnose a case of appendices 
correctly, and can perform appendectomy'' So if the taak в cc^npbeated, it * more often than 
not • eels for an expert 

1. HUMAN FACT0itt£IIG0frOMICS 

ilShJta 

The origm of ergonomics am be dated back to World War D when experts began to deal with 
the placement of control organs and information dnpleying devices (and with other aspects of 
their design) and reducing human error became an issue, especially in atrptsfles 

Some date the advent of ergonómia to the beginning of the twentieth century Others say that 
ergonomics began when early humans started shaping tools In any case, (he birth of this 
discipline wa» ceruinlv due to tecmirtogicatdevctopmcm 

Human factory er gunomic» has üMseieune t aemendous development since World War II 
First emphasis was i>i. ensuring thai control organs correspond with man's sensory, 
anthropometm and motoitc crwattensuc* This field of research and application has 
remained important to this dav hut other fields have also emerged 

Complex design of work environment» (vruding organisational issues) 
Facilitation of pioduct dengr 

Informational ergonomics, which has come into the limelight with the widespread use 
of computers it deal» with issues of designing computerised workplaces (design and 
evaluation of computer screens, input device! and software), and also with the effects of the 
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paapajaa paapia fef coning w i n dsese new chensanjas. 

awar еввве human fcoata/iiy и н ш и taw bt i 
idffcHefapphcaiioBwhsdisnBhmHdprovi^ 

)ав^1ес{шо>ор, oadatoa^hawddwiMa^eipaitlaclMologyHa 
way; on the other hand through daiefcnang huenaa abäsend knowledge. 

iai da» narrower tense it deals with human work and die external and Mtemal (acton having 
l on it, it examines work effectiveness, «айну and ah» quality (from the human point of 

i n a ha—dir aaaae human ía>tt>rVerBonomM»isuVscieiKeiHdpracoceofóevelopmgthe 
*вавя-вяасЬюе-environment" system, which is not limned to work but extends to other 
aravibea outside work (hke household, school, sport e t c ) ' 
That, m this broader sense, we can speak not only of work but also of the quality of human 
hat For those who tmnk this и pure idealem, the author would like to remark that a is in the 
interest of every product manufacturer to apply human factors/ergonomics in product design 
and development, because competition » so fierce dial a htiic "phis' in die product • like ease 
of use, mce colors on die wrapping • can decide everything 

In earlier literature we mostly find die word "ergonómia" In recent years die use of die term 
*humaa) factors" baa been more frequent. These two can be considered equivalent We can 
abofind die t e n » "human engweering" Литмю performance engineering* and "engineering 
psychology" Some authors distinguish engineering psychology as involving research on 
human capabüraci and limitations, whdc - acootdmg to о ш е authors - the orber terms refer 
to die apphcauon of these research results However, other authors do not share das opunon 

Hume* factors is concerned widi researching attobua»mcharactcnscics(c . 
hmaekms, smudes ate). Thus it is ctoaaryrassaid to soma branch» of psychology It ao 
D M raaearehrssultt t o t e design and da vetoprnemo^^ 
use and to the design of environment It also deals wkh dm testing and evaluation of die 

Its basic principle is diat objects, machines, procedures should serve humane and not die other 
way round 

tt and МеСегаякк give им feUtwinf eenaitien, «hieb covert both с 
abate: *Haman (ártóra discovers and applies mfcrmatten abaat Ьааиш bahavitr, ahnioea, 

iandaH^ehmmlera«iiattdsedasisnaflaal»as^ 
da, eamfertsMa, aad «flectiva humaa мае" 
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IrihKtwmt: 
Human factor> ergonomics is regarded as • science, etil m large part an empirical ICIMOI it 
has a very close rdanortship with practice Ехрепглеишюи and obatrvaÉon play a t i l»»! rdt 
i r t Results derived from experimentation and obtervabor* are used in dattgn. The, ttatMgand 

evaluation of the designed things are again performed through expenmentafton and 
observation 

1Л. MyliidbtiDlinaritv 

Practically each and every fieid cf human factors/ergonomics a muioduciphnary, becauae it is 
;n such a close relationship with practice To work efficiently, a good ergonómiát ha» to know 
:he fieW of application to a great extent be it a nuclear power plant a household or a bank 

• Iüinai> factors ergonomics is related to a good many sciences Some of these are 

Ami« branches of psychology (work psychology, organisational psychology, cognitive 
psv.hoiogy) 
ohysioiogy 

- anthropometrics 
mathematical statistics 

i. SOFTWARE ERGONOMICS AS A S K O A L BRANCH OF 
HUMAN FACTORS/ERGONOMICS 

Ь it was mentioned before, with the extensive use of computers, new fields of ergonomics 
have emerged One of these is software ergonomics 

*->T *hm i» iffffytrc «rrowniii? 
:>ottware ergonomics can he »imply defined as ergonomics which is associated with software 
if. ;v,c ma.n branches are the ergonomics of software use and the ergonomics of software 
making These two overlap in a number of ways to be able to make good software, it is 
•;• .сипл! to know «hat the characteristics of good software are Also, the making of software 
jsi.iiK evolves the ase of other software 

-'J.lhumr itwrfw »nti i» irngvonnti 
The ux:r miciian' is the part of ihc program which is in touch with the uset It can be 
regarded x, the wa> in which ihe program manifests itself to the user It includes the software 
:.:d!i uiig i'. ami also some aspects of (he hardware and the knowledge of the user about the 
:-r .jrsni is *el ! 
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User штЛым can take the fooit of command languages ( e g the commands of the DOS 
oe«rieMg system on PC-sX including the wiy in which dsm commands can be communicated 
to f l * system, but dtey can abo be natural-language internees, in wbdt the user u a m Ins/her 
со—and» w a nstural human language (the rsafaatson o f auch interfaces is sol at a very early 

The мой «mttMvdy used present-day uaer interfaces a n graphical (e g du* of Vbcrosoft 
Window!) T^><yaгe^l«uaЯyo^^ealy^ohжиal>duae:0^u^erdoe^l^oth«vt^omcюorяe^ 
kit o f comniands, rt is ertcvgh to click c « menu opoom To implement 
auch an interface requires a lot of design activity and programming Nowadays the user 
interface of a program can be as much as W % of the whole program 

Because of its importance, the user interface is one of the most extensively covered topics in 
software ergonómia literature 

hi, VÉM nrHi" "*«»•*— «• r*tr* rnniiff 

From at me sciences related to ergonomics, cognitive psycM J S * has the closest »inks with 
software ergonomics 

The word "cognition", which is of Laun ongm, means knowing and awareness f'o^utive 
psychology is the branch of psychology which deal«, with huirui 'пГогпшюп ornccimg a* a 
whole, including 

• sensing (though not all author? incite this >n cognitive psychology 1 
-perception 
-memory 
• task solving, problem solving 
-etc. 

There are still quite a lot of open problems in cognitive psychology I u development has been 
stimulated by software ergonomics. In the following sections, л few result» of cognitive 
psychology will be discussed, which can be considered import.«*? from the viewyc-tnt of 
software ergonomics 

ХД.1. Hamm memory and Üs Kmüntions 

Cognitive psychology usually divides human memory into three functional parts sensory 
storage, short-term memory and long-term memory 

Э-J.l.l. Sensory sterage (sensory rvgfettr, sensory asemtry • 

Here the >nf rmatn.f,. • g an image) и Moted physically, 1 e nut m an encoded form, for a 
brief time, itVr the stimulus is no longa present ft can be easi'y demonstrated: move your 
finger rapidly back and forth m front of vowr eyes: you will "at" your Anger in more than one 
place at iht same time Such a storage certainly exists for vision and audition, and perhaps for 
the other, «west* well Experiments have shown that the duration of usual storage if up to I 
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•• Z jc.^nfis Аил --« 'rfornunon can be stored m the sensory storage for a few seconds 
Vf.«; jui at.on i' ?ir « e also depends on externa! factors, e g pictures of high contrast car be 
v.-->'ei *':т a longer tm-.- This knd of storing г quite jutomatic independent of atter.tior 

Sometimes it•* advisable to take into account the existence of the sensory register in software 
design if the contents of the screen change rapidly, then the user might see' some of the 
pfew:iiii= сом Л1В before hmrher, even if they no longer exist Conseqtientiy. it is 
advantageous to communicate important information in • redundant way, e g by changing 
»everal attributes i color size, shape) of an on-screen object at the same time or adding a 
iound swrtai 

.V.M.2. Short-term memory l»orVing memory) 

This memory store» information for a few seconds The origin of the information ».an be 
externa' or internal (eg the resuit of problem solving) Unlike in the sensory register, here the 
information is stored in г coded form, although we do not know much about the coding 
process yet For the coding to take place, human attention is required The duration of the 
short-term memory is not more than 20 seconds (it depends on circumstances, like new events 
diverting attention, possibility of repeating) Its other characteristic is its capacity, which is 
very limned As lots of experiments have determined, the capacity of the short-term memory i*. 
TtZ 'items* or "chunks" This number is also called "Miller's magical number', after the 
psychologist who performed the first experiments in the fifties As to the "items" or "chunks" 
:Vr>m th« experiments, it seems that the information is stored in pieces which represent units 
thai have presiously become famliar Thus, if words are to be remembered - in a language 
wh.'C11: familiar -. the "''ems г.ге words and not letters 

Tri:s - seemingly ^uite small - capacity limit .s a human limitation which should not be ignored 
in «ittuare design F specially <r menus if the user is presented with multiple choices, and it is 
ит.рогмп; tha' he/she should be aware of ail choices at the same time, the number of choices 
should '.У. exceed Miller's naaical number, and, usuallv the lower limit, i e 5 is recommended 
i.il:e uwr r»uv be tired or his/her attention may be diverted in a noisy environment etc > 

Vi.1.J i <;ng-trrm memory 

i : b-:. nt -ik'n.jry ;an be regarded as a more or less permanent storage Its capacity is huge. 
к esi ;oi.! :ne experience of a Irefime It is organised in some way. and this plays a key role in 
!'i A et'lk-iently i' can function l-.s ..ontents can be increased through learning (about which 
p'ocisi .ve do not know much < et) During learning, tht information is encoded, and then 
<;.4id ': is certain thst any new piece of information can be stored easier if и fits well into the 
.>:..мч.;•.--.' information structure alreadv stored in long-term memory 

>*,h %tf,tlltp«UiiimiH ттп 
l:V « A.-bid hue to ituuy tiumaii activity ни characteristics, reliability etc i in Питап-
compu'e; interaction, we have ti describe, analyse and model human activiiv in some way 
M.trv- a '.tieory approach and irodel has beer, set up for '.his purpose by psychologists and 
ergo-tHfists Here only one will be outlined which is callid action theorv It serves as the bans 
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с ш be 1 а Ы т a satiaÁctofy way м special fields of «pphcebon with limited 

t«oifaM*4firoach,lwinMacb>^Bstnicn««dai»dcanbebrokenup>Mo] 
mm which «re celled actions. Example fcr m action we goto uVbgta switch and switch on 
dttfcaht. 

AcUow с м be organised into levels E.g. • 'tegher-tevcT acaoa can be die sending of« letter 
toaaaaandy. Thia can be broken up into lower-level actom as putting the letter mto the 
caveiopc, putting a stamp on it, taking rt to die post The "putting die letter into me envelope* 

»be broken up still runner folding die letter, opening te envelope, putting die lettet 
I rbe envelope. 

Below a certain level die acooos camot be broken up anymore. These basic actions are called 
titmsatary actions. An elementary action is süO something purposeful and explicable, we can 
grve a defimte answer if we are asked why we did it 

Action tfseory can be used m software lecnng and design E g we can make a wJeo (пхиыщ 
of the uacrs working witfi die program, we can analyse the recording, and break up usei 
activity into actions. We can identify diose actions which die user perform -nth difficulty w 
win a high error rate or which take a long time. On die basis of dús, die program par» 

i fór diese difficulties can be improved 

A I the topic» dMcusaed above were general human characteristic* and Imitations But diere 
are émeainons to human activity in which mere are coasiderabie individual deferences in 
human infónriaoon processing These arc called cognitive styles Cognitive styles are 
personality-dependent, and they are usually fairly stable during an indtviduaTs lifetime 

A sofhvare designer should know about diem because generally me program which he/she 
designs will be used by several users, among which Лете сан be considerable personality 
deferences E g some people üke to view statistical data in tabulated form, others like to see it 
graphically Tnereforertissdvuabteiodesapcarta»dimgssr> üiatdieшегсоиИsaurem 
accordmg to his/her personal taste 

i attention hat to be paid to и к fact da* an increasing number ofuaertareladie» 
who do not always like such "drastic" command names as KILL or ABORT 

A mental model it die user's internal representation of die program he/she use, of his/her role 
m the aateracuon, hit/her knowledge about die program's functions etc It is gradually "ЬиШ 
up* in the user from die dungs which he/she ha» beard about die program, from die 
handbook, and, most of all, from die use of die program itself It is advantageous if da» mental 
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model is correct and sufficient m depth and breadth, because m the case the user wilbeabte 
to use the program easily and well 

The designer of the program can facilitate the forming of a apod mental model by making a 
program which behaves consistently, presents infonnation in a dear form, has a well-organised 
help facility etc 

4. SOrTU ARE ERGONOMICS IN SOFTWARE DESICN, DEVELOPMENT, 
TESTING AND EVALUATION 

The discussion of the software development process would emend well beyond the scope of 
this paper Опн a few points will he mentioned here, where ergonomics can be used 
'tdvantaeeoaslv 

fJrTNWrfflHfffwiiMfft 

in order to r>e able to use a program efficiently and for the purpose to which it was originally 
intended, we have to have a p-ogram which can perform the necessary functions. But this is 
not enough The program has to be usable, i e it is important how it performs the functions. 
ha» i: "behaves' towards the user In order to judge the usability of a program, we have to 
•akt into account the program. the computer, the user and the task for which the user wants to 
.ist the program 

Vhi-si- A i Jisuplme dcaiinw, with the ways and means it making usable programs It is called 
..sab'Iitv etic.f'eermti lis mam principle « "Know the user" 

'A'l.it to do m order u- make usable programs1 First of all we have to know what not to do 
T v.ere are s.»mt corrmor Wurden committed again and again bv software developers 

> 1 he myth of "common «mse" often leads ю unsatisfactory results It is certain that 
.'•mmyn icnse helps a lot by. sometimes it is not enough There are cases when, during 
i^ign. »e ought to >ise г lomianor. which even somebod-. with a lot of common sense 
i.uid not know F, к <.• v.e design an alarm lystein (with '.isual and auditory signals) for 

human use we should ia>v into account data aboi t humar, reaction time*, perception of 
-•'••j.ii and auditor, signal-, attention, information- processing limitations (remember the 
•гюгт-term memory meiii.med earlier), behavior in stiess siiuations, individual differences 
vid alw the environment m which the alarm svsterr would operate (illumination, noise 
•»»fi othei »lami s.nna'.s ;h 

Whai can *e dt> it *e are ioi psychologists oiirse vê . and we cannot consult any 
psychologist or human factors expert'' I 'seful mfo-mation on human characteristics can be 
found m human factors, ergonomics handbooks, »id there exist a lot of design guideline* 
i which 'viil be discussed in a somewhat greater detail m the last pan of this paper) for 

anous cases 
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Sanders and McCormkkwraem the» book "Given die number of human {actors 
deficiencies in the things we use. if human factors is just bated on common sense, then we 
must conclude that common sense is not wry common" 

• Т Ъ е aser is esactty üke •»" (or just a bit more stupid) 
Program developers quite often have this delusion, h i s abo common to "imagine* a 
typical user, and be disappointed wlicn real usarshen out tobe completely Afferent The 
only solution is to get to know the user, and to do the before program design starts. 

We must also keep m mind that asking the bee* of the user в not die same as asking die 
user. Imagine the situation when you are mvited to a business lunch, but it в not you but 
your boss who is asked about die dishes you prefer 

From the information gathered about the users, a user profile can be constructed, 
containing the characteristics of the future users of the program (dteir expectations, 
ccsipuier skills, how much attention their work demands etc) Naturally, the tasks to be 
performed with die future program must also be investigated m detail 

It actually happened wnh a team of software developers that they made a word process«.* 
program and gave it to a typist for testing When the developers observed the t » a 
working with the program m her usual work environment, dtey were surprised It turned 
out that the ryput was paid on the basis of the lines she typed so she spent a ccns-oerable 
amount of time counting the lines by hand This feature was not implemented m the word 
processor, because none of the developers nad dreamed such a function would be needed 

• everything to filed in the designs, down to the last bit, there is no room for change 
The designs are implemented, then it turns out that the user wanted something different, 
but he/she did not understand the designs (because of the technical language, or because 
before seeing the program he/she had no clear idea of what he/she really wanted) Whether 
the developers like it or not, sometimes it в necessary to change the original concepts 
During design, it a advisable to think about this Software development в an iterative 
process in which design, implementation and testing activities follow each other cyclically 
if, from ome to time, we show the already implemented pans to users, we can prevent 
unpleasant surprises at the end of die project 

User participation in development has another advantage: the users will accept the product 
more readily if they fee) they also had a part m it 

• Ovtr-dfceratiea of the program, and, at die same tunc, inadequate possibility for 
performing more complex functions 

Nowadays even in popular newspapers we can find articles which cnticue programs 
showering users with з lot of glittering but not really useful features taking up a lot of user 
attention, thus users cannot concentrate on their work, they have to waste so much time 
on handling the program, making it work, finding their way among the plethora of 
functions 
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Graph**) user interfaces tend to hide the internal workings of the computer from use шаг. 
they offer an easy-to-use symbolic world instead Trouble begins when the user wants to 
do something "extra" which the graphical interface does not offer as an option 

It ii also a common blunder to use meaningless or misleading symbols and signs (We must 
admit that is sometunes hard to choose a good symbol for a function 01 an object, 
especially if the program is intended for a large user population, perhaps m several 
countries Even such trivial objects as letter-boxes are of different shape and color in 
different countries) 

• "Design a system wbicb any fool can use - only a fool will want to use it'" 
The interface should not be over-simplified There should be shortcuts for experienced 
users ( e g activation of most frequently used functions by hotkeys and not only from 
mouse-operated menus) 

• The program dees net give enough aid fee its nse 
Besides inconsistency, the two most common such blunders are 

- the help facility is misting or inadequate 
- error messages are гкя informative enough (e.g. "Error code 96*) 

4A THtmi and fYuMturHm tf g r w i m i 
Programs have to be tested not only for functionality but for usability as well There are testing 
methods requiring a lot of resources (time, money, testing laboratory, experts) Only big 
projects can afford these: either for programs intended for a large market, or for expensive 
programs designed for some special purpose, where high quality » mandatory These testing 
activities may last for months, they usually include a series of experiments, generally in a 
specially equipped laboratory, where carefully selected test subjects get actual tasks to perform 
with the program, and when they are working they ire observed by experts Experts evaluate 
how the subjects perform the tasks (time of learning, difficulties, performance speed, failure 
rates etc), and they also ask the subjects' opinion about the program (strong and weak points, 
difficulty etc) Usually some objective measurement (e g electrocardiogram) is also 
performed to determine how tinng the task is Everything is documented The subjects' activity 
ts recorded on videotape for later evaluation, usually an automatic keystroke capture program 
is used to record when and which keys are pressed by the subject Results are carefully 
analysed with the aid of mathematical statistics 

Only large companies can afford these methods, and they tend to keep their methods and test 
results in secret 

For smaller companies and smaller projects, there are still a lot of inexpensive methods which 
can be used effectively for testing and evaluation 
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Аамвщ isse ермиев ее sssssw dcveJepen new Ьиамш lac lees eipsjts 
They writ discover weak pants, and provide useful advice If such people cannot be found 
wuhrn the company, they can be employed as outside consultant» 
However, eve» though such peer opinion is valuable, it should not be the only source of 
rvahiahnn information Therefore 

« AssnbgateepéariMe#actm*4(er»wteattiaJ)mMn 
жако necessary h cannot be over-erapbasued that dsey have to be typical users. Many a 
conference paper discusses evaluation experiments in which tb« subjects are university 
students who are not representative of the user population (.hey are usually more computer 
literate, differently motivated etc) 
Users' opinion can be asked in meetings, interviews As it was mentioned before, it is 
advisable to ask users not only when the software is ready, but also before development is 
started and when it is in progress 

« Using questionnaires 
TbJs в • less personal method for gathering data from users. It helps collecting data from 
more people than interviews. On die other hand, questionnaires require planning in 
advance «id careful wording. Let us not forget that people will provide answers to 
something only if they are asked about it and the question is clear, understandable and 
inoffensive 

» Observing »ser» during the use of the program 
You do not need a well-equipped lab for observing people You can go to their workplace 
a provides room and computers for them However, while observing, you should not 
disturb them, you should not comment on their work or try to help them, because this will 
distort the results Make it clear to the users that it is not them who are being evaluated - it 
is the program You can also ask users to 'think aloud* (tell what they are doing at die 
moment, what they are thinking) • this usually requires a little practice You can make a 
video recording of the observation for further evaluation (if the users agree to that). It will 
come in handy to convince bosses and fellow developers of problems 

5. USER INTERFACE D E S I O GUIDELINES 

There are very few standards existing for software (more exist fo r Hardware). The main 
obstacles in the way of making software standards are the following 

Software standards ought to rely a great deal on cognitive psychology, which is an 
evolving field, and it is hard to convert even die existing results into practical 
recommendations, 

- Software is used in so many heterogeneous fields that it is hard to create rules which cover 
everything, 

- Making standards is a slow process They have to pass a lot of forums, and in the 
meantime technological development may make them obsolete. 
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Rigorous standard!) would obstruct progress and invention which play an important role m 
user interface development 

Despite all this, there are some efforts toward standardizálton However, denen guidelines are 
much more common They are less precise, less rigorous than Standards, they are rather 
recommendations than rules They usually cover only a narrower field, üke that o f office 
systems These guidelines are set up by experts deriving them from theory and practice. The 
guidelines are seldom substantiated by really precise and thorough experimental results, 
because it is very difficult to perform such experiments (think of the great number of variables 
to be measured, how these variables would affect each other etc) The experiments nearly 
always concenuate on some limited field of application, and it would be quite паку to extend 
their vahdirv to other fields without corroborative evidence 

Allowing u at no categorization of these guidelines is perfect, and we can always find 
guidelines which fit into more than one category, a possible classification is the following 

• minimizing mental workload 
The user should be able to concentrate on the work instead of concentrating on the 
program itself This means that his/her mental workload should be kept as low as possible, 
in the training phase as wdi as in the actual use of the program 
Guidelines belonging to this category deal mostly with reducing memory requirements 
Most of the other guidelines can also be regarded as efforts to minimize mental workload 
by using specific methods 

• consistency 
Consistency can exist on several levels and in several aspects We can speak of consistency 
with the "real world", consistency with other programs, and consistency within the 
program It may happen that something which is consistent on one level is inconsistent on 
another level (E g consistency exists within a program in which we always get help if we 
press the F10 function key, but this program is inconsistent with most other programs, 
which use the FI key for this purpose ) 
Consistency may exist in the display of information (screen layout, use of colors, error 
messages, terminology etc ). and in the control and behaviour of the program 

• use of metaphors, graphical representation of objects and operations 
Metaphors belong to "real-world consistency" The most widely used metaphor is the 
desktop, especially in office systems the screen appears as a desktop on which földen, 
documents, wastepapcr-basket etc appear, and die user can manipulate the graphical 
representations of these real-world objects The use of a good representation is essential, 
the objects should be easily recognizable and mampulable 

• helping the user navigate within the program 
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• • • Mae aid* for learning and Ming the р г е у а ш 

• fcedfeedkeaMcrartoM 

enac hasMMgt esrac sMnasjet 

• •eeofra lor i 
The excessive use of colon (which is called 'angry fruit salad" in hackers' jargon) should 
be avoided. As to which color combinations to use. there are some basic rules to comply 
witli, but these problems already lead us to the domain of art 

• scree« layout 
(piacúig information on the screen in a consistent way, emphasuing important dungs, the 
\t*. of fonts etc ) 

• »darting and utilizing the appropriate hardware and software 

• ether guidelines 
(making programs for special user groups I . « children or handicapped users, 
documematiofi, adaptivity etc) 

Namratty, it is impossible -and unnecessary-to comply with every existing guideline. Much 
depends on the nature of the actual task, its complexity, and the future users A designer can 
study the available guidelines, carefully consider them, and select some which he/she minks 
relevant Then he/she can 'translate" them into the "language" of the actual task and adhere to 
these rules during design and development 
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T.-.ere is coming up з possibility of using several types of 
.insiTc.ss ir. the Paks NPF nowadays 'eg. 3.6% control rod 
-O..0-. er, different enrichments ir. one cassette. r.igher 
эг.г . chrer.t. assemblies v.-itr. Zi-spacer, not Pussian fuel 
etc wor.f igurat ior. of these asser-clies -ou-d oe "a nous 
5S3 .a ..eaKj.ge core, four-year cycle etc Tr.ereíor-з .t •.:a-> 

-ecess.tr-.. '•' .ark out л method fcr :огрл":зс ecc.-.orrica - - ty af 
'. "л d.fferent versiors 

Thiers are t'-o •."аул Tr.e v/ay is to •»-.•.-•.£• p: e. .r.-r.ary 

.ü oatir.o -icnemes cor the ur.its "r.-. s one ra.- a qreat 

o.;sL,r-/ antage designing .-.©"era- cyc.es in e'.'ery cases ".'.-.e 

fuel cost car- oe less for different types of assemblies .n 

eazr. cycle because o r the different du.atior.s of t-.e c/cles 

. Í M tr.e uncertainty of the initial states, Consequent... the 

/е., cost rates car. be cn.cui.ated by averages, out .t 31-es 
ey.jtt .е.--its if ..e r.a-e a cig г.илЬег of elements. ..'e -.ave to 
aesigr at .east nir.e cyc.es far one '. sä of .IS:I«TJ: . :a;. ana 
re.:«.": -.ehernes: three for the trar.s.tlor. state t.-.ey are 
:".oi . - trie j-eiage ar.a at .east t.o t res t r.ree-.ea: r/c.e 
foi lilt ?.'.; a gaoa averaoe. '-'or this reason t.-.e se/erj. types 
of jii.ssrii. 2>, jn'i rsloac.nc sсr".s.T5.̂  rscuire 01 of 

Тле other . я; .:- aes.gr.ing eq.i. ibr..ur c.c.e.-. , .-_' 
approcr: ate duration -..-.".r.g one type of as.-.e.-c .: э; ana 
."a.saumi' s rr.em.es The equi; ibr i urn. e y e s means trat e use 
"...he ijie fresh fue. .oadir.g лг.а reloaa.r.g scheire after eacn 
oyc.e. ; ne aaventage against the otr.er method is mat t.-.e:e 
'. .-• r.c transition state and ve on.у have to cor.sir.ict one 
:e>o.aainc; matrix. If the cycle length is given ana the 
assemoj.. type and t.ne reloacing scheme aie defined, the 
egui. .Driurr cycle is described by the fresh fuel loaded, that 
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is in close connection './ich the fuel cost. The disadvantage 
of this method is the more difficult designing of equilibrium 
cycles than simple ones. But using appropriate software the 
applications need less calculations and :ime than in the 
first case. 

For this reason we improved the programme for sophisti
cated designing. 
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The air. of our v.-ork .--•as to create a programme for fast and 
simple constructing reloading matrixes of equi1ibriur. cycles 
with given duration and with reactor physics parameters 
corresponding to the l imi ts . 

The requirements v/ere: poss ib i l i t y for in teract ive 
reloading, speed, short r-innir.g time af ter ar. assembly 
exchanging ib-10 seci . graphic representation of the core, 
exact duration of the cycle, calculat ion of the burn-up and 
the power d is t r ibu t ion . 

2il S tar t i "q г**«»«» 

Since we do not want to discuss the transition cycles, we 
have designed not real cycles, so our real burn-up libraries 
and core configuration cannot be used for an initial state. 
But the programme need an initial state, therefore we did as 
follows: 

There is given an equilibrium reloading matrix as an input 
for the programme. It is the only input for the programme. 
The .-.umber and type of assemblies loading into the core are 
defined by this reloading matrix. The rest parts of the 
reloading matrix are not so important, they only define an 
initial core configuration. The real assembly positions '.-.•ill 
be given by an interactive way depending on the calculation 
results during running of the programme. 

The reloading matrix has a traditior.a. 3IPR format. 
Because of it and the equilibrium reloading the first element 
of »acr. row (Aj i) defines the type of the assemblies in the 
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positions of che other eles»r.ts of the row (jAji}:=2. .я> • T n e 

age of the assemblies depends on che column number of the 
matrix where the assemblies are. The с assets have to have 
burn-up values as well. Since we cannot define the burn-up of 
the assemblies at the beginning of the calculations we gave 
the cassettes the following bum-up values: firs year 
assemblies - 0 MWd/kgU, second year - 10 MWd'kgl.', -hird year 
- 20 MWd/kgU, fourth year assemblies - 30 MWd/kgU. Of course 
the first criticality calculation will not give us correct 
power distribution and cycle length, so we have to stake the 
burn-up distribution more exact by iteration. 

Using three-year cycle an assembly will be '.eft out the 
reloading matrix, because the reloadings have 60° symmetry ала 
the number of assemblies in one sector (58/ cannot be divided 
by 3. This assembly lefted out will be handled separately. 
Its type is ire», it always has the same position during the 
reloadings. It is always two-year old, its burn-up is 
calculated by the same way like of the others. The programme 
handles the centre assembly by the same way with the 
difference, that it has a constante 2.4% enrichment. 

Note: Cannot be more then one assembly left out the 
reloading matrix because the programme will stop (with an 
error siessage in this case. 

2-2 Iteration far th« burn-up disr.r• but: i an 

Starting from the initial state the burn-up distribution 
will be defined at the end of the cycle. Then making an 
equilibrium reloading we will get a new burn-up distribution 
at the beginning of the cycle for the given core. It will not 
be identical with the previous one. Repeating the calculation 
and the reloading there will be another burn-up distribution 
at the beginning of the cycle. v:e vili continue this 
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r.'í.-cí.r» -г".-., "г.е position, of the assembly of a given typ* 
,-.: -ач..-с, с-..:-.-ар va.üe is the same for two following 

-..d.-- a.-.з -re э»гг.-чр difference between them is less then 
b Tr.is .s >r equilibrium state. 

. : .-.-..ca. atite ca^eu-atuos. i&E- code! 

r- .-...:- at.-с the cycle end ourr.-up distribution, it is 
r.ecs- it "-' e .i co-..в: distribution belonging to a 
:.-.--.,•- . с or. г :J -:J-. ion and a burr.--p. usually it is 
;f.t. - et г rcmputer code .••hier. selves equat :or.s 
-.я-- .с t.~t spatia. distribution of the neutron f.u>. in 
j.ff .i -.- approach. This type of codes looks for the coror. 
cor.ce.-v. . at ion. of the cr.tica. state • «чцш-• and the flux ana 
t.-.e o- -2: ji.s".: ibut ion. In our case v.-e nave put ar. 
appro?: . jte SPD code ir.to the EVJVS system. This code solves 
:.;о-1.гв-л. э.-.al :ГГ: one-and-a-naif group 0,1: fusion 
equat ic •..-.. The simple mode, make it possible to have a snort 
r-r.r.-ng •..."•« of the programme, vhi.e the full cross sect.or. 
. l'cr.iry .ü'f*.#r. fror the v--0?.wA code relps getting relatively 
exact v :s.̂  u .'»s . The ??T •-.•a?» prepared on tr.e base of the 
orssiMm F'.-AP.Elir; usee ::•. tne optirl.-at.cn codes ^E?3E? and 
YkCY:'. JA i.-d .-,-ccaeded its p.ace in tne mentioned codes. Tne 
??_' cont'int.- the next roci*'̂ , and met.-.oos : 

:."-i . o. . .-:.-. о .т. one-ana-a-.na If group approximation is- the 
•. c-3:c-:- - .:' f..-.; on -squaiion ,'ithout the thermal corres-
:-:-a n;: :;:':'..- ,sr. descr .pt :or.: 

-VD,V<S>i + 1 А ) Ф , = •-'• 5Ф (I) 
*tff 
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This equation desc:ices the г.*;;гог. flux diss: -icution ..-. 
;hr#« dirre.-.sio-. ".te -odel of the reactor :orrs.-.por.ds to t.-.e 
C-?0?wA code, i.e. a r. asse-cl/ :.ч di'-ided i.-itc :e.-. в г л . 
nodes ír. ):::ä. direction. Tr.ese nodes are nor.oge.-.ecu.--., ..a. 
the group eor.s:ar.:s do r.ot change in a r-.ode. '.:• г jr. get -.he 
;3 equation fro» Che «qua: lor. '!• by ar. jxia: ir.tegrat ion. 
But first •:* exchange the unknown flux ••:::-.: 

Ф(Х.-,.У) = Л-Х.»/(.-) 12) 

where '.he following is required for :: 

\f(z)dz=\ 

where z ; a.-.d г_> »ear. ;r.« oottor ana the top or the reactor. 

The axial flux aistr ieue ior. res u-ted fror. tne iZ 

calculations is almost the sar.e .г. еагг asserjs,.;/. except the 
control rod assemblies, AO this approacr. does not cause Dig 
errors in the r.odei 

After the integrating and the arrar.genrent of the equation 
(1) we get the fallowing equation: 

L е. с. ^ 

+*/!„,/<& = --—4>\Sfdz 
k*tt 
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rhe second part describes the difference between the 
currents .eakmg out the bottom and the top of the reactor, 
it •.' oont>idered as a constant. Taking no into account this 
part formally (3) is equal with (ii, but instead of the group 
constants their axial integrals appear there. Of course we 
cannot integrate them, because the solution of the 3D problem 
should be known. But we know, that the group constants of the 
C-PORt-A model are given in the following form, in tables: 

„ d& áZg д& 
* *° ст зсь

 b av 
««1,2 

where the basic part I» x C and the partial difference 
coefficients are only functions of the burn-up. Therefore 
given the 3D burn-up distributions as inputs, we can get the 
basic part of (4) and the difference coefficients according 
to the 3D model quite exactly. For axial integration of the 
cross sections we should alculate axial temperature and 
power distributions as well. But instead of that by our 
experience the axial integral of the coefficients in equation 
i4) iE er.ough to get appropriate results. 

We soive the equation (3) by finite difference method. 
Each assembly correspond» to a position in the lattice, the 
solution tepresents f;he mfan valu« of the assembly flux of 
this position. For this reason we find the integral of (3) on 
ine ne*agonai base of the assembly. We transform the 
a. fi-js 1 она I. part цыпу the üauss-Ostrogradski theorem, and we 
approach -.ne derivatives; of the direction we got here with a 
finite difference formulae: 

' 2 
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v/here we suKrarize for the six neighbouring cassettes, ф 
' roi' " s '-"-e - i—' o n - я в margins, h is the diameter and [. is 
the edge length of the assemblies, ф is the mean value of the 
assembly fiuy.es. We calculate for the 1/6 part of the core 
due to the S C svKr.etry of the reactor. We solve the equation 
system consisting of 5S equations we got by power iteration 
method. $(r b i) could be removed from the equation or. che ba.̂ e 
of continuity of fluxes and currents on the edge. In the 
external iteration the group concants are calculated again on 
the base of (4) using coefficients axial integrated and 
taking into account the power and temperature feedback. The 
searching for the critical boron concentration is going on 
here, too. After fixing the group constants and the source 
part, there is performed an internal iteration by the 
Gauss-Seidel scheme. 

There are requirod some margin conditions for "he solution 
of the problem as well. We used the general logarithm margin 
condition: 

™ * 
v/here b is constante. 
The programme RPD was compared with the C-PORCA 

calculations. The critical state was calculated for 20C 
different configurations of assemblies. On this basis the 
average relative deficiency of the RPD was 0,58%, while the 
same deficiency for the power distributions was Г,1%. 
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2.4 BetexaUttie* et «Ы 

For determining th* eye.« er.o »täte visual * у tr.e cycle 
divided :-.to r>hort "steps" in tire (20-30 days. ..hiie : 
state of the core -.-. л.глл: constant • , and the process of : 
cycle »y imitated through critical state calculations .-.ct 
real static approach: . lr. our ca^e this r.etr.os cart-.ot =* 
vised, because making 1C-15 state calculations for a cycle the 
calculation v/ould take 1C-15 tise.s more tire. A.t the 
interactive changing of asseipjalies the five .-rir.ute r•inning 
time between two changes cannot be allowed. Therefore :••* had 
to find a method for defining Che cor« state at the end of 
the cycle from the first criticality caic-jirt :=:.. 

ZMA^X Calcmlatla» at tte kura-v» at tb* tamL шммаЫХшт *x 
•A at tte eysla 

An nsserjsly curr.-uc car. be e x a c t l y desc r ibed a s fo l l o . / s : 

..теге 3"J; i s rhe s u m - u p of t h e asseTjs... \ "o . i , ?.-_=,- is t.-.e 
core Dove: per c a s s e t t e s in the co re , :Г1. s the urar. r.ass of 
t h e assemei .• No.: Kq. (tt i s assembly pov:er d i s t r i b u t i o n 
coef f : c ; e.-.t of tr.e assembly " io . : in the f . r .e rror.er.t t . 
In tegra tor .? . .• perfo:r.ed froin t n e begir.r.' r.t to t.-.e end of the 
cycle ~ r.e ?<,.- and Mu% car. be roved .r front of the 
I n t e g r a : , ae.-a..;.e -.-.ey do not depend or. t i s e . l e t . s suppose, 
t n a t <q. -oes not depend on t iaie , t o o . Ir. t h i s case the 
In teg ra , becomes a fsul t : p i i c a t i o n by 7. Pu t t ing v a . u e s of ? ж л / 

and MU. .nte ' (ál r 
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b! 349 MU =119*£ 

Now we can vr ighc down: 

BU= 0.033 l*T*Kqj (6) 

Of coarse v;e have to consider the volume of deficiencies 

cosiing from that Kq is a constant. Or. the following figure we 

described the increasing of the assembly burr.-up during a 

;ycle using the programme C-PORCA and <S). 

Burn-up increasing at a function of Kq during the cycle 

0 5 0 7 0.9 11 
power ««proportional coefficient 

13 

• :—valós érték • becsúH érték 

real value estimated value 

Figure \'o.i 

The figure shows that the difference between the results 

got by two v.viy.s is not very high. On the basis of the results 

of the calculations you can make sure, that the differences 

of the burn-up values do not cause high differences between 
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them. From the figure you can see the generally agreed 
tendency, that the disproportions in the core are getting 
smaller during the cycle. Namely if Kq is smaller than 1, the 
value of the burn-up will go above the average curve. It 
means that the value of the integral in (5) is larger then 
the. product (6). It will be possible if the value of Kq is 
increasing during the cycle. Following this train of thought 
for Kq<l we get decreasing value of Kq during the cycle. In 
th* case if KqSl the tv/e curve.«-, jre almost thG same, 
therefore it was right to suppose Kq*constant in this 
interval of Kq. For this reason we can do the statement that 
the values of K q both smaller and greater then 1 are 
approaching to 1 during the cycle. Using this fact we could 
make the burn-up evaluation exacter, but later you may be 
convinced about the good exactness of our programme without 
it as well. The more complicated calculations would make the 
running time even longer. 

In (6̂  you can find the cycle length as a multipi icat ion 
coefficient. The cycle duration is determined by the 
reactivity reserve and the decreasing boron concentration 
defined during cycle calculations. Since we only carry out a 
criticality calculation for the beginning of the cycle in 
order to g*t quick calculations, an estimation has to be 
given for the cycle length from the beginning state. On the 
following figure there are shown the curves of boron 
concentrations of three different fuel loads. 
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0.00 90.00 100 00 1*000 200.00 260.00 300.00 360 00 
Яте(4це) 

— о — 1 Ывкешр — — 1Ы.7капр — ' — i.u.ii.kamp. 

unit i, cycle S; unit 1, cycle ?; unit 1, cycle 21 
Figrure Wo._ 

From the figure you can see that it is not enough only to 
give the boron concentration as an initial parameter, because 
the beginning boron concentrations of the 6th and the 11th 
cycle» are equal, but the time function of the boron concent
ration are different for these two cyc.cs. Namely the lith 
cycle 11 has a low leakage core and the .ycle 6 does not. For 
this reason during the cycle 11 less neutrons will escape 
from the system, tho K q in the center of the core will be 
higher at the end of the cycle, the boron concentration will 
decrease faster then in a non low leakage core. Therefore the 
difference of the cycle lengths will reach 10 effective days 
which is not allowed in our estimate 
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Changing of И—iiittcil borwii 

(unttl.cycta«) 

— lineárisan illesztett — • — számon 

íLzzeá i n l i . - .ear c a l c u l a t e d 

Fig-jre .Vo.j 

• r.s::- ' .r..r. :'r.s s e r i r e cilí í e i ' e r . ca of : л в . I r . e j r 

. . . i - ' - '- .:• г.э- j ' j s ^ . r . s , c e ; j . r . s гг.з 

с--, '..-.с '- 'О e r v e ; - . ..-. : л с .'.. cr.-.e.-.'. . u> i j ; -..-.с 

" . " . •••; .'- -.3^12 rv...-чо й -5-^-cjjy s t j . - . : : arci 

"" " •" - . e r : ; ' . - : г..v оа /сг . з ' . - е :r. I v . j . с о : or. 

'•'•'- - < '.~е'_е:> г..:*"е *_с с е -:t,<e~ : г . сз .acco-n:. 

:.•. с . - : , : . ' '.о . ь е . : r .Gj:" í . c - i r . g . 1:. see r . - ' .о 

- р е jr. о <*у.;\--„ ::.,•/ i:t'.:r.q су ахрог . епг : а ; 
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CBít)=B,«e B : ,+B 3 (7) 

The values of parameters {3̂  J i a l .2.3 a r e 9oing to be fitted 
v.-ich method of the least squares. 

Ctwngim of *m baron щщмиШшМип in Mm« calculfd 
•nd 9ШЛ in штроптлсШ (мп» 1, cyclo •) 

0 SO 100 150 200 250 300 350 
time (days) 

illesztett — számolt 

f i t t e d c a l c u l a t e d 

.-" igi:re .Vo . 4 . 

A.ccora_-.g to this figure trie 'ittod curve exactly 
coinciaes v.ith the c-r;e of the boron concentration. Boric 
jcid courses of .-5 cycle.-, were fitted, so ::e have got three 
t ixes ..'; cost.ir.t'i It ,;ah r.er.t i or.sa aDcve that tr.ese 
pardirete:s aeper.d or. the initial bot ic acid concentration 
'^3i. ;.r,u i • as a.sco's:sci fro.r Fia.re '.'o . 1 tr.at they depend 
on m e si' iqe л.'-, v.'eil. T.-.e 1еа1:азе l.s shov.r. ,/ith the 
disproportion coefficients of the pei Lis.-.- . i. I.S.SSEB. .es !n 
the f v,.'. ow i ng manne:. : the di sproport ; on coefficients of these 
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cassette* weighted with th^ rtuirjoer of sides touching 
moderator were added ÍK.SZ) . v;e tried to fit the parameters 
{B;i.=i i 3 i" linear, but during the fitting it was turned out 
that these two variables are not enough. Three new quantities 
were initiated: number of fresh fuel cassettes loaded 
weighted with the enrichment (FSZi. spent fuel assemblies 
•weighted with the enrichment (RSZ>, average burn-up of the 
core 3üAi Of course these variables are not independent 
fror. eacr. other, nevertheless the above defined three 
parameters can oe fitted in linear with sufficient 
correctness of the T.et'r.od of least squares by these five 
xia.-.t -1 les 

7he parameters < {^1-)ui. j ,j;i=: . ,s) Я°- after the fitting 
are a:- follow: 

6.1S00956 -1.0696*53 •1,7397826 2,1139893 3.0040819 64.190864 
-0,0001881 3.778E-0S б,Ов2Е-05 •6,117E-05 -o.oooiose -0.0005214 
-5,1407603 1,0eei27 1,735741 -2,1110324 -3.000798 -84,279034 

Thus '-.-.£ aa'-ur.eters 3 : car. be prepared by the next 
con.--: j.-.ts 

В =C *CB+C ,*KSZ+C ,*RSZ+C *FSZ + C ..•BUA + C . 
i i! i2 и i4 )5 16 

i.-- caj.cu^ate tne pa ramete r s 3 ; v;ith the 

ne cyc le '.':. of the mi*. ." ar.d with the 

:tr. / a r . j c ' e s 50t fror-, s t a t e c a . c u i a t e d 

э: the" cyc le . The r.e;<v •.•alues a r e the 

B1 27,9325 
B2 0,00085 
ВЭ -21,577 

"*'ne ustemuied cycle .er.otr. 'T'• for ;"?i wi th CB»CJ w i l l be 

? ' ' - i T C i C - . e t 

- год : 

'o r 
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и-J) 

Substituting values 3̂  v/e get T»3C4. Cycle .ength by 
С-КЖ1Л is 303, b. The difference is half a day. Т е maxima'. 
difference found after estimations made for several rye les is 
±3 day». It is a good tl% value in case of 30G day cycle. 
Describing the exponential function and the real boron course 
you can see that the two curves coincides almost exactly with 
each other. 

CtevMjtaQ of ww boron сопсямпйоп during Mio cycle 
OOOOIOBOO VOW too tool шиш too шШлш MMi by on 

• • • • aiiowi« fcwcgoH («им 2, eye» 12) 

0 25 90 75 100 125 1» 175 200 226 260 27$ 300 325 

—'j—Ьесмл >—vatos 
estimated .1 

Figure No.5 
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Of cours«. if th« initial variables (CS, KSZ, RSZ, FSZ, 
BUA) are calculated by not a 3D two-group cod* but a less 
exact 2D programme, further inaccuracies will be added to th* 
estimation. 

This estimation of cycle duration has several 
possioiiities of application beyond the programme ECYS. For 
Instance in programmes for optimalizations (CERBER), during 
interactive core designing (FACHIGA) the cycle lengths can be 
estimated immediately, we do net have to prepare cycle 
calculations after each calculation or assembly exchange, 
saving time makes possible to study more cases, therefore it 
•.s эа-s.er to choose the most economical one from several 
cases. 

2.S graphtc« repra—ntAtloa адА 1 nterant 1 те r*1 nail 1 ng 

.-..':er the equ i l i b r i um s t a t e reached the programme draws 
tr.e э1* core pian wich the Kq and the burn-up f i e l d on t h e 
-j.sp.ixy, and shows the es t ima ted c y c l e l eng th as w e l l . I t 
con ten t s the same 'wi th some small modi f i ca t ions ) sub rou t in 
•.•ritten :.-. programme language С l i k e the programme FAvJKIJA. 

»sing i n t e r a c t i v e re loading i t is p o s s i b l e to exer j e 
j.-.sa.-л. :cs i r. pair.-, or chains accord ing to t.-.e 3IPP format 

G-7 3 . э! '. i i , : r t r . . s case tr.e a s s e r b у !.'o 3* g e t s i r. 
tr.e pos.: . ion .'.o i i .'.'о Ъ2 in pes '. -i, N'o '. •, in pos 21, No .'.''. 
.-. cos "j . äoions t s гл~ r.ociify the type of the fresh 
' .•: . i s ; _.-c . ,s.' & . ̂ ' , i ' - • t h s i -С- of tr.e f re.s.n f - e . 

•-••if.-. i t : " ce•;oгe^ 3 -5% Moo i f y; no tr.c r.umcers of 

l i t - . " fus. а.'-.'.ет.с i s ' о \cieo ..-. i s p r o n i b . c e d . cecause i t 
.6:-5ii ir.'j no.«- s t : ;••:.•'_• of tne : e i oad г.ц r a t r i x . 
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Mid жкяхЫяд ер 

After changing che assemblies the reloading Tat.ix will be 
modified arid simplified according to these changes. Then the 
core configuration and the initial burn-up distribution wili 
be calculated again from the reloading matrix, vie do not 
change the cassettes immediately for a given configuration, 
because we need the modification of the reloading matrix 
anyway, and it is simplier and takes less time to determine 
whe core configuration again. In лпу case the ourr.-up 
iteration has to be done, because the -'.„ distribution changes 
with the exchanging of assemblies, In case of an э̂.;.'. 1 iorium 
cycle it has an effect on the burn-up distribution, that has a 
feedback on the K q distribution =md so on. Then the iteration. 
сад be done for the equii ibv: urn burn-up distribution and v,-e 
have a possibility to rea.i<:e new assembly exchanges ада*г.. 

ЯЛ The aatpuvrtetehe,—. 

After finishing the calculations tne programme -writes the 
SO* burn-up and power distributions, the critical boron con
centration and the cycle length into a given fiie. 3eyond 
this it writes a burn-up library extended i~- 3D in format 
of BIPB which will be an initial state for a check 
calculation with an exacter 3D code. 

Since the RPD used by the programme EGY.O is a two 
dimensional code only the axisi average burn-up values of the 
assemblies act in the calculation.-. For more exact 
calculations we n*>ed a three dimensional burn-up library, 
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therefore the two dimensional library will ba extended into a 
3D one. Tita 3D bum-up library contents 10 points in axial 
direction ((Büijii,1..j*rj.1..10>. Thus tha vector (ви^^.^» 
will ba extended into a i^°ijii*i. .a matrix. The extension was 
performed by an average axial distribution of axial 
distributions of several assemblies ((AXB ij) i, 1.„ r j m l 1 0 ) . 
Calculation of normal was carried out in way to get an axial 
average value equal to 1, and then tha level average values 
were calculated: 

A X B N » = ^ : 

X 10 

ATj=-« W 
3 n 

where AXBNy is the noraal axial burn-up profile. The 
quantity ATj is normalized by the average burn-up equal to 1 
as well. We should realize that £jATj*10: 

j J n " i j " i 

Multiplying the 2D burn-up values by this profi le we wil l 
get. a 3D burn-up with an axial form similar to the average 
сиг-ve. Averaging by the axial direction this 3D burn-up 
resu l t s the 2D burn-up. 

BU^AT^BUj (10) 
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Tb* normal average p r o f i l e i s described on the next 
diagram. 

I burn-up cfletfbuMon 

Figur* No. 6. 

Two equilibrium cycles were designed by programme EUYS as 
examples: on* with a traditional configuration, th* other on* 
with a low leakage core. Th* calculations were performed by 
programme C-POFCA, too for checking. The checking calcu
lations were carried out in the following way: starting from 
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the burn-up library got from the programme ECYS series of 
cycles were calculated using equilibrium reloading«. By our 
experience after 5-6 cycles the balance sets in, and the 
cycle length and the burn-up distribution di not change very 
much. 

In rase of a traditional core configuration the assembly 
lei: out is on the pos.25 and has an enrichment 2,4%. 

We have some calculations for four-year fuel cycle, 3,6% 
control rod followers, assemblies with variable enrichment in 
radial direction with average value of 3,78% and 3,42%, for 
which we get good results similar to cases in Appendix 2. 

According to exactness of our results the programme EüYS 
is useful for designing equilibrium cycles. 
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The reloading matrix of the traditional core configu
ration: 

1002 
1002 
1002 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1002 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1001 

50 7 
33 4 
29 38 
9 43 
26 5 
27 6 
34 3 
40 48 
18 37 
20 13 
47 35 
51 15 
52 8 
54 17 
55 11 
45 21 
57 36 
58 23 
39 24 

10 
30 
19 
28 
41 
31 
32 
14 
22 
59 
2 
12 
42 
16 
56 
46 
44 
49 
53 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Distributions of Кч and the burn-up, ос с ho cyclo loagth 
and the cr i t i ca l boric acid concentration calculated by tho 
programme S3YS: 

so 
.307 

83.34 . 
07 И 

l.OaO .740 
.00 .00 

03 M Of M 
. 0 » 1.100 .041 .440 

34.03 .00 .00 12.3» 
40 40 00 01 S3 

1. ooo i .oaa l . u o 1.104 .«oo 
11 .as ю.оа .oo .oo .oo 

43 43 44 40 40 47 
1.001 1 .1И 1.024 1.340 .030 .002 
10.73 í a . a i aa.oo .oo as.44 .oo 

3» 30 37 30 30 40 41 
1.200 1. 800 1.100 1.008 1.348 1.101 .43» 

7.07 10 .01 10.70 18.17 .00 .00 84.81 
ao ao 30 31 38 33 34 

1.043 1.101 .003 1.080 1.003 1.100 .040 
34.08 .00 81.78 10.00 88.37 .00 .00 

20 81 38 83 84 80 80 87 
1.810 1.141 1.001 1.100 1.000 .074 1.807 .700 

.00 13.70 88.07 7 . И 13.71 0.38 .00 .00 
11 18 13 14 10 10 17 10 10 

1.8S0 1.040 .073 1.010 1.103 .038 1.000 1.040 .331 ' 
о-ва at.to ia.48 aa.44 и.зо аз.и ta.aa .00 22.40 

1 8 3 4 8 4 * 3 0 10 
.000 1.000 1.840 1.080 1.103 1.107 .701 1.130 1.100 .000 
0.70 80.80 0.01 11.30 18.33 7.73 11.40 7.10 .06 10.10 

> 1.340 (4SI *» 00.0000 СШт 0.0702 «/ke 

0018 оау 
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Distributions of К, and tba burn-up. of the cyclo length 
and the critical boric acid concentration calculated by tho 
programme c-PORCA: 

« • № S.SM •/•» 

M S 
.33* 

83.04 
S? 1 И 1 
.MS .74» 
.04) .04) 

S S I S41 M l S S I 
.SM 1.1*1 .SM .«SS 

S4.S0 . * • .0« St.SS 
4 S I 4 S I SOS S i l S S I 

1.114 1.0M l.SSS l.SSS .SM 
11.81 as.ss .oo .so .oo 

4 S I 4 S I 4 4 1 4 S I 4 S I «7 1 
1.077 1.14» 1.04S l . S M .S4S .SO» 
» . t o i s . » as.oi .oo t s . M .00 

3 * 1 M l Э 7 1 M S M l 4 0 1 41 1 
l .SM 1 . 8 » 1.10S . M l l . S M 1.0*7 .4S7 

7.SI 10.47 10 .M IS.40 .00 .00 1 4 . l t 
as 1 as а м а n i a a i м а S4i 

1.100 1.171 .SM 1.0S1 l . M S 1.0S7 .0M 
21.7S .00 21.7» М.4Э 38.7Э .00 .00 

20 a ai i aa i as i a« i as a a« i 27 i 
l . l t i 1.1M LOSS 1.1S4 1.107 .M3 1.15» .7*0 

oo 1Э.М aa .s* o.oa i a . « s n . o o .00 .00 
11 1 iá 1 i á a 14 1 i s 1 1« 1 17 1 1* 1 1* 3 

1.344 1.0*3 .ОМ 1.04» 1 1 » .SM 1.M1 1.000 .33« 
»,»J 22.00 13.43 33.40 11.0» 33.«3 13.00 .00 3t .40 

1 2 2 1 3 1 4 3 » 1 C l 7 3 O l » 1 1 0 3 
.74« 1.0*4 1.3*3 1.037 1.1Ю 1.807 .007 1.138 1.1Э» .131 
».71 20.42 10.IS 11.SI 12.*S 0 . 3 * 1 1 . 1 » 7.40 .00 1».M 

Я.Ж ИОЩЦЛИР fOMW ISO) 
I.TIT SOM-0» IMMay/kfO) 

Kg*>\X-1.2M KVMUC-1.4S0 KMUO 2S.S« 

»Ofl 4» tOB: 4* »O*: 4« 

TOT* 307 . •» DAT 
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Th* SD busrn-up d i s t r i b u t i o n given by che programme BJYS: 

m M l 201 201 201 201 2«2 201 101 « 2 
M l M l 202 101 201 JO I 201 101 102 192 
M l M l M l 2G1 202 101 101 101 '.Ol M2 
M l M l 102 101 201 231 201 292 101 101 
M l M l 201 101 101 101 101 201 101 102 
101 M l M l 101 101 101 101 101 102 

1 . 1 K ».«»0 10.147 11.612 10.SO") 12.24$ 1 . 4 1 l . ) » 2 "MIS 4.4*0 
14.»0» 22.110 24.214 ' I 1!1 2 4 . П 4 21.«11 22.142 I».321 i i . 1 1 2 10 . ) )7 
1.941 t0 .«01 11.144 11 .61 . 11.4»« 11.237 10 . 4JJ » . I f f 7 . 4 » 4.»15 
• 2 » ! 12.474 :3 .440 11.444 11.11» 11.217 12.506 10.»05 ».141 5.711 
» .»14 11.412 14.117 14. »C» 14.710 14.420 11.444 11. •» ». »»» 4.10'' 
5 .4*2 t . M l ».2*4 » . ) 4 3 ».244 >.0}7 ( » 1 14» 4.244 1 . Я З 
» > » 4 12.MC 13 . ' 00 11.7*4 11 .4 )1 11.133 12.414 10.301 ».242 5.132 
5.201 • »39 1.132 4.344 • . 4M 1.104 7 . 1 ) ' 6.719 5.756 3.612 

.ooo .ooo .ooo .ooc .ooo .300 .ooo . ;oo . зоо .30.-
14 .0M 21.17'; 21.050 21.112 22.947 22.413 21.22« 15.340 15.550 » 1 1 2 

7.0*0 10.421 1 1 . i l l 11.432 11.50» 11.251 10.444 5.IS» Л»» 4.»21 
11 . H I 24.»10 2 7 . i l - 2T..;uJ 27.014 24.40» 24.»1» 21. »»1 11.306 11.551 

».191 ' i . - i . 14.124 15.01» 14.157 11.525 13 744 l l . l ' S 11.341 -=.151 
j« . 447 24.77» 21.»71 27 .111 24.150 24.24» 24.1)7 21.44C 19 1*5 . . I I : 

1.21J 12.410 11 314 13.441 11.123 11.220 12 .5 .» 10.10« 3 . Í4 4.712 
17.0*7 21.741 21.021 21.1»4 2 7 . H 5 27.270 25.104 22.2*5 15. W) 11.»27 

1 * 1 4 11.4*0 14. «13 14.774 14.411 14.2*0 13.522 11.611 ' i'-'S Í.250 
.aee .oco .00 ' .ooo . :o ) .3)0 .o;o . :o . ло .ooo 

11.411 Í4.7J1 24.41» 27.015 24.7»» 24.1»! 24.7»» 21.413 Í.1Í0 11 459 
.000 .ooo . j j - , .ooo .ooo .ooo .ooo .:•: .ooo ,ooc 

lO.iQS ÍS í í ' 14 .54) 16.665 14.41* 14.11» 15.251 11.ЛЭ ; . . 1 7 i ' .350 
14.413 21.02» 27.244 2 ' .411 27.121 24.514 25.011 2 1 . 4 " 14.37» l l . 5 » 7 

1.411 1.454 » 2 3 2 ».211 » 1 4 0 1.355 1.474 7.321 6.207 3.417 
10.010 11.142 14.412 14.513 16.401 16.040 i i . l ' ! 11.114 11.111 '.OL; 

7.2»C 10.113 11.»55 12.029 11.301 11.Í35 .00» ».512 1.065 5.019 
.000 .000 .003 . OOj .300 . jO ' .000 .300 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .030 .003 -300 . )0 j .300 .000 .000 .000 

J7.407 2«.»27 21.174 2». jS2 1.744 21.100 24.51» 22.974 1».471 12.2»0 
.000 .000 .000 .50" .000 .000 .000 .000 .300 .00C 

11.117 2 1 . M l 24.101 26.244 25.»16 21.404 24 .0 )1 20.74» 17.40» 11.111 
11.110 2».042 23.9*3 24.140 23.115 23.150 22.014 1».0»0 14.11* 10.213 
14.3*6 24.703 2 6 . f t » 27.054 .'< 4 1 24.141 24.741 21.3*4 11.11» 11.445 

.CJO .000 . аО'З . 2C3 .003 .000 .300 ..300 

.046 .OOO .000 .030 .330 OOO .000 .000 
I . I f » 7.1J- 1.503 1.555 1.4S5 1.271 7.110 4.741 
7.704 11.607 12.6)4 17.711 12.177 12 .2»! 11.6)1 10.012 
7.145 11.11» 12.164 12.944 12.107 12.120 11.147 10.2)6 
1.917 11.414 14.62) 14.711 14.517 14.231 13.444 11 .4)1 

.ooo .ouo .ooo .ooo .ooo .000 .000 .000 

.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
П . 7 4 » 21.715 29.101 25.210 21.970 21 321 26.7*1 23.114 1».»)2 12.317 
12.72f 20 .41 ) 22.511 22.652 22.412 21.»10 20 .7)2 17.»13 11.117 » . M l 

1.141 11.411 14.47) 14.744 14.401 14.210 13.512 11.171 » . I f » 1.246 
14 .71) 21.270 27.104 27.475 27.312 24.74» 21.12» 21.111 11.515 11.701 

.ooo .ooo .coo .ooo ,000 .ooo .oou .ooc .ooo .000 
11.441 21.0*4 10.162 30.770 30.444 21.142 21.112 24 .11) 20.410 13.017 

.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
1.242 12.411 13.517 11.400 11.454 13.111 12.447 10.751 » . И » 5Л54 

.4 524 22.113 21.11» 21.»44 2) .712 23.111 21.9)4 11.»13 14.041 10.1)» 
.ooo .ooo .ooo .ooo .ooo .ooo .ooo .ooo ooo .ooo 
.ose .ooo ooo .ooo .000 .000 .000 .ooc .000 .000 
.000 .ooc .000 .ooo .000 .000 .000 .ooc .ooo .300 

11.1»» 2 ' , 41» 2».141 10.02* 29.711 29.041 27.414 21.74« 20.111 12. '04 
.000 .ÚŰ0 .OOO ,000 .OOO .OOO .OOO .000 •OOO .S00 
.000 .000 .030 .000 .000 .000 ,000 .000 .000 .000 

14.412 24.72? 24 »IS 2?.010 2«.7»4 24.1Í4 2 4 . 7 Ц 21.415 11.117 11.416 
.500 . JOC . •)'•" . 000 ,000 .000 . OOO ,000 000 .300 
.000 .300 ,00 . ,000 .000 ,000 .000 .000 OOO .000 

16.171 24.441 24.147 2",012 24.721 24.121 24.721 21.141 1 1 . I l l 11.421 

21) 

. 000 

.000 
.000 
.000 

1 .711 1.61» 
1 . 1 2 ) 1 .171 
1 .47» 5 .476 
» .164 4 .224 

.000 ,000 

.000 .000 
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The aaiar.Cfrä reioasir.a r.at: 
eor* configuration: 

г.емЬгэг. . e a o g a 

1001 so 30 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 ЭЭ 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 25 12 44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 » 3 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 10 15 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 2« 1С 31 5« 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 27 23 43 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 34 2 49 59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 40 14 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 30 5 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 46 6 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 51 0 32 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 49 20 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 54 21 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 55 29 39 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 57 35 42 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 50 34 53 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Dis tr ibut ions of Кщ and tho bum-up, of the cyc lo length 
th* c r i t i c a l bor ic ac id coneontracioR ca lcu la ted by tho 

BSYS: 

St.ST 
»7 И 

1.043 .ТВ? 
•О .00 

S3 M SS M 
.ом i.Mi .ott .sto 

ao.to .м .oo M.ot 
«о 40 и n sa 

.090 1 . 9 M t . t M .007 .»71 
M.SO .00 .00 .00 S t .S I 

a u u u u I? 
.OM 1.000 . O M .00» .001 .J77 

» . T T 21.00 M . M 2 t . 7 t .00 31.«S 
Эб М ST SO SO «0 41 

1.214 1.2Э7 .ОТО 1.31« .ОМ 1.010 .347 
10.00 Т.ОТ M . * t .00 22.0« .00 SS.72 

M 20 30 3» St 33 34 
1.000 1.2*1 1.170 1.00« I.OST 1.307 .0*0 
22.«0 O.W 13.S3 2«.S3 21.«1 .00 .00 

20 И 22 23 34 2 t 2« 27 , 
1.100 1.202 1 . 0 M 1.24« .0*4 l .SCt 1.240 . T M 
14.14 13.0« I 3 . « 3 Т . И M.SO .00 .00 .00 

11 12 I S 1« I S 1« 1? 10 1» 
1 . 0 » 1.103 1.070 1.2S2 1 .1« ! 1.071 .003 1.0SS - S M 
20.OO 14.40 22.00 10.«3 10.07 13.0» »1.33 .00 33.00 

1 2 3 4 1 4 7 0 0 10 
.Ott 1.310 1.212 1.104 1.10» 1 . 1 И .730 1 . 0 И 1.171 .SS3 
«.«0 0.77 12 .3 t 13 .T* 13.03 10.42 24.34 10.40 .00 3S.04 

ff* 00.0000 CO- «.3032 f / k « 
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ч в,*-- "*,- т 

Distribution» of К, anö the burn-up, of the cycle length 
ала the critical boric acid concentration calculated by the 
srogramm« wPORCA: 

:т» C . 4 4 * o/*o 

ft» 1 
.34» 

M.*7 
17 1 M l 
. • M .71» 

.00 .00 
M l M l M l M l 
. 0 » 1 . 1 » .07« .3*0 

10.Г» .00 .00 M.«3 
« 0 1 4 * 1 M l M l M l 
.»M 1 . 1 И 1.10« .MO .SM 

IJ.00 .00 .00 .00 M . M 
U l «3 1 « « 1 «0 1 « « 1 «7 1 
. t t l 1.01« . 0 И .0M .017 .МО 

а э . м t i . 0 7 м . м a».JO .00 П . И 
3» 1 M l 37 1 3 0 1 3 0 1 « 0 1 « 1 1 

1.1*7 1.1»J .ОМ 1.1«« .М7 .ОМ .34« 
10.М 7.01 М.«0 .00 13 .М 00 33.00 

10 1 30 1 3 0 1 3 1 1 M l 33 1 M l 
1.1М 1.311 1.110 1.0М 1.0M 1.100 .M3 
31.»1 0.40 11.kl 13.«« 11.11 .00 .00 

je 1 11 l M l 13 1 1« 1 M l 1« 1 17 i 
1.20» 1.1*1 1.1M 1.1*4 l.OM 1.1Ю 1.1«! .71» 
13.1« 11.01 13.17 7 . M 10.M .00 .00 .00 

11 1 12 1 13 1 1« 1 1» 1 1« 1 17 1 10 1 1» 1 
1.127 1.200 1.1»« 1.37» 1.17« l.OM .070 »Ю .343 
*S.04 13 M 31.40 10.00 10.13 11.01 31.1» .00 M.M 

W 2 1 1 1 « 1 » 1 « 1 7 1 « 1 » 1 1 0 1 
•41 1.241 1.2»» 1.1M 1.2*0 1.203 .707 l .MC 1.M1 .»»1 

)0 (1 9.SS 11.S3 12.»0 13.1* 10.01 »«.0« 10.00 .00 IS.11 

MM F 
X.XXk 
y . t i t 

or мое»)» m i/* or 
(Ml 

»-or (MMay/hfO) 

кдмкх-i in Kvmx-i.««» ю т « м.4з 
к» it po» гь го»: »4 

тт» иь «о 4*у 
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USE OF THE PSEUBO TKANSFEft PWCTIOti 
W BOKSTNESS FAILUBE DETECTION SYSTEMS 

*y 
Joaef to». Pato NTT, Имеют Tccaairi Divtwoa, 

H-70II Paks. Tel:#}6-75-317754 

E аш1:а^акаГаеПа.аа 

Лрракавив of the m—fw <аас»юа» a» syne» caaractenamg raactioasis« 

bets m tfje tmsaniMtag- Md соааЫ tecbaotogy There we case* wbcrc it is 

•aaaetaeclMrasteristkcbockiag sigaal. la aaary eases Ac eqaiptacat baa to be 

ia aoraml operatioa la sack сам* - widiioaac retervauoa - (be pseado traasfer 

be aplioi with food read 

Left baa« a taaVacarfcai aoise source* ta ia eqataaara«, u d m anise scasor latplcmcated oa 

. Tbe aoise soarcea arc activated dariag lae aonoal opcratioa Seperne lkat ta 

• ia opereliotjal coadiuoas - die »gr.al transfer roates arc liaear aad time-

to» ariaal. ia a settled place of lae eaaipeaeal tae aoise coald be seea at a tapcrimpmed 

l of tfee sigaab írom diíTereai i 

-©—игт-** 
Fig. I. 

2»9 



lel i*l 

H,is Ac master function of Ike signal propagsno« пнйе boat the i-th noise юагсе 

f, is Ac 1-4 excitation function, 

a, is Ac entering counting factor of Aei-A generator. 

gi iccoilrib«6oBoftki-AKMao«celoibeviWatkwlevelmea*w«distae 

poiot 

Htviny transformed Ae signal transfer referring ю ом «смог to a simpler for» - by taking 

ntoaccoMttbcct, аЫ gMawU input single output M1S0) 

fig. 2 

Yi-H'ÍR-H' í fa 
By impkincoimg more sensors, signal of each generator cooiribuici to tbe signal of each 
«onsor ТЬев. if we lake iool account tbc previous reduction, we get: 

290 
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Fig.4 
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»•fate Я» «а 

to aal case we ah» caa suppose ibai Ac Mgaal araacfer taasajoanofate 

propageiioo i n i u are stealer: 

Hi « H j i , j = l , 2 , . . . n 
Fro« practical aspect» mal r me caee of a aaaW tyhadrr eaajaebtoc. HcrcmccKpaacioaaia 

tlKcyh«timiadiWioMdorilwiraaaaaiaamfDM»tearce«laW*eeaaa ntei 

soarce». These have a steady place, ate other pan of soarcae w caavgiag-We are i 

ma«ly re ibe aoiscs of folarc» dclcraanaag i l w plecri The fairere» are e.g. ntesoaad 

vibration» cawed by a wore rraarsheft heariag, м пааяЬкса) aaaia fatter ate wear of a 

kiaak or a pistoa pia. Having Ibe eagiae bloc raricaadrr) with proper aaaoaat of acaaon we 

try lo fiad :be Ice of fairere The aietbod described bebe» provides help ia fti» work. Tbc 

Aolbot aad »I defiaed ibe won Hale of а стаакакай bcamg ra aa IS - cylaader Dieaei 

eagiBc, it» location (ibe dividing pleat where H look place) aad Ibe onea^tioa of ibe wear. 

Wirb ibc •».«imptioa aad sensor settuag metbod above, we have In coaapile web втаааам 

fractions wnert tbe output signal of a «elected «сам* м «еев a* aa exciiakoa am, aad tee 

response «goal* are acquired frun tbe farmer кают. That is perforated for all me naann, la 

that case irw quotient of (he output - tad input spectra provide« a/amdo traiufrr matrix 

which is я function matrix Let s leveMigate Ibe awtrix values al the half- aad at ate iaiagial 

multiples of ihe rotatiuaal frequency If ii»reproealed oa а скал, и caa be aaaa that the 

p«udi> transfer function referring to the seasor impkaieBied close to the place of failarc baa a 

la <bc «lotlMtiH.». becsiuc of the »mutant? of ibe ptuakias, ем тЛЫ » art 

m 
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Y, ft£f» w, 
H £1 111 

tt 

ЦМш ни MfrHid io It« OAHZ Mirfcwi FactMy 
!*«Maja»«*MlMalH«vMf 1^маДм«амам«1М^ 

»• ©,Ю мт wo». Та* » аямЬяв; wMk ак ЫГ wna 

Wem; мяммм, or аи> MMIM Ыак M « • agad l m «мим, и а« уияаяуоГ 
мвИ fc» оанУ éMactaJ «ah ям вмаа» яяяиаг мам« иояаиа м a i 

ВуОмму.яжйимссиМк«! 

I км» » яшшк в* «му ямМ явавм MI Ш мам» «f D» 
tM*M«BMÍMWtTMMM^UiliiiM)j,M^MDrla»aiJÓZgA 

кааяг «Г At (ГАЮ ЮТ, Займа М*авшмимп). far «ж кя> ЯЮУМММЯМ 
liewvavfMJatoa^MflajmlfelaKBONCZ, МгРаиг 
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г.-^-ае"^. ' >*e • ÍWJS?»лд^-яз """«я^а^з^^зр^^^шд^г 

40QD02 átviteli mátrixa 12.5 
javítás előtt 

•z-шт 

800 
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Input index 
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40QD02 átviteli mátrixa 37.5 Hz«#n 
javítás előtt 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Output index 

Input index 
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Mlnp 5 
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Tfce i n n of MM KFKI ppcpriM/rapovt atrios m 

A. PWWrartKadarPbssic» 
ft OlWWiKlIWi»»!) aad Gravilai,.* 
С CMitll*»aadSpK*Rcacarcb 
ft РМммв*Пмш*РЬ>ш 
f . SaMSttWPavska 
f . S«BJMatolaraadBul>l>fcMcm<iryPR>wartTrcbank>«> 
& ГГмЬм rim lin П| ii I inlTitii i I | 
ML |Jim«B«>.Bioeei l ieai* iHlNiKlcarRc»i . i i * Elcitr-nwa 
L MMWrfcaLPtccb«>ii4ccbaii i«^ajvlNtK'lc» Engineering 
I . A»ri; t k l l «at И» «cal Oaaain. 
К. Mta l ik lVM* 
l_ «йгеаМЛваЬичСЛОЛ'Л.М 
H Nwtwartand *Л\*ж CJ*»cl. pmt-ni. C^mpnlcr ApfiiitatiMu. Pripaauníag 
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